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IM'l'ROOOCTION

The following study deals with·the acquisition of land by
Europeans in the area which today forms the Trust Territory of
Nev Guinea.

It covers the period from the beginning of European

settlement in the 18708 to the outbreak of the Pirst Yorld Var,
when after about thirty years the administrative control over this
area passed from German into Australian hands.
In modern Western societies the acquisition of land is
essentially a legal matter.

There are laws which determine under

which circ\IDstances an acquisition of rights to land is legally
valid, and if there is a dispute about the validity of a particular
acquisition, there are courts of law which can make a final decision
which is then backed by the authority of the state. A study dealing
with the acquisition of land can thus concentrate on analyzing the
existing system of land law, taking the rule of law for granted.
a colony the situation is different.

In

•

Behind the facade of colonial

law, a study of legal problems revolves around the question whether
and to what extent this colony is ruled by law. An examination of
the 'establishing of law and order• must form an integral part of
each legal study

~

or it could be realized afterwards that it has

been an exercise in shadow-boxing, because the problems discussed
were legal only in theory but not in colonial practice.
Moreover, the •establishing of law and order• has proved to be
much more complex than the optimistic colonial officials, who invented
this phrase, eve_r imagined.
means complated,

In New Guinea it is, even today, by no

The present land acquisitions by Europeans are still

not regarded as an essentially legal matter,

There are still two

1eparate systeu of law for natiTes and Europeans which are, at least

1
l

•

•ii

in practice, not held together by a aet ot conflict nol'llS, but by a
aeries of political compromises which are far from being final.
Although the land acquisitions with which it deals were mad•
according to the colonial lav more than fifty years ago, the following
study does not deal with dead history.

The problems the early European

land acquisitions have caused are very much a part of the present, and
their solution ia still largely a question of the future.

To appreciate

these problems, they must be seen as a part of the wider issues forming
their background.
'
~·
I

They must be seen as part of the problems arising

,

out of the clash between primitive lav and Western lav, a clash which
must be understood as a historical process reaching from pre-colonial
into post-colonial days.
It is obvious that this field is far too wide to be covered
systematically.

This is in itself not unusual for a specialized study.

However, the situation here is complicated by additional factors.
Pirstly, the subject is situated .in a field where three academic
disciplines, lav, anthropology and history, overlap, and neither the
author nor probably any at bis readers is fully familiar with all of
them.
Secondly, none of these disciplines has so far adequately covered
its section of this field: German Nev Guinea is still largely a blank
spot on the maps of historical research; and although there are some
interesting studies of primitive lav·in Nev Guinea, they are hardly
more than a beginning compared with what ia left to be done.
Thirdly, there is no satisfactory and generally accepted theoretical
framework which could be used:

as soon aa the clash between primitive

lav and Western lav is examined, there ia no firm ground anywhere.
Pourtbly, the official land records, which would have been the
most important source ot information have disappeared as a result of

•

viii

the Second Yorld Var, as has other valuable historical material both
in Nev Guinea and Germany.
The theoretical uid practical importance of the subject, however,
justified an attempt to tackle it despite these difficulties - although
the time and space available made it impossible to approach it on as
broad a front as would have been desirable. Space in particular made
it impossible to include the historical background that is so very
important for traditional land tenure as well as for European settlement.
The reader must therefore be referred to the existinc literature in this
,
field which is, unfortunately, far from satisfactory•

•

..
ix

In the interest ot the reader all non-Inglish quotation• have been
translated. No claim is made that the translations are as literal as
.possible.
Instead ot German currency or measurements their Anglo/Australian
equivalents have been used. The conver1ion1 are hased on the rough
equation11 1 Mark equals 1/-, and 1 hectare equals 2,5 acres,
Regarding
proper Da.es (which. have chanted and will change frequently)
.
I
no fir• rule• have been followed.
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PART I

Primitive Lav and Western Lav
.:

·-
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~
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CllAPrER 1

Legal AnthropologY and the Theory
of the Evolution of Lav
I

Legal Anthropology as an Academic Discipline
Legal anthropology developed out of a branch of legal history,
The flrst legal anthropologists dealt mainly with the early stages in
the development of their own legal systems or with the legal sy-tems
of ancient cultures, that is with legal systems of the past, This led
1
to an identification of •primitive society and ancient lav• which was
retained when attention turned to contemporary primitive societies,
The interest in the law of contemporary primitive societies broke
out as a •positive epidemic•, 2 around 1880, particularly in Germany,
where A.H. Post and J, Kohler became the leading exponents of the first legal-historical - school of legal anthropology, The followers of this
school were mostly lawyers who studied the legal systems of living
primitive societies as legal historians rather than as comparative
lawyers, This was due to the theory of the evolution of law prevailing

,!''

'

v

at that time,
This theory formed part of the general theory of the evolution of
human culture, Probably as old as the philosophy of history, this theory·
gained predominance only after the theory of evolution bad triumphed in
the field of biology, 3 This seemed to place the theory of the evolution
of human culture beyond any possible dispute, It the developnent of
homo sapiens as a species was the result of evolution, the same process
must also determine the history of this species, Western civilization
1

The title of Chapter V of B, Maine•• •Ancient Lav• (1861),

2

B, Malinowski, 1940, 2,
3

P, Graebner, 1911, 77 ff,

;·,
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CRAPTIR 1
Legal Anthropolop and the Theory
of the Evolution of Lav
I

Legal Anthropology as an Academic Discipline
Legal anthropology developed out of a branch of legal history,

The flrst legal anthropologists dealt mainly with the early stages in
the development of their own legal systems or with the legal sy•tems
of ancient cultures, that is with legal systems of the past, This led
1
to an identification of •primitive society and ancient lav• which was
retained when attention turned to contemporary primitive societies,
The interest in the law of contemporary primitive societies broke
out as a •positive epidemic•, 2 around 1880, particularly in Germany,
where A.H. Post and J, Kohler became the leading exponents of the first legal-historical - school ot legal anthropology, The followers of this
school were mostly lawyers who studied the legal systems of living
primitive societies as legal historians rather than as comparative
lawyers, This was due to the theory of the evolution ot law prevailing
at that time,
This theory formed part of the general theory of the evolution of
human culture,

Probably as old as the philosophy of history, this theory·

gained predominance only after the theory of evolution had triumphed in
the field of biology, 3 This seemed to place the theory of the evolution
of human culture beyond any possible dispute, It the developaent of
homo sapiens as a species was the result of evolution, the same process
must also detenine the history of this species, Western ciTilization
1

The title of Chapter V of B, Maine•• •Ancient Lav' (1861),

2

B, Malinowski, 1940, 2,
3

P, Graebner, 1911, 77 ff,
1

.' .
••

2

was the climax of human culture as hOllO sapiens was the ulti...te in
biological development. If empirical proof was needed one only bad to
look at the ~peed with which Western civilization spread itself over the
globe, eliminating all alternatives and thus creating the impression that
there was only one universal culture, the culture of mankind, 1 which had
developed unilineally, culminating in modern Western civilization, whereas
primitiYe or half-civilized contemporary societies were more or less
2
retarded members of the family of mankind. Despite its scientific flavour,
the theory of the evolution of human culture had strong ideological

,

overtones because it was usually identified with what Marxists call the
1 bourgeoisbelief in human progress.• 3
This theory made it possible to study history, so to speak, horizontal:
on the level of space, as well as vertically on t~e level of time. The
various contemporary societies living in different parts of the globe could
be taken to represent nearly all possible steps in the development of the
one universal h~ culture. 4 The first legal anthropologists applied this
theory to the history of law. Their object was to collect material for a
univ.ersal (or natural) 5 history of law. They wanted to trace the history
of legal institutions back to their origins which they believed to have
found in the law of contemporary primitive societies. Or, as their critics
saw it later on, •they vaated their efforts upon the task of proving that
6
.
Morgan's theories were correct•.
1

R. Benedict, 1946, 3 ff.
2

P. Graebner, 1911, 78.
3

w.

Mannzen, 1949, 11(16)ff.

4
P. Graebner, 1911, 78.
5
A.H. Post called his first relen.nt study (publishea in 1872) 1 Introclucti1
to a natural history of law.
6

B. Malinowski,· 1940, 3.

·~

•

3

The legal-hist.ori'cal school doainated the field ot legal ant.hropoloo
until t.be Pirst. Yorld Var.

By

then the theory of the evolution of hUll&n

culture bad lost. ground to other t.heorie~ or, at. least., t.o more critical
and less speculative met.hod~, the historical school of jurisprudence had
made way for more sociological schools, - and the anthropologist became
a serious rival of the lawyer in the study of primitive law.
Most of the lawyers of the legal-historical school had little or no
firsthand knowledge of primitive societies and depended tor their analysis

ot primitive law on data gathered by the early amateur ethnographers, data
1
which B." Malinowski described as •on the whole useless•. Alth~ugh they
did not share Malinowski's opinion and underestimated the complexity of
their subject, they were aware that the material available to them was
inadequate. Nevertheless they thought they could remedy this unsatistactol')
state of affairs w~thout having to go into the field themselves. Instead
2
they set the •questionnaire movement• in motion. They compiled lists
of questions relating to primitive law which.were sent to officials,
missionaries, traders and planters throughout the colonies.
Information gained this way had to be, as a rule, inferior to that
collected by trained specialists during systematic field-work. On the
other hand, trained specialists would not be satisfied with supplying the
lawyers with information but would analyze the material themselves. As
modern anthropology developed, legal anthropology was bound to develop
from a branch of legal history into a branch of social anthropology.
The case of R. Tburnwald illustrates this developnent. Originally
trained as a lawyer, he became an anthropologist. Before carrying out
1

B. Malinowski, 1940, 3.
2

E.A. Hoebel, 1954, 31. · (This was only one motive of this movement.
The recognition of the practical importance of priaitive lav for colonial
politics was at least as significant (see below, 9 ft.)~)

4

extensive field-work in New Guinea, he joined the •questionnaire
movement•. 1 During his field-work he pl~ed special emphasis on research
into primitive law. 2 After the Pirst V~rld Var, which surprised him in
New Guinea, he edited the results of the last •questionnaire action•
regarding New Guinea. 3 Since he bad acquired the specialist•s horror of
amateur efforts, bis contribution was a continuation of bis own "WOrk
rather than a collation of answers to the questionnaire. On the basis
of his field-work he then developed his views on primitive law in general

4

which differed markedly from those of Post and Kobler in being more

5

sociological than lega1.
The work of Thurnwald was, at least in the English speaking world,
6
overshadowed by that of his contemporary Malinowski. His Crime and
Custom in Savage Society, first published in 1926, was •welcomed with
enthusiasm by legal philosophers who ha.cl long felt the need for an
authoritative statement on primitive law•. 7 Malinowski and bis followers
did not aim at writing a universal history .of law but were solely
interested in the way law worked in the primitive societies they studied.
.

1

In 1906 he published a very detailed questionnaire, based on an earlier
version compiled by s.a. Steinmetz.
2

R. Thurnwald, 1910(a) and (b).
3

R. Thurnwald, 1930.
4 .

R, Thurn.wald, 1934.

5
Kohler himself ha.cl changed bis views considerably ~ver the years in the
direction of a more sociological approach (seet L. Adam, 1934, 221 and
1936(b), vi).
·
6

· Thurnv.ald was one of the few anthropolo1ists or lawyers who were not
attacked but praised by Malinowski in bis •Criae and Custoa• (1940, 24).
7
A.L. Goodhart, 1955, ~.

•

•

5

They understood primitive law as a social phenomenon and were not at
all anxious to isolite law from other phenomena of human life and hUll&D
1
culture in order to subject it to legal' analysis. On the contrary,
2

legal method was to them a procrustean method and lawyers were to
them incapable or understanding primitive societies. 3 Primitive law
could not be described in terms of legal concepts but only in terms
4

of human b~haviour.
It is thus not surprising that the l&wyers• original enthusiasm
gave way to mixed feelings: •Pew anthropologists have understood as
5
well as Malinowski the motivating forces of primitive social b~haviour•,
6
but he 'is a peril to jurists•. However, the anti-functionalist lawyers
did not open a counter-attack in order to recapture the field of legal
anthropology but concentrated on holding their own lines. They took
the defensive view that primitive law was not law at all, but custom.
Law was a phenomenon restricted to sophisticated societies where a state
and courts exist, and the domain of the lawyer. Among the primitive
•

societies things were entirely different; there •custom was king•, and
this was the domain of the anthropologist. 7
Not all lawyers saw functionalism as a danger, and not all
anthropologists shared Malinowski's reservations about lawyers. The
legal realists even formed a shortlived alliance with the anthropologists.
1

This attitude grew stronger over the years. In the beginning, Malinowski
still aimed •at a clear distinction of primitive law fro• other forms of
custom• (1940, 15).

2

. .

L. Adam, 1936(a), VI.
3

B. Malinowski, 1940, 58.
4
Ibid., 19.

5
Y. Seagle, 1937, 275.
6
Ibid., 289-90.
7 .
Y. Se&cle, 1941, 27-35.

•
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In 1941 K.N. Llewellyn and E.A. Hoebel published The Cheyenne Vay. Conflict
··and Case JA.w in Pri•itive Jurisprudence, which 111.rked the beginning ot
a third phase in legal anthropolo;y. The lawyers, seduced by the ideas
ot functionalism, embraced the anthropologists, infecting them in turn
with the ideas ot J~gal realism - and it is indeed an open question whether
l!fa,linowski is as great a peril to jurists as Y0 N0 Hohfeld is to
anthropologists.
The allianc9 between legal realists and social anthropologists came
about because they shared a behaviouristic approach to law. The result
appeared on the surface to be nothing but a change in the metboA of
investigating primitive law. Llewellyn and Hoebel distinguished three
methods of investigation:
.

1

the ideological, the descriptive and the •troubl·
2

case• method. The ideological method was, according to Hoebel, associate•
with the legal-historical school and aimed at discovering the 'rules which
are felt as proper for channelling and controlling.behaviour•. 3 The

.

descriptive
method was associated with the social-functional school and
.
aimed at discovering •patterns according to which behaviour actually
4
occurs•. The •trouble case• method, employed by Llewellyn and Koebel,
was associated with legal realism and ai11ed at •what ia done when trouble
arises•. 5
1

1941, 20 (20/21) ff.
2

E.A. Boebel 1954, 29 ff.
3

K.N. Lle"ellyn and B.A. Boebel, 1941, 20.
4

Ibid., 21.
5
. Ibid.

.

.

•
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However,. the •trouble case• method, as applied by Llewellyn and
1
Koebel, was not merely a new meth~d of investigating primitive law.
They investigated a type of law different from that investigated by the
legal-historical school. The legal-historical school had been interested
in the rules which should be observed, whereas Llewellyn and Koebel were
interested in the rules which were enforced when these ideal or (as the
3
2
legal realists saw it) •pretend' rules were broken. Moreover, the
•trouble case• method was not employed by the legal realists and their
anthropological allies because it was, as a method of investigating
primitive law, superior to others, but because it was the only'method
they could employ, since law to the legal realist is made up of the rules
enforced in case of trouble.
At this point the irony of the alliance between legal realists anci
soc.ial anthropologists became visible.

The legal realists were bound

more strictly by the line between law and custom than any other school
of jurisprudence. The identification of l~w and court was the very basis
of legal realism and not merely a matter of defining law. The theories
of legal realism could therefore only be applied to primitive societies
in which courts exist, whereas the legal realists left the social
anthropologists at sea when dealing with primitive law in societies
without courts. 4 However, they were not left there without help. Instead
1

As a method of investigating primitive law it is to some extent inevitabl•
and certainly not new. Thurnwald pointed out as early as 1910 that the
only way to discover what primitive people regarded as lawful was to
discuss actual or, at the most, hypothetical cases with them instead of
asking abstract questions (1910(a), 309-10).
2

J. Prank, 1933, 277-8.
3

The functionalists, especially Malinowski, stood somewhere between these
two extremes, but their perspective was because of their sociological
(non-legal) approach somewhat different (see below, 26 ff,),
4

l,A, Boebel, 1954, 23 ff.
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ot having to play the g..e "what is lav?", they vere advised to accept
the definition of the legal realists and to play the g..e "vbere is the
court?" vhich, they vere told, could be von in •al•ost every 1y1te• at
1
any time•.
The behaviouristic approach to lav allying the legal realists vith
the social anthropologists, caused their alliance to end in disenchantment.
Thi• in itself vas an important step because it brought to light one ot
the basic problems ot the study of primitive lav: a jurisprudential
system designed to explain the lav in one kind of society cannot explain
2
the ·1aw in another kind of society.
'
This does not mean that lav is not a universal phenomenon existing
in every type of society or that •the province of the lawyer uid that of
the social anthropologist are once and for all different•. 3 But it
suggests to lawyers· that primitive law cannot, at least not yet, be
studied as a part of a universal legal history but only as a separate
branch of comparative lav. The lawyers must• free themselves from •the
blinkers of their own society• 4 and from the theory of the evolution of
law. They have to stop seeing primitive law as their own law in statu
nascendi and start to study the legal systems of primitive people as
legal systems in their own right.
On the other hand, this comparative approach creates a difficulty
which neither existed for the legal-historical nor, for other reasons,
for the social-functional school, and vbich Llewellyn and Koebel tried to
circumnavigate by •moving the technical side of lav out of the central
1

M. Radin, 1938, 1145, n 11
0

0

2

This problem has been most clearly stated (and overstated) by P. Bohannan
(1957' 4-6).
3

Ibid.·,

v.

Bohannan has in the •eantille changed his Tievs (1962, 42),

4

P, Bohannan, 1957, V,

'

.

-'
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1
position•,
It becomes necessary to develop an analytical method
suitable tor the analysis of primitive law as well as Western law,
Whereas it appeared possible for the legal-historical school to understand
primitive law in terms of a Western legal system(which was regarded as a
higher develoP*'d form of the one universal system of law), a Western legal
system becomes tor a comparative lawyer what Bohannan terms a •folk'
2
system, ani cannot be directly used for the analysis of a primitive
•folk' system,
II

,

Primitive Law and the Politics of Colonialism and Decolonization.
Primitive law ceased to be a matter of mere academic interest (to

Europeans) when individual Europeans started to enter into legal dealings
with primitive people or, at least, when Western states began to establish
colonie!'l in countries inhabited by primitive people,
Yhat wa.s to happen to the rights of the native population and what

·'

to their laws? Should their rights be disr~garded or should they be
•translated' into the law of the colonizing state? Should their laws be
preserved or should they be replaced by the laws of the colonizing state?
Should their laws be developed to fit the new colonial conditions, should
the laws of the colonizing state be adapted to these conditions, or
should an attempt be made to find a synthesis between the traditional laws
and the laws of the colonizing state? Should there be one set of colonial
laws, or one set for Europeans and another one for natives? Should the
traditional laws in the former case at least be taken into consideration
when, for instance, sentencing a native for an offence connitted
according to the colonial laws? Yhat laws should in the latter case apply
when, for instance, a.European bought land from a native? Should the two

---1

1941, 42. I agree with Bohannan (1957, 214) that this is not a very
convincing 'functional' way of analysing law, since at least Western law
'is technical law,

-1957, 5,
2

I

.

·'-
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1et1 ot l~w• in the latter case be held toaether by a set of conflict
norm• or should conflicts be resolved· by a 1erie1 of political compr011i1e1
Should the traclitional laws within a colony be unifie4? Should they be
codified? Should the aclainiatration of the traclitional lava be left to
the natives, or should they be acllliniatered by European courts? Pinally,
what place was primitive law to take, when a colony beaan to develop into
inde~endent

en

state?
Primitive law had to be an important factor in colonial politics,

whichever view ~he colonial aclministration took, unle11 the native
I
population was exterminated or completely disregarded, A practical branch

I.

of legal anthropology bacl to develop in moat colonies; a branch which
regarded_ primitive law as part of the colonial law, or understood legal
anthropology as a kind of auxiliary science within the framework of
colonial policy,
By the time New Guinea entered into the colonial phase of its history
it hacl become a widely accepted principle Qf colonial policy that the
native inhabitants of a colony should remain governed by their traclitional
laws, 1 until they had •advanced' enough to live under the metropolitan
laws of the·colonizing power, 2 Even for this transitional period, however
usually one important qualification was made:

the traditional laws

became invalid insofar as they contradicted •generally acknowledged
3
principles .of justice and equity•, This indicates that the traditional
laws were, at least by way of appeal, to be aclminiatered by European

courts~ It was thus in the end up to a European judge

to make up his

mind whether to apply the traditional lava or whether to decide the case
according to bis personal view• on justice and equity,

1

P, Meyer (1907, passim).
2

In the Dutch East Indies for example, the time ·was regarded to be •ripe'
for a move into this direction in 1906 (ibid,, 850).
3

Thia ii the formula u1ed by the Dutch in the But 1D4ie1 (ibid,), 'l'be
other pbra1e1 used are essentially the .....

·11

•
•

Still, it was the 11&in aim of this practical branch of legal
anthropology to discover the rules of priaitive law which were to be
applied in colonial courts; there was even a strong tendency to codify
1 .
.
these rules. This aim corresponded with that of the legal-historical
school of academic legal anthropology and was very different from that of
the social-functional. school, and especially from ti.t of the followers
of the •trouble case• method, mainly because of the different political
attitude towards primitive law. Primitive law was to the colonial lawyers
neither a system of social control nor what was done in case of trouble.
On the contrary, they bad come to establish 'law and order•.

They had

taken over the job· of law enforcement. Custom had ceased to be king, and
instead Pax Britannica (or another brand of 'Pax•) was to rule. They were
only interes.ted in what the legal realists called •pretend' rules, The
traditional 'legal realism• in the form of blood feud, sorcery, anarchy
or tyranny was to be stamped out. The colonial administration a.nd the
colonial courts were there to make sure that the natives did from now on
•
what they ought to do according to their traditional laws. The white man•s
machinery of law enforcement was set up to enforce the substantive
traditional law.
The political attitude to primitive law was not the only reason for
the similarities between the practical branch of legal anthropology and
the legal historical school. Even today colonies still breed their own
club-brand of a theory of evolution. A popularized version of Darwinism
and Morganism seeras to make it easier and more natural to carry the white
man•s burden. The crux of the situation is, that colonial lawyers cannot
do without some kind of theory of the evolution of law, even if only in
the form of a legal fiction. They cannot analyze primitive law in vacuo,
they have to treat. it as part of the colonial law. If a colonial land
ordinance tor instance disti':ll'lishes between owned and ovnerless land, a
.
.
This tendency was as strong in the Britiah aa in the continental ooloniea
with their bac.qround of coclifiecJ. metropolitan law (ibid., 858).

1
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colonial lawyer cannot say that the concept of ownership of land is alien
to the traditional land law and leave it at that. He bas to •translate•
from one legal system into the other in order to do his job.
He has to treat primitive law and Western law as part of the same
.•folk' system. Re cannot be satisfied with an analytical system enabling
him to understand primitive law as well as Western law. Re has to look
for some kind of legal dictionary telling him the equivalents in these
different systems, since he has to apply both of them.

He bas to coanit

•the pathetic fallacy of primitive jurisprudence•, and •to seek in
primitive societies those manifestations which in the modern wo~ld have
become subject matters of legal obligations'; he has •to select the
customs relating to marriage, inheritance, and property and pronounce
1
them to be primitive law•. He bas tocld;cb at every straw in order to
find a co1111on denominator ·for primitive law and Western law - and the
theory of ·the evolution of law is the most convenient straw •
•

1

Y. Seagle, 1941, 34. ·

•
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CHAP1'ER 2

The Punctions and Limitations
of Legal Concepts
The Analytical Punction of Legal Concepts
"Is primitive law 'law'?" - is the legal anthropologist's version
of the lawyer's question: "what is 'law'?" The discussion of this
question has flourished since the beginning of jurisprudence, despite
1
'
attempts to kill it as •a silly word battle•.
I

Oversimplifying the situation (something we must become accustomed
to), three main factions in this battle can be distinguished: those who
2
hold that ther.e is one •true• definition of 'law•, those who hold that
one can define 'law• as one wishes, 3 and those who hold that 1 law• cannot
be grasped by a single definition, 4
As in most battles of this kind all views are partly justified; the
first view because it takes into account that the defining of analytical
concepts is not a matter of logic. Logic begins where concepts have been
·.•

defined.

Logic rules the relations between defined concepts, so that it

is impossible to give a definition of 'law• which is logically right or
wrong. 5 But this does not leave complete freedom in how to define 1 law 1 ,
1

One of the latest prominent contributions is M, Gluckman (1965(b), 178 ff,)
where J, Prank's •realistic• resume is quoted as well (ibid,, 180).
2

A,L, Goodhart' 1951, 106,
3

See:

ibid,

4

M, Gluckman, 1955, 346,
5
Gluckman comes as close as possible to giving a •wrong• definition when ht
distinguishes between 'legal' and •alegal' rules of •law• (1955, 230), No
matter whether and how one defines •law•, it ii 101ically impo11iblt t.o
distinguish under this co111on heading between •legal' and 1alegal•, since
'law• cannot cover. •alegal•, even if this distinction is M&Dt to be an
illuminating paradox,

•
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If 'law• is seen as a part of reality it is not invented by defining
it but the definition describes sometbing.·already existing.
This is the basis of the second view,

If 'law• is a given part of

reality, it can only have one •true• definition, However, reality does
not consist of a bundle of separate phenomena waiting to be labelled,
it is one big lump which bas to be divided up for the purpose of analysis.
All lines drawn for this purpose are imaginary although they can follow
divisions which exist in reality, What is divided is not reality but an
imaginary world of concepts reflecting reality, Moreover only few real
I
divisions can be followed when defining analytical concepts, and 'law•
is obviously not one of these cases, How can 'law• be defined as a
concept, if •law• as a social phenomenon is not separated from other
social phenomena? Should an artificial line be drawn and if so, where
should it be placed? Logic does not help to answer these questions, To
find an answer, it must be realized that the purpose of analytical
concepts i~ to help in understanding realit.y. If a concept 'law• helps
to understand reality, it is useful t,o have such a concept, and the best
possible definition is that assisting most in understanding reality,
.
:(

Would it not be preferable under these circumstances, to adopt the third
view and to work with several definitions?
In assessing the view that 'law• cannot be grasped by a single
definition, logic gives again some indirect assistance, If taken to mean
that more than one definition is ne~ded to grasp •law•, 1 logic says that
this must be wrong, Although the defining of concepts is not a matter of
logic (s.o that there are always several possible and not one •true•
definition), it is logically wrong to give more than one definition for
the same social phenomenon, Each definition describes a different segment
of reality.

If more than one definition of •law• is given, they do not

define 'law• but various phenomena vi.thin the •area• of 'law• which itself
remains undefined.
1

Gluckman accepts •law• as haviq many aeanings (1955, 346).

•
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However, .those who hold that •law• cannot be grasped by a single
definition do not consider the complexi~y of 'law• as a social phenomenon,
1
but rather the ambiguity of the word 'law• as the root of controversy.
The valid basi'a of this consideration i~ ti.t language is not only a tool
for analysis but also a part of reality and thus necessarily ambiguous.
This does not justify, however, blaming language for its ambiguity if it
is used as a tool for analy1ing reality.

If a tool is blunt (or baa more

than one edge) it has to be sharpened as well as possible. If the
ambiguity of the word 'law• were indeed the root of the controversy about
what is 'law•, there would be some justification in calling it ~a silly
word battle•,

But this is not the problem,

The problem is the complexity

of 'law• as a social phenomenon and its close links with other social
phenomena,
Because the defining· of concepts is not a matter of logic and because
definitions are only rarely, it at all, prescribed by reality, the most
fundamental decisions about a concept have ~lready been made before it
is actually defined, It is important to be aware of making these decisions
instead of interpreting their results as consequences of a concept's
2
definition,
Before defining 'law•, it must be decided which segment of reality
is to be defined and which place this concept is to have vi thin the
hierarchies of analytical concepts. Is •law• seen as one particular form
of social control as •state• can be seen as one particular form of
political organization, or is 'law• seen as a metaphysical idea situated
at the same basic level as, for instance, •morality• or •art•? Ia 1 law•
seen as a phenomenon as it exists in one particular society or as a
universal phenomenon existing in every society? If these fundamental
1

M, Gluckman, 1965(b), 178 ff,
2

It is for instance said that a •primitive• society bas no 1 law• in the
strict sense, but that in a le11 exact sense it is not lawless (P,P,
Bowell, 1954, 22) something much 110re basic than a single definition baa
gone vrona.

.·~
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decisions are not consciously llade, it is i11pOssible to rationalise the
proc.ess ·ot defining 'law•, and this is all that can be hoped tor.
Does it make a difference whether primitive law is called 'law• or
•custom•? It would not seem so, since analytical concepts do not change
the real phenomena to which they are applied. Yet it is possible,
because there is a tendency to use analytical concepts not only to
describe but also to evaluate reality.

It this is done, analytical

concepts begin indeed to influence reality by changing human attitudes
towards real phenomena. It an analytical line is drawn between Western
law and primitive law, it is drawn because they are regarded a~ two
different phenomena. But, having drawn this line, it can easily happen
that primitive law is not only regarded as different from but also as
inferior to Western law: primitive law is not 'law• but only •custom•.
However, the influence of.analytical concepts on reality is only a side
effect; generally

s~eaking,

reality and the world ot analytical concepts

are two separate spheres, the latter retlec~ing and explaining the former.
The world of analytical concepts cannot and will not be a perfect image
of reality:

it must follow its own rules.

In order to understand reality,

it is probably necessary to define analytical concepts which have no
counterparts in reality or which even seem to contradict reality.
It has been argued that the concept •ownership• should not be applied
to land rights because it meant the possession ot all or almost all rights
to an object whereas rights to a piece ot land were always held by a
multitude of parties.·1 Would this render a concept ot land ownership
useless for the purpose of analysis? It does not follow from the (assumed)
fact that ·one individual never bolds all or almost all rights to a piece
of land, that a
parties, cannot
were defined as

situation, where land rights are held by a multitude of
be described in terms ot ownership - even if .•ownership'
.the holding of all riihts. to a piece ot land, However,

it cannot be expected that such a ce>11plex seament ot reality can be
1

R, Crocombe, 1970,ManUlcript, 7,

'.
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adequately expressed in one simple analytical concept. One or more
series of concepts must be used. Various aspects of the same segment
of reality must be separated. Typical and atypical cases must be
distinguished. A whole framework of concepts is needed.

In order to

explain reality, the world of analytical concepts has to be as complex
as reality, only somewhat mo·re orderly.
Dealing with rights in land it is, for instance, possible to
distinguish between public and private rights and to discuss each group
of rights separately. The use of the concept ownership can then be
limited to private rights, so that the concept can be applied even if
the •owner• does

n~t

bold the public rights in the land.

Yithin the area

of private rights it is possible to further distinguish between rights of
disposal and rights of use.

How can a situation be described where these

rights are held by two parties (without taking other rights or obligations
into.account)? On the one hand it can be said that the land is owned by
one party,

b~t

other party.

that its ownership is encumbered
by the rights of the
•
On the other hand it can be said that the own~rship is

divided between the two parties and that they own the land together. A
third possibility would be to say, that both parties hold separate
estates in the land which, even combined, do not amount to ownership.
The same situation, oversimplified as it is, can be accurately described
in terms of individual ownership and communal ownership as well as in
terms of estates in land, merely by shifting the analytical emphasis.

,.

Each segment of reality can be translated into different sets of
concepts, and again that translation is best which assists most in
understanding reality. It is therefore especially important to make sure
that the clarity gained by avoiding familiar concepts like •ownership'
outweighs the additional confusion which is thereby created. Moreover,
one intentional change of terminology makes a large number of other
changes necessary.

If it is attempted to analyze a system of land tenure

without using the concept •ownership' the whole terminology based on
1
this concept becomes automatically useless as vell. .Analytical concepts
,.
\i

i-,

·?

~l

.;J

1

M. Gluckman, 1965(•), 85-86.
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are, in their own way, as closely connected with each other as the
social phenomena they try to explain.

To_ .change one concept means

that a whole analytical system has to be revised.
Pinally, it must be realized that analytical concepts as well as
whole analytical systems are attempts to project three dimensional
reality on one plane.

No analytical system, even the most complex,

can give an exact portrait of reality,

All of them, no matter how

crude or elegant, are two-dimensional models of three-dimensional
realities.

Only by combining several of them is it possible to create

the illusion of a third dimension.

Lord Bryce was right in sajing that,

•all systems are apt to err, not by pointing to a wholly false cause,
but by extending the _efficiency of a true cause far beyond its real
scope.• 1 But when he points instead to five causes, he does not solve
the problem.
quality.

His approach is different only in quantity and not in

He too is a terrible simplific&teur, because there is an

infinite number· of possible causes from which
he selects merely five
•
instead of one.
Seen in this perspective, it is even preferable to analyze reality
2
by way of simple dichotomies. A crude model can teach more about one
particular aspect of reality than a sophisticated model, provided it
is recognized as a model and not mistaken for reality; a tar leaser
danger when using a model whose crudeness is obvious than when using a
complex model which pretends with only slightly better justification to
be a portrait of reality,
That an analysis of reality results necessarily in a two-dimensional
model, poses one of the main problems tor a European trying to understand
1

Quoted in A.L. Goodhart, 1951, 108.
2
•I

The term model is used here in the sense of an empirical model reflecting
simplified reality and not in the sense of a model which is developed
a priori e.ml then compared with reality (which does not mean that the
models used here will be free of speculative elements),

.-·
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primitive law. Analyzing the law of his own Western Society he can,
to a certain extent, bear other aspects.of reality in mind, because
he is a member of this society and familiar with the existing conditions.
Dealing with· a foreign primitive society his situation is essentially
different:

he tends to see a two-dimensional analysis of primitive law

against the

~ackground

of his own social reality.

Hence the insistence

of anthropologists that it would be wrong to concentrate on an analysis
of primitive law and that it is necessary to give a full account of the
life and the culture of a primitive society.
James Frazer wrote about Malinowski, to see
round and not in the flat•.

1

It .is essential, as Sir

'man, so to say, in'the

But seeing man in the round and not as a

flat (two-dimensional) legal person makes legal analysis impossible.

It

is not accidental that Malinowski's (quasi three-dimensional) picture of
primitive law is impressionistic and that his concepts are blurred.
seems necessary to make a choice:

It

either an impressionistic Malinowski

are fortunately nearly
or an abstract Hohfeld 0 However, since there
•
always more than two alternatives, there might be an altogether different
and more satisfactory approach,
II

'

.·

The Normative Function of Legal Concepts
If the defining of analytical concepts is so complicated and if the

results are necessarily only of relative value, why bother about defining
'law•?
Really to know what we are talking about is not perhaps always
the first requisite of discussion. But there is this important
difference in talking about the nature of law. Nobody goes to
jail for being unable to say why a painting ~f El Greco or Matisse,
as well as the drawings of cave men, are art. But it does seem
somewhat strange and inappropriate that a man should suffer the
inconvenience of being hanged or compelled to pay an unjust debt
if we cannot say what law ia.2
1

1922, IX.
2
"

v.

Seagle, 1941, 5.
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Legal concepts differ from other.analytical concepts in that they are

.

not merely analytical concepts.

They do not only assist in analyzinc

reality but also help in regulatinc reality. Legal concepts have,
besides their analytical function, a normative function.

In their

capacity as normative concepts, legal concepts do not form part of the
abstract world of analytical concepts but part of reality and influence
other parts of reality in a very direct and practical way:

legal

concepts decide whether a person has to go to jail or not.
This double function of legal concepts is most obvious when
, the
law is codified.

A codified system of law is, in the ideal case, an

analytical system which has become law.

.•

The double function of legal

concepts is here so obvious that it is easily overlooked and no
distinction between the •folk' system and the •analytical' system of law
is made, 1 although this distinction is of central importance, especially
for cross-cultural comparisons.
Does the normative function of legal QOncepts influence the analysis
of primitive law? At first glance it seems the normative function of
legal concepts could be disregarded. However, this is only possible if
primitive law is analyzed in vacuo.

If analyzed against the background

of colonialism and decolonization, the picture begins to change.
Supposing the concept •ownership' should not be used in analyzing
the traditional land laws in New Guinea, but that there exists (or exist,d
a Land Ordinance declaring all ownerless land to be the property of the
administration:

•.

bow would the use of •ownership' as a normative concept

influence the use of •ownership' as a concept for the analysis of the
traditional land laws? Theoretically it should have no influence at all,
but, being aware of the practical aspects of legal anthropology, the
consequences of this theoretical analysis must be considered,

Vere this

analysis accepted as authoritative,, it would give the analytical concepts
used a quasi-normative character.
.i

'!

i

•

'

1

See above, 9.

In theory they were chosen because

..

•

they gave the best possible

unders~ing
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ot the traditional land laws,

but the practical result of this choice is that all land, even it subject
to traditional rights, appears for the colonial lav as ownerless and thus
as the property of the Administration.
This consequence can be avoided by reversing the original decision
not to analyze the traditional land 'laws• in terms of •ownership' and
analyzing them instead in such a vay that all land in Nev Guinea appears
to be native •owned•.

The analytical terminology can be designed to

achieve personal normative aims, the analysis of the traditional land laws
can be combined with a tacit reform of the colonial land 'lav•.

r

It can also be argued that, since the concept •ownership' is
(according to analysis) unknown to the traditional land laws it is
impossible to distinguish between owned and ownerless land, and that it
is therefore impossible to apply the colonial Ordinance which makes this
distinction.
'•

The chances of winning victory this vay, however, are slim

indeed. It is not so easy to make a piece of colonial legislation
•
ineffective.
Attack gives the best chance of victory.

But the concept •ownership'

used by the colonial Ordinance can only be attacked in its analytical
capacity.

It has to be argued that the colonial Ordinance vas based on

the assumption the concept •ownership• formed part of the traditional
land laws and that, since this assumption is unjustified, it is necessary

·..

to redefine the analytical meaning of the normative concept •ownership•
which thus becomes something of a fiction.
In any case, it must be realized:
(a) .that the problem of translating from primitive law into Yestem law
has to be faced,
(b)

that it is the normative function of legal concepts which makes this

translation a practical necessity when two 'folk' systems of law clash in
a colony, and
(c) that, because of this clash, even a theoretical analysis of primitive_
law tends to be consciously or unconsciously coloured by political
consideration~.

•
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CHAPTER 3

Western Lav and Primitive Lav (I)s
Justice and Social Balance
I

Lav:. Concept or Area of Social Life
Is primitive law •law•? The answer appears to be a matter of

belief rather .than of practicability, A.t the one extreme are those
who feel uneasy when thinking of the possibility of lawless societies,
I
because they regard law as such a basic phenomenon that it has to be
universal, 1 A.t the .other extreme are those to whom Western law is
such a singular achievement that it comes close to a sacrilege not to
regard .it as being essentially different from primitive law,
Sir John Salmond has probably expressed the latter view in its
most drastic form, thus showing the close connections between this
view and an ~deologically coloured theory of evolution.
If there are any rules prior to, and independent of
the state, they may greatly resemble law; they may
be ·primeval substitutes of law; they may be the
historical source from which law bas developed and
proceeds; but they are not in themselves law.
There may have been a time in the far past when man
was not distinguishable from the anthropoid ape,
but that is no reason for now defining man in such
a manner as to include an ape,2
These remarks show at the S!Ulle time how the view that primitive law is
not law, can be rationalized, Lav is identified with a particular form
of socio-political organization and a line is drawn between societies
which are organized in states and have law, and those which are organized
in anotbe r form and have no law.
1

See for instances A.L. Go~rt, 1951, paesia, and T.O, llias, 1956, 54.

2

1957' 54-5•.

•
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Seagle describes this process of identification by stating
bluntly:
The state, indeed, is siinply the same thing
as the law itselt.1
Next Seagle draws a line as strict as that between law and primitive
law between state and (other) forms of social organization based on
non-political principles. He confronts political societies and kinship
societies, 2 and suggests that primitive law is in the same way identified
with the kinship group as law is identified with the states
The kinship organization is the legal
organization.3
However, the keystone of Seagle•s conceptual molecules is the court:
It was the court that really launched the
"stat~", tor it was in the court that the
sentiment of et.at.ism with all its devotions
and loyalties was first nurtured.4
Although Beagle's views are extreme, most lawyers will probably agree
that it is the existence of a state and
distinguishes it from primitive law, 5

cou~ts

which makes the law and

The identification of law and courts is most pronounced in the views
held by the legal realists to whom law is •what the courts will do in
fact•. 6 The justification of legal realism rests on the premise that
courts of law exist:

the courts enforce the law, ergo the law is what

the courts ·enforce, This (doubtful) conclusion, however, certainly does ·
not justify the view, that law in any society is wb&t is done in case of

-'?
f~

',,
1
~

1
1941, 22,
2
Ibid., 43.
3
Ibid., 46.
4
Ibid., 65.
5
Sees T.O. Elias, 1956, 37 ff,
6
See tor instances I.A. Koebel, 1954, 22 tt.

•

trouble.

The •trouble case• method does not work as a method of

investigating law in societies where either no courts exist or where
the courts• job is not the enforcement of law but the settlement of
dispute~

by other ·means.

Even in Western societies it can only work

if the inveRtigation is limited to disputes decided by the enforcement
of law in court. The result of an investigation based on an analysis
of all trouble cases, however settled (instead of only the few which
are decided by a court of law) would not be a body of legal norms, but
the conclusion that Western societies are not ruled by law but by a
t

series of compromises whose outcome does not depend solely or mainly
on

gen~ral

legal norms but on various social factors differing in each

individual case.

The same kind of picture is obtained when using the

•trouble case• method to investigate primitive law.

This does not mean,

however, that this picture presents the law of primitive or Western
societies, it merely proves that law enforcement is not the only way of
settling disputes.
,.;

sets out to do:

The •trouble case• metl)od achieves exactly what it

it shows what is done in case of trouble.

But what

is done in case of trouble is not always the enforcement of law, not
even in modern Western societies where courts of law exist.
contrary, it

~ppears

On the

that even here only a small fraction of trouble

cases are decided by law enforcement.

.•'

.,,
;~

Why is it then that most writers, not only the legal realists,

concentrate on cases of trouble when trying to define law? Enforceability
in case of trouble is widely regarded as ,:!:!!!. attribute distinguishing
legal norms from other, especially moral norms.
The instance of organised force distinguishes
the legal order ·from usage and custom.1
Prom this point of view the existence of a state and courts ceases to
be an essential prerequisite for law,

They become merely one of

~

ways to organize the force behind the law. This opens the way for a
1

a.

Tburnvald, 1934, 2.
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concept of law covering not only societies which are organized in a state
and have courts as law enforcement agencies, but also, for instance,
kinship societies in which the norms ot social behaviour are backed up
1
by magical sanctiona,
If enforceability is an essential attribute of legal norms, the
cases in which a norm of social behaviour is broken, move automatically
into a central position, They teat whether the broken norm is law:

ia

the norm enforced or is it not? But the question of enforcement is,
and has to be, far more than a teat of whether or not a norm of social
behaviour has the character of a law,

In order to convince, thi$ view

must argue that the enforcement of the norm in the case of breach is
why the norm is usually followed, This argument meets with difficulties
because the enforcement of law is, not even in modern Western societies,
the only, or at least
the most common way of settling
disputes. However,
.
.
it would be going too far t.o demand that only a norm which is enforced in
every case of breach can qualify as legal, It is not so much the individual

,.

•

enforcement, but rather the general enforceability which counts,
•.

Although

the law is only enforced in relatively few cases, it is the ever present
possibility of enforcement which ensures that the law is complied with as
a rule,
In a short article, published in 1951, A.L. Goodhart turned this
. argument, so to speak, upside down, Enforceability, he argued, does
not make a norm of social behaviour a legal norm, but is merely a result

'

of its being a legal norm, so that the question whether or not it is
2
a legal norm has to be decided according to other criteria, Goodhart

\

suggested that it is their obligatorineaa which makes norms ot social
behaviour legal norms,

3

1

Ibid, and E,A, Hoebel, 1954, 22 tt,
2

107,
)

Ibid,

..

'
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He defined law accordingly •as any rule of human conduct which is
1
recognised as being obligatory•,
According to this definition, enforceability also ceases to be
an essential attribute of law,

Law becomes a system of social control

by means of obligatory norms,

However, this definition does not cover

the possibility of a.breach of these norms,

This is probably a healthy

change from.placing the emphasis almost exclusively on trouble cases,
but that alone does not make this definition satisfactory,
having a

d~finition

Instead of

within reach, the concept law seems to have slowly

disintegrated,
After his field experiences during the Pirst World Wart Malinowski
dropped his armchair demand that •especially in the ethnology of
J

1

primitive peoples precise concepts and explicit definitions are
necessary•, 2 Instead of trying to develop a precise concept of law, he
began to distinguish different types of law, using anything but explicit
definitions and moreover frequently changin,g his terminology,

By 1941

he distinguished four types of law, of which only the last two concern
3
us here:
(a) 'the law of order and law maintained as opposed to•
4
(b) •the retributive and restrictive social action•, or •the mechanism
5
of sanctions, retributions and restitutions•,
This distinction (which developed out of his earlier distinctions betwee~
7
civil law and criminal law6 or law obeyed and law broken ) corresponds
1

Ibid,, 109,
2

1963, 9, n, 1,
3

1941, 1243,
4

Ibid,, 1244.,
5
Ibid,, 1248,
,

·".,'.
'

·~

6
1940., 50,
7

Ibid,, 73,
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with the two basic sociological functions law can fulfil,

Law can be

an instrument of social control, and law or law enforcement can be
used •for the peculiar job of cleaning up social messes when they have
been made': 1 law can be a system of maintaining order as well as a
system of restoring order,
That law can fulfil two different social functions does not mean,
however, that there must be two different types of law, Malinowski's
observation that •as long, as Law (3) [the law of order and law maintained]
reigns, there is no room for Law (4) [the retributive and restrictive
social action]• 2 is valid from a sociologist's point of view, 'Prom a
lawyer's point of view it simply reads:
enforced as long as it is followed,

law does not have to be

Still, Malinowski's distinction

shows how to compare primitive law and Western law without having to
define law as a concept,

The two basic sociological functions of law

can be used to distinguish two areas of social life in which law can
operate. It is possible to compare the rul~s or social mechanisms
operating in the areas of maintenance and restoration of order in modern

4

';
'

Western societies on the one hand and primitive societies on the other
hand, and it makes little difference whether what operates there is
described as law, or whether another term is used.
This leaves the question of how to distinguish between primitive
and modern Western societies.

However, we will not.discuss this question

but simply adopt the convenient and widespread view, that the former are
3
organized in groups and the latter in states, Moreover, we will
1

K.N. Llewellyn and E.A. Hoebel, 1941, 20,
2

1942, 1244.
)

No attempt to define the concept •state• will be made, Ye are not
concerned with determining the boundary between state and state-less
societies but want to compare types of societies {those in pre-contact
New Guinea and those of modern Western civilization) which would be
placed close to each extreme of an evolutionary aoclel,

•
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consciously over-simplify the situation so as to bring out as clearly
as possible some of the most basic differences between primitive and
modern Western law.

Our aim is to outline the skeleton of an argument

before surrounding it with flesh which supports it but at the same
time covers its structure.
II

1

State Law and the Law in Stateless Societies
The way order is maintained in modern Western societies appears to

be basically the same as in the primitive stateless societies of
.>

pre-contact New Guinea.

Both kinds of societies have a body of obligatory

norms of social behaviour.
.'
•
'

The main differences are to be found in the

restoring of order, although it is difficult to gain a clear picture of
the situation in pre-contact New Guinea.

It is certain that. there were

a number of very different sanctions and very different ways of settling
disputes.

There were automatic magico-religious sanctions, although

frequently backed by secular means.

There was
self-help in the form of
•

sorcery or in the form of direct physical force.

Disputes were discussed

between the parties involved, by the elders and by the village assembly.
Mediators were called in.

There were fines and compensation, oracles,

oaths, ceremonial fights and sanctuaries.

Secret societies existed

which could punish a law-breaker and whose services could be employed to
make a reluctant debtor pay.

There were social sanctions .ranging from

loss of face to expulsion from. the group.

There was without doubt a

tendency to develop institutionalized sanctions which could restore
order.and break the vicious circle of violence and counter-violence.
1

The points to be raised have been part of the general discussion for
so long, that it would be a farce to quote any sources without detailed
discussion. Because of the kind of discussion intended~ the author neither
feels entitled to claim any of the points made as his ideas, nor does be
feel any obligation to respect or acknowledge them as someone else•s
property. Like coins they have passed through so many han4a that they
have become anoD.11tou1. All ~ne can hope i1 to take the ar11111tnt a
little further~

•

There was a
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to settle disputes without the use of violence or

at least to control the use .of violence.

There wa.s a tendency to

organize the force behind the law, but there was, judging from the
1
available evidence, no organized law enforcement.
Why can there be law without law enforcement in stateless societies,,
if enforceability is regarded as the foundation of state law? The
emergence of the state makes law enforcement not only possible but at
the same time necessary. Primitive societies cannot afford to enforce
their laws, whereas Western societies cannot afford to be without l~w
enforcement.
The use of law enforcement as a means of restoring order destroys
the solidarity of the group which holds primitive societies together; and
after this solidarity has been destroyed, it becomes necessary to enforce
the ln.w,

Enforceability has to take the place of group solidarity to

make law work as a system of maintaining order in societies organized
•
in states.
On the other hand it can be argued: if there is no law enforcement
there is no justice, and if there is no justice there is no law in the

.'

)
l
I

"

'• ,T

.,
:1'1

..

'proper• sense.

The idea of justice provides the metaphysical

justification for law enforcement which is not necessary for social
reasons.

It is not that there can be no law without law enforcement,

but (only) that there can be no justice without law enforcement.

This

implies a second important difference between Western law and primitive
2
law: justice ha~ no place in primitive law.
1

This does not mean that disputes were never settled in accordance with
the law. However, if such a settlement was reached, this was not due to
law enforcement but to other reasons which will become apparent later
(see below, 29 ff., and 40 ff.).
2

The concept •justice• is used here in a narrow sense, closely connected
with the concept of law enforcement. If we say that justice has no room
in primitive·law, it neither means that primitive people could not feel
wronged nor that they.had no feeling tor what is a fair settlement ot a
dispute.

•
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Justice becomes only possible after the state has emerged, after
the members of the group have become its subjects,

The state as a

social reality separate from its subjects has to exist, before an
impersonal legal equality - the prerequisite of justice - can develop,
Members of primitive stateless societies do not have this status of
legal equality, because the group is identical with its members,

As

long as the members of a group depend on each other for the survival
of the group there can be no legal equality and no justice,

The

solidarity of the group prevents justice being done, because enforcement
•

of the law would destroy the solidarity of the group by breaking it up
into individuals,
This, the cynic would observe, is exactly why the state enforces
the law,

The state has to destroy the group as a political unit because

it wants to usurp the group's place,

The state has to divide the group

into individuals before it can make the individuals subject to its
authority,

The state creates freedom from the group in order to enslave

the individual,

•

Justice is the bait to lure the individual into the trap,

By writing justice on its flag the state hopes to create a feeling of
-~

loyalty in the individual to take the place of his feeling of solidarity
with the group,

''

But the loyalty of its subjects is not essential for

the survival of the state, whereas solidarity between its members is
essential for the survival of the group,

As a reality separate from

its subjects, the state can enforce the law, and, what is more, can
force its laws upon its subjects,

If the state is an achievement, the

cynic would conclude, it had to be dearly paid for,
How did the emergence of law enforcement influence law as a system
of maintaining order? The main effect was the development of a technical
law, a new system of professionaliied law enforcement with courts and
counsels, theories and methods, ·A whole branch of new law, the law of
procedure, the law governing the enforcement of the obligatory norms of
social behaviour, came into being, Moreover, the obligatory norms of
social behaviour now bad to be divided into those which could be enforced

•
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and those which could not - only the former being legal norms in the new
technical sense. !·distinctive social area of law became visible, and,
by developing legal theory and the practical machinery of law enforcement,
the lawyers in time created technical law as a separate social reality
which had not previously existed.

Primitive law was transformed into a

legal system which, for some time, felt capable of answering all legal
questions by itself,

This legal system did not consider itself as being

one of many possibilities to maintain and restore order; law became
order, the servant .custom became king law.
•

Technical law became so specialized that it began to have difficulties
in fulfilling its function of maintaining order.

Nearly every member of

a primitive society knows what is right or wrong in the naive sent&e of
being in accordance with or against the obligatory norms of social
behaviour.

The subject of· a Western state frequently does not know what

is technically legal or not.

This applies not only in the new technical

areas of law, like taxation law, where one

h~s

to employ a specialist to

learn what the law is; it is, to a lesser extent, also true for the old
provinces of law, even criminal law,

Modern Western law no longer

compromises the obligatory norms of social behaviour but at the most their
technical parallels.

There are even a number of technical laws for which

no corresponding norms of social behaviour exist, although the state tries
to establish its regulations, for instance its traffic regulations, as
norms of social behaviour.

If primitive law is law without law enforcement,

technical Western law is in a way law enforcement without law.

Technical

Western law is, by using law enforcement as a means of restoring order,
about to become a mere system of law enforcement.

This is the whole

justification of legal realism.

Standing on the platform of technical

Western law the cynic would say:

you can do what you like, but if you

are not able to settle your disputes out of court, the court will enact
the law you should have followed.
The complexity of technical Yestern lav is not the only reason

wb1

it is no longer identical with the norms of social behaTiour and in fact
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even undermines the~e norms. Another important reason is that reality
in general has (again) become more complicated. Modern Western societies
are in many ways more similar to primitive societies than to the liberal
constitutional monarchies in Europe in the second half of the nineteenth
century, which still form the idealized and imaginary social background
against which Western law is seen today.

The dependency of the individual

on the modern welfare state is as great as its dependency on the primitive
group.

Modern pluralistic societies and primitive societies are, in

different ways and for different reasons, equally fragmented.

The

illusion of individual freedom has broken dowrl, the individual ln a
mass-society is as bound, as confused and as susceptible to irresistible
outside influences as man ever was.
A legal system based on the maxim that law enforcement is the only
just way of restoring order can only work as long as the social
organization within a state as well as the economy and technology are
relatively simple.

Reality in modern Western societies bas grown so

complex that law enforcement becomes an increasingly less satisfactory
way of restoring order, and reality was never simple enough to allow law
enforcement to become the only way of restoring order.

Technical Western

law has lost its grip on reality, despite attempts to surpass it in
complexity. Technical law can, for a while, try to save face by
administering the type of pseudo-justice shown in the treatment of traffic
offences. 1 But in the end it bas to replace the rigid black and white of
justice with the varying shades of equity, or something similar which
makes the settlement of disputes as unpredictable and as dependent on the
various social factors of the individual case as it is in primitive law.
The spiral of legal evolution, if there is such a thing, has moved above
1

This is .the ~r·ea where the Western theories of legal responsibility broke
down first of all because the use of modern means of transport as such
cannot be reconciled with these theories. In fact we are already back at
the strict liability which was regarded as one of the most important
shortco~ings of primitive law.

'

!

I

•
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. the point where primitive law developed into state law: king law is
dead, long live king law.
Another source of difference has to be considered:

the different

sizes of the societies within which primitive law and Western law operate.
The primitive group is usually small; it sometimes comprises only the
members of one (nuclear) family,

Primitive law thus operates within

social groups where the technical law of Western states normally does
not operate,

Only if these groups cea8e to function as social units and

their members face each other as individual subjects of the state, does
technical Western law become relevant.

As long as, for instance, the

family in a Western state functions as a social unit, state law does not
usually interfere in disputes within a family, unless the state becomes
totalitarian and tries to destroy the family as a social unit.
~

•

'5

the point where group solidarity breaks down the members of a social
group within a modern Western state can still be governed by a kind of

J

,'

J

'

Up to

primitive law, although this law differs

ba~ically

from the law governing

primitive societies, because the primitive group is a political as well
as a social unit.

In Western states two types of law operate which are

not separated in primitive societies.
To get a .full comparison, the primitive law operating between
8•
,,

different groups or their members (the areas of international law in
modern Western societies) must also be considered.
The non-existence of a state in primitive societies influences the
primitive law operating in these areas as much as it influences the
primitive law operating within a group.

On the other band the law

operating there is neither characterized by group solidarity nor by state
authority. · On the contrary, the more law operates in these areas the
weaker the solidarity of the primitive group and the authority of the
Western state tend to get.

Both the group and the state need the threat

of violence in order to survive as political entities.

It is war, or the

fear of war, which kept the groups and keeps the state alive. Still,
there is the' human tendency to replace violence by lav, to settle disputes

•

in a peaceful

an~

orderly way.

This tendency is, generally speaking,

more successful in primitive than in Western societies; not because
members of primitive groups are better people than the subjects of
Western states but because the group is weaker than the state.

This

weakness, which prevents primitive societies from using law enforcement
as a means of restoring order within the group, makes it also necessary
to look f?r peaceful ways to settle disputes between different groups
or their members, or at least to control the violence:

social balance

ha.s to be restored.This idea. is as important for primitive law as the idea of
is for Western law.

~ustice

Its importance can be seen most clearly when war

breaks out between different groups. Whereas the state thrives on
enforcing the law within its domain and on winning victories over other
states, the group can frequently not afford either,
victory cannot be the basis of peace,
restored.

In primitive societies

Instead social balance has to be

To achieve this, the victorious group has to do most:

each

•

side has to pay compensation, and the victors, because they have killed
and wounded more than the defeated, have to pay more.

Or, even more

impressive, the case when a fight between two groups is replaced by a
ceremonial duel between two members:

the victor must also be killed

before peace can be made.
In primitive law there is no victory; primitive law is not a battle
for justice between right and wrong where one side has to win and the
other to lose; primitive law is not an attempt to establish the higher
order of justice, its aim is to maintain and to restore social balance.
This is why there is and can be no finality in primitive law.

There are

no binding.decisions, primitive law is an endless series of compromises
- each side trying ·to get the best possible deal - a dialogue which can
be reopened at any time.
This central difference between Western law and primitive law makei
the· process of establishing law and order in a colony so hopeless.
Primitive law and the primitive group as a political unit have to be
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destroyed and the colony bas to become a state before a Western type of
law can begin to rule. Thia central· difference between primitive law
and Western law is also the reason why the early European land
acquisitions in New Guinea are still an acute legal problem; and it
is mainly because of central difference• like this that these land
acquisitions caused legal problems at all.

To appreciate the problems

of the early European .land acquisitions in New Guinea the traditional
and modern Western attitudes towards law and land rather than the details
of the differences between the traditional and the introduced land laws
in this particular colony have to be discussed. The problems o~ European
land acquisitions in colonies inhabited by primitive people in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century appear to have been very similar
in principle, no ma.tier who the primitive people or which the Western
power that a.clministered the colony,

•

Western Law and'Primitive Law (II):
Legal Analysis and Differentiation of Pacts
I

Primitive Law: Sub-Culture, Cultural Area, or Cultural Aspect
Was there a clash between primitive and Western law in New Guinea,

or only a clash between primitive and Western culture, causing problems
which might have had a legal aspect and for which the colonial law
might
I
have sought to find a legal solution but which were, as problems, not
specifically legal?
Is .it possible to distinguish between law and non-law in primitive
societies?
The simple test that a norm is legal if it can be enforced in court
and non-legal if it cannot, is meaningless in primitive societies without
courts of law.

In such primitive societies ~here can be no clear

distinction between legal and moral obligations or between legal and
factual claims, not even in theory (in practice this problem exists in
the form of borderline cases in Western societies as well). Primitive
law is not specialized enough to allow such conceptual distinctions,
.although most of the factual elements are present. If these distinctions
are used in analyzing primitive law, there is thus always the risk of a
misunderstanding rather than a better understanding - unless a clear
distinction is made between the •folk' system and an analytical system,
.between the normative and the analytical function of legal concepts.
Even then the fundamental difficulty remains:
tends to change 'the. law.

legal analysis always

This is bow technical Western law developed:

it created itself by way of self-analysis; like Baron von Muencbhausen
it pulled itself by the pigtail out of the swamp of primitive law.
Although primitive law is not technical law, it is a distinctive
area of primitive culture and not merely its legal aspect.

Only its

boundaries are not well defined and its atructure 11 .,..ue. PrimitiTt

•
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law does not even comprise all obligatory norms of social behaviour,
There is a ·definite trn.ditional tendency to distinguish between legal
and non-legal claims and obligations,
· The people in Govamas Village (Sepik area) said
that th~re ·were two ways of transferring land to
other groups: it could either be sold or given,1
The difference, they said, was that they could
expel the people in the latter case when they
were very cross with them, But then they said,
they had given part of their land a number of
years ago to the Taragai people whom they could
no longer expel, because in the meantime the two
villages had intermarried and •one cannot do t'bis
to one's cousins•,2
Some of the kinship groups living in Sek Village
(north of Madang) have no good taro land of their
own, but.there is a tradition that groups who have
more than they need, reserve small plots for
certain families who have none, That an area
includes such a plot, they say, does not prevent
the land owning group from selling it, but, on the
other hand, they would give a token payment to the
family using the plot to maintain good relations,3
The first thing the European pioneers had to do on
reaching the New Guinea Highlands was to build an
airstrip, so that supplies could be flown in, Near
Kundiawa they selected one of the few level places
in the. valley, Since it was partly covered with
gardens, they approached the people working there,
These native.a said they ·could not sell the land
because it did not really belong to them, On further
enquiries, the Europeans were told that the land
belonged to another group, which had been pushed
1

The language used in this and the following examples is non-technical,
Even when technical legal terms are employed, they are not used in their
technical meaning, When it is said in this example that the sale of land
was part of the traditional law of the Govamas people, this neither
meansthat there was a contract. of purchase and sale nor that. the land as
such was the object. sold,
2

Pield Notes, 4, 7, 1968,
3 .

N,L,C., Maclan1 Claims, Hoa, 29 and 30,

...
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furtlwr down the valley by the group of gardeners
during a fight some years ago. Until recently,
when they had started to make their gardens, the
gardeners said the land had not been used by either
group. Although they had now started to use it, it
still belonged to the other group, which the Europeans
had to approach, if they wanted to buy the land.
The Europeans contacted the other group, and, in the
presence of the gardeners, who were only compensated
for the loss of their gardens, they paid the •true•
owners for the land.1
These examples show the traditional tendency to di•·' "f~uish between
the legal minimum and a wider area of non-legal claims and

obli~ations,

although this distinction was - in the absence of courts of law - of
lesser practical importance than it is in Westent societies.

Still,

primitive peoples themselves regard law as a distinctive area of their
culture and consider it important to differentiate between law and
non-law.

They are in a way more legally-minded than the average member

of a Western society, where the law has become the prerogative of
•

specialists who have turned it into a separate legal sub-culture, not
shared by the layman, but ruling a considerable part of his life.
II

Closed and Open Legal Systems
During his field work on Wogeo Island, I. Hogbin asked an informant

about rights to rock outcrops and patches of poor soil in the coast belt.
The reaction was laughter and afterwards, a counter-question:
Do you ever say that the ash that's fallen from a
cigarette is yours, that no one else may touch it?
••• Yes, you may laugh at me when I say that. Now
do you understand why I laugh at your asking about
bare rocks and clay where nothing will grow?2
This anecdote illuminates one of the basic differences between
primitive and Western law.

Western law (as an abstract closed system)

1

Interview with Rev. Y. Bergmann, Pield Notes, 24.10.1967.
2

1967,

s.

·~

•
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provides answers f~r all possible cases. Even if it appears ridiculous
from a practical point of view to ask, who owns the ash which has fallen
from a cigarette, Western law can answer this question; its norms cover
cases of this kind.

Primitive law (as a pragmatic open system) is

orientated to reality and not to theoretical possibilities.

Its norms

reach only as far as necessary for practical reasons; it is not interested
in theoretical cases.
This does not mean that primitive law cannot provide an answer if
such a case

becomr~

practical.

Since primitive law is an open system of
I

norms it cannot be argued that no rights to rock outcrops and patches
of poor soil exist because the traditional law says nothing about them
(as could probably be argued in W•.1stern law).

Al though not yet defined,

these rights will be defined as soon as their existence becomes a
practical issue.

This definition is not a creation of rights which

previously did not exist:

they existed all the time, only in a latent
•

form.

Primitive law is in its own way as all-embracing as Western law.

But whereas Western law is all active law, primitive law comprises active
as well ·as dormant law.

The area covered by primitive law is much wider

than the area covered by defined norms or rights.
Hogbin concludes his anecdote by remarking that it would be of
interest to discover what would happen if a European tried to obtain such
an area, but that the problem did not occur to him at the time.

1

If

primitive law were a closed system like Western law, it could be argued
(looking at the general problem behind this remark) that all land in New
Guinea,. not subject to any defined traditional rights, was ownerless.
Since primitive law is an open legal system, this conclusion cannot be
drawn.
That primitive law is an open legal system works, so to speak, both
ways. · Let us assume the alienation - in the Western legal sense - of
native •owned' land was unknown to the traditional laws in New Guinea.
1

Ibid,, 9.
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If these laws formed part of a closed legal system, it could be said
that all alienations ot land were void according to the traditional laws
- at least, until they were changed to cover this new possibility.
Primitive law being an open system of norms, this cnnclusion is again
not admissible.
situations.

Primitive. law

c~

adjust itself instantly to new

It needs neither legislation nor the help of judges,

although it has to pay for this flexibility with a - tor Yestern lawyers
- confusing lack of definitiveness.
III Legal and Social Disputes and Transactions
Primitive.law is not only open as a system of norms, it is equally
open as an area of social life.

There are no disputes in primitive

societies which are legal in the technical sense.

To begin with disputes

in Western as well as primitive societies are not legal disputes between
legal persons but so.cial disputes between individuals or groups.

However,

in Western societies these social disputes .can, by way of analysis, be
reduced to and 4ecided as legal disputes by courts of law, and these
legal decisions are usually sufficient to terminate the social dispute.
This transformation and re-transformation is impossible in primitive
societies without a separate legal sub-culture.

Primitive law is not

a closed world into which the layman has to seek admission like the man
from the country in Kafka's Trial, and which reduces him for the length
of his stay to a legal phantom.
always social disputes.

Disputes in primitive societies remain

They cannot be temporarily reduced to legal

disputes that can be decided by the enforcement of law.
The settling or deciding of disputes is the most dramatic form law
can take, but legal transactions are equally important. Yas the
acquisition and the transfer of rights in pre-contact New Guinea a matter
of law as it is in Yesteril societies?
Although there were relatively few (semi-professional) artisans and
traders, trade was going on throughout Nev Guinea.

Not only had

specialized articles, like weapons or kitchen uteneil•, become coaaoditie•

.

.
•

but also food.
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Even •incorporeal property• like songs, patterns or magic

formulae were bought and sold for economic gain, and trade and production
monopolies were probably the ·most valuable and certainly the moat
jealously guarded possessions in pre-contact New Guinea.
During a native lo.nd dispute in the Amele area
(just south of Madang) the question arose, whether
the blocks of land into which the territory of the
group was traditionally divided could be further
subdivided. There was general agreement that this
could not be done. But an old man knew of one
instance where it had been done in the past, although
it was probably already then against tradition. 'A '
1ong time ago' , he said, 'one ,. r ,, 11 r men owed a great
debt to the Bilibili 1 (a grour · J''ltters and traders
living on a small island off shore). •He could not
pay, and the Bilibili came and burnt out his eyes.
Another group then helped him to repay the debt and,
to repay them, he gave them part of one of tho
1
traditional blocks of land belonging to his group.•
In Amron {just north of Madang) the Lutheran Church
maintains a school for pupils from the whole District,
In the garden of this school grew a galip tree (galip
nuts being very popular in New Guinea). One night
the tree was ringbarked. Enquiries revealed that
the planting of galip trees was traditionally a
monopoly of the people on Karkar Island (about
twenty miles north) and the Rai Coast (about twenty
miles east). Apparently a pupil from either of these
areas bad felt obliged to defend this monopoly,2
Transactions were clearly part of traditional everyday life,

To

what extent were they legal in the Western sense?
Although most transactions had economic significance, relatively few
.

took place for purely economic motives, and non-economic motives were
frequently more important.

The payment of a bride price is a good example

of the complexity of motives behind the transactions in primitive societies
This complexity is not restricted to the area of family law where matters
1

L.T.c., Claims Joa, N.L,C. 454-6.
2

E.P. ffiu>nemann, Village Life, 33,

I

I

•
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tend to be equally complex in Western societies. Whole trade systems had
hardly any e.conomic significance, and even in those baaed on economic
reasons, non~conomic· motives played an important part. Transactions took
place to strengthen the ties between groups or to improve the social statue
of individuals. As a result they tended to be a much more.personal affair
than transactions in Western societies.
was usually of great importance.

The identity of the other party

T.G, Harding goes so far as to say that

trad& partnerships (common throughout New Guinea) were modelled on kinship
organizationi

1

The impersonal transactions with exchangeable parties

.

.

(typical of modern Western life) were foreign to primitive societies although some forms of silent trade might appear on the surface to be at
2
least as impersonal as shopping in a supermarket.
The personal quality of transactions in primitive societies alone
makes it doubtful whether they can be called legal in the Western sense;
although it is a sociological rather than a legal quality and although
personal elements are also relevant in Western legal transactions.

Not

only the identity of the partner mattered for a transaction in a primitive
society; the kind of object involved in the transaction was also important:
the purchase of a claypot was essentially different from the purchase of
land. Western law too distinguishes between types of property which
influence the character of a transaction, but the dif.ference is again a
difference in essence rather than a matter of degree, Still, this differer
is also.not central from a legal point of view.
1

1967, 165 (176, 182) ff.
2

The swamp village of Gaut maintained such an impersonal silent trade with
a village n.t the coast. The two villages depended on each other for the
supply of fish and sago (respectively). Since they were from time to time
at war they developed a method of trade which could work even then, They
agreed on a market place in the middle of the bush, on certain market days
and on an exchange rate between fish and sago. Thia done, they did not
have to meet each other at all, The coastal people could deposit the fi1h
aDl leave, the people from Gaut could come, replace the fish ~th sago Uld
leave. The coaatal people could return and take the sago (Y, Bebrmanll,
1922, 313),

•
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According to Western law no person can, as a rule, transfer more
rights than he himself possesses, but if a person transfers his rights
to another person, the transferee will, as a rule, acquire the same
rights as the transferor possessed and not lesser rights.

This was not

usually so in primitive law.
Rights of primitive people tended to weaken with each transfer, each
successor having lesser rights than his predecessor.

Traditional rights

nearly always contained non-transferable ingredients which were either
lost or retained by the transferor (or his predecessor).

The buyer of a
t

claypot owned it in a different way and less completely than the person
who made it.

The original settler owned the land more completely than

his heirs, and his heirs owned it more completely than a person to whom
the original settler gave part of his land.
On the other hand, all these rights could, in another way, grow more
intensive the longer they were held by a person, and part of this intensity
could be transferred. Although the heirs

o~

an original settler could not

own the land as completely as their ancestor, they could, after some
generations, own it more intensively than he did; and a woman could own a
claypet she used for a number of years more intensively than the potter.
All these phenomena can also be observed in Western societies. A
European owns a boat he built himself more completely than one he bought
and an old coat more intensively than a new one.

The members of a

European family which bas lived on a property for several generations will
still feel that they own the land in a certain way after they have sold it.
The difference is, however, that these phenomena are legally irrelevant in
modern Western societies, whereas they formed an essential part of
primitive law.
Because legal rights of primitive people were not as uniform as in
Western law, the parties and objects involved in a transaction were much
more important; and because their legal content was not fixed, legal
transactions were very different from tho1e in Ye1tern 1oc~etie1. In
primitive societies a person did not acquire a particular right at a

•

particular point of time as a result of a particular legal act, he
acquired rights which could grow and diminish during a historical process
which continued as long as memory lasted.

•It has always been like this•

was the closest approach to finality primitive law could achieve.
IV

Analytical and Pactual Complexity
There are two views which try to explain the differences between

legal transactions in primitive and Western societies as a result of
different ideas about property.

According to the first, pri~itive

people do not have a concept of property, because objects a person
1
It is
possesses are •considered only an extension of the person•.
possible to see objects like ornaments or weapons as extensions of a
person, but hardly convinci11g to see trees in the forest (which can be
owned) in the same way.

Primitive law is quite capable of distinguishing

between a person and his property.
The second view applies Western jurisprudential theory to primitive
law. 2 It is based on Hohfeld 1 s premise that a person does not own an
3
object but that all legal relations are between persons.
It explains
the differences between primitive and Western property law with the help
of Maine's distinction that the former is based on status and the latter
on cQntract. 4 It thus reaches the same conclusion, namely that primitive
5
property law .is really part of the law of persons, only in a different
way. However, this does not make this view more convincing.
The first view does not convince because it sees primitive law more
primitive than it is, whereas the second view does not convince because
1

w.

Seagle, 1941, 51.

2

M. Gluckman, 1965 (a), 75.
3

E.A. Hoebel, 1954, 47.
4

M. Gluckman, 1965 (a), 171.
5
Ibid.,. 170.
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it sees primitive law more abstract than it is.
do not own object!': ,.,, ·
Western laymnn.

;•~·foreign

The idea that persona

to primitive law as it ia to the

Primitive law knew as well as the Western analytical

lawyer that ownership givf's the owner rights and privileges against
other persons, but it insisted(as does the Western layman) that the
owner had these personal rights and privileges because he owned the
object.

The right to the object was the legal basis for the personal

rights and priviler." .

Remembering the laughter Hogbin caused when

asking 'Who hn•l rights to useless land on Wogeo, it is easy to imagine
what would happen·if anyone tried to convince a potter. on Bilibiji that
she did not own the pot sl" :.11.d just made, but only had certain rights
and privileges with regard to ·this pot against other persons.
Because primitive law was not a separate sub-culture, it could
neither afford to be as abstract as Western law nor did it have to be.
But primitive law was, in its own way, as complex as Western law.
Primitive law was complex because the number
relevnn+. was unlimited;

~f

facts which were legally

Western law is complex because - selecting only a

few facts as legally relevant - it analyzes them in abstracto.

The differenc

is a difference in method and not a difference in complexity. Western law
is as primitive. to a native looking for a differentiation of relevant facts,
as primitive law is primitive toa European looking for legal analysis.
Because so few facts are legally relevant, Western law can standardize
and typify legal rights and legal transactions, and because of the unlimited
number of legally relevant facts, the legal rights of primitive people
changed their contents and legal transactions in primitive societies
had such a strong personal quality.
lack of uniformity.

The lack of abstraction caused a

However, this difference in primitive and Western

legal method can explain far more than this.

When systematically

developed, it can, without undue stretching, explain most of the other
differences mentioned: the differences in the treatment of disputes, the
differences between an open and closed system of norms, tbt differences
between primitive law as a cultural area and Western technical law aa a

..
•
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separate sub-culture, even the differences in attitude towards justice
and social balance.

Primitive law did
. not consist of isolated bits and

pieces of Western law in_ statu nascendi, it formed a different legal
system in its own rig~t. Primitive law was an integrated whole, based
on a distinct concnpl,ion of the world.

•

..
•
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Universality and Diversity within Primitive Law
Were the problems of the early European land acquisitions caused
by a clash between primitive law and Western law, or is it necessary to
distinguish between different problems arising out of a clash bet_yeen
Western law and different •folk' systems of

traditio~al

law?

One of the first attempts to describe one of these •folk' systems
•
was a paper by A, Hahl, published in 1897, dealing with the Gazelle

Peninsula of New Britain,
Hahl distinguished three native •tribes•, which were
so different in language and appearance that he
excluded two (the Baining and Taulil) from further
discussion. The· language and the customs of the
third, the .Tolai, were also not .uniform.1 Pour
dialects could be distinguished, of which two
could be classified as separate l~nguages, and
even among the two remaining dialects local variations
could be found - and the social customs varied as much
as the language. To present a uniform picture, Hahl
concluded, he could only discuss the legally relevant
customs of the people living between the Varzin
Mountain and Blanche Bay from Raluana to Kinigunan.2
Taking this as a typical example for the size of areas within which
the 'legally relevant customs• were uniform, there would be more than
2,000 different •folk• systems of traditional law,

Even if following

Hahl 1s exampl•and working on the assumption that the diversity in law
parallels the diversity in language, the situation does not improve
essentially:

there are several hundred mutually unintelligible 'languages'

in New.Guinea, Is the situation really so hopeless? The linguists have
taken up the challellge,
1

Hahl does not name this •tribe'; the name Tolai has evolved in the
meantime,
2

1897, 68-70,
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·in addition to establishing the existence and
classificatory status of more and more languages
in the New Guinea area,1 linguists have been
succes~ful in combining an ever increasing number
of languages into families, and families into
groups of higher order, A high percentage of the
known languages of the New Guinea area could be
included into a relatively small number of
linguistic phyla, and at least five of these,
· which are at the same time the largest ones both
geographically and from the point of view of the
number of their speakers, could tentatively be
combined into a macro-phylum occupying close to
three-quarters of the entire New Guinea area,
The macro-phylum also comprises two families .
which at this stage are regarded as isolates, A
number of other phyla and family isolates may also
link with.the macro-phylum but this requires further
study. At the same time it appears very likely that
it will be possible to combine two or more of the
present member phyla of the macro-phylum into a
single phylum, 2
·

f

Compared with this proud record the legal anthropologists have achieved
very little,

Even the initial task of recording the various 'languages•

of traditional law in New Guinea has hardly begun.
working in Africa have been more active,

The legal anthropologis

The outcome of a seminar held

in 1964 is described as follows:
But in the end there was a consistent attempt to
see whether it was possible to arrive at
generalisations which would cover ranges of systems,
and to see whether some wide general principles for
all African law might be addu~ed, Of the last step,
hardly anyone remained sceptical, though a few
queried specific modes of comparison •••• On the
whole, we concluded that some general principles
did emerge, despite, the variety of specific rules
found in Africa •••• Strikingly, on this point
1

The 'New Guinea area• in this quotation covers not only the Territory
of New Guinea but also Papua and Yest Irian.
2

S.A. YUl"lll, 1969, 210.

'-

.

•
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tht•rP. was no division between lawyers and
anthropologists, though they proceeded from·
similar tacts to different kindll of analysis. 1
The legal anthTopologists dealing with primitive law in Africa think
they can do what the linguists in New Guinea have done and claim that
they have ·already successfully begun to do so.
it could not be done in New Guinea as well.

There is no reason why

But why should such an

enormous task be unde·rtaken?
The vast majority ot the native population is still governed by
traditional law; even disputes are still mostly settled in tradttional
ways, although there appears to be a growing tendency (not only among
'detribalized' natives) to make use of colonial.courts,
mean the end of traditional law,

This does not

The Native Custom (Recognition)

Ordinance (No, 28 ot 1963). confirmed and strengthened the position of
traditional law as an integral part of colonial law,

Moreover, it is

unlikely that traditional law will be replaced in the foreseeable future
by Western law,

On the contrary, it is almdst certain that the colonial

law will be 'nativized' when Papua-New Guinea becomes independent.
To assess which role·traditional law can play in an independent
Papua-New Guinea, a comprehensive study is most urgently needed,

But

however urgent and however rewarding from an academic point ot view, the
task is tar too big to be seriously tackled in this study, not even when
limited to the area of land law,

Here it is only possible to assume

(encouraged by the experiences ot the legal anthropologists in Africa)
that the many sets of traditional land laws in New Guinea are not
basically·ditferent but can be grouped together in families, phyla and
1

M. Gluckman, 1969, 2,

•
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macro-phyla, until the universal principles behind the diversity of
specific rules h.1\'1! been reached. 1
I

The Influence of Economic Factors on the Traditional Land
Tenure

One does not have to be a Marxist to ac9ept that the land laws of
a society depend to a great extent on its economy. 2 Law has to cater
for practical needs and it will differ according to the needs for which
it has to cater.

On the other hand, the law in different societies

will be similar in so far as the practical needs are similar.
the theoretical basis of the assumption.

•
This
is

Its applicability depends

on the economic conditions in pre-contact New Guinea.
The picture here is more encouraging than in the linguistic field
though more varied than the popular image of the New Guinean as a
subsistence gardener.

There were also groups of semi-nomadic hunters

and gatherers and, on the other extreme,
artisans and traders.

gr~ups

of semi-professional

Still, the picture of a largely unspecialized,

largely self-sufficient subsistence economy based on horticulture is
probably true for most of pre-contact New Guinea.
At the same time economic reasons for local variations in the land
laws become visible (ignoring the atypical cases of semi-nomadic hunters
and gatherers, and semi-professional artisans and traders, who either
needed no gardens to subsist or who could not subsist on the gardens they
had).

Among the subsistence gardeners too, economic factors led to

1

Even if this assumption were proved to be correct, the various sets
of traditional laws would remain as •mutually unintelligible• as before.
The comparative analysis of these laws and their unification are two
different processes, but the chances of a successful unification improve
greatly if a comparative analysis has been carried out and its results
are used.
·
2
For an interesting account of primitive law from the Marxi1t point of
view see Y. · Mannzen, 1949, passim.'

,
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variations •ri the land 11n:s. The kind of staple crop
...as one of t.h<' most important of these.
But there 1-."re many other fnct.ors:

(taro or sago etc.)

gardening techniques (irrigatiqn,

1lr:iinage, terracing), individual or 't11J1muna.l gardens, the division of
labour hl'twecn the sexes, the relative importance of hunting, fishing
and gathering, the magical or social significance of certain crops or
animals (yams - cult and pig-feasts).

Even seemingly irrelevant factors

such as the abundance or scarcity of wild pigs (which could decide
whether gardens had to be fenced in and sometimes whether it was at all
possible to make gardens) considerably influenced the land laws.' It
depended on these and other factors which types of land rights developed
and to what extent they were permanent, exclusive and individual.
II

The Influence of the Socio-Political Organization on the Traditional
Land Tenure
Traditional societies in New Guinea were not organized in states but
•

in groups.

The absence of a state (as a reality separate from its

subjects) was in itself of central importance for the land law in New
Guinea.

It was responsible for the - to a Western lawyer - peculiar

mixture of communal and individual rights to land, because it made it
impossible to distinguish clearly between public and private law, between
sovereignty and ownership.
The absence of an institutionalized chieftainship was also typical
for New Guinea, although there .were again exceptions. 1 Moreover, it has
1

On some of the smaller islands east of New Ireland and west of Manus as
well as in the south of Bougainville a stronger form of leadership had
developed, possibly due to outside influences. E. Sarfert (1929, 315)
mentions that Kau, the chief of the Tasman Islands, confiscated all laid
in the group after a famine, probably in the 186<1'1, and settled the survivo1
on the main island. P. Hambruch (1908, 35) records that Lalihpe, the chief
of Wuvulu, prohibited the rebuilding of a village his father had burnt down
because the villagers had not paid their tribute.· Thurnwald (1910 (a),
349) reports from Buin, that the chief of both the lessee and the lessor
had to be given pa.rt of the crop (the share of the lessee's chief being
larger than that of the lessor himself).
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become morr and more apparent t}:iat the authority of traditional leaders,
in particular 1n land questions, was general1y greater than previously
assumed.

However, in most parts land tenure was essentially non-feudal

and the society egalitarian, although the position of the land-leader
could resemble that of a feudal land lord, and although the exceptional
position of the original settler of an area and his group could bring
quasi-feudal aspects into the picture.
The third and positive factor characteristic of traditional societies
in New Guinea was kinship as a principle of political organization.
Kinship groups, like lineages or clans, were social as well as political
unit:-;..

Kinship, however, was not the only traditional principle of

political organization.

The struggle for superiority between the kinship

and the territorial principle had begun long before the first Europeans
settled there.

The survival of the group was so insecure and yet so

importont that the groups could not afford to rely exclusively on the
kinship principle.

The adoption of individ~als belonging to other kinship

groups was common in many parts.

Attempts to attach in-laws or even

strangers to the group, to increase its strength, were equally common.
Whole groups were invited to settle on the territory of a group which
would then either become part of the political group of their hosts or
at least their allies.

Neighbouring groups would move into one village

for mutual protection,

On the other hand, kinship groups would break up

into separate local branches.

There were many ways and many reasons for

a departure from the ideal equations: each kinship group one political
unit and each political unit one kinship group.
In some areas territorial elements appear to have had little
significance because the kinship organization was identical with the
territorial organization:

each kinship group had its own territory.

The tensions began when this identity did not exist. Yar was one of
the cases testing the strength of these principles.
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The territorial organization of the Tolai broke
down as soon as a war started: each warrior
joined his kinship group and they - and not the
territorial units - fought against each other.1
On the other hand, in the Dreikikir area (between

the Toricelli Mountains and the Sepik) the fights
. were between villages and not between clans: the
clans split up, each segment fighting for the
village in which it lived rather than for its clan,
although many people fled to neutral villages
in order not to have to fight against their own kin.2
The dying out of a local branch
of a kinship group was another test
.
I
cn.se.
Asked. what would happen if· the local branch of
one of the clans in their village were to die out,
the Govamas said not the members of this clan
living in another village, but the children of its
female members married in the same village would
take over the land of the extinct branch although
these children belonged to other (their fathers')
clans. This rule was confirmed bY.• their relatives
in Kapriman Village, although the people in both
villages said that, as long as the local branch of
a clan existed, its members were under the obligation
to provide a clan-brother from another village with
land should he choose to live with them (even if he
was known to be a trouble-maker).3
The attitude of the coastal people in the Pinschhafen
area was different. They had a special term for land
of a kinship group whose last local member had died;
they called it nga tau me (it has no owner). All the
people in the village where the group resided, could
use this land, but everyone watched that no one took
it over as his own.4
1

A. Hahl, 1897, 73 •.

2
)

P.R. Sepik/Dreikikir No.2/1951 (the fights stopped only around 1950).
Field Notes, .4.7.1968 and 6.7.1968.

4

Interview with
•.

Lamu,

Field Notes, 16.11 0 1968.
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The territorial element was there, but the kinship element was
so strong that it prevented a change of ownership.

How strong it

ren.lly was, became apparent when an informant described a case where
such nsa tau me land was sold to the Administration after the Second
World War.

The purchase money was not distributed among the villagers

in whose territory the land was situated but among the few distant
relatives of the last •true• owner who lived scattered over a wide area
and did not even know they had rights to land in Gingala territory. 1
Kinship, it n.ppen.rs, wn.s indeed the ma.in bn.sis of ln.nd tC'nure in
prc-contn.ct New Guinea..

However, there were a.t least two basically
different principles of kinship organization: 2 there were matrilineal

'l
·~

and patrilineal societies (societies where a child belonged to the
kinship group of his mother, and societies where it belonged to that of
.
3
his father).
How did these different principles of kinship organization
influence the tradi tionn.1 land laws?
The influence was strongest on the inheritance of land rights. 4
Ideally a child in a matrilineal society inherits land rights only from
1

Interview with Kelenge, Field Notes, 19 11 1968
0

0

0

2

This dichotomy has been:ftequently criticized during recent years, and
described as far too crude for a satisfactory analysis (for instance:
L. Pospisil, 1965(b), 166). However, for reasons discussed earlier
(above, 18 ff.), this dichotomy is, because of its crudeness, preferable
to more elegant, but also more misleading methods.
3

.

Some of the traditional societies are described as cognatic (or bilateral)
although usually with some bias towards patriliny (or matriliny) (for
instance: I. Hogbin and P. Lawrence, 1967, xiii and 102). However, these
societies can be also (and possibly better) described as principally
unilateral, since the limitations of this principle can be expressed
in terms of exceptions. Moreover, a recognition of bilateral kinship
groups makes the useful confrontation of the (bilateral) family and the
(unilateral) kinship group largely meaningless.
4

In so far as land rights were inherited and not attached to the membership

of the land holding group (see below, 126tQ.
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its mother and her relatives whereas a child in a patrilineal society
inherits only from its father and his relatives.

This ideal was probably

never realized in any of the traditional societies of New Guinea.
Several factors prevented this. Among them were the tensions between
the bilateral nuclear family and the wider unilateral kinship group
and the tensions between the individual and the various groups or
groupings to .which he belonged.

The combined influence of these and

other factors (the type of property, the po~ition of the sexes, the rules
regarding residence) resulted in complex sets of laws of inheritance.
On the other hand, these factors were basically similar irt most

parts of pre-contact New Guinea:
from area to area.

only their relative importance changed

The same factor X which hardly influenced the land

law iL area A could be of central importance in area B.

It is impossible

to work out all these factors and their relative importance, only what
could be done can be indicated.
Someone unfamiliar with the terms •patrilineal'
and •matrilineal'
•
might think patrilineal societies were characterized by a dominance of
the male sex and matrilineal societies by a dominance of the female sex.
This is not necessarily so.

It is poss.ible that a patrilineal society

is dominated by females and vice versa.

For instance, property can not

only be passed down from father to son or from mother to daughter but
from father's sister to niece or from mother's brother to nephew.
Furthermore, it is possible that certain kinds of property are
identified with males and others with females and that they are only
passed down from male to male or from female to female.

There can thus

be societies where the children of both sexes belong either to the kinship
group of their father or to that of their mother, 'but where a patrilineal
system of inheritance for males coexists with a matrilineal system for
females:

for instance a society in which land rights are passed down

from father to son and household utensils from mother to daughter.
A similar kind of constellation can be found when certain kinds of
property are identified with the family and others with the kinship 1roup.

•
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•

The practical importance of the rules of residence is associated
with the type of settlement.

Does each (exogamus) kinship group have

one or more hamlets of its own, or do a number of them live together in
larger villages? Is marriage within the village usual? If this is the
case, a distinct.ion between patrilocal and matrilocal or viriiocal and
uxorilocal residence loses a great deal of its significance.
A vast number of possible variations can be hidden behind the simple
dichotomy of patrilineal and matrilineal societies (without interfering
with the validity of this distinction).

They reach from a matrilineal,

female-dominated uxorilocal society bound by strict rules and living in
scattered exclusive hamlets to patrilineal, male-dominated societies
living in large combined villages, where the kind of settlement and "the
relative individual freedom in choosing one's heirs leave rules of
residence and inheritance only limited scope.
What are the relations between the d1fferent factors causing these
kinds of variations? It appears that the tensions between the bilateral
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family and the unilateral kinship group are stronger in matrilineal
than in patrilineal societies.

Or, to put it another way, the

po.trilineal kinship group appears to be less strong than the matrilineal
kinship group because the position of the family within patrilineal
societies tends to be stronger.

This would explain why territorial

elements are more pronounced in patrilineal than in matrilineal
societies.
common.

One.indication is that large villages appear to be more

This in turn encourages a process of individualization of land

tenure a.nd

alr-o

a ·tendency to marry either within the village or to
t

bring one's husband Qr wife into the village, thus further strengthening
territo~ial

links at the expense of kinship ties.

On the other hand, the greater relative strength of the kinship
group in matrilineal societies appears to result in a less developed
territorial organization.

The land of different kinship groups is

frequently interspersed, and exclusive hamlets tend to be more common
than villages.

This gives the question of

than in patrilineal societies.

r~sidence

a greater importance

This question was probably responsible

for the development of two branches of land law within matrilineal
societies which are in some ways more different from each other than
they are from the land law of patrilineal societies.
In matrilineal societies with uxorilocal residence the women and
not the men (who have married from outside into the kinship group and
the settl.ement) tend to be regarded as the •true• owners of the land,
and land rights tend to be passed down from mother to daughter. · This
tendency appears to work against an individualization of land rights, at
le~st

outside garden areas, for which the female members of the group

are largely responsible.

It is unlikely that for instance the hunting

areas of the group are divided into individual blocks among the foreign
husbands of the female members.

Virilocal matrilineal societies are in

this respect probably more similar to the virilocal patrilineal societies
than to uxorilocal matrilineal societies.

•
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In a.no; :1" r respect the relations are reversed.

The tensions

between the bil:11 "ral family and the unilateral kinship group tend to
be stronger in virilocal (male-dominated) matrilineal societies than
.

.

in the case of a (female-dominated) uxorilocal matrilineal society,
where the situation resembles that existing in a (male-dominated)
virilocal pa.trilineal society.

It is the passing down of rights outside

the family from mother's brother to nephew as opposed to passing them
down within the family either from mother to daughter or from father to
son which mainly causes these tensions - and these tensions tend to lead
to a limited but more legal individualization of land rights fo'r which
there is no equal need in uxorilocal matrilineal or virilocal patrilineal
societies.

The wish of a father or a mother to secure rights for his or

her children to.the land of the father's kinship group on which they
have lived as children, although they belong to the mother•s kinship
group, is a strong incentive for the development of legal means to
circumnavigate the rules of mAtrilineal inheritance or even for a
•
development towards a pa.trilineal inheritance.

•
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.CHAPrER 6

Change and Stability in Primitive Law
Likely and Unlikely Changes in the Traditional Land Law.

I

Alth9ugh there are indications of possible changes, current
Administration policy is still based on the view that native cash
cropping can only develop if the traditional land laws are replaced
by Western land laws. What happens, when the traditional tenure is
converted and natives hold land

w1riPr

Western land laws?

In 1964 the Administration initiated the Ombi-Tara conversion
scheme in the Northern District of Papua.

D. Morawetz,who studied

this. scheme in 1966, concluded:
There are several indications that the de facto
tenure system introduced since the tenure conversion
may be little different in some important respects
from traditional tenure arrangem~nts. 1
This cautiously formulated conclusion corresponds with the impression
I had when discussing land tenure conversion in various parts of New
Guinea where the land tenure can be converted on individual application.
Morawetegave two connected explanations for his conclusion.

Pirstly,

the natives thought the aim of the scheme was to consolidate their
fragmented holdil'.lgs and not to change the laws under which the land was
held.

2

Secondly, the de facto tenure did not change basically, because

such a.change was only possible if the people also changed other branches
of their traditional law (for .instance the law of inheritance) and their
whole way of life (for

in~tance

their traditional system of social

obligations 'Which •provides the main means of social security for the
3
villager•) - neither of which they intended to do.
1

1967, 35,
2

Ibid., 36-7.
3

Ibid,, 35-6.
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Primitive law is not a jumble of unconnected rules but an integrated
1
system. A change of the traditional land laws is thus only possible if
the whole system of primitive law and the traditional way of life is
changed accordingly, so that sudden drastic changes are unlikely.
Moreover, sjnce primitive law is an area of primitive culture and not a
separate sub-culture, it is difficult to change from the outside.

A

sweeping reform of primitive law by way of legislation or a conversion
of land tenure by way of legal procedures has little chance of success.
Is the traditional land law a static system, incapable of change,
•
which has to be replaced by Western law in the interest of the development

of the country and its people? If primi ti ~e law were incapabl.e of change,
primitive people too would be incapable of change.

Either the situation

is hopeless, and if there is to be development in New Guinea the natives
must be replaced as well as their traditional law, or it is equally
possible for the traditional law to change as it is for the natives.
The development of native cash cropping.proves that the situation
is not hopeless.

Furthermore, it appears that few of the problems caused

by this development were legal and that most of these legal problems were
caused by Western law and not by traditional law.

The attempt to convert

land tenure and not the traditional land law is responsible for nearly
all legal problems.

It creates a facade of colonial law which does not

correspond with the rules under which the land is actually held.

If left

alone - as in the Tolai area - 'traditional law has had little difficulty
so far in adjusting itself to the new economic conditions.
To what extent do the traditional laws change in the process? On
the surface surprisingly little.

Although there are changes, the rules

of land tenure appear to be basically the same as in pre-contact days,
and most of the changes which have occurred appear to be part of trends
which already existed at that stage.

The development of cash cropping

clearly encouraged some of these trends, but it did not cause them.
1

See above, 44 ff.

The
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wish of a father (in a matrilineal society) to leave his property to his
~on

instead of his sister's son already existed, it

~nly

became a more

serious matter when a little plantation was involved rather than merely
a few coconut palms.

The tendency to reserve an area for the members cf

the local branch of a kinship group already existed, but the situation of
a member of another branch who wanted to join the local branch in pre-contac1
days was different from that. of a member of another branch who now wants
land for planting cash crops.
On the other hand the development of cash cropping appears to have
consolidated the traditional land laws,

This applies especially 'to the

rights of the group as opposed to individual rights.

The trend towards

individualization, encouraged by cash cropping, has reached a stage where
it threatens the balance between individual and communal rights. 1 However,
the new emphasis on the rights of the group is not so much the expression
of a general feeling against individualization as a legal emergency brake
which has to be used because an enormous incr!!ase in population, the
development of native cash cropping a.nd the alienation of land to Europeans
has caused an acute land shortage,

If land becomes scarce, the group has

to restrict the individualts freedom in using the group's land.

The

emphasis on the. rights of the group is a reaction to land shortage rather
than a reaction to cash cropping,
Cash cropping as such had little influence, because the traditional
land laws do not hinder an individual from engaging in cash cropping, unless
the Administration or a European creditor insi.st that he has to have a
'proper• Western individual title to the land,

On the contrary, the

development of cash cropping is probably easier than it would be under
Western law.

Until there is a shortage of land there is no economic

necessity to change the traditional land laws, and then the change will
not encourage, but attempt to control cash cropping,

Although designed

1

s.s.

Smith and R.P. Salisbury, 1961, passim, and J. ·Page, 1964, passim,

•
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for a suh-: i si.cnce economy, they do not hinder the development of cash
croppin1: " ·, i 1 there is no more surplus land, and a further expansion
of cash c!'opping would mean the creation of a landless class (the
prevention of which was one of the main aims of traditional land tenure).
However, t.his situation has only just arisen in parts of the Gazelle
Peninsula, and it is unlikely that the traditional land laws will give way.
Analyzing changes which have occurred, it seems the result was not
so much alteratio11

greater preciseness:

the principles of land tenure

remained the same but the rules and rights became more clearly defined.
The history of primitive law in New Guinea since the beginning of
European settlement has mainly been a process of defining general rules
and specific rights which were previously either undefined or only vaguely
defined, because there had been no practical need for a precise definition.
Bu~

the rules and riF;hts are by now so cl.early defined in some parts of

New (luinea that a· further adjustment without· an alteration of the defined
rules and rights becomes increasingly difficult.
•

So far, however, the

traditional principles are still applied, but they a.re interpreted in the
light of changed economic conditions - as with the Tolai laws regarding
planted trees ..

1

2
According to traditional principles a father could not leave trees
he had planted to his son, but only to his matrilineal relatives.
Tolai

The

thought this rule was unsatisfactory in the case of a son who had

helped his father to plant cash crops.

Instead of changing the traditional

rules of inheritance and allowing the father to leave the trees to his son,
the Tolai made a compromise in the form of a new rule:

the trees were

still inherited matrilineally but the son was given the right •to enjoy
.. ..

...

1

Because drastic changes are rare in primitive law there are only a few
examples detailed enough to demonstrate the methods of change. Even the
example used here is not as clear as it seems (see below, 63 ff.).
2

.

The following account is based on S.S. Smith and R.P. Salisbury (1961,
10-11}.

.
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·.

the fruits of his labour during his lifetime•.

Even this new rule was

not an invention but the adjustment of a traditional rule to new
economic conditions.

Traditionally a son had a claim against his

father's group for support in the form of food.

This traditional rule

forms the basis of the new rule, that a son helping bis father to plant
cash crops has the right of usufruct during bis lifetime, the money he
obtains by selling the crop replacing the food be could have otherwise
demanded from his father's group •.
These a.re the kind of changes likely to occur:

cautious adjustments

of traditional rules and principles to new conditions.

,

The same area

.

of Tolai law illustrates the kind of changes which are improbable.
Trees are part and parcel of the land on which
they are planted.1
·
This statement contradicts a widespread principle of traditional
land tenure in New Guinea, by which trees are the personal property of
the planter, and which almost certainly formed part of the Tolai land
2
laws in pre-contact days. Why was this old. principle replaced? And
was it replaced at all?
Planted trees are still not treated as part of the land.

During

his lif·· • .1.1P the planter bas rights to the produce of the trees.

On his

death the trees •revert' to the clan, but only if the planter bas not
arranged otherwise during his lifetime; and even if he.has not, bis
matrilineal relatives have a prior right to the produce.

Trees are still

used and inherited as if they were the personal property of the planter.
1

Ibid., 1O.
2

See for instance: A. Hahl, 1897, 82; A, Kleintitschen, 1907, 230;
F, Burger, 1913 1 17-18. J. Pfeil is the only exception among the early
observers. He writes in a puzzling reversion of the usual European
comments on the difficulties which arose because the natives distinguished
between the ownership of land and trees: •It remains doubtful whether
a native would be capable of understanding if it were explained to him
that only the trees are to be sold but that he can keep the land, or that
one only wants the land whereas he can keep the trees• (1899, 69).

~·

.
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What.then is. the purpose of the new principle that trees are
regarded as part of the land? The most obvious explanation is that
there must have been a misunderstanding somewhere, and thl.t the new
principle does not really apply.

This explanation, however, is not

sufficient, since there are· reasons for a change in principle.
The traditional. principle was bound to cause problems when tree
crops became the basis of a cash economy.

Even before, in the days

of .a subsistence economy based on annual garden crops, difficulties
arose. What wa.s to

lie

done if someone planted a tree on the land of

another group or another person without permission? What was to' be
done if he had permission but there was afterwards a quarrel between
him and the owner(s) of the land?

1

Moreover, the importance of these

problems went far beyond the economic significance of trees at that time,
because claims to land were often based on claims to trees.
When cash cropping increased the economic significance of trees,
the importance of the old problems also

incr~ased

and new problems

developed, especially when a land shortage began to be felt.

The main

new feature was that the problems began to cause friction within groups,
1

For the Mameri people these questions had little practical importance,
because their land was not even subdivided between (related) villages.
The only possible complication from their point of view was that a tree
was planted hy more than one person. This, they said, could only be
done if the planters were closely related and in this case they would
own the tree together. In Govamas Village, where the land is divided
between clans, the rules were still fairly simple: if a man wants to
plant a fruit tree on land belonging to another clan, he has to ask
permission and if he does not, the owners can cut down the tree. In
Kanengara Village where the clan land is further subdivided into
individual blocks, the rules were more complex: 'You must ask for
permission if you want to plant a tree on another person's land. But
if you do not, the tree is still yours. However, there will be trouble.
On the other hand the owner of the land will get into trouble if he cuts
do1:n your tree without paying compensation. He can even buy the tree
from you, but only if you &re an outsider. If you are· a clan-brother,
the owner cannot buy it or cut it down and J>&Y compensation, he haa to
give in• (Pield .Not.ea~ July 1968).
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whereas in the past (except in relatively few instances) they had only
caused friction between groups.
Friction within groups was most serious when the land was held by
the group.

The old principle that trees belong to the plantP.r had in

these cases an effect similar to that of an individualization of tenure.
Although the land still belonged to the group, its title lost its
economic value.

As long as the trees were on the land, it could hardly

be used by any other member of the group, and by then the claim of the
planter and his heirs to the land had probably become so strong, that it
had in fact passed permanently out of the control of the group.'
Even where the territory of the group was traditionally divided up
between its members, the old principle caused frictions when cash cropping
became important.

In the days of subsistence horticulture a member of

the group who had not enough land to provide for those under his
responsibility rarely had difficulties in getting permission to use land
of another member.

Now, because of the

lan~owner•s

fear of permanently

losing the land when it was planted with tree crops, it has become much
more difficult to come to such arrangements.
To introduce a new principle whereby trees belong to the owner(s) of
the land, i_rrespective of who planted them, seems a reasonable way of
solving these problems.
to choose?

However, is it a way the Tolai would be likely

It is certain that the merits of traditional principles were discussec
in pre-contact days, when their disadvantages became apparent.

These

discussions continued after European settlement, when the differences
between traditional and Western law became an additional reason for
discussion.

There is, for instance, evidence that more than sixty years

ago the Tolai discussed whether they should replace

thei~

traditional

system of matrilineal inheritance with the Western, as they saw ·it,

•

•

pntrilincal system.

1
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The Tolai have probably also long been discussing

whether it, is 1 a good thing' to distinguish between the ownership of land
nnd the ownership of trees.

They have probably more than once reached

the conclusion that it is not, and that it would be better to treat trees
as part of the land as the Europeans do,

However, as the principle of

matrilineal inheritance shows, it is a long way from questioning a
principle to replacing it,
Human beings, primitive or otherwise, are reluctant to replace a
familiar legal principle, even if they see only the disadvantages of the
old principle and only the advantages of the replacement.

•
Instead,
they

will introduce all so.rts of rules and take all sorts of measures to get
around the old principle to make it ineffective.
replace it, because this is not the way to do it.
be slowly undermined until it collapses.
before it can be buried.

Yet, they will not
A legal principle must

It has to be dead a long time

Before a living legal principle can be replaced

there has to be a revolution; and legal principles have a remarkable
•
ability to survive even revolutions.
For this reason alone it is unlikely that the Tolai should have
replaced the traditional principle.

Furthermore, they did use the co111Don
method of introducing or reinterpreting specific rules. 2 Finally, in
order to deal with the problems of cash cropping, it would be far more
effective to redefine the land leader's right of control and the group
members' right of use if land belonging to the group is to be planted with
cash crops.

But even ~f the Tolai changed this principle (which remains

improbable), the way in which they changed it, supports the general
1

3, Pullen-Burry, 1909, 224 ff. Today there is a widespread feeling,
for 1 instance in the northwest of Bougainville, that matrilineal inheritance
is no good' (N.L.C., Bougainville Claim No.1).

2

The prohibition against plo.iiting coconut palms on other groups' land is
one example (A.L. Epstein, 1969, 11~).
.

•
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conclusion that the traditional land laws in New Guinea are basically
the same today as they were before European settlement began.
II

The Changed Attitude towards Land
This does not mean that there are no changes in traditional land

tenure to be considered when discussing early European land acquisitions.
Although the formal land laws are still basically the same, the attitude
towards land itself is changing and this in turn essentially alters the
social implications of the formal laws.
The present native population is aware of this change and usually
explains it by saying that land was not as important to their forbears as
1
it is to them. ·This is true in one respect: land is becoming an economic
asset, whereas it was rarely, if ever, seen as such in pre-contact days.
But ht)ing recognized as an economic asset reduces the importance of land
in other respects.

Land as one of many economic assets begins to lose

.

its unique position as the direct basis
of each individual's life.
.

The

attitude towards land becomes more and more rational, until land is in the
end nothing but an economic asset.

This has not yet happened in New Guinea,

but land has already lost much of its unique position.
regarded as a living space and is becoming property.

Land ceases to be
It begins to be

1

'The leader of my clan, Palai, told me the wrong person was paid for the
land. The payment was made to Tikeiru who at the time of the purchase
was usin·g the land al though he had no clan rights to it.... Palai [whose
clan owned the land] was not using the land Matadet and allowed Tikeiru to
live on the land. Tikeiru and another man, Guguam, used the land together
and planted some coconut palms there. Although Tikeiru and Guguam were in
no way related by clans, they worked together on the land. In German times
this '-'ns quite common as clans often intermixed and used land.not belonging
to them. It was common practice to use another clan's land, and no one
worried about it in those days. Palai told me that when the Germans came,
they bought the land from Tikeiru only, Guguam did not receive any pay •••
Palai did not complain because in those days land was not as important as
it is today ••• [and] ••• Palai and Tikeiru were good friends• (D.O.
Kavieng, 34-4-175).
1
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possible to own land in very much the same way as one could previously only
own a claypot or a canoe.

The traditional concept of ownership is

changin~,

the interpretation of the traditional land laws in general is
becoming more legal in the Western sense.
Notwithstanding that this process is still in its early stages and

hardly visible in some parts of New Guinea, it has deeply influenced the
native attitude towards the early European land acquisitions.

In some

areas the present native population has nearly as much difficulty in
.

understanding their forbears• behaviour.as a European.

1

Moreover, it

appears that traditional land law has developed many faces, some I of which
determine land dealings ·w.ith Europeans and others the land dealings among
natives.

According to the present native attitude, for instance, there

is and was no •ownerless• land in New Guinea as far as relations between
natives and Europeans (including the Administration) are concerned.

On

the other hand, .the evidence during native land disputes indicates that
there were (and probably still are) large ar~as which were treated as
•ownerless• as between natives.
Discrepancies of this kind can be explained with the changing native
attitude towards land (if one is not satisfied with the simple explanation
that natives are, at least in their dealings with Europeans, habitual liars)
The basis of the explanation is the lack of preciseness in the traditional
land laws and land rights.

Whether land was •ownerless• or whether it

1

A man Pilitek who had come from Nobanob [inland] was living at the coast
at Mililat, opposite Sek Island. Our ancestor Ude came over from Sek and
collected the man. He told him he was now Nuwor and gave him some land
at Mililat for gardens. But Nuwor and his descendants lived at Matanan
on Sek although they did not own land there. When Mililat Plantation was
bought the Nuwor sold all their la.nd. I do not know what they were
thinking about when they sold all their land. Ude of Matanan gave t.he
Nuwor their land but it is now all finished. After they had sold their
land at Mililat, they made gardens &n Busip which did not belong to them.
(N.L.c., Madang Claims, Noa.29-30).
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1

belonged to group X or Y could frequently not be answered with a simple
•yes• or •no' - and the natives had an understandable preference to sell
2
Europeans land to which they only had a weak or disputed claim.
This lack of preciseness is not only foreign to modern Western law,
but also no longer corresponds to the changing native attitude towards
land.

Since natives like Europeans interpret their land laws according

to their present attitude towards land, they themselves have growing
difficulty in appreciating the situation existing in pre-contact or early
colonial days.

They themselves see and want to see their traditional land

laws and land rights much more precise than they were fifty years ago or
earlier.
Moreover, natives regard land claimed by Europeans as not belonging
to the same category as other land in New Guinea.

Having realized that

Europeans a.nd Western law do not treat land as they do, they have adopted
a different attitude towards land claimed by Europeans and towards their
land dealings with Europeans.

Natives like

Eu~opeans

apply different

standards to land and land dealings, according to the people involved.

Another Lypical discrepancy is that natives complain in land disputes
with Europeans, the. t Europeans did not pay the right people for the 18:1ld, ·
whereas they use the fact that their ancestors were paid by Europeans for
land in the area as an argument in native land disputes that they therefore
must own the surrounding land as well (for instance: 'they [the Germans]
must have known that the land belonged to my ancestors, because they
bought land from them and made it into Toimanapu Plantation' (s.n.o. Kieta,
35-5-1 (Nasiwoiwa v. Vito)).
2

This preference might be still alive. Before the First World War the
Sacred Heart Mission bought a piece of land called Fatagan in New Ireland,
but the land was not taken into use. During the Second World War the Mission
as well as the Administration lost a great deal of their land documents,
including those regarding Fatagan. A missionary was sent to New Ireland
to find out what land belonged to the Mission. At this time the Luluai of
Kaisipan village had a dispute with the Tultul of Jasu village over
coconuts on the land Mulfaden. The Luluai of Jasu decided in order to
terminate this dispute, to give the land Mulfaden instead of Patagan to the
'.·assion, and one of the elders informed the missionary accordingly, (D,O,
Kavieng, 34-4-160).
.
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They use their own (already differentiating) standards among themselves
and other westernized or 'nativized' standards between each other.
Both, natives and Europeans, try to translate the standard of the other
side into their own 1 language' and both try to get the most out of this
translation when material interests are at stake.
Interpreting the seemingly schizophrenic native attitude towards
•ownerless 1 land in the light of these explanations, it reads something
like this:

there is and was no land in New Guinea of which it could be

said that no native had a better claim to it than any European (including
the Administration).

Besides being understandable, the native 'attitude

thus interpreted differs little in practical contemporary results from
the statement that there is and was no •ownerless• land in New Guinea.
But for the interpretation of the traditional land tenure in pre-contact
New Guinea, the difference is vital.

•
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PART

II

Traditional Land Tenure

..

CHAPTER 7
The Establishing of Rights to Land (I):
Identification with Land
I

Rights of Control and Economic Rights
The Kwama River area and the Sio coast [on the Huon
Peninsula] were ••• uninhabited. The nearest
population lived on the Siassi Islands •••• Some
men went to see what was on the mainland. They saw r
the vast·uninhabited area and told about it••••
Their story impressed one man (I have forgotten his
name) so much that he settled on the coast near Sio
with his wife. When Inzang, his eldest son, was
grown up, he took him hunting inland. They saw ve'rY
good land ••• and decided to live there. When their
gardens were in full production, Inzang told his
father: 1 You are an old man you live back at the
coast. I will stay here and marry my sister Surep. 1
Inzang and Surep had four sons and four daughters.
When they grew up Inzang took his family further
inland • , • • They found the big Kwama River and its
main tributaries (Puleng, Anda and Bumune). Inzang
told his children that one son and one daughter
should go along each of the four rivers and look for
land to settle. Our forefathers went up the Anda.
The first settled at Zembom but it was an unhealthy
place and some of their children died. So they moved
to Belwin •••• As the population grew some migrated
to new areas nearby. The first man who settled
Indagen was known as Kwei. He was out hunting and
discovered a large area of very fertile ground which
he named Arara. He returned to Belwin and persuaded
some people to jain him in Arara. These people are
our direct. ancestors. And so, as the population
increased, the entire Komba and Selepet areas became
settled. People moved from some places to others
because of overcrowding and others moved because
they quarrelled.1

1

P.R. Morobe/Waau No.2/1956-57.

•
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This myth has probably little to do with the history of the settling
.
.
1
of t h is region.
The tradition of the Siko people, is already largely
history in the Western sense.
Refore the Germans came to Rabaul, Loi lived at
Pogcr ••• a village near Cape Hoskins. But he
left Poger because he wanted to make a new village.
He came to the place where the airstrip is now and
settled there, for in those days no other men lived
there. He called the new place Siko, which is the
name of a tree that grew there. When Loi had built
his house and the food in his garden was ready, he
went to Poger and asked his clan to join him in
Siko. Many came [Kukukuru clan]. They made their
houses and gardens and they lived there for nearly
ten years. By this time some of the Kukukuru•s
had married members of other clans. Now a start
was made to settle the unpopulated country
surrounding Siko. 2
The two cases above described the migration (and subsequent expansion)
of groups into large uninhabited areas,

The following description deals

with the settling of the more densely populated Amele area,
Originally land was acquired by the original
ancestor by going onto a certain area and clearing
it and making gardens on it and in other areas he
hunted and roamed on it and held it by his own
strength. He prevented all comers from taking
anything from the land without his prior permission
and so established certain landmarks. Likewise
adjoining owners had certain landmarks ~nich in
some cases were respected and in others not. In
the latter case a fight generally resulted and the
winner of the f ighi. made his boundaries by lammarks
to suit himself and helil +.he land he claimed and
,,,1,s.3
passed it on to his if,
The establishing of a new settlement was usually the result of
individual initiative.

The second objective prerequisite was the discovery

1

T.G. Harding, 1967, 176 (179) ff,

2

J

D.O. Rabaul (Cape Hoskins), 34-5-4 (Megigi Plantations).

N.L.c., Ma.dang Claim No.1.

•

of a suitable area. of unclaimed land.
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This discovery wa.s frequently ma.de

by the individual who decided to establish a. new settlement and could
1
evf'n ca.use him - a.sin the case of Kwei - to ma.ke this decision, but the
discovery could also be mo.de by other persons - a.s in the case of the Tilu
ancestor Boil, who met the ancestor of the Bina.gas (a member of another
group) on the land Ma.d, but nevertheless claimed the land for himself. 2
To discover land wa.s not identical with claiming it.

Even if the original

settler discovered the land, he ha.d to do more to establish a claim:

he

had to form and·manifest the intention of claiming the land. The most
obvious way of manifesting this intention wa.s to begin using the1 land,
especially by making a. garden. However, it is unlikely that someone like
Kwei who discovered a. suitable area on a. hunting expedition would immedia.teJ
make a garden on the land. How wa.s a claim to land made apparent to other
people before the land wa.s ta.ken into use?
[In] 1949 some of the Ka.idemoe sought permission
to found a. lowland village ••• in the inner valley
of the Bua.ng River. The Busa.ma. were a.11 a.ware
that the ancestors had ha.d gardens in the area. and
established rights for their heirs ••• but it wa.s
now realised that the boundaries ha.d been forgotten
• • • • A public meeting wa.s ••• SUDU11oned to determin".
what ought to be done. A site was first allocated
to the Kaidemoe ••• and the remaining territory
declared to be unoccupied. The soil proved to be
excellent and within a few months practically every
man in the village had chosen several sections ••••
Claims were established by cutting down a few trees,
sometimes without the immediate intention of planting taro. 3
The cutting down of trees, a.s a clearly visible sign of human
activity, demonstrated to all other people that the land was claimed.
To establish a. claim land ha.d not actually to be ta.ken into use,
it was sufficient to •mark• it by a symbolic act.
1

See above, 171 •

2

N.L.c., Ma.dang Claim No.13.

3

I. Hogbin, 1951, 100.

This symbolic
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o.ct did not even have to_be as substantial as the cutting down of a few
trees, which required in the days of stone axes a great effort, breaking
a branch of a iree was all that was required. 1
New settlements could be established after a sudden decision - as
2

in the case of Kwei•s ancestor - or after careful preparations - as in
the case of Loi, who did not ask his clan to join him until the food in
3
his garden was ready. These careful preparations were necessary because
Loi wanted people who had no pressing reason for leaving their home village
to join him,

Food, until their own gardens could become productive, was

the least he had to offer.

As a result all land around a new settlement

was at first closely identified with one individual:

the original settler

was the 'father• or the •boss• of all the land of a settlement.
When a beginning was made' to settle an area, different types of land
developed:

land used for housing, land used for gardening, and other land

(which could or could not be used for other purposes like hunting and
gathering),

What distinguished these types of land were the human activities
•

carried out on the land.

However, most of these activities could fulfil

two different legal functions.

On the one hand, they could be a means of

identifying the group with all the land in the area:

to make a garden, for

example, was a way of •marking• land; it manifested and strengthened the
group's claim to the land.

On the other hand, these human activities could

·create individual rights to land or to things on the land:

by making a

garden the gardener created for himself rights to the garden.

It 1hus becomes

necessary to distinguish between land as a political territory and land as
an economic potential.

The beginning of settlement started two different

1

When Kabokabi left the B~ack Yater River, he saw the place where Mameri
stands now at the bank of the Kosmeri. He thought this was a good place
for a village and since no one was living there, he marked it by.breaking
the branch of a tree. When he had returned to Kamanimbit, he sent Sambandimi
to establish a settlement. (Pield Notes, 7.7.1968).

2

See above, . 71 •

3

Ibid., 72.
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. processes of identification resulting in two different types of rights,
for "hich the terms rights of control a.nd economic rights will be used. 1
It is difficult to distinguish between the establishing of .rights
of control and economic rights because they could be simultaneously
established by the same human activity.

The difficulty is particularly

great if rights were established by an original settler, because he could
act as an individual as well as a one man group. 2 It might help further
to cons i ,;
the role outsiders could play in this process.
[The original stittler] prevented all comers from.
taking anything from his land without his prior
permission.3
.
The original settler aimed at getting his neighbours (if he had any} to
recognize his territorial claim,

To insist on giving permission before

outsiders used the economic potential of the land, was one way of doing
this.
by

The original settler did not try to establish an economic monopoly

preventing outsiders from using the land he claimed,

He could even

•

invite them to do so, provided they accepted his claim to control the land
by

asking for his permission.

He allowed outsiders to establish economic

rights to his lam in order to s·~rengthen his right of control and not in
order to make economic gains.

The right of control did not even give the

original settler himself economic rights to the land; it only gave him
the right to establish such rights.

For this reason he could strengthen

his territorial claim by using the land himself,

That he could do so

without asking for permission had the same significance as the fact that
an outsider had to ask for his permission before using the land,
1

The most recent discussion of tenninological questions with regard to
the traditional land tenure in New Guinea is: A,L, Epstein, 1969, 110 ff,

2

The possibility of a one man group is frequently overlooked when the
question of individual ownership is discussed (see for instance: D,L,
Oliver (1949(b), 83 ff; see also below, 78 ff,)).
J

Ibid,, ·72,
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These two distinct levels of rights further explain why the original
Pttlr.r had to allow outsiders to estahlish their
he wanted to strengthen his right of control.

Ol>'ll

economic rights, if

It did increase his social

prestige, if he allowed outsiders to take crops from his garden.

Yet in

doing so they merely accepted his economic right to the garden.

Only if

they made their own gardens after having asked for his permission, did
they accrpt his right to control the land.
HowPV('r, to use the economic activities of outsiders to •mark' a
territory was not without risk.

The original settler had to allow

outsiders to identify themselves, at least temporarily, with pa.rt' of the
land he claimed.

The danger was that the outsiders' economic rights grew

into a competing territorial claim.

This was possible, since the right

of control was not the result of discovery, appropriation or occupation,
but based on a process of identification:

land became over the years

identified as a territory, while a group became over the years identified
with this territory.
•

II

The Development of Rights of Control
The land Mad had belonged for generations to the territory of the Tilu,

1;hen the Didi pa started to occupy it.

There was some talk among the Tilu

and their relatives, but in the end they decided
and make their gardens on the land.

the Didipa could stay

However, the Tilu did not regard this

somewhat belated permission as strong enough to protect their territorial
claim.

The Didipa had not come to ask for their permission and thus

'marked' the land for the Tilu by using it.
with territorial ambitions.

They had occupied the land

To defend their territorial claim against this

threat, the Tilu (or rather a relative acting on their behalf) •marked• the
land by making a garden. 1
The intensity of the use of land could directly influence a group's
right of control.

A territory did not only have to be established, it had

1

N.L.c., Madang Claim No. 13.

•

to be maintained.
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A territorial claim could grow stronger or weaker and

had to be balanced accordingly with competing claims.

Before the Didipa

occupied Mad, the Tilu felt their territorial claim was sufficiently strong,
but when the Didipn hegan to use the land, they were forced to strengthen
. O'lo.'ll c 1aim.
. 1
their
The continuing process of identification and the balancing of competing
claims seems to prevent any stability in land matters.

However, there are a

few cases where the legal situation appears to have frozen at a certain
point of time, despite other important developments.
Poponda, on the north coast of New Britain, ceased to exist as a
village about 1918. (possibly.due to the eruption of Mt Bango which left
considerable deposits of ash around the village). 2 The people migrated to
several other villages, but the territory of Poponda is still regarded as
belonging to the descendants of the last inhabitants of this village. 3
This is not an isolated instance.

In several other cases in the same area,

the territorial 'boundaries' now regarded as z:elevant are those of villages
no longer in existence.

4

A territory could become "'' firmly identified with

a group that it continued to be identified with this group, even if it
ceased to exist as a political unit - the established territory kept the
group alive as a landholding unit.

However, it was only after a colonial

rule had been established that Poponda did disappear as a village.

War

between groups had probably stopped, and the 'territory' had lost a great
deal of its political significance.

All groups were changing from

1

'Over a period of time, failure to keep in touch with one•s land tends to
'l·•eaken one•s claim and conversely by native opinion the continued use of
land over a considerable period establishes a better claim than through an
obscure relationship with former generations of landowners' (P.R.
New Britain/Kandrian, No.5/1955-56).
2

D.O. Cape Hoskins, 35-3-39.

3

Ibid., 35-6-8. ·
4

Ibid.
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pol i tical-terri tori,, i uni ts into purely social-landholding uni ts.
tenure became more and more independent of
po1·:cr structure.

Land

the (unstable) political

Still, it would be wrong to think that the right to

control land changed hands easily before a colonial rule was established
in New Guin•·.,_

Changes were going on all the time, but sudden and drastic

changes in the legal situation were rare, even in the case of war.
Although groups frequently vacated their territory as a result of war,
conquest of land was unusual in most areas.

Even when land was conquered,

the legal situation changed only gradually, until the conquerors began to
say 'by now the land is ours' and the defeated group began ito forget about
the land1.

1

When a territory was established in a previously unclaimed

area, the situation was similar.

Here too the territorial claim could grow

stronger over the years or could fade away, if it was not maintained.
However, it is only after considering the part ancestors played in the
traditional land tenure, that the situation can be fully appreciated.
To understand the role·of ancestors and.the original settler in
particular, it is necessary to distinguish between their individual rights
and the communal rights they share as members of a group.

2

The importance

1

'I want all Kwapun people to go back to their own land. Our forefather 1s
conquered the Kwapun's forefathers and sent them onto the land in the hills.
When the white man arrived, the Kwapun people moved dow onto the land agai.n
which by now was ours.1 (D.O. Wewak, 35-10-6).
'The Juo people claim that the land belongs to them. They say that we,
from Boiken, cannot use the land at all. This is because our forefa~~ers
ran11¥ay, this is true, but they had not forgotten about the land' (ibid.).
2

The widely used distinction between •communal' and 'individual' rights can
easily be mistaken to mean that •communal' rights are always held by a
number of persons, whereas an 'individual' right is held by one person. But
this is not what is usually meant when these terms are used ·in discussing
native land tenure. If the· primitive group is seen as a legal person, the
rights vested in the group would be individual in this sense, whereas they
arr t,]Je kind of rights for which the term 'communal' is used. On the other
hand, if a Western system is called in contrast 'individual', this does not
m~nn that there are no rights to land which are shared by a number of person
'Individual' rights can be held jointly and •communal' rights can b.e held by
the primitive group as one legal person.
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of this mixture depends on whether all rights to land could be held
communally as well as individually, or whether certain rights were always
communal rights and others. always individual rights. 1
Most evidence suggests that the right to control land was regarded
as a right of the group.

The political elements contained in this right

appear to have prevented it from being held individually, although it
could be exclusively exercised by one member of the group as its representativ
The economic potential of the land, it seems, was also usually seen as
something 'Which could not really be owned individually.
When Opisa ••• was killed by sorcery ••• Sonji
[who belonged to another matrilineage] contributed
pigs to his mortuary feast, and also killed the
sorcerer. In return for this, Opisars grateful
matri-lineage mates gave the tract [of land] to
Sonji. When I questioned Sonji as to the reason
for his not keeping the land to himself rather
than sharing it·with his matri-lineage mates, he
seemed scandalized, and replied: Land is not to
be placed in a dark corner of a house like money
2
or almonds, it is the property of the matri-lineage.
There is one category of cases, however, where it is doubtful that
the right to control land was originally vested in a group.

These are

matrilineal societies whose tradition goes back to an original ancestor.
Here the political territory was established by a male, whereas a male
could not found a matrilineal kinship group.

Unless the original settler

was married to a member of his own kinship group, his children belonged to
a different kinship group - that of their mother.

Even if he married a

member of his kinship group (ignoring a possible rule of exogamy), not he,
but his and his wife's common ancestress would be the original ancestress
1

L, Pospisil combines his distinction between political and economic rights
to land with a distinction between conununal and individual rights. He ·
argues that ideally all political rights are held communally and all
economic rights individually (1963, 128 ff.).
.
2

D,L, Oliver, 1949(b}, 39.
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of the new kinship group, although she had nothing to do with the
establishing of tJ1e new territory,
Under these cirrumstances, it seems the original ancestor established
his

mm

individual territory and that he had to transfer the right to

control the land to the kinship group of his children,

But the difficulty

in these cases is caused by the rules of matrilineal inheritance or

succession, and has nothing to do with whether the right of control is
the right of a r,roup or the individual right of the original ancestor,
Having realized this, it is clear that the original ancestor acted in
these casf•c; also as the representative of a group, except that this group
was not the usual unilateral kinship group, but either a bilateral family
or a local group which had to be transformed into a unilateral kinship
group during the following generations,

This transformation was apparently

not regarded as a change in identity, so that the right of control did not
have to be transferred from one group to another,
Since the right of control was a right of'. the group and not an
individual right of the original settler, it also did not have to be
passed down from generation to generation by way of inheritance,

It was

established for the group and once established, it remained vested in the
group as long as the group remained identified with

th~

territory,

For

this reason the death of. the original settler did not weaken the territorial
claim of the group but strengthened it, especially when he died and was
buried on the land,
ancestors:

The same applied to all subsequent generations of

they too strengthened the claim of the group by using the land

during their lifetime and their graves were important additional links
between the group and its territory.
With the death of the original settler began a process of mythological
identification with the land, Just as the economic potential of the ~•ind
was taken into use after the establishing of a settlement, so its
mythological potential was exploited after the death of the original
settler,

Unusual topographical features were identified with mythological

events which supported territorial claims as effectively as the ll1storical
fact that one •.s father or uncle used to garden or hunt on the land.
Besides the historical and mythological (but nevertheless legally
relevant) depth ancestors lent to the territorial claim of a group, they
also added a timeless aspect.

It was a common view in pre-contact New

Guinea that a group did not only consist of its living members but also
of the spirits of the dead, and that the living members were responsible
to the spirits of their ancestors for the use they made of the group rs
1
territory.
The group as a landholding unit was immortal. Once a group
t

had been identified with a territory for more than one generation, it
left a mark on the 1n.nd which could never be fully extinguished as long
as memory lasted.
1

For example: 'The Tolai believe that the spirits of their ancestors
retain an interest in their land. , This means that people become more
emotionally involved over the sale of ancestrai land than over self
acquired property' (S.S. Smith and R.F. Salisbury, 1961, 7); or even
stronger in the case of the Amele people: 'The land belongs to the spirits
of the dead Mahai'ilo [land leaders] of the Yobon Mede [lineage] and at
the day of judgment the people will be required to answer to these spirits
for the proper. care of the land' (J. Page, 1964, 4).
The climax is reached among the Arapesh who, according to M. Mead, own
land individually. t[T]he ancestors permit that it be said that this land
belongs to one or another of their living descendants, who must exercise
his right with care. He must address his ancestors and actually ask
permission beforP cutting down trees, especially bread-fruit trees, under
penalty of supernaturally imposed sanctions •••• Here one comes directly
upon an articulate contrast within Arapesh formulations, the land belongs
to Balidu, ••• but if they are to make any use of.it, they must ask
permission of their ancestors t ( 1947, 220). The cont1·ast, Mead observes,
largely disappears if a distinction between rights of control and economic
rights is made,. and if the former is seen as being vested in the group.

•
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CHAPTER 8
The Establishing of Rights to Land (II):
Identification of Land
The importance of identifying land as a basis for any fom of land
tenure is obvious.

But from a European point of view it seems superfluous

to discuss how land is identified. It seems equally obvious that the
defining of boundaries is the only possibility.
A Solomon Islander giving evidt?nce to the first Land
Corrunission [1919-1924], summarisro very briefly one
of the essential differences between native and
European concepts of land tenure in former times,
when he said that 'his land was not like the land of
the white man, in that it had a name only and did not
hav<' four sides like a box•. 1
At first glance this quotation only seems to be a metaphorical way of

.

saying that the natives in the Solomons had no land boundaries.

Looking

closer, it becomes apparent that the native did not only point to names
as a traditional alternative to identifying land by means of boundaries,
but that his main aim was to express his lack of understanding and even
his contempt for the Western fashion of treating land as if it were a thing
like a box. What is land from the native point of view, if it is not
treated like a thing?
The traditional distinction between rights of contr9l and economic
rights to land is the equivalent of the distinction between rights of
sovereignty (public rights) and property rights (priyate
Western law.

rights) in modern

Accordingly land in modern Western societies is divided into

political territories, which are subdivided into property units.

Both

tYPes of Western land units are legally defined by boundaries in the form
of imaginary. lines, and Western law treats at least the property land units
1

C.A. Allen, 1957, 86.
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very much like separate things. Was land in pre-contact New Guinea divided
in a sim"lar way into different types of land uni ts?
The largest residential unit amongst the Tolai is the
'district' or paparagunan •••• Within the districts
there may be one or more areas in which houses are
clustered for which the tenn •ward' [pakanagunan] may
be used,,,, Each district or ward is named and has
clearly defined boundaries which are defined in terms
of natural land marks, e,g, ridges, rivers, rocks,
trees, etc,, and do not OVbrlap, Within the various
districts the land itself is divided into numerous
plots (pakana pia), each of which is also named, usuallY,
from some tree located on the plot, or from some event
which occurred there, These plots vary in size from a
few square yards in settled areas to several hundred
acres in kunai or primary bush country which has never
been permanently cultivated, 1
[Among the Amele people] each Yobon Mede [lineage] has
an area of land which is self-contained, the boundaries
of which are usually defined by water courses, ridges
and such natural features, though sometimes fruit trees
and bamboo clumps are also used as boundary marks, This
area of land is known as the Gada of the Yobon Mede.
Inside the Ga.da the land is divided into numerous pieces
which are called Da and which have individual names ••••
The names used are the names of things connected with
that block, such as trees, stones, vines or men who were
killed or buried on the .land.2

-

The situation in the Tolai and Amele areas appears to be almost
identical with the situation in modern Western societies.

In both areas

two different types of land units are distinguished, in both areas the
larger type of unit is subdivided into a smaller type of unit, and in
both areas both types.of land units seem to be defined by (natural)
1

S.S. Smith and R.P. Salisbury, 1961, 1~2.

2

J. Page, 1964, 2,

•
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boundaries.

1

The only obvious difference is that tbe native land units
2
lnve names in addition to boundaries.

.

Can these native land units be described as, or at least compared
with political territories and property units in the modern Western sense?
And docs the superficial likenoss of the situation in the Tolai and Amele
areas stand up to examination?
The Amele are organized into patrilineages which are kinship groups
as well as local groups, a.nd political as well as land holding units.
Although a number of patrilineages may trace their origin back to a common
•

mythical ancestor, the patriclan is of little importance, especially in
land matters.

There Are no land-holding units above and below the lineage
level, and no accounts of patrilineages ha.ving split up or merged. 3
The social and political organization of the Tolai is more complex
because the kinship organization is not identical with the territorial
organization.

A basic territorial unit is usually inhabited by members

of more than one kinship group, and members

o~

a basic kinship group live

usually in more than one territorial unit.

Moreover, there are different

levels in the territorial as well as i& the kinship organization.

The

basic territorial unit is the district (paparaguna.n) 'Which can be subdivided
into smaller territorial units (for instance in.to wards - pakanaguna.ns).
1

This is not expressly stated for the smaller land units. But the context
implies that there are boundaries, because the smaller land units are
described as areas of land - in the case of the Tolai varying in size
from a few square yards to several hundred acres.
2

It is not quite clear whether in the caRe of the Amele people only the
smaller land units (Da) or also the larger ones (Gada) are named.
3

-

The population of Amele village, for example, is composed of five
patrilineages 'Which lived in pre-contact days in separate villages, each
on its own land. 'They were formed by the five sons of one original
ancestor who came to Amele with his wife and settled the area. He divided
the land amongst ~hese five sons and the land is. still div~ded into these
five areas and belongs to these five groups• (N.L.C., M&dang Claim No.21).
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The basic kinship group is the vunatarni, the clan (in this case a
matriclan), But a clan is usually divided into apiktarai (matrilineages), 1
It is at this level that kinship and territorial organization meet,
Usually a number of lineages belonging to different clans make up the
population of one district,

However, not the lineae;e but the clan is
2
A clan usually claims land in more than
the basic land-holding unit,
one district,

Furthermore, the vunatara.i - and not the inhabitants of a.
paparag11nan - is the basic political unit, 3 although it is possible for
a lineage to assert its independence from its clan, 4

'
How do the differences in the socio-political organization influence
the land units of the Tolai and the Amele? The Gada of the Amele is one
block comprising all the land of a linea~~. ~s the basic political unit,
A Gada can therefore be described as a. political territory,
This is iw ~ as clear in the case of the paparagunan (district) of the
5
1
Tolai because not the inhabitants of a district but the members of a. clan
living in several districts form the basic political unit,

If a. political

territory is all the la~d identified with the basic political unit, the
land-holdings of the clan would form the political territory,

But these

holdings are scattered over a. wide area. which seems irreconcilable with
1

We will not discuss whether this description of the socio-political
organization of the Tolai is adequate (for a fuller discussion of the
2concept of a vunatarai see for instance A.L. Epstein, 1969, 121 ff,).
S,S, Smith and R.F. Salisbury, 1961, 3. (However, on the same page it
is indicated that the local lineage might have a. stronger claim to use
the land of the clan in its district than lineages living in other
districts.)
J

In case of war not the districts but the clans (or their local branches)
would fight against ea.ch other (see .above, 53).

4

S,S, Smith and R.P. Salisbury, 1961, 3 (see below 90).

5

We will disregard the other types of suna.ns, since their role is far from
being cle11-r.

..

:

.

the concept of a territory.

A district is the closest equivalent of a.

political territory in the traditional Tola.i context, and its inhabitants,
though not the ho.sic political unit, fonn a loose political unit on a
territorial basis.

Moreover, it appears that these territorial ties were,

.

compared with kinship tics, of greater relative importance in the past
1
than they a.re now.
If the Ga<la can be described as the political territory of a lineage,

-

can the Da into which it is subdivided be described as property units?
'

[Among the Amele people] it is thought that these
divisions ••• were evolved only as a matter of
convenience when referring to various parts of
the Ga<la.2
Although historically not very likely, this explanation is possible.
lineage is the only lanQ-holding unit of the Amele people.

The

A division of

the Gada among smaller land-holding units is thus neither required nor
possible, so that the~ cannot be regular property units.

On the other

hand the .Q! have long acquired a significance beyond that of a subdivision
for the sake of easier conununication.

Firstly, they have become permanent,

in that it is regarded as against tradition to change existing ~. 3 This
was especially important when land was transferred4 because it had to be
5
a 1;hole ,!!!.
But a ,!!! was important not only in land transactions between
different lineages; it is also the basic land unit for internal purposes.
Before a member.of a lineage can make a garden, he has to receive permission·
from the Mahai•ilo, the land leader, and it appears that this permission is
1

See below, 89; see also:
2
J. Page, 1964, 2.

A. Kleintitschen, 1907, 234 ft, 272 ff.

3

L.T.c.,

4

Claims Nos. N.L.c. 454-456.

There are no accounts of recent transfers (J. Page, 1964, 5).
5
For an interesting exception see above, 41. ,
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sought n.nd EJrantcd with reference to a particular

~.

1

The role of a Da
in the traditional lo.nd tenure was that of a kind of permanent administrativ•
land unit.

-

How does this compare wit.h the role of its Tolai coWlterpart, the
pnkana pia? Since members of several clans usually live in the same
district and since the clan is the basic land-holding Wlit, there seems
to be no question that the division of a district into pakana p1a is a
means of dividing land among the various land-holding units.
it secms,is clearly a property Wlit.

A pakana pia,

The Tolai distinguish three types of

pakana pia: those 11·: : which •no single ••• [clan] has clearly defined
2
rights•, those which are subdivided between several clans, and those which
are controlled by one clan.

Of these three types the last can easily be

reconciled with the view that a pakana pia is a property Wlit.

But how

can a pakana pia be a property Wlit if there are pakana pia which are
subdivided between several land-holding groups, but which are nevertheless
regarded as one land Wlit, and pakana pia

ov~r

which none of the land-

holding groups has clearly defined rights?
Although not expressly stated, it can be assumed that the subdivision
of a pakana pia does not mean that several clans share the right to control
this pakana pia but that each of them controls part of it, so that such a
pakana pia consists of several separate property Wlits. 3 Why is it still
treated as one land Wlit and
not as separate pakana
pia? It appears that
.
.
a pakana pia - although economically divisible - is almost as permanent a
land unit as a~ of the Amele people, and a.n administrative rather than
a

prop~rty

Wlit.

This explanation is supported by the fact that the land

leader can allot any of the pakana pia controlled by the clan •to a
1

J, Page, _1964, 4.

2

(However, see below, 118. ),

S,S, Smith and R.P. Salisbury, 1961, 2.

3

•The natives state that these seemingly overlapping rights really amoWlt
only to a further subdivision, but are vague about the precise boundaries
of such subdivisions' (D.O. Rabaul, 34-6-44 (Toma)),

•
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particular person ••• to cultivate, a.nd to 'look after' (ibalaure).• 1
But does th~ view that pakana pia are administrative land units explain
the existence of ., pakana p1a over which •no single ••• [clan] has clearly
defined rir,lits' • ..
Some of these large areas [the pakana pia in kunai or
primary bush country] may be common land belonging to
~he district in which they are situated • • • • No
single ••• [clan] has clearly defined rights over them,
but they fonn a 1 no man's land• over which the •••
[clans] living in the district <',an garden, hunt or
fish, with one specific ••• [clan] being sometimes
recognized as having a loose control over them.3
Uncultivated lands (ie areas of virgin forest or
virgin kunai) w.i thin a • • • [district] are regarded
as common property of the residents •••• Any individual
member of the district may exercise his usufructuary
rights .over this land. The ••• Lland leader] of the
original ••• [clan] settled in the area would be
regarded as the trustee for the purposes of any
division of the common land amongst individuals or
individual ••• [clans].4
[Unclaimed land can be acquired] by cultivating common
lanrl "r a district of which the individual is a resident
memiJer. The individual previously had usufructuary
rights and by cultivation he establishes a claim on
behalf of his ••• [clan] to f,,~~ proprietary rights.5
These three descriptions contain several inconsistencies, mainly due
to the ambiguous role of the clan which originally settled the district.
Ignoring the role of this clan, the picture seems fairly clear:
uncultivated land within the district is the common property of all
residents which they can use.freely until one resident establishes
1

S.S. Smith and R.P. Salisbury, 1961, 2.

2

Ibid.
)

4

Ibid., 1-2.

Ibid., 7.
5
Ibid., 8.

-:· ·i

..

'

.
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rxclusive proprietary rights on behalf of his clan by cultivating it.

But

to ••hat area of common land does a cultivator establish the full proprietary
rights of his clan?
Since the pnknna pia in uncultivated areas are up to several hundred
acres in size,1 it is unlikely that he 1mr...rks' the whole pakana pia by making
one garden on it.

Because of the traditional shifting of gardens it is

also unlikely that the claim is restricted to the area of this garden.

How

is the area defined, if it is, as is to be expected, somewhat larger than
the garden but smaller than the whole paknna pin? Are there small rnkana
pin for residential purposes, larger ones for gardening purposes, 11nd big
ones in areas which are only used, if at all, for hunting and gathering?
Does a cultivator carve smaller gardening pakana pia out of a large hunting
and gathering pakana pia by making a garden? Does cultivating as such
bring this about?

Or is it the prerogative of the leader of the original

clan to divide a pakana pia of common land into smaller gardening pakana pia?
As soon as the original clan is included, the picture becomes clouded •

.

The original clan has no clearly defined rights to the 'conunon land', but
its leader is regarded as a trustee for the purpose of dividing it amongst
individuals or clans,
always recognized.

On the other hand, his control is only loose and not

This ambiguity is probably the result of changes in

Tolai attitude towards uncultivated land.

The position of the original clan

was once much stronger than now admitted, whereas the residents of a
district are still not the land-holding unit they claim to be.
in with the

s~ill

recognized privileges of the original clan.

The representative of certain individual ••• [clans],
which were the original settlers in each district,
have the ceremonial privilege of tabuing certain
garden activities throughout the district ••• ~ This
represents a formal claim that their ancestors own
all the land of the district, and it is acknowledged
by all ••• [clans] living there paying tambu [shell
money] to remove. the ban •••• 2
1

Ibid., 1

0

2

Ibid., 6-7.

This ties
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Originally the whole district was controlled by one clan.

This clan

transferred certain pnknna pia to members of other clans who migrated
into the district, and the •common lands' are those areas which have
neither been transferred to other clans nor been exclusively used by the
clan of the original settlers.

The history of each district begins with

the establishing of a political territory which can be divided into smaller
administrative land units.

On the other hand the original political

territory probably never covered the same area the district covers now.
The political territory also grew by adding more administrative land units.
.

Each clan has its madapai, the land on which its ancestor first settled,
and which forms the historical centre of a district.

1

Moreover, the clan

takes the name of its madapai and it is this process which creates the
group as a political unit.
[Lineages] wishing to assert their independence will
give themselves a distinct name, using the name of a
piece of land they own. This is sometimes a piece
of land bought by an assertive.individual who wishes
to set up his supporters independently of the parent •••
2
[clan] and to have them acknowledge him as their leader.
The group identifies itself with an existing land unit by adopting its name,
thus transforming the land unit into a political territory and itself into
a political group.

To explain this process - which is a reversion of the

Western method of naming a political territory after the controlling •group•
- it must be ass\imed that there were land units which were older than man, .
land units which were not man-made but parts of nature.

The territory as a

land unit, it appears, was already in existence when the original settler
arrived and all that was left for him to do was to name it.

The natives

in pre-contact New Guinea, it appears, did not face their environment as a
1

Ibid., 3•. In other parts of New Guinea the situation is similar, The
tradition of the Indagen people in the Huon Peninsula begins with Kwei and
the land Arara (above, 71'), the tradition of the Gitigiti in the Ma.11i111g
area begins with Atedid and the land Baduta (below, 94) and the settlement
of the Cape Hoskins area at the central.north coast of New Britain begins
with Loi and ~he land Siko (above, 72).
2

s.s.

Smith.and R,P, Salisbury, 1961, ),

natural whole (which they could or could not ~ivide into (man-made) land
units), but were confronted with a vast number ot separate phenomena
...hich had (although in many ways interconnected) each an identity of its
This is the pattern underlying native geographical names.

o'lm.

There

may be names for individual rocks and ridges and trees but no name for a
range of mountains.

There may be names for individual parts of a reef

but no name for the reef as a whole.

Only relatively small islands may

have names whereas larger islands or groups of smaller islands may have
no common name, because they are not regarded as one entity.

The largest
•

named land unit among the Tolai (if it was seen as such) was the ·district.
There was no common name for the

1

country 1 of the Tolai or for that

matter for the Tolai as a •tribe'.
The traditional world was, from a European" point of view,
extraordinarily fragmented.

But from the traditional native point of view,

the modern Western world is characterized by an equally extraordinary
disregard for essential differences:

for

ex~ple

the incomprehensible

European inability to distinguish between a garden and the land on which it
is made or, at

l~ast,

between a tree and the land on which it is planted.

From the traditional point of view man was quite capable of creating
things important for the tenure of land:

he could plant a tree, he could

malte a garden, he could fence a garden, he could even divide a communal

garden into individual lots, but he did not thereby create thing-like land
units.

What he did, was to create new things:

a garden,

a tree,

a fence.

Could man create land units? Was traditional land tenure like modern
Western land tenure based on man-made land units?
Traditional land tenure is usually based on the original ancestor
and on the piece of land on which he first settled, and which he identified
by giving it a name.

Two kinds of names are used to identify land:

names

of things on the land and names connected with events which occurred on
the land.

The second alternative is unlikely to be chosen when the first

settlement in an area is established, since this event marks the beginning
of its history.

This is different when the original ancestor is a.· mythical
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figure since mythology develops into the past and not - like history into the future.

If tradition starts with a mythical ancestor, the

piece of land on which he enters into.human life, is the first land unit.
However, even then it is a thing rather than an event which identifies
the piece of lo.nd:

for instance, the cave or the tree where he lived, or

the hole in the ground through which he came to the surface.

The name of

the original land unit is thus usually connected with a conspicuous thing
on the land; the name refers to a landma.rk:
[Loi) 1 called the new place Siko, which is the name
of a tree which grew there'.1
Still, the name as such, and not only the landmark to which it refers,
is of importance, especially when the name refers to an event which took
place on the land.

The event changes an otherwise ordinary point in the

landscape into o. landmark.
no longer in '"istence.

A landmark can even identify lo.nd, if it is

It is sufficient tha.t it was, or is believed to

have been once in existence (like the hole through which the original
ancestor was believed. to have come to the surface).

Nevertheless even

these landmarks are not abstract and imaginary like Western legal boundaries:
they are remembered or believed realities.
The idea behind the landmark concept becomes clearer, considering that
it is one landmark and not a number of landmarks which identifies a piece

of land and gives
":as killed.

it its name:

a tree, or a rock, or a spot where a man

A landmark identifies the focal point of a piece of land, and

not a point on its boundary.

The land Siko, named after a tree which grew

there, is the land around this tree, and the term paparagunan means· 1 the
2
district round a place•.
The native sees a land unit traditionally from
a focal point and not from its boundaries as does modern Western law.
Traditional native land tenure is based on fixed points surrounded by
1

Above, 72.
2

S.S. Smith and R.F. Salisbury, 1961, 1.

..

.

-
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spheres .of control and not on defined areas of land.

It is the area

versus the sphere dichotomy which underlies the boundary VPrsus name (or
landmark) dichotomy.
It is now possible to imagine how a political territory (seen as a
sphere of control and not as a defined area of land) began to grow around
a landmark.

At the same time it becomes clear how the boundary concept

{or a similar concept) was likely to creep in as soon as there were
competing political or economic claims.
However, the basis for a boundary concept had always been in
existence, quite independent of human competition.

From the tradltional

point of view, land is by nature divided into natural land units which
form the pre-human basis on which man can establish his spheres of control.
Whereas land, from the modern Western point of view, is a natural whole
"·hi ch man can divide by imaginary lines into thing-like land uni ts, in the
traditional context a distinction has to be made between natural land units
on the one hand and spheres of human control 9n the other - although a
sphere of human control can coincide with a natural land unit (as an
imaginary Western legal boundary can coincide with a natural boundary).

If

it does, the outlines of the natural land unit can come to be regarded as
frontiers - even if there are no competing human claims - and a boundary
concept can begin to evolve.
It is nevertheless possible that a system of land tenure developed
which was exclusively based on human spheres of control.
indications of such systems having in fact developed.

There are

The Nakisi and

Kaikai 1 e might well be a case in point •. Their land Wanirim comprised about
90,000 acres {which can safely be assumed to have been composed of several
natural land units) but •there were no clan and kinship divisions of landO~"llership within the whole area'.

1

It is far more common, however, to find

the political territory of a group - as in the case of the Tolai and Amele
people - divided into administrative units coinciding with natural land units
1

L.T.c., New Britain 973.
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But the 11<lministrative wtits could also be smaller or larger than a
natural land unit.

Furthermore, a group could establish several spheres

of control like islands in a sea of unclaimed land.
[The Gitigiti ancestor, Atedid,] moved as a result
of trihal fighting from Batu to a place Badatu.
When living there he took the land Bai and made
gardens there. Then he left Badatu and settled on
Bai. There he is buried. His three sons went and
lived at a place called Koteihun but they continued
to make gardens on Bai. Then they moved to Tuipa.
Their children left and settled at Ilcmkabog. But
they continued to garden on Bai and Kotcihun.
Later ••• [their] ••• ancestors moved from Bemkabog
to Nagada Island.1
This description does not suggest that one and the same territory
was expanded.

With each new settlement a new sphere of control was

established which had its own name and its own identity.
Natural 'boundaries', especially rivers, can provide lines of
expansion and communication, at the same time'they form a natural division
and therefore a natural limit for the expansion of a sphere of control in
one direction.

If a man chooses a bend of a river as a landmark with
2
which to identify the la,nd he claims, it is almost certain that the river
limits his claim and that he can only expand his claim along and away from,
3
There is a natural tendency for human spheres
but not across the river.
of control to grow into the shape of a natural land unit, as happened in
the case of the Tolai and Amele people,

This tendency can cause a claim

to land to expand much faster in terms of natural land units than in terms
of spheres of actual control.

This partly explains why many conflicts

between territorial claims only became visible under the influence of the
Wf'stern boundary concept:

the areas in which the claims overlapped were.

1

N.L.c., Ma.dang Claim No.14.

2

See above, 73 ff.
J

If the same man claims land on the other side of the river, this would
probably be regarded as a separate claim.
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not used by any of the claim:i.nts.

On the other hand, the Western

influence in this particular field is so strong that it is difficult to
say whether for example the present claim of the Kombe to vast areas of
1
land which no member of this •tribe' has ever visited, are traditional
or whether they have grown in reaction to Western attitudes.

Still, it

can be safely said that territorial claims in pre-contact New Guinea
could go far beyond an area which at one time or another was actually
used by a member of the group and that 1 boundaries 1 were not entirely
foreign to the traditional way of thinking,
•

The quickest way of connecting landmarks with traditional 'boundaries'
is to show that there were traditional landmarks which formed at the same
time part of the outlines of a natural land unit,
Claims were [invariably] established ,,, in the
vicinity of an obvious landmark, such as a bend
in the river, a side creek, or a large ficus tree,2
Two of these kinds of lnn•1:n:'lrks - a benq in the river or a side creek
- are parts of a natural boundary in the Western sense, and the wording
suggests that they were most frequently chosen,

However, this does not

correspond with information from other parts of New Guinea,

In the Tolai

and Amele areas, trees and rocks were the most usual landmarks, and these
are the kinds of landmarks to be expected, since a traditional landmark
marked the focal point of a human sphere of control and did not form the
rudimentary boundary of an area of land,

How did the landmarks move from

the focal point of a sphere of control to its 'boundary'?
Around the time the Busama took up the unoccupied
land in the valley of the Buang River, Nuk-Nuk
Village, a few miles further east in the valley
1

P.R. New Britain/Talasea No,13/1954-55. The Kombe who numbered then
about 3,000 claimed in 1962 about 200,000 acres of land (N.L,C., New
Britain Claims Nos. 231-238).
2
.
I, Hogbin, 1951, 100.
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•

of the Francisco River, split up. Nuk-Nuk Village
was at this time inhabited by the Kiawa and the
Lo~uis who had previously lived in separate villages~
After the split both groups agreed that the land
should again be divided between them, but they
could not agree on l:here the previous 1 boundary 1
had be~n. The Loguis claimed ~hat one of two
sago palms (about 50 yards apart} had been planted
by their forefathers as a mark, and the Kiawa
claimed that a side creek 625 paces down the
Francisco River was taken by their forefathers as
the •boundary• .1
This suggests that the natives used side creeks already in pI!e-contact
days as 'boundaries 1 rather than landmarks.

It suggests further that

lo.ntlmarks like trees were also already used as 'boundary• marks.

On the

other hand, taken together with Hogbin 1 s observation that the Busama had
forgotten the 'boundaries' of their lond in the Buang Valley,

2

this case

shows that the natives did not think of land in terms of defined areas but
in terms of spheres of control, even if •boundaries' existed.

.

traditional •boundaries• were not a means of identifying land.

The
They were

only established when and in so far as it was necessary for political or
economic reasons and began to be fnrgotten as soon as this need disappeared.
'Boundaries• developed where a practical need to limit competing territorial
claims existed, or where a.n attempt was made to prevent the developing of
such a rivalry; otherwise the spheres of control could freely expand.

As

long as one 'boundary• mark was sufficient, the •boundary• was not defined
more clearly and a.s long as it was sufficient to define one •boundary• the
other 'boundaries• were left undefined.
Traditional •boundary• marks!!! landmarks.
limits of an area. of land.

They do not define the

Instead they a.re ea.ch the focal point of a.

sphere, except that this sphere is not a. sphere of control but rather a
sphere of non-control.

A traditional 'boundary' mark identifies a border

1

P.R. Morobe/Wa.u No.8/1950-51.
2

1951, 100.

.
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zone, a kind of no-man's land separating spheres of human control.

It

marks a sphcr" which can expand and contract, but which cannot be reduced
to the imaginary line of a Western legal boundary which takes up no room.
Does this also apply in cases where, for instance, a river is used
as a natural

1

boundary 1 ? Natural 'boundaries' a.re not only significant

(like Western legal boundaries) because they define the outline of something
else (the area of land tl1ey enclose), they a.re natural units in their own
right which can be used by man like the natural land units they separate.
Even their separating function is relative.

It may seem natural to see a

ridge as separating two valleys, but it is also possible to see the bottom
of a valley as separating two ranges.

What is seen as the natural boundary,

is largely a matter of perspective, and it is not unusual in the New Guinea
Highlands that the bottom of a valley forms the natural boundary between
groups living in the ranges on both sides of the valley.
The closest traditional equivalent of a land boundary in the Western
legal sense was a line of trees or shrubs,
spheres of human control.

1

esp~cially

planted to separate

Such a 1boundaryt however, was also not

artificial in the sense that the line of trees was the manifestation of
an imaginary line forming the legally relevant boundary.
~the
I

'boundary'.

was man-made.
I
boundaries?

The line of trees

It was a natural 'boundary' - like a river - only it

What was the traditional attitude towards such man-made

They were regarded as imitations of (non-man-made) natural 'boundaries'.
They were only used to complete or elucidate other (non-man-made) natural
'boundaries•, or if it was necessary for practical reasons (for instance
to prevent or to ~ermina.te land disputes).
as an inferior type of 'boundary•.

Even then they were looked upon

Only ridges, or water courses were

1

The climax is probably reached in the upper Bomai region of the Chimbu
area. The natives there marked their 'boundaries t with lines of croton
plants which were cut back to their roots, so that there was no visible
sign of the 'boundary• above the surface whereas the roots flourished
beneath it (P.R. ChimbuNo.11/1952-53).

1

•

.

considered the •real thing•,
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1

followed by non-man-made landmarks like

isolated rocks or conspicuous trees.

The evidence suggests strongly

·that it was, from the traditional point of view, beyond the power of
man to create natural land wiits or to divide land into artificial
thing-like units •which had four sides like a box'.
his spheres of control over land.
by

Man could establish
He could create new things on the land

making a. garden or planting a tree.

He could define the limits of his

spheres of control by planting a row of trees on the land.
not divide the land as such'· because he had not made it.

But he could
Land was the

living space provided for man with which he could identify hims~lf and
which he could use, but which he could not own.
1

The real thing are water. courses, but somet~.mes the small necks of land
between water courses or the sources of water courses and ridges are used
as well' (N.L.c., Madang Claims Nos.27-28).
1

•

•
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CHAPTER 9
The Establishina of Rights to Land (III):
Economic Rights
Whereas ownership of land is the basis of modeni. Western land tenure,
land in pre-contact New Guinea could not be owned.

This does not mean,

however, that a concept of ownership was foreign to the traditional law;
nor does it imply that ·such a concept did not play an important part in
land matters.
I

The Traditional Concept of Ownership
Modern Western law distinguishes kinds of property am ways of

acquiring property, but the concept of ownership depends very little on
the kind of property owned and the way in which it is acquired.

Western

law sees the Olming of property as a condition and not as a process.
own an object means to 'have' it.

To

The miser lying awake on a mattress

in which he has hidden his money, is the ideal personification of the
owner in·Western law.
A wealthy old Tolai in pre-contact days might have similarly cherished
the wrapped coils of shell-money in his tambu house, but thi" attitude was
the exception rather than the rule.

The owning of property in the

traditional sense was a continuing process of acquisition and utilization.
To own an object meant to 'do' and not to lhave'.
object his own in order to own it.
own, was to make the object itself.
the result of creation:

Man had to make an

The best way of making an object one's
Traditional ownership was ideally

it was a direct link between a person and an

object and not the Hohfeldian bundle of rights and privileges against
1
other persons with regard to an object.
The basic distinction for

See above, 44.
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traditional property law is a distinction between man-made arxl non-man-made
objects.

Ideally man-made objects are owned by the person who made them

whereas non-man-made objects cannot be owned.
hardly more than analytical importance.
modified. before it begins

1,9

But this principle has

It has to be substantially

reflect reality.

Firstly, an object did not have to be corporeal.

From the traditional

point of view the recognition of incorporeal property presented no problcllis.

Everything man created, clo.ypot or song, became his property, and if a
person used a new design for his head-dress not only this particular
head-dress but the design as such became his property.

1

.

Secondly, an object could be owned by persons other than the person
who made it.

It has been argued, primitive peoples had no property law

because
the chattel is considered only an extension of the
person [and that] [t]he "property" sense is apparently
so little developed that there is ••• a widespread
practice of destroying personal objects on the death
of the owner.2
•
Though it was customary in many parts of New Guinea to destroy property
when a person died, the link between a person and his property was rarely
regarded as so close that property could not be transferred to another
;·crson. Even the practice of destroying property on the death of a
person (which did not necessarily involve this person's property and
1

For instance:

F. Burger, 1923, 83.

2

W, Seagle,· 1941, 51.
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coulcl have several reasons)
observed

durin~

1

had become ritualized, as Miclucho Maclay

his stay in Bongu in the 187as.

I saw Mote [whose wife had just died] walking up
and <lown in front of his hut ••• then he began
to run as if he wanted to overtake or attack
someone. He held an axe in his hand with which
he struck, for formts sake, at the roofs of huts,
coconut palms and other objects •••• When Mote
really got excited and began to strike vehemently
at a coconut palm, one of the women, probably his
sister, interrupted her mourning, went to him and
observed pragmatically that he should not damage
the tree. [Instead Mote destroyed a useless old
fence and withdrew under a tree when it began to
rain so as not to damage his head-dressJ 2
Transfer was only one of the traditional means by which ownership
of an object could become vested in a person other than the person who
made it.

Traditional law also included an institution similar to that

of Western agency.

A person could make an object for another person who

thereby became the original owner.

•

A father could plant trees for his

1

There are at least two different reasons for destroying property on a
person's death: property can be destroyed as a sacrifice or because it
cannot be owned by another person, Only in the latter case must the
property destroyed be the property of the deceased. It is doubtful
whether this reason ever had any practical importance in New Guinea (at
least in this rigid form). The following example is the best evidence
available for its importance. tin one or two villages [inland from Wewak]
it is still practice to bury the possessions of the deceased with the
corpse, but generally speaking this custom is on the w~ out, although
it is still usual to bury such goods as are not [markedJ for the deceased's
beneficiaries. If an individual is insane, his or her entire worldly
Kealth is interred' (P.R., Sepik/Wewak, No,6/1948-49). This example
indicates that it might not be a matter of whether property is transferable
or not but a matter of '1-:hether the new owner acquires the property under
propitious or unpropitious auspices.
2

D, Fischer, 195), 335-6. The same arplies to other parts of New Guinea,
for instance: 'There was a practice in Buka] of cutting down a man's
trees when he died, but this was not always adhered to; and whenever it
Ko.s, only some of the trees were destroyed' (N.L.C., New Britain Claim
No.171).
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children.

Women could help each other in the garden without each plant

becoming the property of the woman planting it.

It was even possible

that a 'lessee' could plant a. few trees as a kind of rent for the
'lessor' who had given him permission to plant trees on 'his' land. 1
Thirdly, creation was - though the ideal - not the only way of
acquiring original ownership of an object.
o~~able

It is doubtful whether

and non-ownable kinds of objects can be distinguished.

It is

probably better to distinguish instead between kinds of human activities
which can create ownership.

On the other hand, the kind of object and

not only the way in which it was acquired was relevant.

However,' the

range of ownable objects was so wide that in the end only land and water
2
Even in this respect, modifications
remained principally non-ownable.
have to be made.

Man could either by means of separation create ownable

quantities of these substances (the water a. woman carries back from the
creek is her property} or he could discover and appropriate ownable
quantities of these substances (for instance floating islands). 3
These last modifications might give the impression that the basic
traditional distinction was - as in Western law - a distinction between
movable and immovable objects.

However, from the traditional point of

view, the distinction was a matter of division or divisibility rather
than a matter of movability.

The non-ownable parts of the traditional

world were non-ownable because man could not divide them in abstracto
into artificial thing-like property units.

The Western idea that land

or water can be divided into legally distinct objects by means of
imaginary lines is too abstract to make sense from the traditional point
of view,

Land was not non-ownable because it was immovable, but because

1

Interview with La.mu, Field Notes, 16,11, 1968,
2

Fire, usually being man-ma.de, was principally owna.ble a.nd a.ir, as the
fourth ha.sic element, was outside the scope of traditional law,
3

For an example of a theft of 'land• (in form of a floating island) see
J .K. McCarthy, 1963, 66.
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it ,.as not di visible into abstract but thing-like and therefore O\·mable
objects.

Land and water as parts of the surface of the earth were, from

the traditional point of view, non-objects (and not only immovable
ob,iccts}; as soon as land or water ceased to be part of the earth's
sur1ace (in reality and not only in legal analysis} it became an object
and o\\11able.
On the other hand the traditional world was not seen as a natural
(though divisible} whole but consisted of an infinite number of distinct
objects.

Although man, from the traditional point of view, could not

.

divide the earth's surface into thing-like property units, he could create
or appropriate and thus own things on the earth's surface, because these
things - whether movable or immovable (like a large tree} - were not·
regarded as part of the non-objects, land or water, but as distinct and
therefore ownable objects.
II

The Ownership of Things on the Land
The basic traditional land unit was the sphere of human control,

The

right to control the land within this sphere was vested in the group, even
if the right to exercise this control was vested in one particular member
of the group.

The right of control entitled all members of the group to

use the economic potential of the land, al though certain kinds of group
members could, because of their age, sex or residence, be temporarily or
permanently excluded from fully sharing the group's right of control. 1
Since the right of control was vested in the group, the right to
share the use of the land was attached to the membership of the group and
not passed down by way of inheritance from one generation of group members
to the next.

Each member of the group, no matter whether by birth,

adoption (if it included group membership) or de facto absorption, had the
right to share in the use of the land within a group• s sphere of control as long as he was a member of the group.
1

See below, 144 ff.

Othe4 persons could also, because

•
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of their relations with a member, have claims to share the use of the
lan<l,

This applied in particular to spouses and children of members

(in so fh.r a.s they were not themselves regarded as members),

However, the

circle of claimants could be much wider, it could include relatives as
".-ell as affincs and friends,

But the more distant the relation and the

less important the position of the member in the group, the weaker the
claim of such an outsider became,
Although the traditional right to control land resembled in some ways
the Western concept of land-ownership, the group did not own the land it

.

controlled in the traditional sense,

Land which was subject to a group's

right of control remained ownerless,

This had important legal implications

because man could own things on the land, even if they appear, from the
\fostcr11 ,,,iint of view, as component parts of the land,

Despite the group's

right of control not only the non-ownn.ble land but also the ownable objects
on the land were originally ownerless,

A group establishing its right of

control over a certain area did not, from the

~raditional

point of view,

thereby acquire ownership of all ownable objects within this area,

The

right of control only constituted the claim that members of the group were
entitled to acquire the ownership of these objects and that outsiders were
only entitled to do so, if they had the g_roup 1 s permission,· It was legally
pns;;ible, however, that an outsider acquired ownership of such an object
without the permission of the group,

He infringed the group 1 s right of

control, he could even be killed because he entered the group's sphere of
control but he still acquired ownership, because he did not violate
existing property rights which could invalidate his claim of ownership,
This caused problems when a 1110.n planted a fruit tree without permission

•

on land controlled by another group,
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1

and this explains why natives were

frequently reluctant to evict a person from a garden he had made under
2
tlie same circumstances.
Although such a person infringed the group's
right of control, the tree and the garden were his property.

Ownership

"Was not the basis for the control of land, but the basis for the division
of the economic potential of land.
To what extent was a. sphere of control economically divided between
the members of a group, and how could an individual establish ownership
'n things on land?
The traditional ideal of acquiring ownership was the creation• of an
object.

Everything man could create by his P.fforts was an ownable object.

A native in pre-contact New Guinea thus not only owned a house he built,
but also a clearing he cut in the bush or a garden he ma.de in the clearing.
However, he did not thereby acquire the ownership of the house site or
the garden site or the land within a clearing.
The second traditional way of acquiring oynership was the
appropriation of ownerless but ownable objects.

Ownership by appropriation

.-as, like ownership by creation, seen as a result of human efforts.

To

appropriate an object, a person ha.d to establish a link between himself
and the object he claimed, although this link did not have to be as
intensive as in the case of creation.

1

If another man plants a permanent crop (say coconuts) on land not
belonging to his family, he may harvest the crop only with the permission
of the land owner(s). If the land owner decides to remove the intruder he
may pay for the improvements and then tnke them as his own. If he does
not pay but merely removes the trespasser by force without compensation,
there may be grounds for a fight' (P.R. Madang/Madang No.1/1956-57 - Karkar
and Bagabag Islands -). 'What someone ha.s planted, even on foreign land,
cannot be claimed by anyone else. But such a person has no right to build
himself a hut on foreign land and live there. To do this he needs the
JlPrmission of the owners of the land which he can easily obtain' (C. Keysser,
1911 ' 96).
2

lJ.L. Oliver, 1949(b), n. 25-6 ('In all the many land litigations which I
recorded ••• l learned of none where.in the 'true 1 owners had ousted from
their land persons who were actually gardP.ning there. The threat is
generally, "After you have harvested, you must withdraw from my la.nd" 1 ).

.·

.....

.......
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•
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Appropriation by separation was most closely related to creation.
For instance:

a native who cut do'l.n a tree became the owner of tJ-.e timber.

This applied at least 'dwn the tree was previously owner less, but it is
possible that the human effort involved in cutting down a tree also gave
a person a claim to the timber, if he did so without permission or even
against the will of the owner.
The other important traditional basis of ownership by appropriation
1;as discovery.

As in the case of establishing a sphere of human control

over land, the right (in this case the right of ownership) was not an
auLomatic result of discovery.

.

Because the link between the discoverer

and the discovered object was so weak, other prerequisites·- which were
also relevant for the acquisition of ownership by creation or separation became more important.

Firstly, the discoverer had to form the intention

of claiming the object - an intention which was, as a rule, implicit in
the act of creation or separation (if the object was worth owning).
Secondly he had to manifest this intention by tmarking• the object •
•

The acquisition of ownership by discovery also appears to have been
independent of whether or not the discoverer shared in the right to control
the land where the object was discovered. 1
1

In his analysis of the property law of the Siane, R.F. Salisbury reaches
a different conclusion. He says, translated into the terminology of this
study, that a person can only acquire the ownership of things on the land,
if he shares in the right to control the land. •[I]f the work is
performed on objects over which the worker has no claim to be a merafo
or trustee [no share in the communal right of control], he cannot claim
ar:;fonka [individual] ownership. Thus one clan of Komunku tribe drove
another Komunku clan into exile after a war in the 1930s and planted
pandanus palms on the estate of the exiled clan. In 1953 the returned
trustees of the land collected the nuts. The tree-planters fought them,
hut in the native peace making discussions they admitted that they had no
rca1 claim to the trees' (1962, 62-63). However, this case is in itself
not free of ambiguity (it is for instance possible that the tree-planters
only admitted tha. t they infringed the o'i.her clan ts right, of control when
planting the trees) and is, compared with the evidence from other parts
of New Guinea, an exception rather than the rule.
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If someone, while hunting, discovers a useful tree for example a fruit tree or a tree suitable for making
a canoe - on another man 1 s lnnd, 1 he can mark it wi. th
a sign shaped like a V pointing upwards. The tree is
tlwn his. The owner of the land cannot say anything.
If the tree is still small and has to be tended for example by clearing an area around it - the
discoverer can malte arrangements with the owner of
the land. But the owner will not get any payment and
cannot rcfuse.2
.Analyzing the function of a groupls right of control in the economic
exploitation of land, one is tempted to conclude that - although

i~

might

not constitute a claim to own the land or all ownable objects on the land
- at least it limits t;1e right to acquire such objects to the members of
the controlling group.

That outsiders are frequently not tolerated within

a group 1 s sphere of control, seems to suggest that the political exclusivity
reflects an rconomic exclusivity.

But outsiders were primarily not tolerated

because they were regarded as political enemies and not because they were
regarued as economic rivals.

Among the Yabim, ·outsiders who were political

friends were free to use the economic potential of a group•s sphere of
control, at 11 t.-;t for hunting n.nd gathering, whereas strangers were always
chased away whether they intended to use the economic potential of the
land or not. 3
1

It appears that in the Yabim area, from which this example is taken, the
sphere of control of a village is subdivided into spheres controlled by
sub-groups, the right to exercise the control being usually vested in the
senior male member of this sub-group.
2

Interview with Lamu, Field Notes, 16.11.1968.
3

Hunting was free everywhere, even in the territories of other villages.
This applied in particular to pigs which were regarded as enemies because
they destroyed the gardens so tba.t it wa.s a. good thing to destroy them.
But it applied also to other animals and to the eggs of wild birds. Even
related bush groups could come down and hunt on our land. Complete
strangers, however, were chased away whother they hunted or not, (Interview
with Lamu, Field Notes, 16.11,1968.)
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On the other hand - bearing in mind that outsiders could lay claim
to usinr: 11'" land because of their relations with a group member

1

- it

can be argueu that the group regarded the ·economic potential of its
:;phcrc of control nevertheless as its exclusive property, but that friends
and relatives were, due to reciprocal obligations, included in the
exclusive group of legitimate users.

Contrary to this argument it is

almost certain that any person became legally the owner of an object he
2
It is doubtful, however,
created on land controlled by another group.
that the division of land into spheres of control was totally irrelevant
for the traditional law of property.

In any case, the right of control

was widely used to make economic gains.
'Did you always have to pay for ••• sea water?'
I [a missionary] interjected surprised - 'Certainly',
1We still
Dai. [a Kate from the mountains] answered,
pay, otherwise the coastal people [probably the Yabim]
complain. In their view they own the sea as much as
we OY.'.11 the bush •• , • It has always been like this ••••
The sea is the property of the people living at the
beach and without their permission no one is a~lowed
to take anything from it. But that they suddenly
killed one of our women for this reason, we could
not take'. [The bush people went down to the coast
to take revenge. But the coastal people had all
hidden. On the way back the bush people attacked a
village which was friendly with the coastal people
(but also with them) and killed two women].3
Did the coastal people kill the woman because she had stolen their
sea water? Was she killed because she had trespassed? Or was she killed
as a political enemy? Did the bush people purchase the sea water from
the coastal people? Did they pay for permission

to

draw sea water? Did

they pay for being allowed to cross the territory of the coastal people?
1

See above, 103 ff.
2

Ibid., 104.
)

C, Kcysser, 1923, 12.
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Or was the 'payment• a tribute in recognition of the coastal people's
right of control or a gift in order to establish or maintain friendly
relations?

It is likely that the killing and the payment combined a bit

of everything.

The traditional right of control contained elements which

arc, from the Western point of view, part of the ownership of land.
Because of the tratliLional concept of ownership, different individuals
(or groups) could own different objects on the same piece of land.

The

men A, B and C could own together a. clearing they cut in the bush.

Their

wives could each own garden plots they had prepared in this clearing for
themselves.

Their children could own some vegetables they had planted on

these plots.

Moreover, the man D could own a fruit tree in the clearing,

he inherited from his father who had planted it when he had a. garden in
this area a. long time a.go,

And the boy E could own a. nest in this tree

with eggs, he ha.d discovered when playing with A1 s children in the cl earing.
It is partly because of this fragmentation of the traditional world into a.n
infinite number of separni.cly ownable objects, that primitive land tenure
is sometimes described in terms of a. hierarchy of estates in land.

But

1

According to H. Nevermann, the situation among the Je-Na.n in West Irian
•·as different. The owner of a tree wa.s also entitled to anything connected
iii th it.
He could, for instance, demand compensation if a. bird nesting J.n
his tree was shot by another person (1942, 171). This seems to contradict
the fragmentation of the traditional world emphasized above. But it con be
easily reconciled, if we assume the owner of the tree had 'ma.rked 1 the nest.
(This is likely since such claims among the Je-Nan were closely connected
with the economic importance of birds of paradise at that time (ibid.).)
I made a point of asking informants, who owned animals living in a tree
'· ncd by a particular person. Few took me seriously. I was told that on
Karkar Island opossums (which live in hollows of trees) 'belong' to the
O',mer of the tree a.s long as they a.re in the trees, but that everyone can
hunt them when they have left it (Field Notes, 18 6 1968). The Kanengara
pro11 ,\ed the only information comparable to the situation described by
Nevermann. Although they said that a person could not use the trees on
another person's la.nd without :permission, they said a person could 'mark' a.
nest he discovered in such a. tree, provided the owner of the tree had not
already marked it (Field Notes, 3.7.1968).
0

0

1
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this description is - as far as things on land are concerned - a translation
from primitive into Western law.

Western law sees a. piece of land (including

at least all its essential ~omponent parts) as one thing-like property unit,
but can divide the rights to this one object into a hierarchy of separate
estates. ·In pre-contact New Guinea we are confronted with a hierarchy of
separate objects which can - with the exception of the non-object land
itself - be owned by different persons.

To describe. the ownership of

different things on land as a hierarchy of estates, is to replace the
traditional method of distinguishing relevant facts (or in this case objects)
by the Western method of legal analysis (which results in this

cas~ in a

1

differentiation of rights).
This docs not mean that there can be no hierarchy of rights to the
same piece of land in primitive law, but the rights to different things on
land do not form part of such a hierarchy; th"Y form a. distinct hierarchy
of objects,

A hierarchy of rights to.land can exist for several reasons.

As long as the group1s sphere of control is unc}.ivided, the different

strength of tpe claims or different categories of group members or
2
•attachers' to share the use of the group 1 s land, can be described as a
hierarchy of rights,

1

Another kind of hierarchy develops when the group s

sphere of control is divided by transferring parts of the right of control
to sub-groups or individua.ls. 3 A third kind of hierarchy is made possible
by the traditional notion that ownership is a result of human effort:
several persons can independently, in different ways establish claims to the
same object,

Although such a hierarchy can also develop with regard to the

control of land, it is more important for the claims to things on land.
But the various layers of property rights a.round the same object can only

1

See above, 44 ff,
2

For instance: living members and ancestors, residents a.nd non-residents,
adults and children, males and females, married a.nd unmarried women. For
1 a.tta.chers t see above, 104.
3
Ibid., 133 ff.
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be appreciated if the acquisition of ownership is seen from the traditional
point of view as a continuing process.
III The Permanence of Ownership to Things on the Land
A father plants a number of fruit trees for his
later marries into another village.
l1eirs t claim to the trees?

dau.~hter,

The daughter

How does this influence her and her

And how does the position in this respect compare

.... i th her right to use the land of her group?
It was common in many parts of New Guinea that a woman was, during
her marriage, not regarded as a full member of her kinship group {although
she \..'as usually not regarded as a full member of her husband's kinship group
either),

The influence of this change in status on the land rights of a

woman are usually described as follows:
Upon marriage a woman loses all claims to her
father's land!
But this 'loss' is usually modified:
If widowed or divorced they resume their own
heritage ri~hts, and retain them whilst remaining
unattached.~

Since this 'loss' and this 'resumption' frequently coinc:idedwith a
change of residence, one might think

a woman, ins~ead of losing her rights

to her group's land upon marriage, is merely prevented by the distance
involved in a change of residence to exercise her rights.
consequences went further:
Question: Does a married female member of
the group have to get permission to use her
own group's land?
1

P.R. Madang/Saidor No.4/1951-52.
2

N.L.C,, New Britain Claims Nos,160-70,

However, the
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Answer: She must get permission. She could be
refused if land was short or her husband was
not co-operative,1
Still, it is too strong to say that a woman loses her rights to her
;Toup 1 s land when she marries and regains them when the marriage is
tl•rminated by death or divorce,

Such sudden and drastic changes were not

in accordance with the principles of primitive law,

It is more appropriate

to say that her rights were dormant during her marriage aJld could be
reactivated when the marriage was terminated.

Furthermore, it is also not

justified to see the conclusion and the termination of marriage as, the only
legally relevant events.

The position of a woman depended on a number of

factors; for instance on the rules regarding the residence of widows of her
husband's group or on the place of residence she actually chooses (whether
.in

accordance with or contrary to the rules of residence of one group or

the other),

However, it can be said that the change of status and/or

residence upon marricige usually weakened a. woman 1 s claim to use her group 1 s
land,
Did these changes influence her rights to things on land in the same
way? Two questions must be distinguished:
the woman's lifetime? - and:

who is to use the trees during

what is to happen with the trees after her

death? The Amele elders had a pragmatic solution answering both questions:
[When women upon marriage] moved too far away to
collect the produce of the t~ees ••• [they] would
givQ them to their brothers.However, the younger Amele men found it necl'ssary to specify the legal
situativn in the light of the growing importance of ca.sh cropping.
Married women do not always give their trees to
their brothers when they move a.way; but brothers
1

N,L,C,, Madang Claim No.19, (This case deals with the situation in the
Amele area south of Ma.dang but the situation north of Ma.dang was similar,
sec, ibid., Claims Nos.27-8.)
2
.
J, Page , 1964 , 6.

-·
11)

can collc.-t. fruit from thefr sisters' trees
without prior permission if the sisters are
living a long way away. 1
This appears to have been the minimal restriction:
acquired a kind of subsidiary right of usufruct.

a woman's brother

If she did not collect

the fruit he could do so without her prior perm1ss1on {probably without
compensation and possibly even against her will}.
If tJ;e re are no male heirs the daughters will
inherit their fathers' fruit trees [but not their
land]. They will retain ownership even if they
marry into another village. On their death,
however, the trees revert back to the dau~hters 1
own family group at their native village.
This was apparently the maximal restriction.

In other {patrilineal} areas

a \;oman could bequeath her trees although she was restricted in the choice
of heirs.

She could pass them on to her sons, but if her marriage was

childless or if she had only daughters, the trees 'reverted' to her male
blood relatives,

.

usually either brothers or paternal uncles, living in
3

her home village.
Although ownership of things on land was principally individual, the
interests of tl1e kinship group and even the local group restricted the
individual's freedom in disposing of his property.

The effort involved

in creating or appropriating an object gave the individual personal property
rights.

The situation changed on the death of this individual since the

personal link created by the deceased's efforts could not be transferred to
an heir, and thus no ;Longer restricted the hold of the group.

Individual

1

Ibid.
2

P.R. Madang/Saidor No.1/1955-56.
)

.

P.R. Sepik/Yangoru No.4/1949-50; ibid., Mada.ng/Bogia No.5/1953-54.
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o1•ncrfihip in the tra<li tional sense was in a way only a life interest, 1
If o...ncrship had been acquired by personal effort (a.nd not by inheritance)
the group only had a strong hold if its interests were directly involved
as in cases of things on iti:; territory,

Although the group might not be

intl'rested in preventing its members from claiming the exclusive use of
fruit trees, it might have a. strong interest that outsiders did not acquire
these rights,

From a political point of view it mo.de an important differenc<

"hcthcr a female member of the group married to an outsider ca.me to collect
the fruits of these trees or whether it was her daughter who belonged to her
•

"l

father's group and was married to a. man belonging to .• · 1ird group,...

To

restrict imli vidual property rights within a political territory to
residents was a ma.tter of politics rather than a matter of economic group
egoism,
The political interests of the group were only one of the factors
which could weaken an individual's right to things on the land,

The

•subsidiary right of usufruct 1 a brother a.cquj.red to fruit trees of his
sister indicates another important reason,

The fact that the owner could

not utilize his property entitled a non-owner, because of his relations
Ki th the owner, to utilize the object in his place,

If the claim of

ownership Kas not m!l-inta.ined, competing claims could be established, and
they could grow so strong that they finally extinguished the claim of the
0111er in favour of the user - a traditional analogy to prescription in
modern Western law,

It is not unlikely that a brother, after a number of

years, was legally entitled to say that his sister's trees were by now his,
1

It appears that in some areas the ownership of trees is principally
non-inheritable; for instance in the vicinity of Vanimo, 'An individual
0"11s the trees which he plants but the ownership of trees of a deceased
member of the group is vested in the leader' (L,T.C,, No,3~/1964, Warimo
v,Musu), On the other hand the spirit of the original owner probably
retains an interest in the object (see above,81 ).
2

In the Yangoru area even a female member of a group married to an outsider
apparently sends for the fruit of her trees instead of coming to collect
them (P.R, Sepik/Yangoru No,4/1949-50).
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uecause he had looked aftf'r them for so long.

Even before he could probably

prevent his ·sisi.0r on the same basis from transferring the trees to someone
else.
IV

The Development of Individual Economic Rights to Land
The simplest form of traditional land tenure for which there is

sufficient evidence, and the form wo have mainly discussed so far, is
.

.

based on the undivided sphere of control.
Only houses, gardens,

·f

1

There was no ownership of land.

,.,-cs and other things on the land were owned.

2

All the ground at Ka.viki belongs to the village
as a community and Malola [name or office?]
distributes it as needed. If some Katosiara
[one of the moieties living in the village] make
a garden, get the produce and the garden reverts

1

It appears that an n,rea of land could be shared by several groups. Not
only hunting areas were shared, gardrning areas could also be jointly
controlled. 'Question: Do you agree that the Mitintibun group owns this
portion of Bai jointly with Bina.gas? Answer: Yes and there is a third
p,roup. ~!in, which are joint owners 'll"i th us. Question: Is the land divided
into thr0f' portions for the individual use of the groups? Answer: No,
thrrc is no division. We jointly work an area each year. Question: Who
0 l locatcs the area of land to be worked and divides it amongst the three
r:roups? Answer: The three heads of the three groups~· (N.L.C., Ma.dang
Claim No, 14).
')

Even the planting of trees apparently did not always establish individual
01mership, 1 The people [of Arunamaki village in the hinterland of Bogia]
claim that sago palms which are planted where they are able to grow [? wi thou1
having to be tended?] do not belong to particular persons [whereas they
'.le long to the planter in the neighbouring village of Kominimung] r (P.R.
~!adang/Bogia. No,4/1956-57), [A possible explanation is that it was an
obligation of ea.ch group member to plant sago palms in order to prevent
the sago groves of the group (which every member could use) from becoming
exhausted,] In the Amele area, discovery could apparently only be the
h:, : :- of individual ownership if the tree was still young and had to be
i.l'nried. If a tree was already large and bearing, it belonged to all members
of the lineage of the discoverer (J. Page, 1964, 6). [Discovery was regarded
as forming too weak a link to be accepted as a. claim of individual ownership,
only the additional effort involved in tending the discovered tree could
"stablish indj;idual ownership.]

1I 6

to bush, it ma~ be used later by Kerakera [the
oth<'r moiety].
Land is owned Ly the village group as a \.;hole
and no restrictions of any .sort arc placed
upon the selection of garden areas or hunting
ri.~ht.s.
'l'he people are qui tc adamant that any
ma.le is free to choose any garden area lying
in:side the village boundaries, and, indeed, no
land disputes of any sort have been noticed in
inland areas,
at least not in previous Patrol
')
Reports ...
The man who clears and grows food on one
particular piece of ground is that ground's
owner. However, once all food is cleared from
the ground it is open to the man who wishes to
grow further food.3
In other areas· the situation was more complex.

Firstly, members of

certain groups tended to re-use the same areas for making gardens, they
4
or their forefathers had used previously.
Most men [among the Amele] make their gardens
on areas of land previously used by their
fathers and they continue to use this land,5
1

N.L.C,, Bougainville Claim No.1,
2

P,R, New Britain/Kandrian No,4/1954-55 (Mamusi},
3

D.O. Rabaul, File 34-2-128 (Baining Land Custom Notes},
4

In other areas the garden site of a person was abandoned on his death
(see for instance: Patrol Report Madang/Saidor No.2/1950-51 - Upper
Nankine Area - }•
5
N,L,C,, Madang Claim No,19 - Amele area-.
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Secondly, in certain areas a person who had cleared an area of
virgin bush to make a garden did not only acquire claims to the garden,
1
but also a kind of permanent claim to t:ie clearing he had made.
Question: What wn.s the law [in the Wide Bay area]
ahout clearing and owning big bush land ••• ?
Answer: Whoever cut the big bush first, could
claim ownership to the cleared land, and later,
if secondary bush grew up and another man wanted
to cultivate it a.gain, he would have to seek
permission of the owner,2
Fallow land [among the Mokolkol] does not appear
to be claimed by anyone until it is ready for
re-planting. Then apparently, either the original
user, or if he is occupied elsewhere, anyone, can
re-use i't , 3
At least in the last two cases the user acquired more permanent
rights than the ownership of a garden.

But did he acquire rights to

the land itself? Were the rights his individual rights?

And can they

be describetl as ownership?
To find an answer, groups where each member was unrestricted in the
use
by

o1'

the group ts land and groups where the use of the land was controlled

a land leader, have to be distinguished,
The :Mokolkol {the la.st example) belong in the former category.

The

rq;:1ts acquired by the original user in this area. were far from what could
Le described as ownership.

By clearing an area of land,the original user

only acquired a kind of privilege to re-use the land when it was ready for

The clearing of virgin bush demanded in some areas such an amount of
effort that D.L. Oliver 'heard of no case in which a na.t.ive [in the Siuai
area in Bougainville] staked out claims to unowned virgin forest land and
proceeded to clear a garden site there•. The Siuai told him: 1 The First
Beings and our demon ancestresses cleared the virgin forest where we now
plant: we human beings don't attempt to extend the clearings' (1949(b), 92).
2

D.o,

Ral. ·• l.,

35-22-16 - Disputes, Kialom Land (Wide Bay) -.

3

Ibid., 7-1-2 - Notes on Mokolkol Custom-.

,

. . . ..
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replanting.

If he did not exercise this privilege, other members of the
1

group ·.-ere free to make a garden on this land.
Ti1e land use among the Amele people (the first example), "'as
controlled by a. land lcacler, the Mahai'ilo.

Before a member of the group

could make a garden he had - in theory - each time to seek the permission
of the land leader.

In practice, it appears, this was not required if

members of the group re-used an area which they and before them their
fathers had used.
[Only] if they want to go to another area of
the group's land for some reason or another
2
then they would seek permission of the Mahai 1 ilo.
Through continuing use, possibly over many generations, 1~ertain families
acquired a kind of permanent gardening right to certain areas "ithin the
group 1 s sphere of control.

'l'hey could make gardens without requirii:ig the

explicit permission of the land leader, but they did not control the land.
Although it was unlikely that the land leader yould (under normal
circumstance.s) disallow them to continue to garden in this area, the
permanent gardening right probably neither prevented the land leader from
allo1.;ing other people to garden in this area, nor did it entitle the user(s)
to give such permission to other group members (let alone outsiders) without
consulting the land leader.
Whereas the permanent gardening right of the Amele people only
restricted the group's right of control (or the land leader's e~ercise of
this right), nn original user in the Wide Bay area (the second example)
acquired a kind of individual right to control the use of ~i,e clearing

1

It is not clear (a) whether the second user acquired a similar privilege,
1
(b) whether the original user had also a privilege to re-use t.he l;,,, n.fter
the second fallow period or (c) whether the question of a privilege only
arose when land was re-used for the first time. It is not unlikely that,
from 1.he tradi tiona.l point of view, the original user as well as all
subsequent users had certain vague claims.
2

N.L.C., Ma.dang Claim No.19.

•
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he had cut,

Al though ;i.it expressly stated, the indications are that no

other person was allowed to use the land within this clearing without his
permission during his lifetime.

What happened after his death?

The land must first pass to the land of the
,•, ,;<'Li.:-;cd's clan who ca.n distribute it, and
if so desirous can allocate areas to the
deceased's children. 1
The right of the original user was, at the most, a personal,
1111inheritable right of control.

The clan could dispose freely over the land

after the original user's death, and it is almost certain that its right of
control, especially its right to transfer land to outsiders, was restricted
even during his lifetime by the group's right to control its territory.
1

Despite the individual rights to the clearing, the land was not an individual s
property but part of the groupls land.
In the Konga.ra. area. on Bouga.inville individual rights to land were
stronger but still not strong enough.
It was custom when a. land owner died for a.
portion of his land to go to his heir or heirs
and the remainder to revert to the clan. This
'l.'as to ensure that the strength of the clan was
maintained. [Now] some land owners have divided
all their land before their death leaving no
ground to revert to the clan. They have worked
out a system which closely resembles father to
son inheritance. Confusion and some conflict
arises when those members of that clan who did
not share in the division of land demand part
2
of the clan land to plant food or ca.sh crops.
Traditionally all land was controlled by the group, although the
individual member using a. certain area. could transmit his gardening rights
over part of the land to his heirs.

Now the users try to transform their

1

D.O. Rabaul, 35-22-16, Disputes - Kia.lorn Land (Wide Bay)-.
2

P.R. Bougainville/Kieta. No.5/1960-61.

I
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personal garclen ing rights into fu 11 individual ownership, unrestrict(·d
'uy the group 1 s right of control,
In other areas the land leaders try to transform their right to
exercise the group's right o!' control into full individual ownership,
The hereditary landlords arc beginning to assert
their full ownership, whereas they have assumed
hercdi tary rights over certain areas with the
responsibility of apportioning the land to their
people for subsistence agriculture, 1
However, these are modern developments,

Traditionally neither the. clearing

nor the continuing use of land could create individual ownership or, at
least, permanent and exclusive rights of usufruct,

All lam within the

(undivicled) sphere of control of the group remained controlled by the
2
group, although this right was often only rarely exercised,

1

P.R. Bougainville/Buka. No,6/1952-53,
2

Theoretically the clan head has a right to redistribute the land in
consultation wi lh t;w lineage heads and may invite other clans or clan
segments to take up land, Such rights are exercised only when a lineage
dies out and generally the rights of minor lineages are inviolable, No
redistribution can be reme;.1liered within the lifetime of the present owners
(D,O, Vanirno, 35-1-33),
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CIIAP'l'ER 10
The Transfer of Rir;hts to Lund (I)
I

Alternatives to, Motives for and Forms of Transferring
Rights to Land
The selling of land is an innovation brought
in by the white Government principally for
the benefiL of the planters, 1

If the term 1 sale 1 is understood in the Western technical sense, the
2
first part of this blunt statement is certainly true but not very
3 Is it valid if it is understood in a broader sense as the
mcaningful,
transfer, or at least the permanent transfer of traditional rights to land?
Considering the structure of the traditional land law, it is possible
that the transfer of rights to land, even if not foreign to the traditional
way of thinking,. only played an insignificant part in the traditional land
tenure,
All members of a group shared by virtue of their m~mbership the right
to use the land within this group's sphere of control, so that not even a
transfer of this right from one generation of group members to the next was

1

H, Powdermaker, 1933, 158,
2

The second part is clearly wrong, The •planters' had started to buy l<Uld
before any white GoYernment was established, When this occurred a. lot more
land had been. 'bought' in New Ireland (Powdermaker•s area) than was claimed
¥hen she made this statement, In 1881, for instance, the representatives
of the Marquis de Rays 'bought' the southern half of New Ireland in the
largest 'purchase• of land in the history of New Guinea (E, Stephan, 1905,
)50),
)

Ta.king 1 :'ia.le' in its technical Western sense, it could be argued that there
"as no sale of land, simply because there was no money in the technica.l
Western sense, This is sometimes done, 'The purchase and sale of land in
our sense ""l\S unknown to the natives in this area - for this reason there is
no term for •sale' - everything is characterized as to.tulu (to exchange)'
(S, Lehner, 1932, 265) •
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rrquired.

;.: •reover, outsiders could acquire a share in this rig!1t by

being 'adopted' into the group.

A change in •status' could replace a

transfer of rights of control:

incorporation of a person (or persons)

into the group could take the place of alienation of land.

1

A transfer of rights was usually only required in the case of econor.ilc
rights which were not vested in a group but in an individual and which
survived the holder 1 s death as an individual right.

2

Even then a transfer

':as not essential because individual economic rights could be terminated
by non-use, and another person could, by using the object, establish his
3
own (original) economic rights.
The communal nature of some traditional rights to land, the
fragmentation of the traditional world into an indefinite number of distinct
ownalile objects, and the traditional notion of the acquisition and the loss
of rights being historical processes, made it possible to achieve most of
the aims, which in modern Western societies require a transfer of rights,
without such a transfer.

It is thus possible ~hat there were groups in

pre-contact New Guinea of which it can be said, as is said, for instance,
about the Nakisi and Kaikai•e, that they have •no custom for the alienation
4

of land'.
The traditional alternatives to a transfer of rights to land were
sufficient as long as:
(a) the group's sphere of control was not divided between sub-groups or
5
individuals, and
1

R,F, Salisbury, 1962, 70 ('[L]and is not usually alienated from the clan;

new occupants are absorbed into the clan in terms of the land they are
living upon r) •
2

See above, 113 ff.
3

Ibid!, 114.
4

L.T.c., New Britain 973.
5
Tijj~ was the case with the Nakisi and K;;,ikai 1 e: 1There were no clan or
kinship di vis ions of landownership within the whole area. 1 (ibid.).
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(b)

no land was excludeu from one group 1 s sphere of control and added
"!.o another group•s sphere of control.
1

1

L:ind transactions• between land-holding groups, sub-groups or

inclividuals, however, required a transfer of rights to land (unless only
permission to establish economic rights to land was given), and it appears
that most groups knew not only of the transfer of economic rights, but also
of the transfer of rights of control, even in a permanent form.

Although

rights of control were rarely transferred in some parts of pre-contact
New Guinea, such a transfer was not contrary to the principles of traditional
land law.
What were the traditional motives for a transfer of rights to land?
Although there is evidence that rights to land were even used as a pledge
or a payment for debts,

2

economic motives for the transfer of rights to

land in pre-contact New Guinea were, at lea.st as far as the transferors
were concerned, of secondary importance.
The aim of transferring rights to

individ~a.l

outsiders or other groups

was usually to strengthen one•s own group, either by integrating the
1

The Nakisi and Ka.ikai•e apparently did not even have a customary way of
incorporating outsiders (ibid., see below, 130).
2

Both were apparently not uncommon among the Tolai {see S,S. Smith and R.F.
Salisbury, 1961, 11-12). Rights to land were for instance transferred for
these reasons:
(a) when a man arranged Dukduk fea&.s (Dukduk is a secret society)
and did not have enough shell money to pay for them, or
(b) when a man failed to make sufficient profit when establishing
a shell money •bank•, to pay the people who built the 'bank'
(the tambu house). (The traditional Tolai 'banker• apparently
did not pay interest to the depositors but was paid for looking
after their shell money.)
In both cases rights to land or trees were at first transferred as pledges
and reverted to the debtor .or his heirs when the debt was paid. This custom
led and still leads t.o many disputes, if the debtor dies before having
repaid his debt (P.R. New Brita.in/Raba.ul (Duke of Yorks) No, 4/1954-55).
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outsiders or by surrounding itself with groups who had a traditional
obligation to assist in case of ";ar (the hosts could make a similar
. ) • 1 An.other relevant socio-political motive was to strengthen
promise

the ties between neighbouring groups by transferring rights to land in
t;ic case of marriage from the groom's group to that of the bride or

..,

vice-versa.·

A further motive was that a group's sphere of control had
3
to be divided when this group split up into separate political groups.
Finally, it was customary or at least possible to fulfil certain
traditional obligations, for instance the obligation to reward allies
1

'During the early 1890 1 s a clan known as Biras ••• [fought] against
the combined tribes of Liksal, Od.isis and Banu and was dr' fea ted and
thus driven from its land, The Biras clan then decided to settle some
li ttlc distance inland at Modeyis where they would be safe from their
enemies ••• Hun, ••• the leader of our people, ••• did not wish the
Biras people to stay on our land and intermingle with our people, so
he told them that they could go down to Biras Point and plant their
gardens there, At the same time the leader o.f the Megiar group came
and ••• [said] that half of the Biras clan could come down to their
village and thereby strengthen their o·wn group, More than half of the
Birn,:; group shifted to Megiar and the remainder went to ••• [Biras Point]
••• During this period my people lived at Gibrin which is very close ••• ,
and we agreed to protect tlw Biras if another tribal fight were to occur•
(D,0, Madang, 34-2-5A).
2

Among the Amele people rights to land could be transferred as bride
price or dowry. The explanation given for the transfer as dowry is that
a husband was not likely to send back a wife who had brought land with
her because then the land also had to be returned (J. Page, 1964, 5 and
L,T,C., Claims Nos. N.L.C, 454-6),
3

'A lineage may split up when it becomes too big, or the relationship
h1~: · l~cn groups within it becomes more distant, In such cases the original
lineage land is shared between the new lineages ••• [Two examples are
given,] It seems that the adjustments are not made without a lot of
discussion, argument and give and take between the people involved (N.L.C.,
Bougainville Claim No.4).
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for their military assistance, by transferring rights to land, 1 This
gave people wishing to acquire rights to land for economic reasons the
possibility to do so by creating corresponding traditional obligations.
Some of ••• [the offerings at the burial of a
big man are] simply an expression of love frum
relatives, but there is a curious custom connected
with this •••• A man wishing to have a piece of
land for his own use takes advantage of a death
like this, and brings diwara [shell money] as an
offering ••• , [ T]he man making the offering
receives a pi.ece of land for his own absolute use
during his lifetime, but at his death the land
reverts again to the family of the chief. 2
This u.ccount suggests that it was open to anyone wishing to acquire land
to make such an offering.

Oliver's description of the nor1 payment among

the Siuai on Bougainville gives a better indication of the circle of people
entitled to do so.
(T)he widow and offspring of a man are expected
to contribute generously to this [sic] mortuary
feast but any relative or friend can do so if he
wishes to acquire land,3
1

In some areas the custom to give land as a reward to allies was so much
part of tJ1c traditional land tenure that cases like the following became
possible: 'When the , , , [Australian Administration] took •• , [the land
on 1>hich the township of Wewak is built], we ~Wewiak] were short of ground,
so I went to the Mingas [a neighbouring 'tribe'] and asked for ground
because they owed us ground for help given to them in tribal fighting.
This is [no1,·] my own ground, and I have the right of sale' (L.T,C., Hearings
and Findings re Portion 16 Wirui (Burui), 11).
· G, Brown, 1901, 311.
3

1949(b), 41. The main differ1.'nce appears to be that a Tolai contributor
acquires an individual right which is terminated by his death, "'hereas land
acquired this way among the Siuai is usuallypirmanently identified with the
matrilineage of the contributor. According to Oliver '[i]t is not at a1.~
rare for the adult members .of a matrilincage to pool their resources and to
acquire land in this manner, or even to use some of the matrilineage shell
money heirloom to do so• (ibi~).

The circle probably gradually widened when this custom was used in
order to acquire rights to land.

1

Nevertheless, it is still not merely

a way of •buying land' In future I too ••• will spend tambu on my
father's death. But I •cut tambu 1 not just
to claim rights to land. The reason is because
I sprang from him, he gave me my existence.2
Traditional land law in New Guinea included equivalents to all basic
Western forms of transferring rights to land.

Firstly, a transfer by

inheritance (or succession) and a transfer by agreement can be distinguis:ied.
Secondly, two main categories of transfers by agreement can be distinguished:
rights to lam were transferred with or without •payment' - the traditional
analogy to a gift or sale of land.

To these categories the permission to

£!stablish economic rights to land can be added as the traditional
alternative to a lease of land.

Moreover, there is the transfer of rights

to land in fulfilment of a. traditional obligation, standing between the
1

gift' and the •sale' of rights to land.

•

From different points of view it

is further possible, a.s in modem Western societies,

~o

distinguish between

temporary and permanent, as well as between restricted and unrestricted
transfers of rights to land.
Though often described as the rule, inheritance of rights to land
played a surprisingly unimportant part in pre-contact New Guinea..

Rights

to land within a. group's sphere of control usually remained within this
group am were only •passed down• from one generation of members to the
next.
sense.

But this was usually not done by way of inheritance in a technical
A share in the conununal rights was normally acquired by being born

into the group.

Furthermore, it was common in most parts of New Guinea

that a person distributed his individual rights to land during his lifetime
1

See ibid., 47. (Oliver observed a.n extension of the word father to include
all men of one's father's generation in his ma.trilineage.)
2
A.L. Epstein, 1969, 136 •

. ·...·
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iwd.cad of bequeathinr, them.

1

Ti1e acqui:;i tion of rights to land by

succession into an office was even less important.
cl id

A land leader usually

not hold direct rig;its to land in this cu.po.city, but only exercised

rights which "·ere vested in the group.

2

The transfer of rights to land was usually based on agreement.
A~recmcnts

to transfer rights to land in fulfilment of a traditional

obligation were the most common.

Among them 'anticipated bequests' - as

tliey seem from a Western point of view - figured most prominently.

The

traditional equivalent of the claim of certain relatives in Western societies
to inherit a portion of the estate, was the obligation of a group member to
provide for those group members of the next generation who were his personal
3
respons1'b'l't
l l y.
Next in practical importance came the traditional equivalent of a lease
of land.

Agreements by which a group or an individual was permitted to

establish economic rights it ·and controlled by another group were known
throughout pre-contact New Guinea.

But the transfer of rights of control

with or "ithout payment, the traditional equivalents of a 'saie' or a 'gift'
of land, also appear to have been known in many parts,
1

For instance: 1 [The Arapesh have] the custom of disposing of all possession~
of importance long before death, ••• Consequently, even if a man dies quite
young he has virtually no property to dispose of' (M. Mead, 1949, 219).
')
~

The following case is one of the few exceptions: '[T]he ownership of
lhis p.. rticular section is not vested in the clan[s] •• , as is the case
1:i th the remainder of the village land • , • , [This is] a piece of ground
bordering on the village site over which total ownership and rights a.re
vested in the three clan leaders, They arc acquired by c;11ccession to
leadership of the clan' (D.O. La.e, 35-13-14 (Wakiak/Mutsing),
3
Some of the confusing aspects of the traditional laws of 1 inheri ta.nee',
especially the relations between a man's children and his kin. in a
matrilinea.l society, are easier to understand if seen as a result of the
'testatots' obligations, than if seen as a result of conflicting claims
of his patrilineal and matrilineal 'heirs•.

•
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II

The Transfer of Rights of Control
The right to control land around a settlement was in the beginning

u!'ually vested in a single kinship group represented by the original
settler.

If the new settlement was a success, the original settler was

frequently joined by other settlers with whom he either shared his
settlement or whom he permitted to establish semi-dependent or allied
settlements nearby.

As long as the new settlers either already belonged

to or were absorbed into the kinship group of the original settler, they
could, by virtue of their group membership, share the use of the land
•:ithin this group's sphere of control.

If the new settlers belonged to

other kinship groups and were not absorbed, arrangements regarding their
rights to use the land had to be made.

1

There were three main possibilities:

(a)

The right t.o control the land was seen as being vested in the
local group (comprising members of different kinship groups)
rather than in the kinship group of the original settler. The
principle of kinship wo replaced by a. principle of locality
(based on residence or place of birth and so on).2

(b)

The rip;ht of control remained vested exclusively in the
kinship group of the original settler, but other kinship
groups - or at least their resident members - were granted
the (temporary or permanen · ) right to use the land (or
certain sections) under the control of the original seLtler 1 s
kinship group.

(c)

T;10 sphere of control of the original settler's kinship group
was divided, and the other kinship groups were granted
(subordinate or equal) rights of control over certain sections
of the sphere of control.
Since the acquisition of rights of control, even if based on agreement,

was a historical process and not the (final) result of a particular legal
1

The necessity was only theoretical: arrangements ha.d to be made to create
a clear and certain legal situation. In practice arrangements were probably
only made when and in so far as practical problems arose.
2

This replacement did not necessarily require a transfer of rights of
control. The local group could be regarded as being identical with the
group of the original settler which was not only a. kinship group but a.t
the same time also a. local group (see also above, 73 ff.).
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act, the borderline

bc~1:0cn

these three possio1litics was extremely fluid,

A small group of outsiders \\hich was given pcrr:.ission to use the land of
ano Llwr group (possibility (h)), could become over two or three generations
.-;o po\\erfu!

t.::;1

L it noL ouly co:ltru1lcd

the land used by its own mcmh0rs

(pos;;ibility (c)), but in fact controlled the use of the whole territory
of the local group (possibility (a)),

Because of its political superiority,

U1iH group could even be regarded as the senior sub-group, although the
l\inship group of the original settler had a prior claim to leadership,
Ti1is docs not mean that the outsiders usurped leadership con1 :·ary to the

rules of traditional law,

The balance of socio-political po"»·er wa's as r.iuc;1

part or primitive law as justice is part of modern 'Western law,

The

lt,ransfcr' of rights of control was frequently the tacitly approved (or
accepted) re.~;ul t of a gradual change in the power structure rather than
tlic rcsul t of a legal transaction in the Western sense,

Even the mere

passing of time, without suc;l political changes, could gradually change the
legal situation,
All groups \;hich arrived in Koanwnbo village after
the original scttler,Sirimbo,•;ere 1 given' land,
Tl1c descendants of ;.; vier, who arrived in mythical
times, are now apparently regarded as being equal
with the descendants of Sirimbo, The Kombigo, who
arrived in the distant historical past, are still
kno~'Il as migrants, although now regarded as the owners
of the land 'given' to them, The more recent migrants
are not regarded as owners,1
1

H, Kovingre, Report on the Boiken Area, Land Survey 1968 (Sununary),

,.

•
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It is difficult to find a case illustrating the transformation of
a kinship group into a local group, 1 but there are many cases illustrating
the difference bet,,0en the perm1s.:;1011 to use land and the transfer of
righLs to control land.
Years ago a man and a woman came across the site
on \d1ich Itu·Lung village now stands and claimed
it, They then summoned the people in the surrounding
bu.sh ... [and invited them to live in their village].
The eldest descendant of this couple is still
accepted as the owner of [all] Itutung ground,
That the original settlers simply summoned the people from the
surrounding bush might not sound too convincing, but it is not uncommon
to find large areas being 'owned' by very few of the resident individuals
or groups,

2

The Nambes people claim to be the original settlers
of the area • , , , It appears that in the past, to
consolidate the Pagai group, they encouraged the
.Amoi ,,, [another Pagai sub-group] t~ move from an .
area well east .. , to settle on this land.,.. [•r]hey
granted [exclusive] usufructuary rights to the Amoi
1

'rhe difficulty is to determine where the absorption of outsiders into a
kin,,iiip group ends and the transformation of the kinship group into a local
group begins, This difficulty is shown by the case of the Nakisi and
Kaikai 1 e, 'During the last generation a number of foreign natives have
married into the lNakisi and Kaikai'e] society and have been given clan
memliership, but their actual status is not defined by custom as there is
no precedent in earlier times' {L,T,C,, New Britain 973), Are the foreign
natives given clan membership, or do they only become members Pr the local
group composed of the clans?
')

"'

'Large areas ••• [near] Tutpaia and Ibu ••• are owned by only one or two
residents of the respective villages, Since many males from outside have
nnrried into these villages, there are a number of males with no land to
l>ork with, Frequent arrangements are made to allow these people to plant
on another person's land, The understanding is that they do not acquire
01.nership of the land, ' (r, H., Bouga.invil 1e/Ki eta No, :!/196~-66) (Rotoka.s),
1
All the land is owned by three old women, Mimi, Sikaona and N1•rakau of
Mangamo 1 (ibid,, No,6/1959-60), 'The ownership of the ground ••• is vested
in one old family of Manginuna, now almost extinct on the male side with
the exception of Merau of Malakua, who is a direct lineal d.escendo.nt 1 (P.R.
New l3ritain/Gasmata No,4/1947-48).

·..
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people. This right ••• is held by the Amoi people
us a group and no indi ,. ; dual has any specific righL
over any specific area •••• [The Administration
bought land used by the Amoi. J Payment for the
land goes to the Nambes, payment for ihe trees
(including sago) goes to the Amoi.1
The distribution of the payment indicates that the land was still
regarded as Nambes land and that the Amoi had only the right to use it. 2
'l.'his docs not mean, however, that the Amoi were merely given permission
i.o establish economic rights to things on the land.

They almost ceriainly

acquired the right to control the use of the land, at least by the'
of their own group.

na.:1~.bcrs

On the other hand, the Nambes still retained important

parts of their right of control.
In the days before the white men came, a man named
Wio lived with his people at Memaromino, and in order
to make his hamlc i. stronger and so deter raiders, he
invited Pilakai, a big man from Malamoku, ••• to come
there a;;d live. He sold him sufficient land to settle
his people on. Pilakai paid for this with shell money
and a pig and it still re:nains in the possession of
Pilakai 1 s descendants.3
In this case the migrants, although invited, even made a payment.
However, the land was apparently afterwards regarded as their own.
Originally only Umbukinuf clan lived at Abtifin. Then
t1.-o other clans, Zianganson and Orungropum, came and
there was a fight over a woman. The U1abukinuf had to
withdraw and went to the Lae area. After one year they
returned to Abtifin ••• and Zianganson and Umbukinuf
became neighbours. Umbukinuf was 1 boss' of the land
which was used c.ommunally. No boundaries were declared
as to ownership. A pig was given by Asiru of Zianganson
1

D,O. Vanimo, 35-1-54.
For the significance of the distribution of payment for land from
Europeans see below,147ff.
3
C, 'ii". Kinunorley, Notes on Custom (Buin People) Appendix to N.L.C., No.298-300.

1)2

to Ahi of Umbukinuf. T!1e pig had litters and
""hen big, Ahi ga.ve a pig to Asiru who killed and
ate it. This wu.s to cement friendship between
the clans. There was no purchase of land actual
or implied in this transaction•••• 1

Tn this case the right to control the land was apparently sharecl
by three clans,
the land.

2

although the clan of the original settlers still 'llossed'

Moreover, this case shows that a distinction has to be made

lletwecn the payment for the transfer of a right to land and a gift (and a
return gift) to cement friendship bet....-een the parties after the right had
3
been transferred.
Instead of integrating outsiders into the kinship group of the original
settler or at least into the territorial organization, as in the previous
ca.ses, the controlling group could make arrangements with anotlicr aroup
by

which land was excluded from its sphere of control and became the

territory of the other group.
was· transferred.

In such a case the full right of C:ontrol

At least the living members of the transferring group

and their descendants could make no claim to the lMd, although it is
possible that their ancestors "·ere in a way still regarded as the •true I
controllers of the land. 4
T:1is land was originally owned by the Seinam
people, but after a battle with the Kamnum •••
who were defeated, the Seinam took up the Kamnum
land and gave ••• [this] land partly to Telotei
1

D.O. Lae, 35-1-12.
2

One could possibly also say the right of control is vested iri the local
group which comprises the three clans as kinship groups. In this case the
founding of the local group would take the place of the transfer of a share
in the right of control from one clan to the two _others. The two other
clans and their members would have the right to share the. use of the land
by virtue of being a part of the landholding local group.
)

For the function of payments in traditional 'land transactions 1 , see
below, 150 ff .•
4

Sec above, 78 ff.

. .

•
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anti ;<.!·tly to Orutei in ret1;•:: r'or assistance
rendered in the fight a.gains t
Ever

since then Telotci and Orutci . ·
~c;upied the
land and Seinam have shown no claim to it. 1
A transfer of rights of control could also become necessary when the
kinship group 01' the original settler had grown so large that sub-groups
began to dl•velop (provided the group exercised a fairly strict qontrol
·2
over the use of the land by its members).
In this type of situation two
main possibilities can be distinguished:
(a)

either the gro1,1i .,plits up, each of the sub-groups forming an

indep<'n<lent politico.; ,nit with a separate territory, or
(l.i)

the sub-groups formed a second level of the socio-political

organization. of tlir group.

The group remained the basic political unit,

but the SUu-;:r•)UpS CacrJ each other as semi-autonomous bodies (although
still rr·gardin1~ tL"mi,rlves as parts of the same group).
Tn the for;;ier c;1:>e rach sub-group acquired an independent and
W1I" :; tricted

us;1:;;

<"

right of control, in the latter the right of

co~trol

tliYi·i•"1 bet"·een the group and the various sub-groups.

was

This process

of dividing the group's sphere of control or the group's right of control
could continue

,::~t.il

all land within a group's sphere of control was

sccmi1;:;ly ownetl by individuals.
'
;~_ Ej;:cl.
r.ian

[ on KoiJ. Isl<mdJ' has his

ln.nd,
~-omc !'or gardC'n ing 1 some for inurLi ng,,..
Ile
can use it as he wishes and can distribute it
to suit himself. He can give user rights to
some people who are close relatives •••• [T]he
clan ••• does not own land. It's only from hi.s
3
father or adopted father that a man gets his land.
0\•11

1

..,

n.o.,

35-1-32 •

If the members of the group were free to use the land of the group there
was no need to subdivide the group's (theoretical) right of control among
the sub-groups.
)

D,O,, J·l-1•4.
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llropcrty [among i.'.1r Arapcsh], in addition to being
individually owned, can be disposed of individually,
in certain accepted ways. Legally, a man m<iy give
a piece of land, a coconut tree, a hunting territory,
or a sago patch to anyone he wishes. This freedom of
testaLor::' · :> is considerably reinforced by the custom
of cli.spos.i.ng of all possessions of importance long
before death; a great deal of a man's property is
disposed of in early middle age, assigned to real and
adopted children and spoken of subsequently as theirs:
Consequently, even if a man dies quire young he has
virtually no property to dispose of.
If the groups and their spheres of control were subdivided there was
a correspondingly greater number of possibilities of transferring rights
of control at. Lhe various levels either within or outside the group.

Such

transfers could even create new land-holding groupings.
Lar.d is owned commw1ally • • • • An exception to this
gern~ral rule is the small area of land ••• which was
a gift to two men of Sule by the Luluai of ID1uli.
This area remains the possession of J;hese individuals
and their descendants.2
1

Nead, 1949, 219. This account is even more ambiguous than the ;-;·tatemcnt
of the Koil nati vc. Iii s account is no·t clc;,:;.· because his only example for
the rr 1 lcgcdly w1rc.~tricted individual ownership is the modest right to allow
clo;:;c rcla.Lives to use one's land. }!cad's a~count, hO'l>ever, is full of
inconsistencies. On the one hand, the owner can dispose of his property
1 in certain a.ccepted ways', on the other hand, he can give it 1 to anyone he
1•ishes' (although it is obviously usual to assign it 1 to real and adopted
children'). On the one hand there is 'freedom of testatorship 1 , and on the
other hand there is 'virtually 1w property to dispose of' when a person
itics. This applies 'even if a man dies quite young' whereas it is said to
be customary to dispose of one's property 'in early middle age' •
~!.

...

4

L.T.c.,nnhaul, Report on the Forest Land of the Po.ndi River, Wnmono.-Balimo.
Uiver region u.ntl Lolol>o.u lslnntl.

I l '1

Moreover, if the groups and their spheres of control were subdivided,
it was likely that the right of control was also subdivided into a
hierarchy of rights to the same piece of land •

•

1 J6

C!L\l'TER 11

·Th<'
I

Tr~n::;rer

of Rir:hts to I.nnd (TT)

The Authority to Transfer Rights to Land
As long as a group's sphere of control and its right of control was

undivided, a hierarchy of rights to the same piece of land did not exist.

1

Rights of control could not be transferred within the group but only to
outsiders, usually other groups.

The same applied to the permission to

establish economic rights to land, which could only be granted to' outsiders,
although usually to individuals rather than groups.

Only as far as the

transfer of existing economic rights was concerned, was a distinction
between internal and external transactions necessary.

If the group and

its sphere and right of control were subdivided, this distinction was also
important for a transfer of rights of control or the permission to
establish economic rights.
as there \:ere lev•·

L.'

Moreover, as many distinctions have to be made

in the socio-political organization.

Despite the ·small size of traditional societies, there could be a
large

nt~ber

of levels because different principles of organization, all

relevant for land tenure, could overlap.

Firstly, there could be divisions

due to the kinship principle, like a division into clans and sub-clans,
lineages and sub-lineages.

Below the lineage level there could be a family

level and an individual level, and above the clan level there could be a
level of 'tribal' groups or language groups.

Identical with, parallel to,

or in;;tead of the division into various kinship sub-groups, there could
be a territorial division into hamlets, villages, wards, districts and so
on.

Besides there could be a number of more specific groupings:

work

teams, men belonging to the same men's house, or to the so.me secret society,
1

The only possible 'hierarchies• were a 'hierarchy' of separately owned
ob,jccts on the land or a 'hierarchy' of claims which had been acquired in
different ways (see above, 110 ).

•
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mrn 1:ho \;ere friends or re la tcd by marriage, or who were supporters of
the same big man,
These distinctions were important for a number of similar reasons.
Tiie most important was probably that a transfer of rights to land 1.-hich
- if internal - J,ad merely economic significance, could also involve.

' right was transferred to an outsider.
political rights if the
have been legally free to
he wished:

1

A man may

give 1 a fruit tree he h&d planted to anyone

but was he entitled to give an outsider :>ermission to enter

the group's sphere of control in order to reach the tree, or was he
entitled to transfer the ownership of the tree if he had not fulfilled his
trnditional obligations to provide for certain group members - for instance,
his or his sister's children? Was a land leader (who had full discretion
in internal land matters) entitled to give permission to an outsider to use
the group• s land without consul ting other members of the group? Was he
entitled to refuse an •outsider' the use of the group's land, if the
1

outsider• had been 1 adopted 1 into the group 1zy a war leader? Was a

childless m01n (in a ::patrilineal society) entitled to adopt an outiricler as
son and heir of his rights to land ...-ithout the permission of the group?
¥.•at 1rn.s the situation if a person or a group transferred rights to land

'"i thout such

permission or contrary to traditional obligations? Was the

transaction void?

Did it become valid if nothing was done about it?

V.'as

it valid as far as the outsider was concerned, but up to 'the group to take

action over the infringement of its rights or the violation of traditional
obligations towards one of its members?
The evidence suggests that no general rules existed in this field in
pre-contact New Guinea.

Nearly everything depended on the combination of

circumstances in each individual case, so that only the range of
possibilities can be indicated,
The Varzin people ••• [in the Gazelle Peninsula]
recognize individual ownership of land with a
free right of disposal. The situation on Uatom
and along the north coast ••• is different. All
land in this area, hamlets as well as gardens,

.,
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arc not owned by individuals but by the group
[Sippe], The possessor, that is the person
entitled to use and to administer the land, is
not authorized to dispose of the land without
the consent of the group; and it is the oldest
memher of the group and not the luluai who has
to consent in the name of the group, 1
This account suggests three extreme possibilities:
(a)

the unrestricted right of disposal of the individual group member
using the land,

(b)

the unrestrict0d right of disposal of the land leader over t~e whole
territory of the group, or

( c)

a situation "·here all members· of the group have to agree before any
land can be disposed of,

Another possible extreme would be
(d)

that each member of the group has an unrestricted right of disposal
over the whole territory of the group,
There is evidence that nearly all theoretical possibilities did and

do occur, and that different extremes could and can lie very close together,
Kapriman village has one big block of land,
The land is divided into three parts, one for
each clan represented in the village, Part
of the clan land is again divided into
1
individual 1 blocks, If a clan member wants
to use land ''hiclt has not been used before,
he has to ask one of the big men for permission,
There are several big men in each clan, but if
one says •yes•, this is enough, Once the clan
member has sta.rted using the land, it becomes
1 his 1 ,
He can pass it on to his heirs, He can
sell it without having to ask for permission and
keep the purchase price, He can even invite
outsiders to use the land without having to ask
for permission, On the other hand: if an
1

F, Burger, 191 3 , 17.
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outside group wan Ls .to have land the ":hole
vi~lage has to agree.
If only one person
says 1no•, it cannot be done. 1
This

is

tlw theory, what is the practice?
Among the Yahim lnncl f<hould i<leully only
be sold [givam 11ll] if all members of the
land holding group agree. The reason is not
legal but rather the fear that otherwise
there might Le a dispute between the members
of tl1c group afLerwards. However, the Yabim
arc occasionally prepared to take this risk.
If only one person does not agree to the sale,
the l<:LJ1d will nevertheless be sold, but the
opponent will get a larger share of the purchase
price Lo keep him quiet. If a substantial
1.1inori ty is against a s1ilc, there will be
probably a compromise: t:1e land is for instance
only leased [ke,l'ahu] instead of being sold.2

How much authority had a traditional leader in land matters?
3
The chiefs [among the Tolai] ••• like to pose
as the sole ol;ners of all land inhabited by
mem0ers of their groups, In the early days
they sold the whole territories of their groups
to Europeans for a song, taking no notice of
the real owners. They kept the purchase price,
usually fire arms, for themselves, or only shared
them with those who were strong enough to be
dangerous. The poorer people, whom they could
ignore wi tl.1out risk, got nothing, However, these
rights of ownership, which the chiefs misused so
much to their own and to the vhole tribe's
disadvantage, had no [legal] foundation whatsoever,
their only basis was ••• power and force. The
stronger said: 'All the land is mine•, and the
weaker did not risk objecting so as not to suffer
bodily harm as well.4
1

Field Notes, 6 0 7.1968.
2

Interview with Kelende, Field Notes, 19.11. 1968.
)

No distinction between ihc various kinds of traditional lea.ders is made.
4

J

A. Kleintitschen, 1907, 230.
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Is it. justified to say that the chiefs had no legal ric"1,s to dispose
of the group's land?

Or \.'as political power in primitive societies a

legitimate source of law and rigl1ts?
Jn early timr.s [in the Tolai area] the Alualua

[lunlua, land leader] could sell land on his
o\m authority, No clansman had a say, The
Alualua virtually had power over life and death
... [of] his fellow kinsmen .... [But] if an
Alualua displeased his fello~s, it was not
uncommon for his assassination to be arranged,
Ti1e normal method was to suggest that the Alualua
take a trip into 1 foreign 1 territory to improve
t.rade relations or arrange the purchase of a
bride, The 'foreign' natives were told of the
impending journey and arranged for the quick
demise of ti1e Alualua • , , • If an Alualua did
sell land "'i thout the knm<ledge of his clan and
tJ1 ..,y were dispossessed he would have been most,
unwise to admit to suc.h a sale, Toda.y, of course,
the Alualua is not so powerful and before land can
be rented or sold every member of the Vunatarai
must agree, 1
This may srrm exaggernt.ed but is supported by evidence from other
parts of New Guinea,
Question: Why did the Ngaurul people leave
here and go to Twai?
Answer: Because a man Taiu, a Ngaurul, was
Luluai here at Kialom and all other Ngaurul
people were afraid of him because of his anger
and the fact that he had killed members of his
0~"11 clan,
They all icft and went to Twai, over
which Totpu was Luluai, he was also a Ngaurul, 2

1

D,O, Rabaul, 34-3-13, In other areas the position of traditional land
'leaders' has·apparently become more powerful, for instance in Duka, 1Thc
chief reason [for the disintegration of matrilineal descent] is that the
Europeans have dealt with native matters through the village males, This
has necessitated in , , , males becoming the spokesmen for the female owners
in dealing with outsiders, This has been reinfcirced by the old custom of
a woman either having her eldest brother or. maternal unclo aid her in 111nd
matters, These spokesmen have come to regard themselves as the owners of
the land' (P.R. Bougainvillc/Buka No,3/19;i5-56},

-D,O, Rabaul,
")

35-22-16.

•
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Instead of gctting riu uf' their leader the people lef'L their lu.ncl.
Big men coul<l ue so sure of their position, that they freely admitted to
having soJ . ; land on their own, even if

ii,

belonged to another group.

Ourinr; Gcrman times I was working on n copra .
hoaL. Tn Knevil'n~ we once collected the Bi.~iiop
[couppc] and sailed for New Hanover •••• Here
the Bishop went ashore to the land known as
Kating, At the time .,, Igua [who later became
P;i.ramount Luluai]1 was the only man residing on
the land, He did not like other men living near
llim as he though L they would try to steal • , , his
wives. The Bishop went up to Igua and placed a
small string of shells around his neck and ~ave
him five 1 pius 1 [one Mark coins], He [IguaJ
then came onto the ship with the Bishop. He spoke
to me becn.11.~e I was from his village. Ile showed
me the money and said it was for the sale of
Ka ting , • , , [In Kaevieng] Igua and the Bishop went
to the District Office, When Igua returned he
showed me three additional 'pius 1 ; he said that
this was t:"' final payment for Kating.
Although KaLing belonged to my clan·to which Igua
did not Lelong, I did not say anything as he was
a big man in my area and I was afraid of him, I
did not te 11 the other members of my clan that
Igua had sold Kating to the Mission, The first
time I told it to anyone was yesterday when the
Patrol Officer asked me •••• I don't wish to make
a claim to this land. The Mission has given
payment for this land and a 'big man• from our
area received payment.2
1

Highest native administrative official who had a number of Luluo.i government appointed heo.dmen - under him.
2

D,O, Kavicng, 34-5-314. This supra-legal authority is not entirely a
thing of the past:
'Question: So.gin gave evidence that he coll l'cted rent from people [native
~quatters] living on Dabe le and kept l i:e rent for his 0"11 use. Did you
'-a member of the land owning group] never object?
Answer: We did not say anything !lecause he wa.s a [Local Government]
Councillor• (N.L.c., Madang Claims Nos. 29-30).

•

Not all big men hu.<l :;uch a powerful position,
The,,, [To1ni] take hardly any notice of,,,
[some chi,. . j, They act l:i thout asking for
the>ir advice, take the important, marriage and
tamhu [shell money] affairs into their 01'n
!J:,ndi-; an<l <lo 1rn[, follow their or<lers ,,,,
[However, the position of tl1e majority of
chiefs is different and] a few daring Luluai
have acquired the powers of absolute despots
,,,, On the north coast [of the Gazelle
Peninsula] lived years ago a monster by the
name of Talele who had becom,. the terror of
the whole area,,,, For bagatelles he made
,,, [his people] pay high fines of tambu or
struck them down with his club, He took
children away from their mothers in order to
cat them, When he had selected a victim he
ordered him to his house and killed him with
his mm hands, The best parts he kept for
himself and left the rest for his followers, 1
It would_ be wrong, however, to conclude that the powers of a chief
depended entirely on his personality,
Within the lineage it is normal for the eldest
member to be the controller of the groupls land,
It would be unthinkable for any of the younger
members to. go against his desires regarding
lineage land,2
The office as such gave the leader legal authority in land matters,
It is custom within this clan that the clan
leader has the main say concerning the usage
and the disposal of the clan land and other
1

A, Kleintischen, 1907, 236, Talele [or Taleli or Talili] had the best of
intentions to treat the first European settlers in a similar way, Having
been largely responsible for the killing and eating of four Methodist
·
Nission teacher:- in 1878, he sent George Brown 'very significant messages,
One of them was t,o the effect that , , , he had not ea ten all his yams 'l>i th
the bodies of the teachers , , , but that he had reserved some of them to eat
along with me ... at no very distant date' (G, Bro'WJl, 1908, 254-5).

2

D,O, Ma.dang, 34-:-20 (Bongu).

•
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clan members, although they have full rights
to the land by virtue of clan membership,
cannot d1safrce with the clan leaJer's
directions,
On the oih er hand, i.he authority appears to have often been only
relative,
They [the natives] , , , state that rights of
clan m<'mbcrs did not include any power of
disposal of land, nor even a veto thereon,
These rights were exercised by a single land
chief belonging to the primary owning clan,
These rights arc at present held by Bubu of
K1:alakessi , , • , It may be assumecl that in
pre-European times, there was little if any
trafficking in land except by conquest, Had
any gift, sale or other disposal of land been
COJ'!templated, the executive owner would certainly
have informally obtained the approval of the
various members of
._, :Lrious owning clans,
Bubu has done this in the present instance,2

.

A big man could do and get away with a lot of things he was apparently
not entitled to do; or he could refrain from exercising what were apparently
his legal rights and, in the interest of good relations, first seek the
·approval of the members of his group,

Under these circumstances it becomes

in many cases impossible to decicle ,,.hether a big man who sold land to
Europeans acted within or outside the legal powers he had according to the
traditional law,

Was it sufficjcnt that a big man in the area was pc.id

for tlie lan<l, or was a transaction invalid if the big man did not consult
all individuals he was - legally or socially? - obliged to consult?
What were the rights of ordinary group members regarding the transfer
of rights to land?
Between Fatmilak and Karu [in New Ireland]
land appears to be owned by the ••• sub-groups,
1

D,O, Vanimo, 35-1-55 (Tale clan).
2

D,O, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-39,

...... ·,:.
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and Nlch memb0r , , , app0ars to have vague
individual rigi1ts to certain portions of the
land ,,,, He has, for instance the right. to
allow any person, either of his own or lae
opposite clan, to make garc1ens on his land , , , •
He has also the right to allow any person to
plant , , , tree:; on the land , , , , No person,
however, appears to be able to dispose of any
land with out the consent of the other members
of his sub-group.1
A person controlling the use of a section of the group's land. had
(in this area) the right to give outsiders permission to establi~h their
own economic rights to the land, but he was not entitled to transfer the
right of control to another person either within or outside the group,
The right of control was still vested in the group,

The individual was

only aut:10rized to exercise certain rights included in the general right
of control,
is

It wa.s not up to him to chn.nge this situation.

Moreover, it

doubtful that he could really allow any person to make gardens on the

land,

Al though t:ic person to ;;horn permission 'l>:as granted, did not have

to be a member of the land-holding sub-group, he probably had to be a
member of the same clan or the opposite clan living in the same village,
In other words, the user had probably to be a co-villager who already
sl1arcd. in this capacity al'l the political rights necessary to exploit the
economic potential of the land,

The permission to use the land thus

neither involved rights of way nor rights of residence,

This seems to be

a plausible limit on how far an individual member of the group could go
1,·i th regard to land he controlled,
How much say did the ordinary group member have in decisions of the
group?
·The decision to sell [land] was ma.de at a
meeting •••• Each member had to agree ••••
[But the children had] to keep out of the way
1

E.W. Chinnery, 1929(?), (No,6), 25,

•
1•15

nncl wer1· ·1c. 1 .1.i 10..·cd to listen ~o the discussions
at t]ie mcct1ng. 1
lior.wn

Kcre also frequently excluded, although it is not al ..·ays clc;Lr

· :;ether this was becau;:;p of their sex or (in virilocal societies) because
of their resi<lcnce.
Q11estion: Do ·the women have to agree before land
i:' ,;old?
Ansi:er: Usually not, but if there was an old
woman of their 01.n group living 1:i th them.; I think
they ~:ou 1 •: be obliged to heed lier wishes.Where a member is away from !10me, he has no voice
in tlie matter. The village decision is accepted.3
llow did tlle group arrive at a decision? It 1s sometimes said that the
4
majority decide<l, but this is improbable. It is more than likely that
- at least ideally - general agreement was required.
If land is sold, everyone has to agree. When
there is only one dissentient the group has to
take notice of him,5
Ho1;ever, the voice of a dissentient carried weight according to his social
an<l political influence •. The division of authority within the group was
vague. Was the division of authority between groups and sub-groups defined
more clearly?
There is also seniority as between related
groups. Permission 'Lu u:;e land for gardening,
planting trees, collecting produce of wild
plants, building materia~ fishing from the
1

.., C,W,

Kirrunorley, Notes on Custom (Teperoi People) •

N.L.c.,

Madang Claims Nos. 27-8.

L.T.c.,

Claim No.82/64 (Upper 'Watut).

3
•l

Ibid.
5
:i.L,C, ,Madang Claim No.19.
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reef:; r.iust be o:>tained from the leader of
the senior Group, In case of members of
~u1~ior, groufs this is usually done through
its leaut'r,
Jn this case the si twnion was simple:
r;roup~

although a hierarchy of

imd 10.iclers exi;;te<l, the right of control was exclusively vested

in the senior group and exercised by its leader (at lea.st as far as
internal matters were concerned),

This \·;as not always the case,

T:1at there is a balance bet1'e0n clan and
lineage rights is also illustrated ''hen a
clan decides to move its village to a new
site on its own territory, The strips of
land on the new site may be owned by a small
n11:r.ber of lineages, hilt these lineages cannot
refuse to permit ti1eir land to be built upon
by members of lineages not owning land ,,,,
So too, d10n a ward group decides to make a
large garden on a particular area, no lineage
with land in that area can refuse to let its
land be used, In short, lineage trµsteeship
rights enable the lineage to over-ride
individuals ''ho "·ish to exercise their clan
trusteeship rights of usufruct, th0~· do not
permit a lineage to over-ride a larger group
wishing to exercise its clan right,2
Eacl1 group (among the Siane) was entitled to over-ride the rights of
control held by its sub-groups,

This corresponds with the situation on

the lower Waria where it was customary for a clan owning the site to allow
the land to be used for the village, once the village members had chosen
3
it,
In other areas the situation was different,
When the village site is to be moved, permission
is usually granted by the owner of the new site
for the village to be built thereon, but this
1

L,T,C,,Xo,34/1964 (Warimo v Musu),
2

ll,F, Salisbury, 1962, 71,
3

D,O, Lae, 34-2-25 (Ya.tuna),

•
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permission may be denied, and if the
owner of the grountl is obdurate, another
site .1ust be selected. 1
This dopt. not mean, however, that the situation Kas lcrrn 11' difl'erent,
Amon~'.

the Siane also much probably

<.l

cpendcd on the persons involved.,

Even

if the clan could legally over-ride the lineage, it would hardly decide to

move the village to a site if the influential leader of one of the affected
lineages was strongly against it,

Under these ·circumstances it seems again

unlikely that it can be clearly decided whether a person (or a group) acted
in a certain way because he had no right to behave differently, or' because
he decided, for political reasons, not to exercise a right he did have,

On

the other hand, Salisbury draws fairly precise conclusions regarding
traditional property law from'his Siane material,
The only case of outright alienation known
to me occurred in 1953, The government made
a payment to the appointed headman of ,,, [the]
clan,,,, He had distributed half of the payment
to the lineages •i th trustee rights to strips of
the land, and had retained half for himself,
This excited no criticism, which I take as showini::
that natives considered tl1e division equitable a1...:.
that the lineage trusteeship rights constitute
one-half of the total rights, and the clan
trusteeship rights the other half,,,, A further
insight into native property concepts is given
by this same case, The government paid a
separate sum for the trees on the land, which
had to he cut down, This sum was included in the
dis'tribution with the amount for the land itself,
indicating, perhaps, that individual's personalty
rights to trees become null if they lose all
trusteeship rights to the land on which the trees
are growing,2
Is this case a sufficient basis for these conclusions, especially
since not a traditional leader distributed a traditional payment, but rather

P.R. }brobe/Wau No.6/1949-50,
2

R,F. Salisbury, 1962 1 70-71.

1,18

a gov•·riun<'nt appointed headman distributed European money?

How is money

distributed if land is sold to Europeans? And does this distribution
reflect the distribution of traditional rights to land or to
the land?

tliin~1>

on

Qucs I.ion: Wi 11 some of t:w purchi:.se money
go to the married women?
Answer: Only if the group wants it to.
Question: w11at about small children?
.AI1s"·er: Yes, if the money is sufficient • , , , 1
Qu0:-:' ion:

If your group sold some land to the
AdmiHistration, would you give some of the money
to the single girls and married women of your
group?
Answer: Yes, a small amount,
Question: If you did not, could they complain?
Ans1.-cr: No,2
As far as the disposal of the purchase price of
Yutan bin [land] is cone ernecl, it was agreed
division would bi;i made jointly by alJ four holders
of rigi1ts of co-ordination and disposal [land
leaders] to all adult holders of subordinate rights
who individually could, if they thought fitting,
make further distribution to their own particular
children.3
i.'hether the women and children receive a share of the purchase price
a1)pcars to depend largely on the mood of : :: c males and the amount of money
available for distribution,

But there might be rules for the distribution

among groups which reflect the importance of the rights they hold,
The Keklia clan has a position of vague precedence
in ownership over the bulk of land, with the
Kabilingi and Kcveloho clans following them but
having joint rights in an ill-defined manner;

N,L,C,, Madang C1aim No, 19,
2

Ibid,,Claims Nos, 29-30,
3
D,O, Wewak, 35-7-1 (Part 2) - Angoram -,

•
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1d1i le

in the ••• southwest of the block t!1e
Lnhiu an<l Hilumi clans hnvc a similar tprece<lcnce'
·i.-i th the Kc kl ia, Ka bi 1 ingi an<l Kc,·e loho cl(]Jls
having joint rights in an equally vague manner
,,,. Greater precision is now quite impossible
hut the vendors arc agree'd that the division of
t;w purchase price should be carried out between
thcm:selves by themselves, on a basis of four
parts to the Keklia, Kabilingi and Keveloho and
one part. to t.1e Lahiu and Nalwni, 1
That three clans had rig:its ""o the whole area whereas the other tKo
only had rights to a small part of it was taken into account (al tl~ough it
is doubtful whether an objective formula wai; used),

However, the evidence

suggests that the distribution among the three clans on the one hand and
the two clans on Lhc other would be the result of a compromise,
Al though this land i:~ 0"11ed communally by the
clans listed, they lmve expressed the wish that
payrr.ent is divided equally between members of
clans based on Waisisi and members of those clans
based on Porapora, even though members of the same
clan reside in both villages, This arrangement is
the outcome of a dispute between these two [village]
groups over the Siki lancl, which held up the
pure lia.se of it for some time, 2
The land was. traditionally owned by clans but the purchase price was
equally divided between two villages.
The land is jointly owned by the peoples of Butum
and Riet, The people of Sunum have been in
permissive occupancy since about twenty years ••••
The Butums and lliets stated that the Sunum should
get a portion of the price due to their long
occupancy,3

..
")

D,O, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-57.

D, 0, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-37.
3
D,0, Rabaul, 33-2-6,

•

while in ihe • , • southwest of the block t:w
Lahiu and }hlumi clans have a simi la.r 'precetlence'
with the Kcklia, Ka.bi l ingi i1.!1d Ke\·eloho clans
having join1, riglits in an equally vague manner
•••• Greater precision is now quite impossible
but the vendors a.re agreed that tiw division of
t;w illtrchase price should be carried out IJCt\\ecn
themselves by themselves, on a ba::;is of four
par-~s to t:1e Kek~_ia, Kabilingi a.nd Keveloho and
one part to i..1-1e Lahiu and Nalwni, 1
That three clans had rights to the whole area whereas the other t~;o
only had rights to a small part of it was taken into account (al tl~ou;;h it
is doubtful whether an objective formula wa.::; used).

However, the evidence

suggests that the distribution among the three clans on the one hand and
the two clans on Lhe other would be the result of a compromise.
Al though this lund is owned communally by the
clans listed, they !l.l1Ye expressed the wish that
payment is divided equally between members of
clans based on Waisisi and members of those clans
based on Porapora 1 even though members of the same
clan reside in both villages, This arrangement is
the outcome of a dispute between these two [village]
groups over the Siki lancl, which held up the
purr: hase of it for some time, 2
The land was traditionally owned by clans but the purchase price was
equally divided between two villages.
The land is jointly owned by the peoples of Butum
and Riet, The peopie of Sunum have been in
permissive occupancy since about twenty years ,,,,
The Butums o.nd Riets stated that the Sunum should
get a portion of the price due to their long
occupancy,3

I

..

D,O, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-57,

')

D,O, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-37,
3

D,O, llabaul, 33-2-6,
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distriiiution of money pa icl for trees varies just as mucl1. In
Salisbury's case, the money 1.-as acldcd t.o t:ia t paid for the land, In the
case of t.11(• Pagai the money for the land went to the sub-group controlling
L.l1c land, wher<>as the money for the ·~recs went to the sub-group using it, 1
The

t:;r cn.sc of the Poponda descendants 'the trci::s arc listed as com;nunal
property of all the clansr, 2 In other cases individuals were paid
]a

separately for the trees they owned,

The only rule, if there is any,

appears to be that the distribution must seem acceptable (not
to

tl1f·

equita~lc)

group, and in many cases readjustments arc probably made aften»ards,

if influential group members disturb the peace of the group ·with their
complaints,

Any conclusions regarding traditional concepts of property

based on the distribution of purchase money paid by Europeans have, under
these circum;;tances, a very good chance of being wrong,
II

The Function of Traditional PayT.Jents in Land Matters
The disputed land 1;as a~parently sol'tl. to }!orata 1 s
.;randfathcr by Duri 1 :-; grandfather , , , , Duri stated
firstly that as two hundred pigs and no money was
paid the purchase was not valid, When I told him
this was not the case, he changed the story and said
the land had not been sold at all,J
'What was the ·function of traditional payments, tha. t Duri believed the

dispute

1.;oul(~

be dee ided in his favour al though he admi t,_t.Pcl that his

grandfather had received a large ;;umber of pigs fflr the land? Did he regard
two hundred pigs as an insufficient pric~? 4
The land Buen would belong to me, had it not been
sold to the family of Levarai in pre-European times,
1

D,O, Vanimo, 35-1-54,
2

D,O, Cape Hoskins, 35-3-39,
3

P,R, Bougainville/Kieta No,6/1959-60,
4

In fact two hundred pigs appear to be an extraordinarily large number,
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T;ic 1:ornan Tarvi ti-o o•.mcd the land, She ,;as
approached by Kaihen wi•o 1-:anted the lancl and
she agreed to sell it for some flying fox
teeth, Sinc0 tile transaction tool~ place ·,·c
do not regard the land as ours but as belonging
to 1 · " f'1mily of Levarai, 1
This case suggests that the value of ti:c payment had little to <lo
1:i th Duri' s attitude and that it was based rather on the kind of paym0nt

· - pigs in::,tead of money,

Duri must have thought t:1at land (according to

tl1e white man rs law) could only be bought with money, so that he coulcl
freely a<lmi t to his grandfatlwr having received a large number of .pigs
1:i thout weakening his legal position in t:1e eyes of the Patrol Officer,
lleca110c the kind of payment was important for the traditional 'sale 1 he

concluded that a valid
of money,

Thi~;

1 salet

required, according to Western law, a payment

infers that the function of a traditional payment ,,·as

essentially different from the function of a purchase price in modern
Western societies,

A 1 sale 1 of land in modern Western societ"ies is tlie cxc:rnnge of L:nd
for objects of similar economic value ,,·!1ich the seller prefers and '1-:hich,
in case of a sale in the technical sense, consist of money,

What is the

function of·a traditional payment, if it is not the replacement of the
object sold by something p:ceferable of similar economic value?
[Among the Maenge j tenure derived from gift \>as
less secure than from purchase ,,,, The evidence
available tends to prove that the difference in
security of tenure between gift and purchase did
not depend on the actual value of the price paid,
but was a matter of formal ratification of the
transaction,,,, 2
This would mean that there was not a traditional distinction between
purchase and gift of land, but a distinction bet..·ecn a ratified and a

1

L,T,C,, N,G,L,T.R,O, Buen, Tinputz Harbour,
2
H, l'a11off, 1970, 189-190,

j
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n•

,·,d.ific<l transfer of L~1ttl,

This 1•ould convincingly explain Duri's

at~i ~ude:

Since" accorcli.ng to tho ['.ovcrnmcnt, the

transfer of land has to lie ratified by a
payment o.l monpy [Duri might liavo thought]
the Lraditional ratificaLion by a payment
of pigs is invalid and the land must, in
the eyes of the government, still belong to me,
llo"· docs tbis interpretation fit together with the other evidence from
Bougainvillo, Duri's home district?
Ilosi<lcs Lac acquisition of lund by nori-payment, 1 the Siuai '(or
Si Kai) iu sout~-aastcrn Bour,ainvillc had three kinds of traditional land
transactions.

J

1, Mi so }!O'.Tc: • , , [This was a lease for
tho purpose of planting non-permanent food
crops n.."ld was paid for by some of the produce
and a pig, The lease ,.·as usually terminated
''hen the crop ,,·as finished (but continual
rcne..-als throughout a person's life did occur).
2. ~!isi Pu'unn: This was an outright
purchase by one matrilineage from another,
The currency exchanged was given to the leader,
..-~10 divided it among the elders or else it ,.·as
given to the Mi si m~una (the senior woman, head
of the nn1.r1lineage) who kept it for her
matrilineage,
3, Soksoku: This was rent paid by refugees
from fighting in the old days who fled to
places distant from their home, It was paid
with money (not produc,,) for the right to use
the land, If it was n0L paid, the refugee was
liable to be killed, It is said that this
custom has led to many false claims to ground,
old Soksoku payments now being said to have
been Pu 1 una,2

See above, 125,
2
C,W, Kimmorley, Notes on Custom (Siwai People),

15)

Til<!se di :Terent forms of la:i,1 transactions shov: th:,~ there '\\ere "tv:o
di f'l'ercnt !~iuds of payment:

paymen L in fonn of produce and pa;yincnt in

form 0i' tra<lj Lional valuables, especially shell money.
Oliver described Lhe payment of produce as a tribute (m11:rni uh 1 1m) to
1
tile 0 ner of Lhe lun<l.
In liis view it depended on various social factors
1
..

1>hether such a 'tribute' l:as demanded.
[P]ersons of equal status rarely ever pay. it
to one another, nor docs a leader customarily
pay it to a fo1lower: this, in spite of ti;e
fnct that mo:.· · nformants insisted that muhni
ulrnm is really "rent", having not:iing to do
"·ith the rank of either party, But, native
theory to the contrary, I observed that r.mhni
ulrnm is a tribute, paid by followers to their
landholding leader in return for the use of
his land, But not every landholding leader
exacts muhni uknm.2
"111ether or not social rank had - in theory or practice - anything to
do

1;i ti1

tile payment of muhni ultllf.1 or mi so moKTe 1 it was clearly a payment

for t:w use of the land and essentially different from the formal
ratification of a transaction.

It was a payment the person exercising

control over land could demand if he wanted to gain an economic advantage
by letting other people use Shis' land, but which he did not demand when

he regarded it as inappropriate for socio-political reasons - and ¥hich
the user had no legal interest to pay.
This was different in the case of a m1s1 pu 11ma or sok:;oJr.:n payments.
Here the payment had the function of for~ially ratifying or attesting a
transaction,

'Whereas the payment of protiuce was an informal economic

affair between individuals, the payment of native valuables was a formal
legal affair between groups.

As a result the payment was frequently not

divided between the members of the group who had an economic interest in

1

19<19(b)' 65,
')
~

Ibid,

...

•

1) :

the l<:llll but \;as either kept hy tl1e elders or by ihe n~i~i uku:i<t, tile
c<' n·r.wn tn.l i1ead of the ma tri 1 ineuge.
A.noUwr significant point is the distinction rnn<le according to the
,.(,iLu:-;

of tlle group J..i 1»l1icil land rizh!,;; i»ere trunsferr"cl.

A r•rou1i of
0

rr·f'11·;rcs was 6rantrd permi1:1sion to use tl;e lancl temporarily.
!hey ni..iue was a formal acknowledgement oC the generosity they were 1:1ho•.n,
a kind of ritualized tribute.

A misu

rrn 1 unn

payment, on the other hand,

was u ceremonial ratification of a transfer of control over lund from one
matrilincage to another matrilincage of equal status, probably long
established in the area, and possibly a neighbour already related' by
marriage to the 'selling' lineage.
The formal character of payment comes out clearly in the i:ase of t:1e
Teop people,
Ou trig ht purchase is cal led 1;a,·:om;on • , • • The
buyers usually gave a feast for the sellers
and currency \;as paid over •• , • The selling
clan kept the pa;pnent, It was not put into
the common store and used for bride-price etc.
The elders took charge of it, and it was their
duty to show it to the younger people, so that
they would l•now that the land had been sold,
If later there was any dispute the currency
would be available to give back to the buyers
in return for the land, This holding of
.
currency received for land was called tabin,1
The payment was made in order to ratify the transaction, the currency
being treated more as documentary evidence than as a purchase ·price.

If

there was a consideration, it was not the payment, but vague obligations
1;hich t:1e transaction created for the

1 buying 1

group:

obligations to

assist in war, to contribute to feasts, to exchange wo:;,en and so on.
'purchase• of land was a treaty rather than a contract,
1

C.W. Kimmorley, Notes on Custom (Teop People),

The

•

1 j)

The tr;cn'>fer of L:1e right to control land from one group to another
coul<l itself be used to attest a peace treaty.
Hany yC'ars a~o Nanto clan , • , ancl n,, l',,)ringo
cl :'n •• , fou;;;it •ith e••ch otlicr, Fj r"t t1:0
Bakorin,r:o were killed and after\1'ards one Manto
. liar.let was ¥iped out. 'J.'hcn truce was c;11 led,
Each clan gave a feast :for the other. Bakoringo
gave Manto land at Kainon and Manto gave
Bakoringo land at Kurai.1
Since a traditional payment was not intended to compensate individuals
or

croup.~

l 11

proportion to the rights they lost because of the transfer, no

conclusions as to the distribution of rights to an area of land can be drawn
from the distribution of. a traditional payment.
lil

The Acquisition of Individual Rights to Land
So far it seems tlia t the pemanent transfer of the full right to

control land 1;as traditionally only possible between grou.ps.

Was there no

possibility for an individual to acquire - as an individual, not as a
representative of a group - the full right to control land?
S,S, Smit!1 and R.F. Salisbury as well as A.L. Epstein state that la.nd
among the Tolai could be 'given' to and 'bought' by groups or individua.ls ..."
N, Panoff even suggests that the 'purchase' and the 'gift' of land among
3
the Ma.enge was mainly a means of acquiring individual rights i-0 land.
To
•·J1a t extent are these rights individual?

Individual ownership obtained through gift,
purchase or original settlement is absolute
during the lifetime of the individual ••••
If he has not arranged specific allocation of
his land during his lifetime, however, the
1

P.R. Bougainville/Kieta No.7/1959-60.
1961, 9-10; 1969, 130ff.
)

1970, 189ff.

•

land is alloc:.i ed on his d0aih by ihe
l 11a llm , , , , The land i:s treated as
..•• cl01n lu.nd.1
The right •,;as only indivichw.l during the lifetime of the !10ldcr,
'" i11s death, unless he had Lru.nsferred it to another individual, it
licca:nc ve::;t,eu in his cLm,

What is the situation in this respect among

the Haenge?
If t.J;e piece of land hau merely been civen,
the descent g~oup could regain it on tl1e
dnnee 1 s death whereas in tl1r case of purcl1ase
they could no~, even by repaying tl1e donee • s
children an equivalent price, Tenure ''as still
more secure if the purchaser had let everybody
know from the outset that he was buying for his
childr(•n, 2

If land was given, the receiver apparently acquired only a life
interest; if land was bought, the acquired tenure "·a.s particularly secure
if t:1e buyer raade it clear that he was not

on~y

buying for himself but

also for his children, that is to say, if he did not buy as an individual
but as a representative of his family,

However, even if the buyer <l..i.d not

say tl1at he bought for his children, his family was probably at least
internally involved in the transaction,
The usual price was a ceremonial shell ring
(rage) or a large pig,3
It is likely that often either the ring was a family (or descent group)
iicirloom or that the buyer's wife had reared the pig, so that family
interests became involved at this stage,

Moreover, Panoff 1 s description

1

S,S, Smith and R,F, Salisbury, 1961, 10, (It is also said that the owner
c;i.n - during his lifetime - dispose of the land to whom he wishes - but
this can hardly be t<.il\.cn literally, The group would very likely feel
entitled to prevent him from selling the lar.d to someone objectionable,)

..
'")

}I, Pan off, 1970, 189,
)

Ibid,

'
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"·' a ··;101e str,mgly inclica.tcs that it \;as not the <lescent group on one
,,1ut•

anJ t:w in<livi<lual on the ot:wr side, hut tha.t t:ic question •:a:-;

"11<' i.;1c·r thr lan<l ,;us hcl cl by a descent r,roup or a family group ( \lho::;e
:1ll'::1:lcrs •'ere at the same time menJiers of different descent group,;).

'l'lns

co:;;<'s out particularly clearly il' a thir<l way of acquiring individual
rigliLs to lancl - the 1cn.rving of a patc:1 out uf a bush area l:hich wr.::;

clair.iecl by nouody else' - is considered,
~n

It is highly improbable that

unmarried man 1·:ould clear unclaimed bush by a.nd for himself <U1d almo::;t.

certain that a group was involved in each case,
In view ol' the traditional soc in.l organization, it is doubtful 1d1ether
clie

r i;:;11t of control, even if it could be vested in an individual a;iiong

the Tolai and Maen[:L', can Le descrilwd as individual in the Western legal
sense,

Noreover, in the Bougainville District the individual elements

wrre apparently mucl1 less pronouncctl,
There is no evidence that any custom existed
~in Bul<a] ;;hereby an individual could purchase
ground either from his lineage or another,1
LBut t ]here was and is t:1roughout Bul<a and the
west coast islands a custom kno·..·n as Hul, or
purchase and sale of lineage land, by one
li·· ''"'ge from another,::? It is probable that
laa<l could not be boug:1t from another lineage
insid~ ... [the clanJ, it had to be bought
from La lineage belonging to] another clan,3
However, an individual

could play a leading part in such a.

purchase:
A [Teop] man who wished to purchase ground
from another clan could arrange with his own
clan for permission to do so and for assistance.

., •:,W, Kimmorlcy, Notes on Cu:;tom (lluku. Pco1llc),
~

X,L,C,,Bougainville Claim No,8,
3
C,W, Kimmorley, Notes on Custom (Duka People).

•

Jf all .t:1<' a<~a~t member!'. of l!IC' clan O\ming
t:1e ground rt'<lll i r1·tl l:cr.~ ug1'1'f'ab] f' to its

sale, ·Lhen the lrans(l.c Lion tu o!i. place , , , the
ground then lJeca:r1c t:ic pro 1wrty of t:1f' buy i.ng
clan, although the individual w:10 initiated
Llw purchase might have a more or less exc ! usive
11s0

of i·L

(lu;·l:1:~ ~1is lii'l~.

On

!1i.s

dt'tiL:1 it

imssed to his clan , , , not to his c11ildren, 1
The situation among t:w H.otakas appears to have been similar:
Land can be purchased fro121 one , • , r~groupj' liy
anot:1i:r uy native custom L 'Lhc custom 1.-as called
lioriaJ - a number of instances of this 1:ere
quoted by various people, lmt no instance of
any individual ownersi1ip of land being possible
i·:u.s found, or any instance that it 1,·as po:;sible
for people in one , , , [group J to acquire par'L of
that ... [group 1 s] ground for their o·.m use,2
The same a1)plies to the 1Ia110n:
Tlicre 1;as an old custo~1 o.f land purchase whereby
one clan could buy land. from anot,her clan, called
~ ••••
Only one instance could be given, a case
i.-here a man bought a piece of his own clan ground
on behalf of his son rs clan and for the benefit of
his son,3
Land transactions between the group of a father and that of his
cllilclren - in the Bougainville district as well as in other matrilincal
parts of New Guinea - tended to be most •individual 1 ,

Although the

transaction took place bet1.-cen kinship groups, the motive was usually to
acquire land rights from one 1 s fa.the r or to pass on land rights to one 1 s
son(s),
However, there were other possibilities of circumventing the
principles of matrilineal inheritance and descent.

Ibid, (Teop People).
Thiel, (Rotokas People),
3
Ibid, (liahon People),

•
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Land [a.monr: the Guava] is normnllJ· inlwri ied
·tlu·ough L;ie ma ~ri line , , , irnt, i ( can ii<'
1 inll<'r i tcdt t:1rou;;h the pacriljne as ,.;ell,
'J':1at
ltap;'<'ns il' the c!iiluren or n. mnn n;;d,e a feasi to
'in::.:' :iis land, 'l'lwy do Lli[s 1iuri11;: the lifcti:~e
of t,lH'ir fat:ier, The fc!;t;,L., an· lwl<l upproxin~i tely
once a year a:1d :-;!10,i!d include all types of crops
1;rol:n on the land, Tlic lam.:. can only Leave ilie
clan for ihree generations, This is usually done
l1y t!ie grandson marrying a girl from his
gre;i,L-gran<lfather 1 s clan, nut he obvioui;ly can
1 l>uy 1 the lan<l for his children by giving more
feasts, even if he does not marry a girl from theo
•right 1 clan, As soon as no feasts arc made L:ie
land reverts to the clan of the original o..11er, 1
This is a peculiar mixture of

1 lease•

and inheritance:

memliers of

i.!1e sa;11c family continue using the land, but, depending on whether or
Jl(J

t

i!wy belong to the

1

m111in<Tt> • cla11, they do or do not have to riay 'rent•

for its use,
Inheritance, land in particular, is )l"iatrilineal
(personal possesi;ion.-; of a man are inherited by
i1is children), But if a meeting of the father's
clan members agrees to it, a child can inherit a
portion of his fat:wr 1 s ground, There is no
payr.1ent but an agreement that the son must marry
a woman from his father's clan so that on his
death the land '1iJl revert to his father's clan
[because his children belong to this clan],2
In 'this case a transfer of rights to land is directly combined with
a r.rn.rriage agreement,

To ensure that land remains within the family

',»iihout passing permanently out of the hands of the kinship group,
marriages are arranged accordingly,

The land is always controlled by the

!!Cad of the family, but the land is for one generation family land and for
the next generation kinship group land,

To prevent

lnn~

passing from one

;,ini;hip group (the father's) to another (the son's), the controlling group

P,R, Bou~ainville/Kieta No,10/1961-62,
"\, • 1.
1~ •

Kimmorley, No·~cs on Custom (Toop People),

•

lGO

r<Li:icr allo\.-s that t!w land is for one generation controlled by an
in<livi<lual outi;i<lc1· (related by marriage),
i~

1: i

The tcn1;1•1•·;1ry 'individualization'

no true individualization, but a means to keep the land on the one hand
lh in

1 ~1P

group a.nd to al low group mcmliers, on the other hand, to provide

for ·U1c1r ci1ildrcn,
The close connections between marriage patterns and rules of
inhcri tancc arc al so shown by the fol lo,»ing case,
It appears that Lhe tendency [in Koromira] .i.s
i'or property [including planted trees] to pa::;s
from father to son; this is quite satisfactory
to the son because he inherits rights to la.nu
[on \·:hicll trees in case of uxorilocal marriage
are planted] through his mother, The difficulty
ari::;es \·;hen the next generation inherits the trees,
To overcome this difficulty it is usual for a man
to choose a wife from amongst his father 1 s clan;
this keeps both the land rights and the actual
O\>nership of the trees ,,i ti1in the family, The
people quite openly admitted that •:hen a man
contemplates marriage he must think.of the union
not only in terms of domestic arrangements, but
also in terms of the acquisition of rights (or
more secure rights) to property, 1
Summing up, it can bC' · :1 id that the transfer of rights to land "as
a matter. for tl1e group anJ. not for individuals,

On the other hand,

traditional land leaders could, partly due to their legal status and
partly due to their personality, achieve a position where they could say:
'la groupe c 'est moi 1 , and dispose of the land of the group as they
pleased,
However, there is another, more general conclusion which must be
<lrm;n,

The traditional system of land tenure was so complex - far more

complex than any modern Western system - that it was impossible to apply
it a.:; a system of binding rules:

adjustments had to be made all the time

and only a few of them crystallized into alternative legal rules,

P,R, Bougainvillc/Kietn. No,5/19'i5-56. (In reality it is more complicated
to reconcile the i.·ish to pass on rights within tlie family with the
principles of ma.trilineal descent and inheritance.)

•

Inheritance :1n Lontis village on ll•>ugainville]
is matrilincnl •• , • An exception occurs -. :011 a
man marricb a wife from a di~1ant place ~10 docs
not belon,; to a 1oca1 li::cage ~that j s a lineage
which is rcprcsPntc'I in 11<'1' a.s \·:ell as lier hu.'-d>an<l 1 s
. \'illagc]. T:w 1·.·oraaa i:.; in such a ca::;e 'adopted'
into the l1usli(c11d 1s lincn.r•c
so tliat their children
u
become members of his linea"C as 1:cll. rTwo
examples arc given. J A r:oman from a near!Jy village
is not 'adopted' in this \W.y, even if she is not a
~:ember of local lineage. Tl1c children arc expected
to go to their mother's land after she dies, nut
this is not a strict rule. The tsunon [land leader]
said that when the time comes tl1c children might be
allowed to stay in their father's village, 1
...

{:'I

....

1Let 1 s not worry too much about rules, ,,·hen the time comes ·.:c "i 11
make a compromise' could \\cll serve as a motto for the land tenure in
pre-contact Kew Guinea,

What are the i:nplications for the early European

land acquisitions?
Traditional land law being as complex as it was, a legal solution in

.

accordance "i th its rules and principles could only be •;orked out afl.cr a
t;wrou.::;h knowledge had been acquired.

But t:1en it also had to become

aViia.rcni;, that a final and jus ~ solution in

·~;1e

Western legal sense "·as

ir:-.possiblg as long as the native population did not accept the basic
principles of modern Western la\\,

Even a colonial Administration which

had t;1e best of intentions and with the power, the money and the staff to
c;irry out its plans, had thus only the choice be tween enacting inadequate
colonial land laws and replacing Western law with a series of political
compromises - unless it decided to prevent Europeans from acquiring any
land at all, which would probably not have been in the best interests of
the native population either,

1

N,L,C,,Bougainville Claim No,4,
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CHAPTER 12
Land Acquisitions with out
Government Control
I

Mission Stations
On 15.8.1875 G. Brown, a Methodist missionary, landed with nine

Polynesian teachers in Port Hunter, in the Duke of Yorks, just in time
to establish the first permanent European settlement in New Guinea)

Two

months later E. Hernsheim,. a German merchant, anchored in the harbour and
was 'somewha. t surprised to find a missionary in these parts as he had been
2
hrre hr.fore'.
This is how Brown described the purchase of land for his
first mission station.
It 'll"llS of course thought very desirable to secure
Topulu's favour, and he naturally wished the
missionary to be stationed in his own village •••
[but] the site appeared to be low and unhealthy.
We finally decided to fix the station on a fine
high piece of land in Port Hunter, in which Topulu
had also an interest. This we bought, and got a
properly executed conveyance for it from Topulu,
Wnr1warurn and Naragua. Having to pay separately
the three claimants for the land, the aggregate
price paid was more than it was really worth, but
we all felt it best to let the natives see that we
wished to act fairly and honestly with them.
Topulu wanted a musket and ammunition instead of
the goods given him; but we explained to him that
such articles could not be supplied by us, and he
was well satisfied with our explanation.3

G. Brown, 1908, 88,

2
)

G, Brown, Journals, 15,10,1875.
G, Brown, 1908, 90,

.....
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In his diary Brown recorded additional information:
After breakfast went on shore and surveyed and
measured land with al 1 the chiefs who have any
claim to it. W" ;,,i1 first showed them what we
thought a very good price indeed for itf in fact
we made it higher t.han we thought fair.
This was a promising start for land dealings between natives and Europeans.
The land wns surveyed in the presence of the native claimants, they were
offered a more than fair price - but no guns or anununition.

The only

dubious point is that the chiefs were regarded as the sole claimants.
t

What does native evidence say about it?
Before there was a village on the ground known as
Maren. The village was controlled by two men,
called Bakup, which means door, because they were
so strong and no one could come into their place
to start a fight. The two men Bakup had +,rained
Warwarum and his brothers, Topulu and Nerigua, in
the art of warfare. There was a big fight and all
the Maren people were killed, only Warwarum and
his brother&fled to Molot. The land Maren became
overgrown. Then G. Brown came and Warwarum and
his brothers befriended him. G, Brown came to
the present site of Molot village, an area which
was tambu to all except the Tolai warriors as this
was the place where they came to get strength for
their fights. G. BrQ.wn had no ground and Warwarum
and his brothers, who by this time controlled Molot,
gave him the ground called Kinavinua.2
The first permanent European settlement in German New Guinea was thus
situated on a piece of ground which was not only no-man's land, but at the
same time a sacred place and.which was sold by three chiefs who had only a
doubtful legal claim to the land as well as to leadership.
Native evidence suggests that Brown soon became less thorough and lees
scrupulous in his land dealings.

1
18.8,1875,
2

D,O, Rabaul, 34-3-33.

. .
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Later G. Brown asked Varwarum and his brothers
for some land so that the schoolboys [from the
mission school which had lieen established in the
meantime] could work gardens. Varwarum showed
G. Brown Maren and told him it was 'hush nothing•
and he could have it, Warwarum and his brothers
wern given a musket and beads for the land. No
boundaries were fixed by Warwarum.1
The church and the house of the teacher in Raluana were already completed
before Brown tried to buy the land,
[Mr Brown and I, Danks~] spent two hours after
daylight in purchasing the land on which the church
stood,,,. The purchase was indeed a slow process.
The men would sell and yet they would not, Here I
got my first lesson in handling natives; the chief
requisites are unruffled temper and tireless patience,
At last the land was bought at what seemed to me a
ridiculously small fi~ure, but the people were
abundantly satisfied,
This was not the end of their problems.
The teacher's house and the chapel here have
unfortunately been built on sacred ground, i,e. on
-ground on 'Which no woman or any of the uninitiated
boys can go. After some trouble I got them to
remove this taboo by paying them for it •••• It
took an hour, however, before we could persuade
any of the women to venture in [the chapel]. 4
B, Danks had also problems with the land bought for the second Methodist
mission station in Kabakada in 1879.
1

Ibid.
2

B, Danks joined Brown as second missionary in 1878,
3

w.

Deane, 1933, 21-22.

4

G, Brown, 1908, 293.
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One morning I found that ••• the fence had been
removed several yards within the proper boundary
line. I was puzzled at first to know how to meet
the difficulty •••• At last I called some men
and told them to take up the fence and replace it
where it was hl'fore, They did so, and I paid them
somewhat liberally for their work. Next morning
I found the fence, as I feared it would be, removed
to the same place as the previous morning , , ••
[Aft.<'r Danks had it put back twice more it remained.]
I found later that it was only one discontented
family who caused the trouble, and that they had
spent nearly all the purchase price of that particular
patch of land in trying to prevent our occupation of
that which they themselves had freely sold •••• When,
later, I knew the character of tJ1e people I was
devoutly thankful for that leading which taught me to
act as I did. Nothing in the islands brings trouble
upon strangers sooner than a tactless method in
connection with the buying and occupancy of land,1
II

Mioko and Makada Harbours and the Purchase of South New Ireland

.

During the 1870's it became apparent that the Pacific Islands would
soon be divided between the European Powers.

In 1875,G, von Schleinitz,

who was to become the first Administrator of German New Guinea, was sent
out on S,M,S, 'Gazelle' to inspect the situation.

He arranged a treaty

of amity and trade with Tonga, and B, von Werner, on S.M.S. 'Ariadne',
concluded a series of similar treaties in 1878-79,
In the Bismarck Archipelago Werner met with difficulties,

He thought

that the political organization of the natives was so primitive that the
conclusion of an (international) treaty would be a. farce, 2 On the other
hand, he felt he had to secure certain rights for Germany, because his
visits to Australia and Fiji had convinced him, an annexation of the
non-Dutch half of New Guinea by England was close at hand and that
afterwards English influence would quickly spread over the Bismark
1

W. Deane, 1933, 25-26,
2

Werner to Admiralty 19.12.1878, Denkschrift 1879, 159.
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Archipclago.

1

In this situation T. Weber, the manager of the Godeffroys

(the German company dominating the island trade), who accompanied Werner
and had 'proved himself so to speak infallible• 2 suggested buying Mioko
and Makada, at that time the two most important harbours in the area and
both situated in the Duke of Yorks.
On 19th [12.1878], 9 a.m. my cabin was ready for
the reception of the chiefs •••• Witnesses and
interpreters were present and the deeds, drawn up
in English and German, lay on the table ,,,, After
a short welcome, the chiefs sat down ,,,, Having
been questioned once more, ••• [they] declared that
they knew exactly what was going on and that they
were prepared to sell me the harbour for the agreed
price. However, they asked that permission be given
them to continue fishing in the harbour•••• We had
already considered this point and had included it in
the contract of purchase and sale ,,,, When the
deed - according to which they only sold the water
and the foreshore but retained their fishing rights
- had been read and translated to them ,., they
jumped up in order to sign the deed with their marks
and to receive their share of the purchase price
which consisted mainly of lengths of cloth, axes and
knives.3
The deed for the purchase of Makada, signed by nine chiefs, among them
Topulu, Waruwarum and Nerakua (Narigua, Nerigua) read:
We the undersigned chiefs ••• for ourselves and all
the peoples and tribes living on the shores of
Makada Harbour,,, have agreed to grant, sell and
transfer and hereby do grant, sell and transfer for
ever unto the Imperial German Government for and in
consideration of the sum of .. , ( $261] all that
Harbour known as Makada Harbour , , , also the free
use of its foreshores, we being the sole and true
owners of the said Harbour and its foreshores ••••
1

B, v.Werner, 1A89, 396.
2

Ibid,
3

Ibid., 443-444.
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The Imperial German Government will always allow
us to make full and free use of the said Harbour
and its waters in the same way as we are doing at
present for the purposes of fishing or gaining a
livelihood.1·
On the following day the harbour of Mioko was bought in a similar way,
but it was another eight years until eastern New Gu.inea and the surrounding
islands were divided between Germany and England.

This gave the Marquis

de Rays the chance to stage the tragi-comedy of his Colonie Libre de Port
Breton, and his representative, Rabardy, the opportunity to carry out the
largest 'purchase• of land in the history of New Guinea. 2 In 1881 ' he
bought the south of New Ireland for a pound of tobacco, twenty five clay
pipes and a few handkerchiefs from Maraga.no who had been chased away from
his village as a notorious adulterer and lived with a few followers on the
off-shore island Lambon.

However, the 1,250 1 000 acres acquired were by

no means sufficient since the Marquis had already sold more than seven
million acres to prospective settlers in Europe.
III Coconut Land and Kleinschmidt•s Murder
In a letter to the General Secretary of the Methodist Mission of
29.3.1880 explaining the tensions which had developed between the
missionaries and traders (mainly due to the recruiting of labourers for
Samoa), Brown wrote:
Another ca.use of offence is that we have advised
the Natives against selling all their cocoa nut
land to any traders. We have told them that they
will be foolish to sell for a few pounds of tobacco
and some other trifling articles the land and trees
upon which they in a great measure depend for their
subsistence. We tell them that it is not right to
impoverish themselves and deprive their children of
1

Denkschrift, 1879, 159-160.
2

A. Baudoin, 1885(?), 134££., E. Stephan, 1905 1 350, J.H. Niau, 1936,
120ff.
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the means of subsistence for the sake of a
Musket or some merely temporary gratification.
We .22, ~ advise them against selling waste lands
but on the contrary would advise them to do so.
There are thousands of acres of land which we
would gladly see sold and cleared.
Although at about this time E. Hernsheim and his brother discussed plans
for establishing what would have been the first plantation in the area,
and bought already more than 6,000 acres of land in the north of New
1
Ireland, it appears that, apart from this purchase, very little land was
bought by Europeans for the purpose of cultivation.

As Brown's letter

suggests, Europeans were mainly interested in existing native coconut
groves, and their immediate aim was usually not so much to exploit these
groves themselves, but to monopolize the copra trade with the natives.
Merely with the copra on our projerties •• ,
[we could already make a fortune if we only
had the arms to harvest it •••• But for the
moment there are only the natives to do this,
and we have to pay for the copra as i~ the ground
and all that grows on it did not belong to us,
We are still very happy, if we can have everything,
but we have competitors nearby •••• Before we were
500 metres away from our neighbour who is buying
for another firm, but we have built our new house
nearer ••• so that we can see what happens. When
we catch sight of a native who is goin~ to sell
our copra ••• we go to him [the nativeJ or his
neighbour and take away his hens, if it is not his
place, he has to pay for them,2 that makes them a
little bit afraid.3
This was the situation in 1886, but ·ihe trade monopoly aspect of buying
land remained important throughout the period of German administration.
1

E. Hernsheim, Memoirs, 82 0

2

To take away the hens of an 'innocenti native was not European lawlessness
but the application of a traditional Tolai custom (Kamara).

3

J.M. Mouton to Mrs Sapart, 18.3.1886.
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In 1897 Hernsheim asked Hahl to confirm that natives living on his land
had to sell all the copra to his firm, 1 and in 1912 Hahl was asked by
2
Queen Enma•s successors to advise the Imperial Station in Bougainville
that the firm's employees were entitled to prevent other traders from
visiting natives living on the firm's land (as they had done until the
Imperial Station interfered). 3
One of the few Europeans not satisfied with monopolizing the copra
trade wi. th natives was Kleinschmidt.

He had come to the Bismarck

Archipelago as a naturalist employed by the Godeffroys in 1879.
as a result of the Godeffroys• financial difficulties, he began

Possibly

to

buy

land in 1880 and apparently also engaged in trading.
[He] had a decided liking for natives, but was
very short-tempered with them. Moreover, he was
very intolerant of some of their customs, and
especially of some of their land laws - one of
which is that while the land itself may belong to
one man, the trees growing on it may belong to
another. He claimed that the white· man's law
(that when land is bought all growing thereon
should go with it) ought to be the black man's
law. On this question he once wrote me a very
angry letter, in the course of which he said:
The mission ••• should certainly make the natives
understand the nonsense of the notion, and tell
them that land bought and sold according to rules
all over the world elsewhere means the ground and
trees, fruit, etc. , on the land and that whites
will buy land only with that or some such
understanding •••• It appears that he went over
to Utuan [Island] one day [April 1881] in great
wrath, and there, losing control of himself, he
did things which brought swift destruction upon
himself and his two companions.4
1

G. Herbertshoehe, Journal, 1897,· No.143.
decided for each individual case.)

(Hahl answered, this had to be

2

See below, 171 ff.
3

Hahl to Colonial Office 17.5.1912, Z.A.,4982.
4

Y. Deane, 19.33, 152-153.
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Was Kleinschmidt the first victim of a clash between traditional lam
tenure am Western legal concepts? H. Romilly of the Western Pacific
High Commission, who investigated the punitive expedition which followed
the killing, gave the following explanation.
Kleinschmidt had bought a small island ••• and
paid·one chief••• for it, As a matter of course,
the island did not belong to the chief, but to
a tribe am the tribe did not consider that they
had sold it, whatever the chief did, Accordingly
they not only continued picking coconuts there,
but objected to Kl~inschmidt doing so too, On
this Kleinschmidt sent them a message that.he
would shoot a~one picking coconuts there, and
went over with two of his men. While they were·
there, they were al 1 three killed, 1 ·
However, it appears that the dispute over the coconuts was not the
immediate reason for the killing,

According to Danks and Parkinson it was

the result of what Kleinschmidt regarded as another breach of contract,
[Utuan] was bought some time previously by Mr
Kleinsclunidt, and it is said that the natives
then promised him that they would serve in his
boat whenever he desired them, He wished them
to go on the Sunday to a place called Birara;
they refused,2 and were very impudent,3
Angry in the extreme Kleinschmidt decided to
set an example, He went with two of his men ,,,
all armed with guns to Utuan •••• Not a native
was to be seen ,,,, They began to burn down the
huts and to destroy the canoes, Then the natives,
who had hidden nearby, ,,, rushed ••• with spears
and axes towards the three whites ••• [who] fell
as victims of their own rashness,4
1

1893, 160. According to J,H, Niau 1 s account (1936, 77), the islam(like
the land for Brown's first mission station and the church in Raluana) was
a kind of no-man's land and Kleinschmidt was unaware that he had to pay all
the neighbouring chiefs under these circumstances,

2

According to Parkinson because the Birara were their enemies,

3

W. Deane, 1933, 153.

4

R, Parkinson, 1887, 19,
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IV

Land Speculations
Queen Emma and Parrell were the first to buy land systematically

and on a large scale.

They began, relatively modestly, in 1881 in the

Duke of Yorks, where Farrell worked as an agent for the D.H.P.G., the
'long handled firm

11

which had succeeded the Godeffroys.

They continued

in 1883 first in the Gazelle Peninsula and a little later in particular
in the Northern Solomons, after Parrell had terminated his contract with
D.H.P.G., selling to this firm all the land he and Queen Emma had acquired
in the Duke of Yorks.

This sale proved that the acquisition of land could

be an excellent investment:

the D.H.P.G. paid more than £1,000 for the

land which had been bought for less than £100 in trade goods from the
natives only one or two years previously. 2 It is thus not surprising
that a land-buying epidemic broke out among the settlers in the Bismarck
Archipelago _when the German flag was hoisted.

The D.H.P.G. acquired lands

for the Neu Guinea Kompagnie (N.G.K.) which was to administer the colony
under an Imperial Charter. Queen Emma and Parrell bought all the land they
•
could lay hands on. Hernsheim was less enthusiastic. He thought he had
.Rlready acquired more plantation land than he could utilize in the
foreseeable future.

Nevertheless, he acquired large areas through his

agent Schulle to secure for his firm a possible trading monopoly in the
north of New Ireland. 3
The land-buying fever was not restricted to the three companies.
Their traders and agents pressed for changes in their contracts which had
so far prevented them from doing business on their own account.

They also

wished to buy land, which they hoped to sell later at a great profit to
new settlers and especially to the N.G.K. 4 At least Hernsheim 1 s traders
1

The.full name (translated) was: German Trading and Plantation Company
for the South Sea Islands in Hamburg.

2

Z.A,, 2943.
)

E. Hernsheim, Memoirs, 124.

4

Ibid,
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and agents succeeded, although rather late in the game, when prices had
gone up. Mouton(senior),a survivor of the Marquis de Raysr Colonie Libre,
co&1plained that his land had cost him $500, for which amount he could
have bought almost the whole of New Britain three or four years ago. 1
His son, Octave, gave a vivid description of the whole situation in his
Memories.
We noticed that Farrell was buying land from the
natives ••• and others were doing the same, so
we followed suit. With my knowledge ••• [of]
native language and ••• custom it was very little
trouble for me to purchase land •••• I thought
if we did not buy land we would be left in the
lurch, The only trouble was to have Hernsheim &
Co to ••• [alter] our contract ,,,, Fortunately
for us Hernsheim was not inclined to bu1 land at
that time, had we been with Farrell we Lwould]
ne....-er have been able to buy land, he wanted all
for himself. I managed to buy the land, something
like 5,000 acres in all. I would have bought more
which I had already fixed with the na;tives at
Kabakaul but father did not want it. It would •••
[have been] a matter of a couple of days and a
little trad3 which we had. [But] father missed it
and Farrell bought it, This was a great mistake •••
because it later proved a good asset for Farrell ••••
It was mortifying to me because I kept the natives
from selling to Farrell, I had all the names dovn
and it was only a matter of payment and ,,. [making]
an agreement, [Our neighbour Brandt] also had
instructions [from the D,H,P,G,] to buy land from
the natives, Fortunately for us, he did not receive
what he wanted to do the business and came too late
•• , • He was not too anxi.ous to see the firm having
the land, so he did not ••• [bother] about buying
what was left; and there was plenty left, for a while,
1

J,M. Mouton to Mrs Sapart, 18.3.1886,
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He could have had a good slice, but when he
got the gqods
to buy, Parrell was ahead.
1
Parkinson made a big sweep for several days;
he was busy buying for Parrell.2
As a result of this hectic land-buying the natives began to believe that
all land would be taken over by the German authorities.
The natives of Duke of York became greatly
excited over t.he event (the hoisting of the
German flag]. Believing that their lands would
be taken from them, they crowded round the mission
house pleading with Mr Rooney to protect their
property. Hitherto we had not been able to
secure sufficient land for mission purposes but
now the people would have sold us the whole
island trusting to us to reserve the land for
their use. A large tract was purchased from
them under these conditions.3
V

1

Finsch s Land Acquisitions in Kaiser Wilhelmsland

While the SPttlers in the Bismark Archipe1ago almost fell over each
other in their efforts to acquire land, Pinsch had the whole north coast
of New Guinea to himself in his efforts to acquire land on the largest
possible scale for the N.G.K.
The published accounts of the voyages of the 'Samoa' in 1884/85
indicate that Finsch was hardly successful, although he made a start in
Constantinhafen.
1

R. Parkinson was Queen Emma•s brother-in-law, who had worked as a surveyor
for the D.H.P.G. in Samoa before joining her in New Britain.
2

SJ-55, Octave Mouton's retrospective complaint that his father missed
the opporti!ni ty of buying more land because 1he could not see further than
his nose• is not quite justified. Mouton(senior)and his partner,Dupre,
(another ofthe Marquis de Rays• colonists) even persuaded E. Liautard in
Marseilles to invest 2000 francs in their land speculations which they used
in order to buy most of Yatom Island and other land on the north coast of
)the Gazelle Peninsula (L. Couppe to Liautard, 20.5.1897).
Y. Deane, 1933, 279-280,
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We••• visited the neighbouring villages, got
acquainted with the natives, who soon became
familiar with us, and I gradually learned enough
wordsl ••• that I could buy a piece of land on
which we built a house and landed some coal,2
At his next stop, in Friedrich Wilhelmshafen (Madang), Finsch met with
difficulties,
It was impracticable to buy larrl, because the
natives only laid claim to their gardens, which
are all situated on the me.inland, and it would
hardly have been possible to find the o~~ers
since several settlements share one garden,3
However, these published accounts '.lre misleading,

Instead of acquiring

only one, apparently quite small block of land in Constantinhafen, Finsch
made seven othe~ large land acquisitions, hy taking possession of Adolfhafen
(Morobe), Deutschlandhafen (Finschhafen), Friedrich Wilhelmshafen,
Dallmannhafen (Wewak), ·Angriffshafen (Vanimo), as well as of land at the
mouth of the Kaiserin Augusta River (Sepik) and on the Hansemann Coast
(between Sepik and Wewak),
For all these acquisitions Pinsch used forms issued by the N.G.K.,
although the land was (officially) acquired in the name of the D.H.P.G ..
The most important parts of the form for the purchase and sale of
land read:
The headmen sell ~,nd transfer to the D.H.P,G, ...
in the name of their villages and tribes, acting
for themselves, their heirs and successors the land
••• [shown on the attached sketch] which was hitherto
their full and inheritable lawful property, including
the foreshore, riverbanks and all reefs and islands
within the distance recognized by international law,
1

2He had already learned about fifty words from Miklucho Maclay,

N.K,W,L,, 1885, 4-5.

3

Ibid,, 5,

--------.

•
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as well as all rights, claims and prerogatives
of any kind attached thereto.
The sellers confirm herewith that they have already
put the purchaser into possession of the sold
property and declare that they will from now on
only possess it for the purchaser.
Th<l sellers agree explicitly that ••• the sold
property is registered in the name of the purchaser
••• and placed under the protection of the German
Reich, and renounce ••• all public and sovereign
rights, including all mining rights, they hold with
regard to the sold property in favour of the
purchaser. The sellers further agree that the
purchaser •• , also enters into possession and acquires •
ownership of all ,., land between long, 141°E, and the
Huon Gulf (inclusive) which can at present be shown to
be neither owned nor occupied by any natives,
This form was used when six natives from Bongu, three natives from Gumbu
and one native from Korendumana sold on 17,10,1884 the area between
Observation Point in the north and the creek marked 'A' in the south,
reaching three cable lengths inland and mostly. covered with bush for
£7, 10.0 in trade goods,
a hundred words):

On it Pins ch certified (with his vocabulary of about

that the document had been read and translated to
the sellers and that the same affirmed in his presence
that they had fully understood its contents, comprehended
the concluded contract, had received the purchase price
and wer~ fully satisfied,
In all other cases Pinsch used a very si•ilar form drafted for taking
possession of ownerless land,

It certified that possession had been taken

of a harbour, including all reefs and islands within territorial waters,
and all adjoining land which could at present be shown to be neither owned
nor occupied by natives,
The following tribal headmen confirm with their
signature that this has happened in the presence
and with the approval .of numerous natives from
. neighbouring villages, after the significance of
the act was explained to them.
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The deed of the occupation of Priedrich Vilhelmshafen was signed on
21,11,1884 by ten natives from Gregar (Kranket), Tebog and Bilia (Beliao),
and the Imperial Conunissioner Oertzen confirmed on 15,12,1884 that the
occupation had taken place in his presence in the prescribed form, 1
VI

The Extent of European Land Claims in 1885/86

Although the settlers in the Bismarck Archipelago did not use such
elaborate forms for their land acquisitions, they took care to get 'a
properly executed conveyance' with native signatures such as Brown got
from Topulu, Wnruwarum and Naragua in August 1875.

Por example: '

Meoko Station

Duke of York Island
December 10th 1881
Received from Mrs Emma Forsayth the sum of fifty
two pounds, £52,0,0, in goods for all these pieces
and parcels of land containing one thousand five
hundred acres more or less and known by the
following names: Buru, Kambala, Kabontalia,
Papal, Mato.la, Wollowutu, with all the apertences
thereto .. , including the foreshore; situated on
the south-east side of the Duke of York Island and
bounded by the harbour of Meoko and adjoining the
property of Mr T,Parrell known by the name of Kondo,
We the undersigned acknowledge the receipt of payment
in full. We further declare that we are the right
and. lawful owners of the above described land. in
witness thereof we have subscribed our names,
This particular document was signed by five natives with crosses and by
one European witness, 2
One of the first steps taken by the German authorities was to register
the land acquisitions Europeans claimed to have made by virtue of documents
of this kind before the annexation, 3 However, it appe&rs that these
1

Z.A., 2278,

2

Z,A,, 2943,
3

See below, 183 ff.
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registers have been lost, so that only a very rough estimate of the extent
of European land claims in 1885/86 is possible.
The Annual Report ot the N.G.K. for 1889 describes the situation as
follows,
In the register established by the ••• Imperial
Commissioner von Oertzen 327 titles were registered
••• a further 167 applications were received [and
registered by the first Imperial Judge, Schmiele]
of which, however, 23 had already been entered into
t.he register of von Oertzen •••• The total number
of clBims is thus 471. The ••• [entries in the
register of Schmiele] are distributed as follows:
New Britain 67, New Ireland and adjacent islands 35,
Admiralty Islands 11, Solomon Islands 49, the smaller
islands northeast of the latter 5. The number of
applicants was 7. 1

f

Using this description as a starting point, it is possible to form a fairly
accurate idea of the number of claimants as well as of the geographical
distribution of their claims.
The total number of claimants was probably about 16: the N.G.K., Queen
Enuna, Hernsheim and the D.H.P.G., the Methodist Mission and the Sacred Heart
Mission and about ten smaller claimants, among them Parkinson, Dupre,
Mouton, Schulle, Kleinschmidt and the American trader family, McDonald in
Bougainville Strait. Since not all claims were registered, 2 the total
number of claims was somewhat higher than 471, probably in the vicinity of
500, although a few claims related to land outside German New Guinea. 3

The geographical distribution of the claims in the register of Schmiele
cannot be taken as representative for those registered by Oertzen.

The

1

10.
2

Queen Emma apparently did not register all her claims between Cape Gazelle
and Cape Palliser (see below,214) and young McDonald was too well
acclimatized to care about such Western formalities at all (C, Ribbe, 1901,
56ff.).
3

The D.H,P.G,, for instance, registered claims to land in the Southern
Solomons,

. . .·

.. ..
-
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proportion of lMd claims in the Solomons (including the islands in the
northeast) registered by Oertzen was certainly much smaller than those
registered by Schmiele, where they account for nearly one third.

On the

other hand, Ocrtzen had probably already registered all claims to land in
the Duke of Yorks, where a comparatively high number of claims was made.
Ocrtzen had also registered all claims of the N.G.K. (D.H.P.G.) to land
in Kaiser Wilhelmsland. Only the proportion of claims to land in New
Britain, New Ireland and the Admiralty Islands in Schmiele•s register was
probably similar to that in Oertzen•s, although it is likely that most
claims to land in the Gazelle Peninsula, like those to land in the r Duke
of Yorks, were registered fairly early.
On the basis of these considerations the following estimates for the

geographical distribution of claims
can be made:
1• New Britain
250
2. New Ireland
100
3. Solomons
70
4. Duke of Yorks
~o
5. Admiralty Islands
20
6. Kaiser Wilhelmsland
8
The main problem is to arrive at a realistic estimate of the area of
land claimed by Europeans.
An estimate of the N.G.K•s claims is the least difficult.

Hahl
estimated that each of Finsch's deeds of occupation covered an area of
about 12,500 acress

1

the area of land purchased at Constantinhafen was much

smaller, probably only about 250 acres.

The Compaizy"'s largest land claim

in the Bismarck Archipelago was the northern section of New Hanover, which
.
2
Hahl estimated to be about 100,000 acres.
In New Ireland and the Duke of
Yorks the N.G.K. arrived too late to make aizy" really large acquisitions. 3

Hahl to Foreign Office 21.2.1899, Z.A.,2278.

2

.

Ibid.
3

Selapiu Island (about 7,000 acres) was the largest acquisition in this
area.

•
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In Blanche Bay the D.H.P.G., acting on behalf of the N.G.K., lost the race
to Queen Enlna.

Apart from a number of small blocks of land suitable for

trading stations, it only managed to acquire about half a dozen larger
pieces on the north coast with a total acreage of around 10,000. 1
In later negotiations with the Administration, Queen Emma's land claims
in the Solomons were estimated to be 250 1 000 acres and those in the Admiralty
2
Islands to be 5,000 acres.
Her claims in New Ireland can only be guessed,
but it seems likely that they were considerably larger than in the
Admiralty Islands; 10,000 acres is probably too low rather than too high a
figure,

.

Her land claims in the Gazelle Peninsula covered most of the

eastern half of Blanche Bay anl the coast down to Cape Palliser, so that
100 1 000 acres is a conservative estimate, whereas her land claims on the
north coo.st were more likely nearer to 10,000 than 20,000 acres.

Besides,

the Parkinsons, who had bought most of Queen Emma's land, had bought land
for themselves, in particular the districts of Kalili and Vairiki, near the
Varzin, which alone covered an area of about 4Q,OOO acres.
Hernsheim was the fourth large claimant.

He claimed a substantial part

of the north of New Ireland, although his claims were not quite as extensive
as those of Queen Emma in Blanche Bay, probably about 60,000 acres,

Besides

a number of plots for trading stations, he also claimed larger blocks of
land on the north coast of the Gazelle Peninsula, probably totalling about
10,000 acres.
With the exception of the land taken over from Queen Emma and Farrell
in the Duke of Yorks in 1883, the D.H.P,G. had apparently acquired ve-ry little
land:

its total claims probably did not amount to more than 5,000 acres.

Mouton claimed a similar area in Blanche Bay and Dupre another on the north
coast of the Gazelle Peninsula.

Moreover, they made a joint claim to most

of Watom Island, probably about 2,500 acres.
1

Ibid.
2

See below,239 ff.

Concerning Schulle 1 s
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substantial claims to land in New Ireland, little information is available.
It is likely that they were at least as large as those ot Mouton or Dupre.
Other individual claimants (Kleinschmidt and the McDonalds being the most
important) probably claimed together a similar acreage.
The claims of the Sacred Heart Mission were at that time negligible,
and although the Methodist Mission (apart from the land it 'held in trust'
for the natives) claimed a large number of blocks tor mission stations, its
total claims probably did not amount to more than 800 acres.
A summary of these estimates arranged according to claimants gives
the following picture:

'

1•
2.
3.
4.
5.

N.G.K.
Queen Enuna
Hernsheim
Smaller claimants
Missions

190,000 acres
380,000 II
80,000 II
10,000 "
1 000 II
Total

721,000

II

The geographical distribution of these claims'was as follows:
1. Gazelle Peninsula
2. New Ireland and New Hanover
3. Duke of Yorks
4. Solomons
5. Admiralty Islands
6. Kaiser Wilhelmsland
Total

190,000 acres
190,000 II
7,000 II
250,000 "
6,000 "
78,000 II
721,000 "

VII The Character of the Pre-Annexation Land Acquisitions
This was the situation according to the European documents.

But these

documents say little about ldlat actually happened when land was acquired.
The native evidence offers also little infoxmation, because most of the
land acquisitions prior to 1885/86 are not remembered.

The natives, for

instance, believe that Rakada Plantations (formed by the land Queen Emma
and Farrell acquired in 1881) was acquired by the manager of the D.H.P.G.
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in 1886, when the planting of the land began. 1 But E. Hernsheim described
these land acquisitions with great honesty in his Memoirs.
In the olden days land was bought by pointing at
a piece of land or, at best, by walking around it.
Then one 'WOUld hand over some trade goods to the
natives and would mo.ke some crosses with a pen
they had touchea under the document establishing
the transfer of the land. These crosses were
certified by another European who had witnessed
the signing of the document. It was, of course,
impossible to prove that the natives who signed
. the document were the owners of the land or that
they understood the meaning of the document. Only
actual occupation could guarantee the possession
of the acquired land.2
A deed of purchase and sale was only important among Europeans, in
pirticular as between the purchaser and a future colonial government or
court.

To give the documents additional weight, the acquisitions were

therefore •registered' at the nearest consulate (in the case of Queen Emma
the American consulate in Sydney, in the case.of the D.H.P.G. the German
consulate in Samoa, and in the case of Hernsheim in his own office, since
he was himself German consul).

The Europeans were well aware that in

their relations with the natives only actual occupation counted.
I succeeded with some difficulties in acquiring a
large block of land ••• at Simpson Harbour [Rabaul],
where I plarmed to breed cattle, or rather, I was
able to induce the natives to respect me as the owner
of this land, since the concept of ownership of land
was known to them only insofar as cultivated land
inside the tribe's sphere of power was concerned. As
soon as the harvest was over, the individual right of
ownership was terminated in the same way as it was
probably terminated in Germany a thousand years ago,
when there was, besides the cultivated fields, only
1

D.O. Rabaul, 34-3-1'9. (One of the main witnesses was Sundai of Nabual
village whose father,Bakup,waa probably one of those (Buckup) who signed
the above deed.)
2

80.

•

•
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the common [Allmende] of the tribe. I fenced
the whole block with barbed wire as a manifestation
of my possession, which was later accepted and
respected, after some •owners' who had once planted
bananas on the land or had cut a path to another
place had been satisfied with some payment.1
E. Hernsheim's view that the natives in New Guinea had no concept of landownership and that all uncultivated land was ownerless, was probably
videspread among the early European settlers, although other observers,
like Miklucho Maclay, claimed that
each piece of ground, each useful tree of the
forest, the fish in each stream, etc., etc.,
.h!! .! proprietor.2
This difference of opinion was mainly due to different interpretations of
the relations of the

1

tribe 1 to its •sphere of power•, which Maclay regarded

as legal ownership, whereas Hernsheim saw it as a purely political non-legal
relationship.

However the different views on native land-ownership were
•

(at this stage) of no great practical importance, since those who shared
Hernsheim 1 s view still 1bought 1 the

1

ownerless• land from the natives,

partly because they wanted to have a purchase document they could show
other Europeans, including colonial governments and courts, and partly
because they realized that it was in any event necessary to compensate
native claimants in order to establish and1D maintain friendly relations
with the local population.
More important is the fact that the European settlers knew that the
beautiful deeds of purchase and sale were meaningless pieces of paper for
the natives and realized that the acquisition of land was in the eyes of
the natives a process which really began when the land was occupied.
As long as the Europeans bought small blocks of land for a mission or
trading station and immediately erected buildings a.Di fences, the natives
1

E. Hernsheim, Memoirs, 112-113.

2

Maclay to Sir Arthur Gordon, 23.1.1879 (P. Greenop, 1944, 164).
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knew what had happened, although they might not have fully understood
what a •sale' of land meant according to Western law. But when the
Europeans began to buy large areas of land they did not take into inunediate
use, the natives simply did not know what was going on; and most Europeans,
instead of trying to •enlighten' them kept them in the dark as long as
possible.

1

In such cases the problem was not that the natives did not

understand the consequences of a 1 sale 1 of land according to Western law,
they simply did not know tha·t they had 'sold' the land at all.
Instead of trying to 1111.ke the natives aware of the clash between
primitive .law and Western law which occurred, most settlers triea their
best to prevent this clash from becoming visible.

They did not want to

risk being killed like that short-tempered Don Quixote, Kleinschmidt, by
insisting on what, according to the face value of a document, were their
legal rights.

They preferred to conceal from the natives the consequences

WP.stern law could accord to a cross made upon a document of sale.

At least

as long as there was no strong colonial government which could protect them,
•

the settlers did not regard the acquisition of land as a legal transaction,
but as a game to be played according to political rules.

They were not yet

strong enough to insist on their 'rights•; they only prepared the ground
by establishing paper claims.
VIII Oertzen•s Land Register
Although the N.G.K. was granted an Imperial Charter in May 1885, it
was more than a year before it actually took over the responsibility of
governing German New Guinea.

During this time the government was still

represented by the Imperial Con111issioner von Oertzen.

One of his most

important measures was to begin registering European land claims.
19.2.1886 the following regulation was iasued1
1

See below, 232 ff.

On

0
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All. who have acquired rights of ownership to land
in the Bismarck Archipelago prior••• to 22.5.1885
[the date when the N.G.K. acquired a land monopoly)
shb.11 present their titles ••• for examination and
possible registration. The titles must be presented
prior to 1.5.1886. They shall be accompanied by
sketches of U1e land acquired and German translations
of documents drawn up in another language. In the
case of conflicting claims the taking into use
(Besiedlung und Bebauung) of the land in question
must be postponed until a decision regarding the
title has been ma.de.1
This is how Mouton (senior) saw the situation:
[U)p till now only German subjects have been allowed
to have the titles of their properties registered.
A few days ago I was specially informed that I could
register mine with the Imperial Conunissioner at Mioko
(three or four hours in a canoe from here) and
everything has to be translated into German, so that
it is still not such an easy business. However one
of our reverend fathers from the Sacred Heart Mission
has been so kind to take this on as an exercise in
language study. I have time until 1st of next May.2
However, Mouton met with difficulties.

Oertzen allegedly refused to register

his titles on the grounds that the land had previously been bought by Farrell.
·This was very clear to father that Farrell again was
behind the scene and with his Samoan girls and
champagne he bribed the poor fool von Oertzen ••• 3
Farrell was not satisfied with this success.
[W]e [Moutons] had established some huts on the coast
with natives as traders on the land we bought. Von
Oertzen gav.e orders to the man-of-war to destroy all
1

N,G,K., Verordnungsblatt, 35-36.

•

2

J.M. Mouton to Mrs Sapart, 18.3.1886 0
3
.
o. Mouton, Memories, 56. (Only the most obvious spelling mistakes.have
been corrected.)

"
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the huts, which they did, so we were again against
it, the reason for Farrell's action was to prevent
us to take possession in any form of our property.1
But Farrell's land claims too were opposed, apparently by the N.G.K. 1 s
2
Directors in Berlin where they were neither tempted by girls nor champagne. 3
In March 1886 Parkinson wrote:
They [the N.G.K.] have tried hard to overthrow our
titles and got a sort of lend investigation afloat,
but it did not come to anything as all natives
invariably agreed that they had sold lands to us.4
In the end Mouton (senior) also succeeded in having his claims acknowledged.
It is characteristic of the atmosphere at that time that he found it
necessary to smuggle out a letter in which he asked the Belgian Consul in
Sydney for protection, instead of posting it officially. 5 The Belgian
Foreign Office took the matter up with Berlin and Oertzen was instructed
to list Mouton's claims. 6
•

1

Ibid.,57. This was a minor affair compared with another of Farrell's
undertakings. According to Koschitzky, he occupied several of Hernsheim•s
stations in New Ireland, replacing Hernsheim•s traders with his O'Wil (1888,
vol. II, 242).
2

R,W. Robson's account of Hansemann•s visit to the Bismarck Archipelago
(1965, 140) is pure fiction.
J

According to E. Hernsheim, Farrell and Queen Emma used both weapons
systematically. 'Queen Emma. realized what was wanted and brought out a
number of her relatives from Samoa. The nice and approachable nieces and
cousins did not fail to make Ralum the centre of attraction of all unmarried
employees of the Neu Guinea Kompagnie. Queen Emma herself ,like the Empress
Elizabeth of Russia,could accomplish miracles in love making and drinking•
(Memoirs, 152). According to local tradition the use of these weapons was
by no means restricted to Europeans.

4

R. Parkinson to Le Hunt, 20.3.1886.

5

Mouton (junior) claimed that his father's letter would otherwise •certainly
have been censored• (Memories, 58).

6

Ibid., 57.

.
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CHAPTER 13
The Establishing of a Colonial Land Law
I

General
When New Guinea became a Gennan colony, German Colonial Law did not

yet exist and it was not even certain which of the constitutional organs
was competent to enact laws for the German colonies,

The Emperor took

the initiative, for instance, by granting the N.G.K. an Imperial Charter

.
on 17.5,1885,but the German Government felt uneasy and early in 1886
introduced a Bill regarding the laws in the Gennan colonies in the
legislative bodies,

The Bill followed the example of the older colonial

po~ers by transferring the general power of government to ti~ head of state,

the German Emperor, and left the legislative bodies with only an indirect
control via the budget which governed the expenditure of the Reich in the
colonies and required their approval.

Howeve~, this right was of merely

theoretical importance for Gennan New Guinea since the N,G,K. was to pay
for the administration of this colony.
According to the official reasons for this Bill, 1 the full governmental
powers were transferred to the Emperor to enable him to govern the colonies
by way of decree, so that the legislation could easily be adjusted to the
different and changing conditions.

Despite this aim the Bill did not

leave the Emperor full legislative freedom,

Instead, it directed that the

provisions in the 'Statute regarding Consular Jurisdiction• of 10,7,18792
should also apply in the German colonies,
The Bill was passed and came into force on 16,4,1886 as the •statute
regarding the Laws in the German Protectorates•. 3 It did not of itself
1

D,K,Z., 1886, 69-70 0

2

D,K,G,, vol, I, 28 ff,

3

'

Ibid, , 23 ft,

j
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introduce any laws into German New Guinea.

The date on which the applicable

provisions of the 'Statute regarding Consular Jurisdiction• would come into
force was to be determined by Imperial Ordinance.

The relevant 'Ordinance

regarding the Laws in the Protectorate of the Neu Guinea Kompagnie•, dated
5,6, 1886, became effective on 1.9.1886. 1 This date thus marks the
beginning of colonial land law in German Nev Guinea.

It was a very modest

beginning indeed, since Prussian land law was transplanted without any
major changes. It was, however, to apply to natives only in so far as this
was especially directed by the Chancellor of the Reich after hearing the
N,G,K,
This situation was not very satisfactory, in particular because the
acquisition of native or ownerless land was not covered. The N.G,K. began
therefore to press for a change in the land laws as soon as it had
established itself in New Guinea.

However, an amendment was not possible

by way of an Imperial Ordinance but first required a change of the 'Statute
regarding the Laws in the German Protectorate~•.

This was done with the

Statute of 7.7,1887, which amended the Statute of 16.4.1886 by authorizing
the Emperor to regulate the law of real property in the Gennan colonies
and in doing so to vary the rules of Prussian land law which otherwise
2

were to apply,
Less than two weeks later, on 20.7.1887, the 'Imperial
Ordinance regarding the Acquisition of Ownership and the Charging of Land
in the Protectorate of the Neu Guinea Kompagnie• was enacted. 3 It came
into force on 1,10.1887 and formed the basis of colonial land law in German
New Guinea until 1.4. 1903.
The Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 was still based on the principle
that Prussian land law should apply in German New Guinea, though, as a rule,
1

Ibid,, 442 ft.
(ibid,, 447).
2

Ibid., 23.
)

Ibid. , 469 ff.

The relevant date for the Northern Solomons was 1.4.1887
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only to the European population, but this principle was modified in
various ways because of the different conditions existing in German New
Guinea.

The Prussian Land Registration Ordinance of 5.5.1872, for

instance, was not to apply. The Chancellor of the Reich was authorized
to enact special regulations after hearing the N,G,K,, which he did by
the Decree of 30,7.1887. 1
An equally important object of the Ordinance was to regulate the

acquisition of native or ownerless land and to make provisions for the
land acquisitions Europeans claimed to have made prior to the annexation,
Only the latter matter was dealt with in detail in the Ordinance, 'whereas
it left the N.G.K, the task of drafting the rules which were to govern the
acquisition of land in the future, subject to the approval of the Chancellor
of the Reich,
II

Land Acquisitions prior to the Annexation
Theoretically the Emperor could have ena~ted laws declaring invalid

all land acquisitions made by Europeans prior to the annexation, This was
the attitude of French contemporary colonial law, 2 and the proposals made
at the Intercolonial Convention in Sydney in 1883 suggested that the
English colonies in the Pacific by that time favoured a similar course, 3
However, the development of German interests in the Pacific made it clear
tOO.t Germany would not follow these examples, since the protection of
German land claims was one of the main reasons for the annexation of New
Guinea, Moreover, the Emperor had already legally bound himself to protect
European lalli claims, The Imperial Charter granted to the N,G,K, on
17,5,1885 stated that the Imperial Government would issue regulations
regarding the preservation of land rights which had been previously and
1

2
)

Ibid,, 475 ff,

K, v, Stengel, 1894, 16, n,2,
W,P, Morrell, 1960, 253,
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1

And the •Declaration relating to the
-reciprocal freedom of trade and co111nerce
in the German and British
bona fide acquired by Europeans.

2
possessions and protectorates in the Western Pacific• of 10.4.1886 stated·
that all disputed claims to land alleged to have been acquired by a British
subject in a German possession or protectorate prior to the proclamation
of sovereignty or protectorate were to be examined by a mixed commission
to be nominated for this purpose.
Since the Imperial Charter of 17.5.1885 had granted the N.G.K, the
exclusive right to acquire ownerless or native land, the Ordinance had
' other
first of all to fix precise dat1,;s, after which land acquisitions of
Europeans were to be regarded as invalid because they infringed the N.G,K.•s
monopoly.

The dates chosen were the 21,5,1885 for Kaiser Wilhelmsland and

the Bismarck Archipelago (the day

~nen

the Imperial Charter was published -

although the N.G.K, had been granted its monopoly four days previously)
and the 28,10.1886 for the Northern Solomons (the day when S.M,S.

1

Adler 1

had proclaimed German Sovereignty - although the N,G,K. 1 s monopoly was
granted about six weeks later, on 13.12.1886),
The following rules applied to all land acquisitions alleged to have
been made by Europeans prior to these dates, whereas all land acquisitions
after these dates - save those of the N.G.K. in exercise of its monopoly 3
were automatically invalid.
The rules according to which it was to be decided whether the original.
4
acquisition of land by Europeans was valid, were set out in Section 7:
1

D,K.G,, vol, I, 434 ff,
2

Ibid., 86 ff,
3

It is not quite clear from the wording of the Ordinance whether the lease
of land was also covered, but its purpose leaves little doubt that it was,
4

Section 8 directed an analogous application of Section 7 to land dealings
between non-natives prior to 1,10,1887, ·This was a tacit repeal of the
rules which had been introduced by the Imperial Ordinance of 5.6,1886, which
had directed tl:Bt land dealings among Europeans were to be governed by
Prussian law as from 1,9.1886,
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As regards taking possession of ownerless land
the claim to ownership is valid, if the ownerless
land has actually been taken into possession
before 21. 5.1885, and if the possession has not
been relinquished or otherwise lost in the meantime.
As regards an acquisition based on agreements with
natives it is required that a contract baa been
concluded in writing or orally between the owner
and the acquirer with the intention to transfer and
acquire the ownership and that the possession ha.a
been transferred and baa not been relinquished or
otherwise lost in the meantime.
This meant that in cases where native land was acquired by agreement the
land did not actually have to be taken into possession.

Indirect possession

based on an agreement with the native owners (who remained in direct
1
possession) was sufficient.
Section 7 was the last hurdle a European
claimant had to take.

Section 10, Subsection 1 directed that claimants

forfeited all rights to the claimed land if they did not apply for the
registration of their ownership in the Land Titles Register (Grundbuch)
prior to 1.3.1888.
This provision was made to enable the N.G.K. to ascertain \dlich lands
•'

}

·,.

were already owned by Europeans and which it could acquire in exercise of
2
For this reason it applied only to claims which had so far
its monopoly.
not been registered at all (Subsection 2).

If a claim had been registered

the provisional 'Register for Land Acquisitions• established by Oertzen a course which had actually been followed in most cases - it was up to the
N.G.K. to take the initiative.

It could make an application to the Land

Titles Registration Office (Grundbuchbehoerde) to summon a claimant by
1

Such an arrangement was envisaged in the forms for a contract of purchase
and sale issued by the N.G.K. to Pinsch: 'The sellers confirm herewith that
they have already put the purchaser into possession of the sold property and
declare that they will from now on only possess it for the purchaser.'
2

Conments of the Poreign Office of 16.7.1887 on the proposed Ordinance
(Z.A., 4981).
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special order to apply for registration.

This order bad to give the

claimant at least three months' time and had to warn him that he would
forfeit all rights if he did not apply (Subsection 3).

The decision that

a land claim was valid according to Section 7 was thus always combined
with the final registration of the claimed property.
When an application for registration was ma.de, the Registration
Office had to inform the N.G.K., which could within a prescribed period
rf not more than three months raise objections on the basis that its

monopoly had been infringed.

1

If the N.G.K. objected, the Registration

,

Office had to inform the claimant that he should take court action against
the N.G.K. within a prescribed period of six months.

If the N.G.K. raised

no objections, the Registration Office had to examine whether ti1e claim
2
This meant primarily that the claimant had to prove
was otherwise valid.
to the satisfaction of the Registration Office that he (or his predecessor)
had acquired the land in accordance with the rules laid down in Section 7.

-

In addition the Registration Office could inv,stigate the acquisition ex
officio and issue a public summons to notify the office within a period
of three months of all claims impairing the application.

The Registration

Office was not bound to take this course, but the wording indicates that it
was expected to do so as a rule, since the Ordinance directed that the
Office could refrain from taking steps ex officio if the claimant had been
in undisturbed possession of the claimed property for at least three years.
1

At this stage the difference between the dates at which the N.G.K. had
been granted its monopoly and the dates which were decisive according to
Section 7 could become important (see above,189 ).
2

The same probably applied when the N.G.K.•s objection had been overruled
in Court, although this is not expressly stated.
3

These were the general rules, special provisions in accordance with the
Declaration of 10.4.1886 were made in Section 12, if the claimant was a
British subject.

3

..
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III Land Acquisitions by the Neu Guinea Kompagnie
Land acquisitions which had been made prior to the annexation for the
N,G,K, were governed by the rules described above.

However, the N.G.K.

was in some respects •more equal' than other claimants:

for instance, no

one could force it to have its land registered to avoid losing it,

This

was of considerable practical importance since the (final) registration
was expensive enough to make it impossible or at least difficult for some
1
claimants to pursue their claims,
The land acquisitions of the N.G.K. made in exercise of its monopoly
after the annexation were governed by the 'Directions regarding the'
Acquisition of Land by the Neu Guinea Kompagnie', issued with the approval
of the Chancellor of the Reich by the Company on 10,8,1887.

2

The Directions distinguished between the (direct) acquisition of
ownerless land and the (indirect) acquisition of native land,

The first

duty of the agent was to find out whether land was native la.Irl or ownerless,
The agent had to investigate carefully
(a)

whether the land was cultivated or otherwise used by natives,

(b)

whether it was marked in a tradit.ionally recognized way as belonging
to an individual or a community, and

(c)

whether, because of this, the ownership over the land was claimed by
certain persons.
'

If the inspection of the land revealed signs of any existing claims of
ownership, the agent had to interview the natives living nearby (especially
the heads of families or villages or similar groupings if they existed) to
find out which persons claimed the land and what kind of claims they made.
For this interview and the following discussions the agent had - if possible 1

E. Hernsheim indicates that this was the reason w~ he could not realize
his extensive claims in the north of New Ireland, (Memoirs, 131). Under
pressure from the settlers in the Bismarck Archipelago the fees connected
with the registration were reduced on 1,10,1893 (N,G.K. Annual Report,
1892/93, 3.)
2

D,K.G., vol. I, 472 ff.
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to call in an interpreter who knew the local language.

The course of the

investigations, especially the questions and answers relating to the
establishment or claims, had always to be recorded in writing.
Ir land, according to the investigations, was subject to native claims,
it was not to be taken into possession.

Instead the agent had to obtain

instructions whether or not he should open negotiations with the allegedly
entitled persons regarding a transfer of the land.

In case no signs could

be found that the land was in native possession, or in case it proved to be
impossible to establish the meaning of such signs, either because no natives
lived in the vicinity or because they could give no explanation, ~11
observations as well as any attempts to get information had to be recorded
in detail.

Only after all that had been done could ownerless land be taken

into possession.
First of all the land had to be marked with posts, stones, fences or
other signs in a way which made it apparent that the land had been taken into
possession and the extent of that possession •. Afterwards this actual
occupation had to be certified.

The certificate had to describe

(a)

the position and the approximate size of the land,

(b)

possible natural boundaries and

(c)

the number and· kind of marks which had been used to manifest the taking

into possession.
The certificate had to be accompanied by a sketch map showing as precisely
as possible the position of the land (if possible in relation to fixed
points) and that of the individual boundary marks.
If the agent was instructed to negotiate for the acquisition of land
claimed by natives, he had to begin by finding out
(a)

which person or persons were, according to the natives

involved,

entitled to decide whether or not the land was to be transferred permanently,
(b)

what traditional procedures had to be adhered to to ma.ke such a transfer

valid and
(c)

to whom the agreed price had to be paid in order to discharge the

purchaser from his stipulated duties.

'

I
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If this investigation revealed
(a)

that the right to sell the land or to receive the purchase price for

the land was held by more than one person or
(b)

that the sale of land in the possession of one individual needed the

approval of other persons (members of his family, his village or similar
organizations) in order to be valid,
all interested parties had to take part in the negotiations.
If possible they had to be assembled at one meeting.

Otherwise the

agent had to fix a date by which the seller had to procure the approval of
all other persons with interests in the land.

When agreement had been

reached a deed of transfer had to be drawn up, which had to fulfil all
pre-requisites stipulated by German l.aw for a valid contract of purchase
and sale (or exchange).

1

The most important pre-requisites were repeated in Section 6 of the
Directions
(a)

itself.

The deed had to describe the land which.was to be transferred in
such a way that it could be definitely and easily recognized.

(b)

It had to certify the intention of the seller(s) to transfer the
ownership and the intention of the buyer to accept this transfer.

1

The Directions went actually much further than that. They covered the
whole process of transfer which, according to Gennan law, was :,:iJ it up
in a number of separate legal steps. The (personal) contract of purchase
and sale formed the basis. It created an obligation for the seller to
transfer the ownership of the land and an obligation for the purchaser to
pay the purchase price (or, to be more precise, to transfer the ownership
of the amount of money which made up the purchase price). These respective
obligations hod to be fulfilled by the conclusion of two further (real)
contracts, In this respect German law further distinguished between the
transfer of ownership and the transfer of possession, At this point the
Directions even silently departed from German law. This departure was
necessary because the relevant Prussian law had replaced the transfer of
possession in case of land by the registration of the change of ownership
in the Land Titles Register, whereas the Directions had still to use the
transfer of possession, since the native owners were not registered.

(c)

It had to state the purchase price (or •exchange price•) and when and
to whom it was to be paid or ha.d been paid.

(d)

It had to state when the possession had been transferred or was to be
transferred.
In addition the deed had to show that the meaning of the transfer of

the land had been explained to and understood by the seller(s).

He had to

understand
(a)

that·he and his family would lose for ever all rights to the land as
the result of the transfer,

(b)

that he, because of this, could not transfer the land again, 'but

(c)

that the buyer could use and dispose of the land at will.
This agreement had to be signed by the agent of the N.G.K. and by the

native sellers (with their mark), after the agent had explained to them
that their signature would make the agreement binding.

The agent was

instructed to take care that all co-owners, usufructuaries and persons
whose consent was required for the transfer

pu~

their marks under the deed.

If possible the agent had to call in an interpreter and at least a
"itness had to be present during the negotiations.

The usual duty of the

witness was to certify that he was convinced the seller(s) had understood
the implications of the transfer.

His presence gained a special importance

when the native seller(s), although willing to transfer the land, refused
to sign the deed for other reasons.

In this case the agreement became valid

if the witness certified on the deed that the seller(s) had agreed to the
transfer of the land and that their refusal to sign the deed was the result
of other reasons.
As a rule the possession of the land had to be transferred and the
purchase price had to be paid at the same time as the deed of transfer was
signed,

If transfer or payment took place at a later date, it had to be

recorded in a separate document for 'Which the same procedure as that for
the deed of transfer had to be followed.

•
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Native Land Rights
From a legal point of view nothing would have prevented the German

authorities from disregarding native land rights completely.

This had

indeed been the attitude of European colonial law, at least since the
Bull of Pope Alexander VI which granted the King of Spain full ownership
of all lands west of a certain line which had not been in the possession
of a Christian King or Prince on 1.1.1493. 1 This attitude was closely
connected with the ideas of feudal land tenure which made no clear
distinction between sovereignty and ownership.

As a result it became a

principle of colonial law that all lands in areas not governed by sovereignE
recognized by international law were ownerless and became the (private)
property of the crown (state) when such an area was annexed as a colony. 2
Theoretically this principle was still in force when New Guinea was
annexed by Germany, but times had changed and its application was unlikely.
At the Congo Conference in Berlin,

3

which took place at the time of the

annexation, the American representative even attempted to have it formally

.

abolished by moving 'that the right of indigenous tribes to dispose freely
over their hereditary lands should be guaranteed'.

But this motion was not

carried since it raised many delicate questions the Conference would not
have been able to answer satisfactorily, as the German chairman, the
Assistant.Secretary of State, Busch, pointed out. 4 This did not mean that
the German Government was unwilling to protect native land rights in the
German Colonies, but rather that it hesitated to formally adopt a general
principle without a detailed discussion of all its practical consequences.
For this reason none of the documents relating to the annexation of
German New Guinea contained a solemn promise to protect native land rights.
1

K. v. Stengel, 1894, 14.
2

See ibid., 10 ff.
3

15.11.1884 to 2.2.1885.
4

L1 acte· generale de la conference africaine de Berlin, 9-11,
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as did, for instance, Coanodore Erskine's proclamation when he established
an English Protectorate over Papua. 1 Instead, the Imperial Charter of
17.5.1885announced that the German Government would enact regulations
necessary for the protection of the natives.

But such regulations were

not enacted during the period of the N,G.K., although Section 13 of the
Imperial Ordinance of 20. 7. 1887 directed that the provisions of the
Ordinance did not prevent the enacting of regulations restricting the
ownership of land to protect the natives or other public intergsts,
Still, the Imperial Charter of 17.5.1885 and the Imperial Ordinance
of 20.7,1887 as well

~s

the Directions issued by the N,G,K, on 10,8,1887

show clearly that native land rights were to be respected when land was or
had been acquired by Europeans,

Neither the Reich, as a result of the

annexation, nor the N,G,K,, as a result of the Imperial Charter, acquired
a basic title to all land in German New Guinea as the British Crown probably
did when Australia was annexed,

The feudal system of land tenure had been

substantially abolished in Germany not long

b~fore,

2

The annexation had

thus only the effect that New Guinea came under German sovereignty but did
not influence the private rights to land,

This applied not only to land

which was at that time subject to native {or European) rights, but also to
ownerless land,

The concept of •crown land', even restricted to land

without a private owner was not part of German colonial land law, although
sometimes this alien feudal concept was smuggled into German colonial
legislation,

Section 1 of the Land Ordinance for the German Cameroons of

15,6,1896, for instance, declared all ownerless land to be crown land and
.
3
stated that all crown land was owned by the Reich,
But the draftsmen
were not sure how far they could go and added in Section 2 that ownerless
land had to be taken into possession to become the property of the
1

P, Biskup, B. Jinks and H. Nelson, 1968, 57.
2

See R. Huebner, 1918, 183 [346-348] tt.
3

D.K.G., vol. II, 232 tt.
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. h •1
Re1c
The Reich had, according to medieval crown prerogatives which
.
2
were still recognized, tht' · ... 1usive right to appropriate ownerless
land,

but it had to be appropriated in each case by being taken into possession.
In the case of German New Guinea this prerogative was granted by
Imperial Charter to the N.G.K.

This grant had been confirmed by the

Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 which directed that no other person could
acquire ownership by the occupation of ownerless lalli after 21.5.1885
(or 28.10.1886 in the Northern Solomons).

This gives the impression that

these respective dates were decisive for the question whether or not land
was ownerless.

But this is only partly correct.

The colonial land law

which granted the N.G.K. its land appropriation monopoly only applied to
Europeans.· The N.G.K. 1 s monopoly thus excluded other Europeans but
nntiv<'s from the appropriation of owncrlcss land.

.!!21

As to whctht'r land was

owncrless or Mtive land, tJ1c critical dates were neither the 21.5.1885 1
nor the 28.10.1886 1 but the dn t,e when the N.G.K. actually acquired the
land by appropriation. The German colonial land
. laws in New Guinea thus
not only recognized native land rights as they existed at the time of the
annexation, but also permitted natives to establish further traditional
claims· to ownerless land.
V

Conclusions
It is .the main characteristic of the rules laid down in the Imperial

Ordinance of 20.7.1887 and the Directions of 10.8.1887 that the
acquisition of ownerless and native. land was regarded as a purely legal
matter.

The rules were based on the assumption that there was a traditional

system of land law in New Guinea and that these laws were essentially the
same as the land law of Germany. The justification for this assumption
was provided by the theory of the evolution of law. 3 According to this
1

Ibid.
2

K. v. Stengel, 1894, 13.
3

See above,.1.
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theory the law of primitive peoples was not basically different from the
contemporary Western law but only less sophisticated.

There was only one

law, the law of mankind, and the differences between legal systems in the
different parts of the world were due to the fact that different peoples
and their institutions had reached different levels of development.

The

introduction of Western law in New Guinea could thus not be regarded as
the forcing of an alien system of law upon people who had very different
legal concepts of their own.

It was a humanitarian act, the gift of a

more highly developed form of their own law, a gift similar to that brought
by the Christian missionaries.
th~ory

,

All one had to do, when applying this

to the acquisition of land in New Guinea, was to reduce the

prerequisites for a valid transfer of land according to German law to a
minimum,

These basic rules, it was thought, could then be applied without

major difficulties to land dealings between Europeans and natives since
their traditional laws (according to the theory) contained the same basic
elements beneath their exotic surface.
This view comes out particularly clearly in the Imperial Ordinance.
The draftsmen did not even attempt to take into account possible differences
between German and traditional land law.

They were certain that, whatever

the traditional land laws in New Guinea, they were bound to contain, for
instance, a concept of land ownership, probably in a rudimentary form and
possibly dressed up with all sorts of barbaric customs: nevertheless, the
basic concept had to be there and that was all that mattered, since the
concept •ownership' used in the Ordinance was not used in the technical
meaning it had acquired in Germany in 1887, but was the concept of ownership
forming part of each and every legal system.

-

From this point of view there could be no clash between two basically
different systems of law, which made it necessary to treat the acquisition
of land either as a political problem or to develop a set of conflict norms.
The acquisition of land was solely a matter of colonial law.

If an

acquisition was valid according to this law it would stand, and if it was
not,.it would fall.

The Ordinance thus made neither provisions for

..
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accepting a claim extra gratia nor for the rejection of a claim because
no fair pr ice had been paid for tJ1e land.
the law was sufficient.
The Directions were less extreme.

There was no need for equity,

They showed a great degree of

consideration for native custom, although it appears in retrospect ironical
that provisions were made for the case that native custom did not allow
natives t.o sign a contract of purchase and sale, whereas it was taken for
granted that native custom recognized the purchase and sale of lard.
However, considering the date when the Directions were issued, the draftsmen
•
succeeded in feeling tl~ir way into native custom surprisingly well.

Instead

of speakinr. of •tribes' and 'chiefs•, they avoided these terms and spoke
cautiously of 'heads of families and other similar groupings in so far as
they exist•.

They distinguished not only between individual and communal

owner~hip, but also saw the possibil.ity that an individual owner needed the

consent of other persons before he could dispose of land he owned, and they
made eager use of reports that natives used ce.rtain marks to manifest their
ownership.
Still it was mainly a guessing ~ame resulting in a set of rules so
poorly drafted that a systematic analysis is virtually impossible.

The

draftsmen distinguished between ownerless and native land, but defined
neith"r of these concepts and made a provision· suggesting that the agent
was in practice supposed to distinguish instead between land 'Which was
claimed by natives and land which was not subject to native claims.

On the

other hand they distinguished between claims of «>11nership and other claims
and between alleged claims and actual possession.

In the end however all

these distinctions were repealed and the agent was instructed to find out
who, according to native custom, was entitled to decide whether land was
transferred.
The rules regarding the form of transfer of native land provide another
illustration of the draftsmen's attitude.

The agent was instructed to

investigate in what forms an agreement concerning the permanent tra~sfer
of land had to be concluded to be valid according to native custom.

But

•
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the draftsmen shrank from taking the consequences.

They did not say that

a transfer had to be valid according to native custom.

Instead they

finally withdrew onto the safer ground of German law. German law and
German law alone decided whether or not the transfer of land was valid.
The agent had only to make sure that the native seller:. understood the
meaning of such a transfer.

.

This withdrawal was not caused by a hidden intention to disregard
native land rights.
with traditional law,

It was the result of not really knowing what to do
The draftsmen were convinced that native land rights

could be adequately protected within the

~ramework

of German law.' However,

what the Directions - as well as the Imperial Ordinance - did not do, was
to protect native (economic) interests.

They acknowledged native land

rights but did not prohibit the voluntary sale of land the natives required
for themselves.

On the other hand the Directions did not provide for the

compulsory acquisition of native land either.

Legally the natives were

free to decide what land they wanted to sell.

Legally they were regarded
as equal to Europeans and capable of looking after their own interests and
not as minors under the guardianship of the Administration which decided
for them where their best interests lay.

The days of an all embracing

colonial paternalism had not yet come for German New Guinea, although the
Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 already intimated that they might not be
far away, by indicating that the protection of natives was a matter of
public interest.

This does not mean that the N.G.K. was not prepared to

leave the natives sufficient land as a matter of policy, but it believed
that there could and should be a strict division between land law and
native policy.

To decide whether and how much land should be acquired

was a question of policy but the acquisition as such was exclusively a
matter of law.
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. CHAPTER 14
Land Acguisitions under the Neu Guinea Kompagnie
After the annexation only the N.G.K. could acquire ownerless or
native land,

However, the N.G.K. was, according to its statutes, supposed

to acquire land in order to transfer it to other settlers.

But during the

whole period of Company administration very little land was transferred.
According to one view there was hardly any demand for land, because,
contrary to the N.G.K.•s hopes, few settlers arrived whereas the.established
firms had previously acquired more land that they could utilize. 1 But
,
other explanations have also been suggested. L. Couppe,
head of the Sacred
Heart Mission, wrote in 1894:
During the nine years of the Company's being
here, ••• I know of no notable grant of land
to any white person, However, I do know that
requests , ·.. have been made ... but· ... [the
N.G,K,] has refused or ••• has asked an
excessive price, In short, the facts seem to
demonstrate that the Neu Guinea Kompagnie is
abusing its monopoly .,,,2
The Clerk to the Court, Steussloff,· told the Imperial Judge and Acting
Governor, Schnee, in 1899 a similar story:
The firms have no inclination to acquire more
land since the Company claims the land for itself
as soon as. they have discovered a promising area ••••
The whole trade in the Archipelago is paralyzed~
this uncertainty,3
Although neither Couppe nor Steussloff (who had married into Queen Enuna 1 s
clan) can be regarded as unbiased witnesses, it appears that the N,G.K. was
1

A. Hahl, 1937, 97.
2
,

L. Couppe to Respers, 15,10,1894,

3

Z,A,, 2942 (probably part of a report by Schnee of 7,7,1899),

. :' -·. "
~<·
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not too anxious to transfer land to settlers (after its original
settlement plans had failed).
I

Land Acquisitions in Finschhafen 1885/87
Although Finsch had taken possession of the harbour and all adjoining

ownerless land in FinscW1afen on 25.11.1884, the first expedition sent out
by the N.G.K. to found a station there, acted as if no land had been acquired
We arrived on 5 November [1885] at 8 a.m, ,,,
[and soon investigated the harbour] in order to
find a place suitable for the station. After •••
about five hours we decided to settle on the
"Holzinsel" •••• During the afternoon we bought
the island and all trees and plants growing thereon
from the natives Jessari and Aru, using the forms
placed at our disposal,1
The natives later told the missionary, J. Flierl, that this first purchase
of land by the N.G.K, had not been a very formal affair for them,

.

The European had put an axe in their hut and had
said 1 gigia 1 , which meant •gone•.2
The natives found this behaviour rather amusing and the Europeans continued
to buy land around the harbour:

on 7 November Nugidu Peninsula, on 13

November land from Baimo and Makiri, on 18 November fr~m Laka and Nomandau,
on 20 November from Alabi and Kassai, on 7 December more land from Makiri
and from Dekoa, and on 17 December from Kamerun and Lanbun.

The whole area ·

acquired by this first series of agreements was probably not larger than
100 acres.

Moreover, after the two Company steamers had left for Australia,

war canoes gathered in the harbour and a native warned the Europeans - in
sign language - that there was a plan to kill them &11. 3 In January 1886
1

D,K,Z., 1886, 176.

2

(The form was that used by Finsch.)

J. Flierl, 1929, 97.
3

0, Schellong, 1934, 31.
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the relations became friendly again, and the Europeans decided to profit
from the existing harmony by trying to acquire land on a larger scale,
tie told them [the natives in Suam village]
frankly and plainly a.nd distinctly that we wanted
to buy more land,much more land, as much as we
indicated by drawing a circle 11ith our hands ,,,,
Strangely enough ,,, no one was surprised, On the
contrary, they were all ful 1 of enthus insm .. , or
at least pretended to be, Even those nreas which
they had described as la.uni, i,e, unsaleable, were
now suddenly la.uni massi, i,e, not unsaleable,1
Led by Ma.kiri, the alleged land owners accompanied
us to the station to make the deal straightaway,
, , , It 1<•as delightful to watch how much fun they
had when signing the luxurious form of our contract
of purchase and sale: ,,, some drew a cross as had
been sho~n to them, others imitated the zigzag of
our writing ,,, but all were highly amused,2
This was in March 1886, On 10,5, 0, Schellong, the Company's medical
officer, entered into his diary:
The natives living next to us are getting lazy,
They are beginning to barter European trade goods
with other villages,3
This development continued and Schellong wrote on 30,10,
The experimental plantation ,,, suffers set-backs
because the .na.ti ves do not want to work regularly
any longer, They now have all the iron they wa.nt,4
A few days later (3,11,) he recorded that the natives of Suam and Saiu
had moved their gardens further away from the station,

Schellong believed

1

I have not been able to find out what launi really means - massi is, as
Schellong says, a negation, However, it has been suggested to me (by
someone who did not know the context) that launi (launing) meant 1 ours 1 ~:hich would provide a simple explanation for the natives• amusement,

2

0, Schellong, 1934, 49-50,
3

Ibid,, 64,
4

Ibid,, 100,
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that this was done solely for agricultural reasons. 1 Three weeks later
he realized he had been wrong.
Today the village Suam passed into our hands.
The natives probably did not feel safe any
longer because of the large number of coloured
labourers we have now on the station, They
seemed fully satisfied when we paid them one
axe and two pieces' of iron for each hut • , , ,
They are not worried about where to go ,,,,
Unfortunately it becomes apparent again that
the Europeans always displace the natives, despite
all the consideration with which we treat them.2
Most of the Suam people moved to the Langemak Bay where in February 1887
3
they founded the village Kamlaua,
The Europeans followed them and on
30, 11, 1887 the N,G,K, bought the new village and the surrounding land,
However, prior to this, on 15,9,1887, land near Simbang village at Langemak
Bay was bought for the Neuendettelsau Mission,
In 1886 Schleinitz, the first Administrat?r, had given Flierl permission
to establish a temporary mission station near Simbang, pointing out that
the approval of the Board of Directors was required before the station could
be regarded as permanent.
Simbang,

4

Flierl made arrangements with the natives in

[They] understood without doubt what we wanted,
clearly gave their consent and accepted our
temporary gifts for th.e land, 5
'When Flierl and Tremel arrived on 8,10,1886, they did not receive a friendly
welcome,
1

Ibid,, 102.
2

Ibid,, 103,
3

Ibid., 110.
4

K,M,, 1886, 83 •.
5
J, Flierl, 1899, 142,
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The village senior, Duke, and ,,, his ancient
wife started to f<hout abuse , , , , [They said:]
'The whites have already taken Finschhafen and
now they want to take Simbang too,• The young
men stood around 1·:i th gloomy faces, They did
not try to prevent our landing but could not be
persu:11le1I to give any he Ip, I said quietly to
old Duke: We did not want to take Simbang, not
many Europeans and no native labourers or Malays
would come, we only wanted a. small place next to
them to help them and their children, It was
possible to appease the old man, and his wife
withdrew, though still grumbling, The young men
remained passive, [The following morning] the
vicinity of our camp had been dirtied, This had
clearly been done by the young to get rid of us
•••• On one of the following days a,,, man took
a.n axe we.had just used,,, I took back our
property without saying much,,,, He came back
soon ,,, roaring and swinging [his own] axe •••
[Flierl tried unsuccessfully to threaten him with
a gun but finally succeeded in wresting the axe
from him,] The young men stood around us and
asked maliciously whether· we intended to leave
soon,',,, Tremel tried to calm down the excitement
by playing on his violin, [In the end peace was
made and the man who had attacked Flierl brought
a bundle of tobacco in atonement,] 1
After thi~ relations between the missionaries and the natives improved,
and the missionaries began to press for native reserves, especially for
those natives who had sold all their land, 2 But they aimed further,
It appears necessary for the existence of [our]
station that at least the three villages close
to ,,, [it], including all the gardens and the
bush between them, become an inalienable native
reserve, Besides, it would be most desirable
that our station itself would be granted an ·area
of arable land , , , for natives who want to live ·
with us,3
1

Ibid,, 142-143,
2

K,M,, 1888, 76,
3

Ibid., 1887, 116.
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However, the N.G.K. decided in 1888 to grant the mission only sufficient
land for its present requirements. 1 The natives themselves withdrew
further into the mountains and showed little inclination to live near
. .
.
2
ti1e m1ss1onar1es.

II

The Land Acquisitions in Astrolabe Bay 1887/88

As in the case of Finschhafen, the land acquisitions made by Finsch
in 1884 were disregarded .wheL a station was founded in Constantinhafen
in 1885.

The N.G.K, found it more difficult to acquire land there.

Schleinitz reported on a visit to Astrolabe Bay (probably late in, 1886):
The '-'ealth of the natives is in a certain way
detrimental to our aims becaui:;e the land is
highly valued b¥ them and is not sold. It is
said tha. t they Leven] tried to get back the small
plantation Mr Elle bought, and offered him many
pigs and the like. I hope, however, that it will
be less difficult to acquire the grass land which
is also available and that the na.ti'yes do not
object to the cultivation of the [unused] bush
country.3

..

The situation changed when J. Kubary was appointed station manager in
Constantinhafen in 1887. During 1887/88 he acquired most of the land
bordering on the Astrolabe Bay, an area of about 80,000 acres.
in the vicinity of Constantinhafen and reported in 1888:

He began

All lands immediately adjoining the station form
now, as a result of arrangements with the natives
last year, one large complex ••• of approximately
4 to 5 square miles, the possession of which is
fully recognized by the natives.4
l

G. v. Schleinitz to Tremel, 29.2.1888 (L.M.A.).

2
K.M,, 1888, 61.
3

N,K.W.L., 1887, 36.

4

Quoted in a report on the landed property of the N.G.K, in 1898 (Z.A.,
2942).
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On instructions from the Board of Directors in Berlin, he then worked his
way west and north to Friedrich Wilhelmshafen.

The first large purchase

was concluded with the natives of Bogadjim and is described in the N.G.K,•s
Journal in the same idyllic way as Schellong described the (much smaller)
purchase of land near Suam in March 1886.
The cession of the land caused neither
discussions nor differences of opinion, young
and old agreed. Al 1 spoke ngains t the. northern
part, all favoured the southern part and pointed
out areas which were particularly suitable for
cultivation. When the payment was spread out
before the elders, they showed no desire for
more and did not follow the suggestion to
distribute it. The adult males, who sat in
front of the house, came in and grabbed things
in handfuls and carried them outside ••• until
everything was gone. Then the discussions about
who should get more and who should get less began.
The elders sat in the meantime quietly inside •••
and commented jokingly that they themselves had
not got anything, which was promptly"answered with
several additional gifts. The "·omen performed a
cheerful intermezzo, Angry "ith tj1e men who
greedily divided a large bowl of pearls among
themselves, unwilling to share with the pleading
women, they went to Mrs Kubary and asked her
innocently whether she was interested in buying
coconuts for pearls, When she agreed the women
disappeared and returned after an hour with 300
nuts which they sold as their personal property
independent from the men. Triumphantly they-took
the pearls_ •• , which were distributed, and began
with a great deal of laughter to string them on
necklaces.1
Neither the German authorities nor Mr Justice Phillips, who investigated
the matter in 1932 1 could see anything idyllic in the agreements of 9.11.1887
and 13.9.1888.

In these Kubary acquired the land between the River Gogol am.

the Gum River from the Bilibili, am the land between the Gum River and
1

N,K.V.L., 1887, 21-22.
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Friedrich Wilhelmshafen from the Jabob.

Phillips J. found that the

Bili bi li as well as the Jabob, both groups of potters living on small
offshore islands, did not own any of the land they sold and that they
probably did not understand that they were supposed to have sold land at all,
What did Kubary himself think of these agreements? On 17.7.1888 he wrote
to the Administrator: 2
The sole anchoring place in the northwest of
Astrolabe Bay lies just by Bilibili which
exercises a proportionate influence generally
on the inhabitants of Astrolabe Plain, a1~d
possibly the adjacent districts. In nny future
development of this district the anchoring
place at Bilibili will be the only one of any
use, and in any case n station must be established
here, Bilibili have transferred their lands on
the mainland to us but. we have absolutely no
property on their own island, which is indispensable
to the working of these lands, and were only useful
and tolerated friends •••• The Station [Constantinhafen]
therefore thought to ensure to itself a very necessary
independence for the future by means of a le gal
purchase of a piece of land situated near the
anchoring place whether it be against outside
influence or in the event of a change of sentiment
among the natives, and which was achieved by the
purchase which has been effected and the comparatively
high payment (because the island itself has only a
small area). Naturally considerations arose 1ffiich
partly aimed at an acknowledgement of the fidelity
formerly shown to the station on the part of the
natives, and also the intention to ensure the
goodwill of the natives in the future, In
consideration of all these reasons the price did
not appear to the Station to be too high, all the

1
Reasons for Judgment re Jomba Plain delivered by Phillips J. on

25.5.1932.
2

The following extracts of documents are translations quoted by Phillips
J, in his decision re Jomba. The original documents were not available
and have probably been destroyed.
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more so as the islanders transferred all their
landed possessions on the mainland to us for a
very small price.1
Kubn.ry did not regard his land acquisitions as simple cases of purchase
and sale.

He considered the

1

goodwill ' and the 'fidelity• of the

influential Bilibili to be the most important factor.

The political

aspect of these land acquisitions comes out even more clearly in Kubary•s
report of J0.9.1888, dealing with the acquisition of land from the Jomba.
The inhabitants of the Yambomba[ Jomba J Islands
who own the northern lands stretching up to
Friedrich Wilhelmshafen also [after the land
acquisition from the Bilibili] often expressed
the wish to transfer them voluntarily to the
Company, and as the Station thought it advisable
to have a friendly agreement with the owners and
an amicable taking over of the land • , , the Station
Superintendent [Kubary], on the occasion of the
last expedition to the Gogol River, touched at the
Yambomba Islands and cone luded the purchase of the
said land whereby the whole of the .stretch of
beach of Astrolabe Bay passed to the possession of
the Com~any by a friendly agreement vi th the native
owners.
This was Kubary•s last large land acquisition.
the Administrator:

On 7,10,1889 he informed

that further acquisitions of useful land, in a
way consistent with the friendly understanding
of the natives, ••• [were] not possible.3
On 14.1,1890 the N.G.K.•s Board of Directors instructed its Director
General in Finschhaf en:
1

Re Jomba, 12.
2

Ibid., 26.
)

Ibid., 13.

\

•
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to make sure of the lands bought or taken in
possession of long ago by fulfilment or
obtaining of the forms provided for in the
Instructions [Directions] of 10,8,(1887) in
such a way that registration in the Ground
Book , , , can be proceeded with when the
necessity arises,1
Kubary reported on this matter on 30,6,1890,
An exact survey and walking of the boundaries
could only be done l:i th a few properties which
"ere of smaller dimensions or which were taken
in hand immediately, The bigger areas of land
of Bogadjim, Gorima, the island of Bilibili and
the Yambomba Islands purchased, could only be
specified by indicating the geographical boundaries,
by giving the mouths of rivers, the beach, the
mountains of the interior etc,, since an exact
survey had to be left until t~e future and the
services of a great many men,

In a report on 13,9,1892 Kubary clearly stated what he understood to be
.
the purpose of his land acquisitions in 1887/88,
According to the instructions of ,,, Schleinitz
and in conformity with the means at my disposal,
it '\\'as at first only a question of acquiring rights
to the land of the natives well disposed towards us
in order to pave the way to a friendly understanding
with them, More detailed explanations as to the
acquisition could only come in time as a result of
the land being taken into use, In the meantime the
only thing that mattered '''as to maintain friendly
relations with the vendors and thereby preserve the
rights acquired, In Bogadjim, not so distant, in
anticipation of the approval of the Administrator,
I had a simple house built of native material in
which I lived at times in order to get into closer
touch with the natives, In Gorima and Bilibili also
the vendors kne,.- that later many white people would
come and settle on the land sold, On these terms
1

Ibid,, 34,
2

Ibid,, 11,
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I also bought parcels of land on the island
of Bilib.ili nnd the beach stretch from the Gum
River ••• to the land Modilon from the Yambomba
Islands •••• I might express the opinion that
though with these kinds of acquisitions of land
subsequent arrangements are more or less
inevitable, ne\rertheless if I had cone to an
understanding with the nativ"s at tJ1e time a
method would have been found which would have
. prevented many misunderstandings later. 1
The aim was, in short, to bring:
the coastal land in Astrolabe Bay as far as
Friedrich Wilhelmshafen • , • into tJ1e nominal
possession of tl1e Company2
and to make further arrangements when the land was actually occupied.
In his report to the Board of Directors on 14.10.1892, the new
Administrator, Schmiele, did not go quite as far.
According to the local conditions, it is not
improbahle tl1at, in spite of careful ·purchase,
subsequent rights over small areas will be
found, in which event it is strongly recommended
that subsequent compensations be granted, instead
of provoking bad feeling and the enmity of the
natives by taking possession which, in their eyes,
would appear to be a breach of their right.3
Despite all this the Acting Administrator, Ruediger, certified in March
1896, that the N.G.K. had become the owner of the land •acquired' by
Kubary, and the Imperial Judge,M. Krieger, registered the Company's title
as a matter of course without any investigation.
1

Ibid., 13. The last sentence of the translation is particularly confusing.
It appears, Kubary wanted to say that land acquisitions of this kind would
help to prevent misunderstandings, although subsequent arrangements were
necessary when the land was actually taken into use.

2

Kubary to Kraetke, 7.10.1889, ibid., 13.

3

Ibid., 14.
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III Land Acquisitions in the Gazelle Peninsula 1893/96
When the N.G.K, established a station in llerbertshouhe (Kokopo) in
1890 1Lll suitable lnn<l along the coo.st of Blanche &y t.·as alrcndy claimed
by Europeans,

The necessary coastal land had therefore to be acquired

from Queen Emma, Mouton and the Sacred Heart Mission.

But soon negotiations

to expand the Company's property further inland were begun with the natives,
During October and November nine purchase agreements were concluded by
Mouton and the Compw1y 1 s surveyor, Linnemann, comprising an area of about
25,000 acres, 1
The Sacred Heart Mission was at that time in a similar positi'on,
because Queen Emma, who claimed most of the coast, would not allow Couppe,
to establish mission stations on her property. Thus Couppe, also had to
expand inland.

He made several expeditions southwards and discovered a

large uninhabited area north of the Warangoi River,
at that time the Company's station manager.

He informed Parkinson,

Together with the surveyor,

Rocholl, they made another expedition,

As a result in May 1893 about
.
2
15,000 acres of •ownerless• land were taken into possession for the N.G.K,
On 27,7.1893 Couppe wrote to the Board of Directors,

He emphasized

the part the Mission had played in the acquisition of the land, which he
described as inaccessible and thus of no value to the Company, and asked
to be granted about one third of it so that he could establish a village
for the native children the Mission brought up in its orphanages,
answered on 3.7,1894:
The (other] reports ••• stress ••• in particular
the rich stock of valuable eucalypts and draw
attention to the fact that transport of the timber
will be ma.de much easier by the nearness of the
river, The Neu Guinea Kompagnie ••• will thus
1

Gro~d Book,"Gazelle Peninsula, Pol,19,
2

Ibid,, Pol.44,

Tlw N,G,K,
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not be in a position to comply with a request
to transfer the land in question.1
The N.G.K. •s appetite had been whetted. When announcing that posse:,sion
had been taken of the land north of the Warangoi, it also reported:
Preparations have been made to preserve for the
Neu Guinea Kompagnie an area ••• [between Cape
Gazelle Md Cape Palliser J, ,,·hich has been abandoned
by a previous occupant. It contains small parcels
of land which have already been ta.ken into possession
••• [by others], The remainder is uncultivated ••••
The area is ••• [about 25,000 acres}2
The •previous occupant• was Queen Enuna who claiml'.'d to have acquired
this land prior to annexation but had omitted to have her claims registered
in time,

It seems that the area in question was taken into possession in

t\;o stages,

In 1896 about 13,000 acres of •ownerless 1 land between Cape
Gazelle and the Warangoi were registered for the N.G.K,, 3and in 1900 the
1

ownerless 1 land between Warangoi and Cape Palliser, comprising about
4
37 1 000 acres,
It is likely the. t the land was taken into possession much
earlier,
0

IV

Land Acquisitions between 1897/99
The registration of Kubary•s land acquisitions in the Astrolabe Bay

and the •ownerless• land between Hcrbertshoehe and Wa.rangoi in 1896
finalized the land acquisitions the N.G.K, intended to make before handing
the administration over to the Reich.

But o.n agreement, concluded with

this aim in March 1896, was defeated in Parliament.
1

Quoted in H. Linckens, 1921, 22.
2

N,K.W.L., 1893, 26.
3

Ground Book, Gazelle Peninsula, Pol.45.
4

Ibid., Fol.106.
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showed that Parliament was strongly opposed to making land concessions
to the N,G,K, in case the Reich took over the administration at a later
1
date, Nevertheless the Company claimed that, far from using its monopoly
to acquire as much land as possible as long as it could, it had shovn
great restraint in this field as soon as it had opened negotiations with
2
On the other hand the Koelnische Volkszeitung claimed on
the Reich,
23,9, 1899 that the N,G,K, had given orders to buy the whole coast of
Kaiser Wilhelmsla.nd before the Reich took over,

The Company was defended

by the former Imperial Judge,Krieger (who had registered Kubary•s land
acquisitions) in the Deutsche Kolonialzeitung,

Krieger claimed the N,G,K,

had only acquired a negligible area in Kaiser Wilhelmsland and supported
his claim with a summary of the Company's land holdings at 1,4,1899, when
a second agreement with the Reich came into force,
Between the Dutch border and Brrlinhafen (Aitape)
the Company does not own a single piece of land,
Around Berlinhafen it owns approximately 35,000
acres and in Hatzfeldhafen, Friedrich Wilhelmshafen,
Constantinhafen and Finschhafen about all in ail
the same acreage, In connection with the (second)
Ra.mu Expedition in 1898 small areas of land for the
establishing of stations have been bought at the
mouth of the Ramu (Ramumuende), and at Potsdamhafen
and Adalberthafen, Apart from this only land for a
trading station in the Huon Gulf had been acquired,3
Though the N,G,K, probably gave no orders to buy the whole coast of
Kaiser Wilhelmsland, the report of the Koelnische Volkszeitung came closer
1

The Budget Committee suggested in particular that the N,G,K, (which was
to have retained the land monopoly in the Western part of New Guinea for
a further 75 years) should be restricted to the area between long, 145 and
151 E. This would have also excluded Kaiser Wilhelmsland west of Bogia
(sec Dcnkschrift, 1896, 22) which the N,G,K, had so far neglected, and where
most of the subsequent land acquisitions were made,
2
N.K,W.L., 1898, 6.
3

D.K.z.,

1899, 380.
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to the truth than Krieger's defence - the lam bought for the trading
station in the Huon Gulf, for instance, was about 4,000 acres.

It is

just possible that Krieger was unaware of things having changed in New
Guinea after he left.

The lam bought for a station at the mouth of the

Ramu in 1898 may have only comprised a few acres, but between 21. and
'· •• 1i199, a week befcre the Company lost its monopoly, four additional

blocks of land were bought which together comprised about 50,000 acres.
Most of the land acquisitions along the coast of Kaiser Wilhelmsland
between 1897 and 1899 were made around Aitape by P. Luecker who boasted
that he had acquired about 400,000 acres for the Company. 1 Although it
is likely that Luecker acquired more lam than he was supposed to, it
appears that the N,G,K. intended to prepare itself for an uncertain future
by acquiring land in critical or promising areas,

Nevertheless it did

show a certain restraint, in particular in the Bismarck Archipelago, where
it only made two large acquisitions:

the Vitu (French) Islands and the

west coast of Weberhafen, a total of about 50!000 acres. The land
acquisitions it claimed to have made in Kaiser Wilhelmsland between 1897
and 1.4, 1899 probably amounted to about 200,000 acres. 2
How much land was claimed by Europeans when the Reich took over? With
one exception, the claims of claimants other than the N.G.K. had probably
not changed significantly:

Queen Fmma. lost her claims to the land between

Cape Gazelle and Cape Palliser because she did not have them registered in
time (instead the land was now claimed by the N.G.K.).

Apart from about

1,000 acres the Company had granted to the Sacred Heart Mission in Mandres,
and about 1,250 acres granted tc the Neuendettelsau Mission on Sattelberg,
hardly any land had been transferred to other settlers, although there were
some land dealings between them,
1

A, Hahl to Foreign Office, 22.11.1898 (Z.A,, 2278).
2

This estimate is based on a list compiled by Boether in 1901 (C.A., AA
63/83, G. Friedrich Vilhelmsbafen, Grundstuecksangelege~heiten.)
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Since 1885 the N.G.K. ha<l acquired about 130,000 acres in the Bismarck
Archipelago and probably around 300,000 acres in Kaiser Wilhelmslarvl.

On

the other hand it formally dropped a.11 claims to land which had been
1
acquired by Finsch in Kaiser Wilhelmsland in 1885/1886, thereby reducing
its claims by a.bout 80,000 acres.
The European land claims on 1.4.1899 can thus be sumnarized as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2
500,000 acres
II
330,000
II
80,000
II
60,000
II
81000

N.G.K.
Queen F..mma
Hernsheim
Smaller claimants
Missions
Total

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gazelle Peninsula
New Ireland and New Hanover
Duke of Yorks
Solomons
Admiralty Islands
Kaiser Wilhelmsland
Total

978,000

II

260,000 acres
II
200,000
II
7,000
II
250,000
II
. 6,000
II
2551000
978,000

II

1

N.G.K, to Foreign Office, 24.2.1899 (Z.A., 2943).
2

The N.G.K. estimated that 'it claimed about 250,000 ~cres (z.A., 2rl l~/3).
Hahl 1 s estimate was 350,000 acres (ibid., 2278). But Ha.bl did not take
into account all the land acquisitions in Kaiser Wilhelmsland until
31.3.1899.

CH.APTER 15
The Protection of Native Rights and Interests
I

Early Discussions
The first official discussions of the problems ca.used by large

European land acquisitions were connected with Parkinson's gift of the
native districts Kalili and Wairiki to the Sacred Heart Mission in 1894.
G, Scluniele, as Imperial Judge, had registered Parkinson's claims in his
•

provisional rl'gister and had also investigated the matter in 1891 {when
Parkinson had been the N.G.K. 1 s manager in Herbertshoehe),

Al though the

native evidence at that time strongly suggested that Parkinson had forged
the purchase documents, Schmiele did not take action.

He did not even

inform Parkinson of the accusations which had been levelled against him.
In 1894, having been appointed Administrator in the meantime, he attacked
Parkinson's

titl~

to the land in a letter to the Imperial Judge, Brandeis,

in an attempt to prevent the gift to the Sacred Heart Mission from
1
becoming effective,
Schmiele's main argument, at this stage, was that the natives had not
sold the land to Parkinson at all and that Parkinson had not even visited
2
the districts in question. . Brandeis questioned the natives, who confirmed
having sold the land.

Nevertheless Schmiele instructed the N.G.K. 1 s local

manager to object to Parkinson being registered as the owner of the land.
Schmiele changed his argument and claimed:
that the purchase of land which has native
villages on it is immoral and as such cannot
be fully recognized by the Administration.3
1

Brandeis to Caprivi, 12.9,1894 {Z.A., 2571).
2
He also claimed that Parkinson had embezzled the trade goods he had given
to the natives from Queen Emma {L. Couppe to Hespers, 15.10.1894).
3

L, Couppe to Hespers, 15.10.1894.

··· ..
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Parkinson, who had in the meantime revoked the gift to the Sacred Heart
Mission to fight his battle with the N.G.K., answered the Company's
objection by bringing an action against it to have his ownership
established in court.

The case was decided by Hahl in December 1896 in

favour of Parkinson, i>ut the N.G.K, appealed and the matter was finally
settled in an agreement between Benningsen and Parkinson in 1900.

The

court file has disappeared so that the terms and the reasons of Hahl 1 s
decision are not known, but Schmiele•s attacks did ca.use Couppe to write
a lengthy letter on the subject.
Above all I must express my op1n1on on a matter
which seems to me serious enough to attract the
aV.,ention of the [German] Government •• , , [A]ll
the land in the southern part of the Gazelle
Peninsula. up to the mountains is owned by whites
• , • • It is also a fact that these lands are
inhabited by several thoul":inds of natives (2 or
3000}. Now, if all these landowners were to take
effective pos&ession of this vast piece of land,
the result would be t!lat these thousands of natives
who sold this land for a few things and without
foreseeing all the consequences of their action,
would be exiled: a result that seems to me to
deserve the name of immoral and will lead sooner
or later to the revolt of the natives •••• In
my humble opinion something must therefore be done
to reserve for the natives a part of the land which
they sold so that they can settle there and live in
the certainty of not being forced to leave in the
future, If the Government were simply to intervene
in a. friendly manner I am sure that with the
excep-~ion of the Neu Guinea Kompa.gnie all the
landowners would willingly malte this grant which
justice demands •••• [But the Neu Guinea Kompagnie]
does not worlj' in the least about the natives'
interests ••• especially when its material interests
are at stake •••• In my opinion come what may it
would be unjust and immoral to occupy all the land
bought in the south of the Gazelle Peninsula without
leaving a suitable portion for the natives. If this
is so, then not only the land acquisitions of Mrs
Kolbe [Queen Emma] and Mr Mouton, but also those of
the Neu Guinea Kompa.gnie during Scluniele's time are
immoral •••

.

·.-
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Schmiele calls Parkinson's purchase of Kalili and
Wairiki inunoral because the natives from tht'se two
districts wi 11 have no others nearby in which to
settle , , , this reason did not exist , , , when [the]
land was bought ,,,, [I]n the neighbourhood ,,,
there were still vast tracts of entirely uninhabited
land on the Warangoi River , , , , [F]or the other
districts bought by ,,, [Queen Emma] and Mr Mouton
there was [also] the vast area of neighbouring
districts ,,, which was sparsely populated ,,,,
These purchases were therefore , , , not of the immoral
nature which Mr Schmiele attributes to them today,,,,
[This is different] for the purchases made ,,, by the
Neu Guinea Kompagnie ,,, which make up all the land
in the south of the Gazelle Peninsula not yet bought
by the whites, [and] took away from the natives the
only land which they had to retreat to and live upon,
Consequently the Neu Guinea Kompagnie with these
acquisitions and Mr Schmielc by approving these
purchases as Judge and later as Administrator are the
only people who may be accused of inunorality,1
It is hardly convincing to argue that not the acquisition of densely

.

populated districts, but the subsequent acquisition of the sparsely
populated or uninhabited areas surrounding them was immoral because it
made it impossi bl<' for the na. tives to find a new retreat,

It is interesting

that Couppe argued on the basis that the purchases were legally valid and
that they were not immoral because existing villages and hamlets were
bought, but only because not enough land was left for the natives,

,
Couppe

apparently thought that the setting aside of sufficient land on which the
natives could settle was all that was required to make the land acquisitions
morally acceptable,
What did Couppe himself do in this respect?

In the above letter he

claimed, if the mission should become the owner of Kalili and Wairiki, 'far
from displacing those [natives] who live in these districts ••• [it] would
seek to attract the neighbouring natives into these vast districts•.
1

,
L. Couppe to Hespers,15.10.1894.

With

.
,
regards to the land he had actua.lly bought from Dupre to establish a
plantation he did not show quite the same generosity.

In a letter on 29.6.1895 to the Admi'nistrator, Ruediger, Couppe
protested:
against the insinuation that the last upr1s1ngs
on the north coast were provoked when the land
bought ••• from Dupre was surveyed or taken
possession of •••• The Mission not only did not
chase any natives from its lands, but even left
them freedom to plant what they liked.
On 10.9.1896 he wrote to Hahl:
[we] decided to leave the 60 or 80 natives who
lived there the land necessary for their livelihood.
By doing this we thought to satisfy the needs of
simple justice.
On 21.9.1901 he wrote to the Imperial Judge, after the natives had complained
that they had never sold the land:
[If] one listens to such complaints made so many
years after the registration, the time when they
should have been made ••• there will never be any
stability and security for any property in the colony.
He further pointed out that a reserve of 200 acres was more than sufficient
for 30 (not the 60 to 80 of five years earlier) natives and concluded by
asking:
Do they want ••• to have both a reserve and the
land that has been sold?
Finally, Father Dicks wrote to Hahl on 30.11.1902:
According to the agreement ••• of 18.11.1901
regarding the boundaries of reserves on the
Mission's property registered in vol. I, Polio
36 (of the Ground Book] for the Gazelle Peninsula,
the natives had to remove all their bananas and
other useful plants from the plantation by 1.12.1902.
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Since this has ·not been done, I inform you that
we will cause the useful vlants to be removed
from 1. December onwards.
Vhat began as a reaction to the supposed immorality of the early land
acquisitions and as a matter of •simple justice•, had developed into a
The time for generosity was past, it was now time for the
2
Europeans to insist on their rights.
Still, Couppe took the initiative
matter of law.

whereas Schmiele, despite his views on the immorality of the large land
acquisitions, undertook nothing.
II

Hahl's Plans and Achievements
Soon after taking up his post as Imperial Judge in January 1896, A,

Hahl began to explore the area of Tolai settlement, learning the language
'tnd

explaining to the natives that blood feud and self-help were forbidden

and that they should infonn him of their disputes and grievances.

On these

excursions Hahl noticed that the expansion of the N.G.K. 's and Queen Emma'.s
plantations, which now approached the first native villages in the
hinterland, caused SPrious unrest.
According to the deeds ••• the natives had sold
all their land including their settlements ••••
[But now they claimed] that they had not understood
the meaning of these doc\iments and that they also
had not thought the Europeans would stay and use
the land for plantations, Further inland there
existed •• , wide areas of uninhabi te.d land, but a
1

C,A,, AA63/83, B,A, Herbertshoehe, Item ''Native Affairs, 1901-1903".
2

According to native evidence, the setting aside of a native reserve in
Vunakakambi had been the result of their ancestors insisting on their
rights rather than of Couppe 1 s generosity, 'The natives say their ancestors
expected Couppe would pay them something also [after he had bought the land
from Dupre]. When he did not, a big man, Tomburerau, disappointed, and
finding that he had lost his land, kept going to Couppe importuning him for
payment. This led the Bishop to give the southern block back to the people
as garden land' (D.O. Rabaul, 34-2-7).
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removal to these areas would have left the
affected villages without fruit trees and thus
without an important means of subsistence.
Moreover, th "re was tho danger that old blood
feuds would revive if tho population was
concentrated in these areas •• , , [Queen Emma
and Geisler, the manager of the N.G.K.]
appreciated the situation when I negotiated
with them. I simply ho.u to mark • , , with the
no.ti ves the boundaries they thomsel ves regarded
as declrable and then ••• to determine once and
for all what land was left to the natives as a
reserve, This activity was talked about in the
whole area, and I realized from the friendly
welcome received from then on, that the people
began to have confidence in me.1
Hahl gave this rosy account in his 'Gouverneurajahre 1 ,

In reality

the setting aside of native reserves did not proceed quite as smoothly.

In

a report to the Foreign Office Hahl wrote on 17.11.1901:
I cannot say that I met with very strong
resistance from the owners during the" many
negotiations I conducted .,,, But it is ,,,
degrading and disgraceful, to have to plead
and bargain in the presence of the natives for
each square yard and tree without even the
slightest legal entitlement,2
Moreover, the planters later complained:
that too much land was allotted to the natives
when the reserves were set aside,3
and Hahl had at least once to issue an injunction stopping Queen Emma from
working on land claimed by natives. 4
1

A. Hahl, 1937, 25.
2

Z.A., 2276.
J

A. Hahl, 1937, 79-80.
4

G. Herbertshoehe, Journal, 1897, No, 291.
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What were Hahl 1 s plans and how did the N.G.K. react to his activities?
Hahl's first report to the Administrator on this matter is dated 22.7.1896.
[Queen Emma] ••• promised the natives the
undisturbed use of their lam when the plantations
Old Ralum and Tokuka expanded •••• Octave Mouton
has ioo rged the two villages Lalerei and Kinikinabot
situated behind [his plantation in] Kinigunan ••••
Recently, however, the natives of Lalai, Kikirre and
Ulalom ••• have asked the Administration to protect
them from the expansion of Ralum Plantation, After
repeated negotiations on the spot, Coe Forsayth •••
kindly agreed [in the name of Queen Emma.] that the
natives could remain in their hamlets, Since he
has no power of attorney in land matters, this
agreement is only provisional. According to my
information ••• Lalai and Kikirre are not to be
included in the plantation whereas this is intended
in the case of Ula.lorn. Now I also consider tl1e
preservation of Ulalom to be desirable. The
plantation will only lose about five acres, whereas
the natives• confidence in the Administration, which
increases noticeably, would be further strengthened.
The [European] settlements along Bianche Bay have
also a strong in~erest in preserving native settlements
not too far away because of the food supply. As before
in Ralum and Kinigunan a lively bartering has developed
in Herbertshoehe and Vunatali. Although the area south
and west of Ulalom is only sparsely populated, making
it feasible to move the few inhabitants of this hamlet
further inland, I am ••• of the opinion that the inclusion
of this hamlet in the plantation should not be allowed
and the provisional boundaries ••• [those agreed upon by
Coe Forsayth] should be confirmed. Further expansion of
the Neu Guinea Kompagnie's plantation will also necessitate
a decision on how land is to be distributed in about a
year's time. Although the Administration can, for the
time being, prevent the expansion of a plantation by
force in the interests of the natives (apparently by
virtue of its police powers], I still consider it
necessary that special regulations be enacted for the
final setting aside of lam for natives.
Hahl enclosed a draft of such an ordinance which did not lay down any rules
regarding the procedure to be followed 'since binding rules will prove
impracticable in dealings with nativea•. 1
1

Z.A., 2276.
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Shortly after Hahl wrote this report the Administrator, Ruediger,
resigned.

His successor,

c.

von Hagen, was· only interested in reorganizing

the N.G.K. •s economic activities in Kaiser Wilhelmsland.

The next

Administrator, Skopnik, was a lawyer and, in contrast to his predecessors,
very interestod in the logal aspects of the lam question.

Thus it was not

until December 1897 that the Bon.rd of Directors received a detailed report.
The Board's answer, dated 9.5.1898, sbows the characteristic mixture of
naivety and good intentions.

It stressed first of all that the question

of setting aside native reserves should only arise in connection with land
acquisitions prior to the annexation:
1
Had the Directions of 10.8.1887 been strictly
followed, land cultivated, used or otherwise claimed
by natives should either have been set aside or, in
case such land was purchased, it should have been
made clear beyond all doubt to the seller that the
purchaser was entitled to use am to dispose of such
land at free will, However in many cases thfs has
apparently neither been done when the land was
acquired, nor has the Land Titles Registration Office
ensured that the rights of the natives were preserved
when examining the applications for registration.
Having strongly emphasized that the rules laid down in the Directions had
to be closely followed in· the future 'in order to assure the natives their
possession and to prevent later conflicts•, the letter returned to the
subject of those properties where the rights of the natives living on the
land had not been clearly defined.
The difficulties mainly arise from the vagueness
of the contracts and from the fact that the natives
cannot understand their meaning. To make legal
distinctions ••• will be of little help• Instead
the Administration must, for political and legal
reasons, assume that whenever natives remained in
actual possession of lam wi t-hin an area sold •••
the sellers did not intend to give up and cease
using such land • • • [unless the contrary is beyond
1

See above, 192 ff.

question] so that, to this extent, the consensus
for the sale is lacking, It follows that this
possession is to be protected •••• Whether the
natives have preserved their possession or ,,,
whether it has been lost later1 fr,r instance by
leaving the land, has to be decided according to
the circumstances of each case, It is clear that
this approach can inconvenience those llho have
acquired large areas of land and that the greediness
and the limited capacity of the natives to understand
our legal concepts can cause tensions and disputes,
To prevent this an amicable agreement should be first
of all attempted ••• [as has already been done] ••••
If this proves impossible, it may become necessary to
enact regulations to protect the natives which have
been reserved in ••• the [Imperial] Ordinance ••• of
20,7.1887. This prospect will probably make the
settlers more inclined to ,,, settle differences by
agreement. Nevertheless, regulation by way of an
urdinance has also to be considered.
The letter concluded by suggesting that Hahl should draft such an
1
On 15. 9. 1898 Hahl sent his draft .to the Administrator which
ordinance.
was more detailed than the suggestions he had ma.de in 1896, but, with one
exception, very similar in substance.

Whereas the 1896 version also

envisaged the setting aside of native reserves in areas of ownerlcss land
- a possibility which throws an interesting light on Hahl's understanding
of what 1 ownerless• meant - the 1898 version was limited to land owned by
Europeans,
Native reserves could be created by amicable agreement or, if this
proved impossible, by way of confiscation.

In the latter case the

compensation was restricted to a proportion of the price originally paid
to the natives.

If the land was confiscated, the N.G.K, (in its capacity

as administrative authority} was registered as (formal} owner of the land
bu.t its title was encumbered by 1 an inheritable, permanent, unrestricted
and gratuitous right of usufruct and residence' for the natives.
1

Z.A., 2276.

In case

•
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a native reserve was created by amicable agreement the title of the European
owner was encumbered in the same way.
These rules applied to all European land, whether acquired before or
after the annexation, and included properties which had already been
registered.

New land ac~uisitions could only be registered after the

rights of the natives had been secured.

Moreover, the Administration

could, while the negotiations or the confiscation proceedings were going on,
determine provisional boundaries. This decision was not justiciable, 1
The main object of Hahl 1 s comments was to make clear that the areas
2
(in the Bismarck Archipelago) where a creation of native reserves was
'already urgently required' were far larger, and the irork involved far
greater than the Board of Direct.ors realized.

Hahl compiled the following

list of areas where native reserves were necessary in 1898.
I

In the Gazelle Peninsula
a. in Blanche Bay
on the land of the Neu Guinea Kompagnie
(the station manager cannot do this· job,
it requires many months).
On the properties of ••• [Queen Emma]
towards Cape Gazelle [in the ea.st] and
Raluana [in the west].3
b. In the east nea.r Ka.banga
A sketch has been sent previously to the
Board of Directors.4

1

Z.A., 2276.
2

Hahl was not concerned with Kaiser Wilhelmsland.
3

Only in the centre of Blanche Bay, on the land of Queen Emma and Mouton,
had the setting a.side of native reserves already been completed, al though
a survey was still required.
4

This was the 'ownerless' land registered for the N.G.K. on Fol. 45 (see
above, 214 am below, 233).
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c. On 1.11e north coast
On. the propertie& of the Sacred Heart Mission,
including Wnt.om Island.
On the areas claimed in Talili Bay by Hern:,1.l'lm
and ••• [Queen Emma] and near Cape Livuan by the
Neu Guinea Kompagnie.
d. In Weherhafen
where the claims of the ••• [N.G.K., Hernsheim,
the D.H.P.G. and Queen Emma.] overlap.
II

In the Duke of Yorks
on all islands, in particular on Kara.wara,
Utuan, Kabnkon and in the south of the
main island.
III In Nissan and Pinipil ••••
IV In the Carteret Islands ••••
v
In the Tasman Islands .• , ••
VI In the Fead Islands •• , •
VII In the Mortlock Islands 1 •• , ,
VIII In the French [Vitu] Islands, should they be
registered for the Neu Guinea Kompagnie,
IX In case the claims of the Neu Guinea Kompa~nie
to the north of New Hanover, those of ••• LQueen
Emma] to considerable areas in the east of New
Ireland, and those of the heirs of Scbulle to
large stretches of the northeast and northwest
coast of New Ireland are regarded as valid, there
will be enough work for many years to come.2
These prospects probably would have discouraged the N.G.K. in any
case, but when Hahl made his suggestions, the N.G.K. was about to sign a
second agreement with the Reich (7.10.1898), and thus had a good excuse
to leave it to the Reich to deal with the problem of native reserves.
The only result of the Board of Director's letter was a Decree issued
by Administrato·r Skopnik on 29.10.1898 instructing the Company's employees
to strictly adhere to the Directions of 10.8.1887.

Skopnik stressed that

1

The islands listed in III to VII are situated east of New Ireland and
Bougainville and were all acquired by Queen Emma.
2

Z.A., 2276.
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it was most improper to argue that it was not really important to comply
with legal formali tics.

He pointed out that land could not be registered

if the acquisition was not in accordance with the Directions and warned
that the employees were liable for all the damages the N.G.K. might
1
suffer.
1

The counterpart of setting aside native reserves is ti~ confiscation of
na ti vc land as a punishment. Al though native land was 'conf is ca ted' for
this reason, it was - in contrast to German Southwest Africa or some of
the French Colonies - never used as a means of acquiring large areil.s of
land which could then be distributed to European settlers. The •confis~ation'
of native land in German New Guinea was clearly not a part of the land policy
and shall therefore not be discussed in this context •

•
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CHA.Pl'ER 16
A Judicial Interlude
I

Hahl and the Facade of Colonial Law

Hahl 1 s decision in the dispute between Parkinson and the N.G.K,
1
over Kalili and Wairiki in 1896 was probably the only judicial decision
in a dispute regarding the acquisition of land throughout the period of
Company administration, and even this decision was not final being later
replaced by an agreement.

Moreover, the N.G.K.•s attacks were n~t so

much directed against Parkinson's title to the land but against its
transfer to the Sacred Heart Mission.

In 1897 Hahl had the opportunity

to decide another complex of disputes in which the land acquisitions of
Queen Emma's clan played an important part, although they were not directly
at issue,
When Hahl tried to accelerate the survey of land in the Gazelle
Peninsula, the settlers began to settle their" land claims among themselves,
partly to consolidate their holdings, partly to find a solution in cases
where their claims overlapped, and partly to secure the N.G,K, 1 s approval
for their registration,

The negotiations between Hernsheim and Queen Emma

and between Queen Emma and the N,G,K. led to amicable agreements, 2 but the
conflicting claims of Queen Emma and Mouton to land at Kabakaul were not
as easily settled,

Mouton, feeling he had to take a firm stand, turned

down Parkinson's offer to work out a compromise and began to attack Queen
Emma's land acquisitions in general with the result that Queen Erruna and Pheb1
Parkinson brought a (criminal) action for defCltmation of character against
. 3
him.
1

See above,218 ff,
2

Agreements of 1,10,1898 and 10,12.1897 respectively (C,A., AA 67/83, G,
Herbertshoehe, Freiwillige Gerichtsbarkeit 1887 to 1899),
3

According to German law private individuals can bring criminal actions
against a person in cases of alleged deformation of character
(Privatklageverfahren),

Doth actions were based on remarks Mouton had allegedly made in July
1896 to various natives when he assisted in the survey of Queen Emma•s
properties.

Queen Emma also sued Mouton for having endangered her credit 1

by telling the natives in Malaguna, that she planned to take possession of
the land she had bought there and would start a plantation under a
European manager. 2
Fnr from drnying these remarks, Mouton wrote a long letter to Hahl
on 18.9.1897, expressing his surprise that he was forced to prove their
truth in court,

He tried to explain (in a rather confused way) that Queen

Emma and Phebe Parkinson attempted to prevent an investigation of'their
land claims by influencing the natives with promises, lies, threats and
even fines, 3 and that they had a number of native spies who kept them
informed and stopped other natives from talking,
Mouton put most of the blame on Phebe Parkinson,
particular of three things:
a)

He accused her in

that she ma.de the natives believe a sale of land by a native was valid
according to Western law, no matter whether or not the seller was the
owner, 4

1

The endangering of a person's credit is, according to German law {Section
187 of the Criminal Code), a special type of deformation of character.
2

C.A., AA 67/83, G, Herbertshoehe, Item Nos. 7-8/97,
J

Mouton for
shell money
with Hahl:
presents to

instance alleged that the native Teroi had to pay a fine of
to Mrs Parkinson for having visited and excha~ed pI'osents
'Are you a Luluai [a headman appointed by Hahlj that you take
the Judge?• (Mouton to Hahl, ibid., Item No. 7, 13).

4

'This strategy was used with Tobualom [whose land was sold by Tovangana],
and he really believes that our customs are such and that he has nothing
more to say• (ibid., 11),
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b)

that she threatened the natives the N.G.K. would take away their land
and plant it if they did not agree they had sold it to Queen Emma; 1

c)

that she only allowed those natives who would speak in her favour
to give evidence during an investigation. 2
She has control of almost all the natives, and
these people are no longer free to say what they
think to each other.3
Hahl first disposed of Queen Emma's action for endangering her credit~

It appears that, in so doing, he thoroughly enjoyed a little play with the
double standards the settlers showed in their land dealings and for which
this case provided an ideal illustration.

Queen Emma claimed to the

Europeans and colonial authorities that the land in Malaguna was hers,
but she regarded it as a criminal offence if someone told the natives
living on the land that she planned to exercise the rights she claimed and
to cultivate the land.

She wanted to inform the natives gradually that

they had lost their land and rightly felt tha~ it would cause unrest and
complicate her economic expansion if the natives were suddenly confronted
with the practical consequences her claims had for them.
Hahl chose to stick to the deeds and decided on 4 0 10 0 1897 not to
proceed with the charge at all.
1
1

1 asked him [Tongaru] as to whether it was true that Mrs Parkinson said

to the natives that if they did not say the land belonged to the Missis
[Queen Emma) Kokopo [the N.G.K,] would work there' (ibid., 4). The example
Mouton gives later is more ambiguous. [Tomulai said Mrs Parkinson had told
him:] 1Don 1 t hide any of the pieces of land Parkinson has bought, because
the Judge [Hahl], Octave [Mouton] will bring with him, '«ill (otherwise]
take them in possession and will work there, you can see his plantation
getting nearer, have pity on my sister' (ibid., 14).

2

[Tovurgilo said] 'Mrs Parkinson chose her people, those who spoke as she
did, but the rest of us agreed among ourselves not to follow, that is why
there were always only a few men •••. and why you only heard one story•
(ibid., 2).
3
Ibid., 7.

•
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I am unable to see how it can endanger the credit
as the economic aspect of a person's honour, if
it is said that this person intends to exercise
rights he himself claims to have. [How can it be
a criminal offence to say you own land you yourself
claim to own.]
After Hahl had also acquitted Mouton - in a very diplomatic manner from the charge brought by Phebe Parkinson, Queen Emma. withdrew her second
charge.

At about the same time Mouton informed Hahl that he believed the

land he claimed at Kabakaul was Queen Emma's property after all. 1 Again a
compromise between the European parties and not a judicial decis~on was
regarded as the answer and the facade of colonial land law remained intact.
II

Schnee and Boether: The Judiciary Attacks
On 20.3.1900 Tora.be! and other natives brought an action against the

N.G.K. Their aim was to have the entry on Folio 45 in the Ground Book for
the Gazelle Peninsula cancelled which showed that the Company had title
to about 13,000 acres of 1 ownerless• land between Cape Gazelle and the
Warnngoi.

They claimed the certificate of 30.5.1896, by virtue of which

the property had been registered, was invalid because the land was and had
been inhabited by many hundreds of natives.

Geisler, the Company's local

manager, informed the Board of Directors of this action.

Befqre +,he letter

arrived in Berlin, Hahl 1 s successor, Schnee, had decided the case against
the N.G.K.

When Geisler received the instruction to appeal, the decision

had become absolute, and Folio 45 was cancelled.
The N.G.K. suffered the next blow, 'When the Imperial Judge,Boether, in
Friedrich Wilhelmshafen informed the Company's local manager on 15.11.1901:
On application of the former Director General,
Mr Skopnik, of 29.4.1899 ••• the Neu Guinea
Kompagnie has been registered ••• as the owner
of the islands Njuhi I (Gusop) and Njuhi II (Paris)
without previous examination on the spot of the
contracts concluded by Mr Luecker on 29. and
1

C.A., AA 67/83, G. Herbertshoehe, Journal 1897, No. 206.
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30.7.1898. A subsequent examination on the spot
••• has shown that they arc \'oid. The registration
••• is thus also invalid and I have ordered ex
officio that the entries be cancelled, 1
Despite this preparation, Boether 1 s letter of 30.11,1901 must have been
a shock,
The 15 documents regarding land acquisitions in
the District of Berl inhaf en [Ai tape], "i1 ich you
submit,ted ... on 17,5, 1900, .. for entry in the
Ground Book have been examined on the spot , , ,
partly last year and partly in the present year ,,,,
With regards.to the agreements effected by Mr
Luecker the examination proved in eve:ry case that
the agreements were for material reasons not valid
in law .. .. Therefore the application .. ,[for
registration] in the Ground Book must be refused
with costs , , , , But four of the agreements have
been acknowledged by the natives in question am
they sh al 1 therefore be registered, 2
These four properties had been acquired by Kae.rnbach and the Divine Word
Mission in 1896/97 and covered a total of about 300 acres compared with
about 100,000 acres the Company claimed on the basis of Luecker•s agreements,
Boether•s activities were not restricted to the Berlinhafen District, he
also refused to register the Company's claims:
a)

to about 25,000 acres in Hansa Bay

b)

to about

c)

to about 4,000 acres in Adalberthafen and

d)

to about 2 1 000 acres around Wewak.

6,000 acres in Potsdamhafen

There is little doubt, that the claims to about 70,000 acres in the Ramu
area and to more than 15,000 acres in the Huon Gulf would have experienced
(or in fact experienced) a very similar fate,
1

Z,A,, 2279,
2

Custodian, T 9 (Cham, Wolau, Suain),
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III A Pyrrhic Victory
Schnee 1 s and Boether 1s judicial attacks cost the N.G.K. about
150,000 acres of land, but the Company was furious and the decisions
could have easily back-fired for legal reasons.
According to Sections 9-10 of the Prussian Land Statute of 5.5.1872
- which principally applied in German New Guinea by virtue of Section 1
of the Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 - a person, by being registered
in the Ground Book as the O'l-:ner of a previously unregistered piece of
land, did not acquire an indefeasible title to the land.

His claim to

ownership could still be attacked as if he were not registered.

Only the

good faith of third parties acquiring rights (including ownership) from
a registered owner was protected (Section 9, Subsection 2).

This would

have meant that the N.G.K. could not acquire a secure title to ownerless
or native lend.

The Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887, however, made special

provisions for this case, and the N.G.K. argued that these provisions
departed from Prussian law - which was admissible - so that Sections 9-10
of the Statute of 5.5.1872 were not applicable. 1 The argument centred on
Section 5, Subsection 2 of the Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 which directed
that land the Company acquired in exercise of its monopoly was to be
registered in the Ground Book by virtue of a certificate issued by the
Administrator or an official authorized by him.

The wording of this

certificate was prescribed in Section 38 of the Decree of 30.7.1887 which
laid do.wn the procedure for the registration of land.

It had to state:

that the Neu Guinea Kompagnie has become the
owner of the said property by virtue of the
exclusive right granted to it by the Imperial
Charters and in accordance with the directions
issued in this respect.
The N.G.K. argued that this certificate and this certificate alone was the
basis of registration and that the courts were bound to accept it.
1

N.G.K. to Foreign Office, 6.10.1900, Z.A., 2278,

It had
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been the purpose of these provisions to make the examination of lnntl
acquisitions the responsibility of the Administration, to give the N,G,K,
a secure title to the land it acquired and to prevent endless litigation,
This purpose had been expressly acknowledged by the representatives of the
Foreign Office and the Ministry of Justice when the draft of the Ordinance
had been discussed
provisions.

and

was clearly manifest in the wording of these

If this interpretation was accepted, and there was a good chance that
1
it would be, the N,G,K. had in practice an indefeasible title to all the
land it had acquired in exercise of its monopoly, whether already
registered or not.

However, there was still Section 13 of the Imperial

Ordinance of 20 0 7.1887, so that the Company's ownership could, despite
Section 5, Subsection 2, be restricted by regulations enacted to protect
the natives.
Did the new Imperial Administration intend to fight this legal battle
with the N.G,K,? Here it must be remembered ~hat the judiciary was, at
that time, not separated from the administration:

Schnee had been Acting

Governor until Benningsen 1 s arrival and Boether District Commissioner in
Kaiser Wilhelmsland,
Boether investigated Luecker 1 s land acquisition in the presence of
van der Laan, a surveyor employed by the N,G,K,, who, in some cases, began
immediately afterwards to negotiate new agreements,

A claim to about 750

acres near Suain, for example, was investigated by Boether in June 1901
and by 9,7,1901 a new agreement was signed, this time by 103 representatives
of nine villages, instead of the one chief who had usually made his cross
under Luecker's agreements. 2
In the case of the land registered on Folio 45, the N.G.K. claimed
that Geisler had begun to negotiate with Bcnningsen about a week before
Torabel and the other natives had brought their action: •
1

See below, 298.
2

Custodian, File T 9 (Cham, Wolau, Suain).
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The lntter [ll~nningscn] agreed to an amicable
arrangement by which the Neu Guinea Kompagnie
was to limit its claim to the uninhabited parts
of the land and to renounce all claims to land
which was found to be inhabited, 1
Under these circumstances it is very likely that the judicial attacks were
intended as warning shots rather than as signals for a wholesale

legal war,

The purpose was probably to make it clear to the N,G,K, that times had
changed and that it would face an unpleasant future if it was not prepared,
without delays, to play the game according to the rules the Administration
prescribed: "see what will happen to you in court, if you do not'reach an
amicable arrangement with us", 2
1

N,G,K, to Foreign Office, 6,10,1900 (Z.A,, 2278),

2

The N.G,K, had another theory: it claimed that Torabel had brought the
action on Queen &una. 1 s instigation who sought revenge for having lost her
land in the area to the Company (ibid,).
•
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CHAPTER 17
The 'Old Land CJaims'
I

Continued Bargaining

The first Imperial Governor, von Benningsen, regarded it as hi.s most
urgent duty to deal with the •old land claims•, that is the alleged
acquisitions of land prior to the annexation, few of which had been
registered so far in the Ground Book.
the Foreign Office:

1

On 21.12.1900 he reported to

The old land claims cause great difficulties. It
the court [the Land Titles Registration Office]
summons the claimants to apply for registration
of land, I object on principle ••• and then try
to reach agreement with the applicant about his
••• claims by way of compromise. In this respect
personal prestige and influence is of great
importance and I intend to sort out.all pending
claims by cumpromise before my departure. With
the exception of very s1111.ll islands a fixed acreage
is conceded. When the land is later selected and
surveyed, the registration does not pose problems
any longer. Land conceded in such a settlement is
granted without [improvement] conditions which would
render the negotiations more difficult.2
When Benningsen wrote this report, he had already been confronted
with the first difficulties.

However, they vere not caused by the settlers

but by the Foreign Office which had pointed out in a letter on 11.10.1900 in another context - that the Governor had no authority to make independent
decisions in land matters, although a limited authority should be delegated
to him.

It appears that the question was never clearly decided.

When Hahl

was criticized by the Colonial Office for having signed a land agreement
1

A registration in the registers of Oertzen or Schmiele was only regarded
as a temporary measure.

2
Z.A., 2276.
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with the N.G.K. in 1912 without previous approval, he argued that the
limitations indicated in the letter of 11.10.1900 were outdated and had
been tacitly replaced by the 'General Principles for the Transfer of Land'
which h!l.d been approved by the Colonial Office and thus formed the I imi ts
1
of the Governor's discretion.
Benningsen, on receiving the letter of
11.10.1900, continued with his negotiations but made the effectiveness
of future agreements depend upon the approval of the Chancellor of the
Reich (insofar as it was required) and asked for a general approval of
all his previous land agreements,
On 8,J, 1900, the first agreement over old land claims was reached
with Parkinson since the appeal of the Administration (as the successor
of the N,G,K.) against Hahl 1 s decision regarding Parkinson's claims to
Kalili end Wairiki was still pending, However, the (second) agreement
with Queen Emma of 21,12.1900 is more instructive.
This agreement dealt primarily with Queen Emma's [Mrs Kolbe] claims
to land in the Solomons (excluding the groups.of smaller islands to the
east which had already been registered) and the Admiralty Group,
1•

Mrs Kolbe transfers to the Government her land claims
in the ••• Solomons in so far as they have not yet been
registered •••• [Queen Emma claimed eight smaller islands
an:i an area on Bougainville and Buka estimated to be
about 250,000 acres,]
2.
Mrs Kolbe receives from the Government:
a) In Carolahafen on Buka one piece of land of 1,250
acres ••• for free selection,,, prior to 1,1,1903
• • • • Native reserves do not count towards the
1,250 acres.
"b)
[Three named uninhabited islan:is,J In case the
islands are later inhabited, native reserves must
be set aside or the natives compensated in some other
way when the islands are taken into use.
c) On Bougainville 22,500 acres in one, two or three
blocks for free selection ••• prior to 1,1,1903 ,,,.
Native reserves do not count towards the 22,500 acres, 2
1

2

Z.A., 2401 (Report of 20.10.1913),

Z,A., 2278.
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The a.greem('nt regarding Queen Enuna•s claims to about 5,000 acres in the
Admiralty Group (contained in the same document), followed a similar
pattern.

Queen Enuna transferred all claims to the Government which granted

her three small islands in the Admiralty Group and 1,650 acres adjoining
her properLy in Kawn.kaul (Kabakaul?} in the Gazelle Peninsula.

(750 acres

were granted free of charge whereas she had to buy the other 900 acres for
2/- per acre from the Government.)
According to both agreements Queen Emma had to bear the costs of
acquiring the selected lands, compensation to natives being mentioned in
particular.
a)
b)

Four aspects of the agreements are especially interesting:
that the claims were not dropped, but transferred to the Government, 1
that both parties assumed the claimant would have no difficulties in
acquiring the land granted to him,

c)

that the setting a.side of native reserves was regarded as a matter
of course, and

d)

that the decision whether a native reserve was to be set aside or
compensation paid, was made when the land was taken in use and not
when it was acquired.

If land was ownerless when acquired but occupied by natives when taken in
use, the natives' interests were sti 11 protected at the expense of the
European's rights.

Benningsen 1 s tactics were simple.

He argued:

the

Government will attack your claims in court where you could lose everything,·
but if you transfer your claims to the Government, it will authorize you
to acquire a smaller area and not oppose the registration of this land.
This approach was not always successful.

'When Benningsen objected to the

registration of the N.G.K. 1 s claim to the northern section of New Hanover,
the Company, o.ngry at having lost the land between Cape Gazelle and the
t'.,

rnngoi as the result of what it felt was a wrong decision, was not

1

It is not clear whether Benningsen intended to treat the claimed land as
Government property or whether the transfer was made for technical reasons •
•
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prepared to negotiate.

It relied upon Section 5, Subsection 2 of the

Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887 which, the Company thought, gave it a
virtually indefeasihle title.

Benningsen argued that this provision did

not apply hrre because the Company had acquired the land from the D.H.P.G.
and not in exerc isc of its monopoly, so that the registra.ti on did not take
place by virtue of a possibly injusticiable certificate of the
1
Administrator.
The N.G.K. was not convinced and on 12.9.1900 sued the
Government to have its claims fully acknowledged.
On 4. 11.1901 Queen Emma brought a similar action regarding claims to
land in New Ireland,
On 11,9,1900 I was sununoned by the then Imperial
Judge, Dr Schnee, to apply for the registration of
the land titles Nos, 124 .. , , 125, ... , 126 [in
Sc Junie le' s Register] in the Ground Book. This was
done on 1.11,1900 after Mr Forsayth himself had
visitod the properties in October and. had defined
the boundaries , , , in agreement with the local
natives. All the natives living t~ere well remember
that the lands in question have been sold to our
firm and raise no objections •••• On 5,7,1901 I
was informed ••• that the Imperial Government
lodged an objection to the registration •• ,, No
reason for the objection was given • , , , 2
The hearing was suspended until the Foreign Office had decided whether it
would approve the agreement between Benningsen and Queen Emma of 21, 12.1900.
It was not before 12,9.1907 that an agreement was reached,

Queen

Emma renounced all claims to about 3,750 acres in New Ireland in favour of
the Government in exchange for the right to acquire 2, 500 acres near Cape
Merkus on the south coast of New Britain and a two year option to acquire
1

This argument is partly guessed. The only document available .i~, a letter
of 25,8.1900 from Bcnningsen to the N.G,K, (Z.A,,2278). In ~his letter
not the applicability of Section 5 but that of a clause in too 1898
agreement between the Company and the Reich is discussed. Thi." clause
{Section 8, Subsection 6) only makes sense if read in connection ~1th
Section 5.
2

C.A., G.1 File No.·210.
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another 2, 500 acres adjoining the inln;id boundary of the first,

Re:::arding

the second 2,500 acres, the Government could either demand 2/- per a.ere
or, in exchange, the cession of other of Queen Emma's land claims, 1
In February 1908, Queen Emma approached Hahl and asked if she could
get land at Telengo.ia Harbour in Ne1; Ireland, vhere she had to.ken about
3,750 acres in possession for the Government, instead of the lam near
Cape Merkus,

By a letter of 6.• 2.1908 Hahl offered 1,250 acres,

Quee.1

Emma was not satisfied,

On 13,11,1908 agreement "'as reached that she should
.
2
have 2,500 acres at Telengaia Harbour, but no option to acquire more land,
As early as 1904 Queen Emma had been authorized to acquire another
1,250 acres near Cape Merkus,

However, she only acquired 800 acres and,

according to the general rules, her authority to acquire the additional
450 acres would have become invalid after twelve months, Under an agreement
3
of 19,11,1908 Queen Emma was given a further two years to select the land,
Although she had paid the Government for the full 1 1 250 acres in 1908
4
she or her successors (the H,S,A,G,) did not make use of this authority, 5
The history of these land claims may seem confusing, but this is one
of the simpler cases,

So much bargaining took place over the years, so

many agreements were later changed, and claims were so frequently moved
1

C,A,, AA 63/83, G, Herbertshoehe, F,G, 31/07,
2

Custodian, File T214,
3

C,A,, AA 63/83, G, Herbertshoehe, F,G, 42/08,
4

The H,S,A,G, (Hamburgische Suedsee - Aktiengesellschaft) acquired.Queen
Emma's business in 1910 (it was first called Forsayth G,m,b,H,),
5
Custodian, File T69, Pt,1,
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over the map of German New Guinea that it 1:as Wlavoidable that some of
them were lost on the way and that others had not been dealt \;i th at al 1
by 1914.

1

It appears that the hearing of the N.G,K. 1 s action against. t!1e
Government in September 1900 was also suspended.

By August 1901 Hahl and

Geisler had worked out a draft agreement \·:hich was sent for approval to
the Foreign Office nnd the Company's Board of Directors,

With t.t·o

exceptions the draft fol lowed the pattern of the agreements bet"°een .
Benningsen and Queen Emma.
The Company was to renoWlce all rights it had acquired on the' basis
of a series of contracts concluded by the D.H,P,G, in 1885 in favour of
the Government,

The latter was to transfer to the Company the ownership

,.,

of an area of land half the size (about 18,750 acres) .. under certain
conditions.
The Company could select - ,,.i thin four years - up to 3, 750 acres on
13 of the 26 islands it claimed along the

nort~

coast of New Hanover, and

the rest either solely on the main island, or half of it in New Hanover
and tlie other half either in New Ireland or New Britain, or one third each
of these islands,

The main reason for not limiting the choice to

New

Hanover

was to give the Company the opportunity to acquire part of the land it had
3
lost bet\leen Cape Gazelle and Warangoi.
One of the differences between this and earlier agreements with Queen
Emma was that land inhabited by natives or required by them for gardening
could not be acquired.

The other was that the Company only had to formally

1

Of the 471 provisionally registered •old land claims• 360 had been dealt
vith by 1904 1 hut a lnrge portion of them consisted of small blocks for
mission or trading stat.ions. Dy 1909 another 66 claims were settled, but
in 1913 there still remained 28 (C.A,,AA 63/83 G. llerbertshoehe,
Gerichtsstatistiken 1901-1914),
2
Although Hahl estimated the area claimed to be about 100,000 acres, in
this draft agreement he adopted the Company's estimate of 37,000.
3

A. Hahl to Foreign Office, 31.8.1901, Z.A., 2279.
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•.

acquire the selected land in so far as it had not already been acquired
1
by the D.H.P.G. in 1885.
Although the.Government attacked the claims,
it did not treat them as invalid, but acted on the assumption that they
were at least valid in pa.rt.
The Board of Directors \:as not satisfied with this draft.

It

apparently insisted that at the same time an agreement had to be reached
regarding the land it had lost in the Ga;;elle Peninsula.

The Foreign Office,

sharing the Company's vie'1s that Schnee•s decision was wrong in law, ':as
sympathetic. The contra.ct signed in Berlin on 1.2.1902 consisted therefore
of two agreements.
The agreement regarding the claims to land in New Hanover \:as simil a.r
to Hahl's draft.

But instead of being granted the right to acquire a

certain acreage on a limited number of offshore islands, the Company ,·as
granted three islands and was promised, on application, small areas on
other islands for trading stations at 2/- per acre.

The Company l:as further

granted the right to acquire 15,000 acres, of.which it could select up to
5,000 acres in one or two blocks anywhere in the Bismarck Archipelago,
whereas at least 10,000 acres had to be selected in up to three blocks on
New Hanover.
years.

The selection had to be made within five (instead of four)

Hahl's tvo specific clauses ((a) that land inhabited by natives or

required for gardening could not be acquired and (b) that the selected land
only had to be

acq~ired

were dropped.

Instead it was agreed that native reserves would be set aside

if not already acquired under the original agreementf

,;here necessary and that the Company had to bear the costs if land was
acquired from natives.
1

Geisler wrote on 9.4.1903 to the Government:
•We have not bought this island (Unga.la.bu) again as the natives know of
the earlier purchase. For that reason it was not advisable to buy the
land once more • • • • The other islands have been bought as per enclosed
purchase agreement•
(Custodian, File T209).
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In add it ion tlie N,G, K, 1:as granted the uninhabited section of t!i e
land it had lost as ti1e result of Sc!mee•s decision,

The section ,,·as to

be definl'd by the Wa.rangoi in the south and a straight line beginning at
the border of the nrea. claimed by the natives sout.11 of Kaba.nga and running
nort:1-wcst,

Moreover, if the survey showeu tbat this area l:as ·smaller

than 6, 250 acres, tl1P Company could make up the difference in another part
of New Britain,

1

·In 1903 Geisler informed the Government that he had selected the three
island~

that he had acquired two blocks of 5,000 acres each on New Hanover,
. .

and that the Company intended to acquire the other 5,000 acres elsewhere,

2

On the other hand it had also proved impossible to realize the Company's
claim to 6,250 acres bet1:een Kabanga and the Warangoi even in part, so that
the Company could claim a total of 11,250 acres on the basis of the contract
0f

1• 2 • 1902.
On 12,7,1904 the Company informed the Government where it intended to

select this land and a further 2,500 acres gr!lnted to it by an agreement of
3
22,8, 1903,
It 1;a.nted 5,000 acres on the south side of Weberhafen, 5,000
acres in south New Brit.ain, 3,500 acres in the Solomons, Md 250 acres on
Tabar Island,

The Government apparently lifted the time limit of five

years for the acquisition, stipulated in the 1902 agreement,

4

In 1912 the Company had still not acquired any of this land,

Moreover,

in 1909 it had approached the Colonial Office offering certain lands for
sale to consolidate its financial position, 5 In his report of 2,8,1909
Hahl only expressed interest - as far as the Bismarck Archipelago was
1

Z,A., 2279.
2

Letter of 9,4,1903, Custodian, File T2u9,
3

No copy of this agreement was available,
4

Contract of 2,12,1912, see below, 246 ff.
5
A. Hahl to·colonial Office, 20,10,1913, Z,A., 2401,

concerned - in the Company's claim to 5,000 acres in Weberhafen, partly
for native reserves (the natives had moved down in large nwnbers to the
coast which ten years earlier had been uninhabited) and partly for small
plantations closer to Ra.haul. Further he suggested the acquisition of
about 5,000 acres for native reserves in the area between Herbertshoehe
1
and Cape Palliser.
Rllalizing he required more information, Hahl
concluded by indicating that he would submit a detniled report when the
District Commissioners involved had commented on the matter.
District Commissioner Klug sent his comments on 31.10,1909,

He

pointed out that the only part of Weberhnfen 'ihere the Company could
realize its claim to 5,000 acres was the swampy coast between Tombaule
and Kera.vat or the hinterland between Kera.vat and Wundal 1.hich "·as also
uns.ui table for plantations, so that the Government had no interest in
acquiring this claim.

On the other hand, the Government had a strong

interest to acquirP part of the Company's land on the west coast of
Weberhafen (which Hahl had apparently confuse.d with the Company's claim
offered for sale).

Although unsurveyed, the land was already registered

and estimated to be 12,500 acres.

Klug also strongly supported Ha.hl's

view that native reserves should be set aside in the area between
Herbertshoehe and Cape Palliser, and stressed in particular the necessity
of having the eastern boundary of the N,G.K, 1 s land on Fol, 19 and Fol.

,H

surveyed (which was only defined by the fact that it adjoined the Company's
land registered on Fol. 45 which had been cancelled in 1900), 2
Between 1909 and 1912 the Government negotiated with the N.G.K. and
on 7.5.1912 Hahl and Dr Preuss, one of the Company's directors,signed an
agreement which settled all the Company's outstanding land claims in the
Bismarck Archipelago.
The Company's land claims amounted at that time to 13,750 acres.
had decided in 1904 where to select the land, but in the 1912 agreement
1

Z,A,, 2400,
2

Ibid,

It
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the Company revoked this decision, so that the selection was again at
issue.

The Company had also lost about 1,000 acres because of the setting

aside of native reserves on the north coast of the Gazelle Pcninsula 1 and
ha.d promi. cd.
0

Lu

am Warangoi.

cede 2,500 acres for native reserves between Cape Ga:i:elle
On the other hancl the Company owed the Government about

£1,000 for the survey of its·properties registered on Fols. 19, 44 and 98.
The agreement reached was roughly as follows:
a)

The Company reduced its claims by about 5,000 acres, whereon the
Government

b)

releo.~ed

it from paying the survey costs.

.

The Goverrunent transferred two blocks of land of about 1, 700 acres
on the Ge.rdner Islands to the Company.

c)

The Cc~pany \:as entitled to select within one year 10,000 acres in
up to three blocks of 2, 500 acres or more 1•hich were to be transferred
2
without any conditions.

It was this agreement which caused the Colonial Office to criticize Hahl
inter alia for having overstepped his authori.ty in land matters, and it
is understandable that the officials in Berlin shuddered at the idea of an
audit court investigating it.

The Colonial Office was thus reluctant to

approve it, and it seems tl1at formally it never did, although the agreement
was partly carried into effect.
By the end of 1912 Geisler had selected the 10,000 acres in three
blocks:

two blocks of 2,500 acres

each on the south coast and one block

of 5,000 acres on the north coast of New Britain.

Apparently he had

selected a longer beach frontage than allowed in the agreement, and in
1

In reality the Company had lost about 7,000 acres, most of it land at the
south and west of Weberhafen. The land of the Company, registered on Fol.
98, had been estimated to only be about 12,500 acres, whereas the survey
showed that the area was a.bout 18,500 acres. Instead of to.king the figure
shown in the survey, the 1912 agreement used the previous estimate so that
only the land set aside for native reserves in excess of the difference
(tha.t is 6,000 acres) appeared as a Company loss.
2

Z.A., 2401.
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•
•

•

March 1913 District Conunissioncr Klug suggested to Hahl that the time was
•

favourable now f··: c*tracting more land for native reserves in the cast of
•

the Gazelle Peninsula from the Company, since it depended for the recop,nition
of its land acquisitions on the gooduill of the Government, 1 Hahl followed
the suggeRLion and reported on 14,1,1914 to the Colonial Office that he
had approved the acquisitions (on the condition that the Colonial Office
approved the 1912 agreement), after the Company had ceded its land south of
')

Danmarei River to a depth of about 6,000 feet to the Government ...
II

The Reasons for Bargaining
Why did Benningsen and Hahl deal 1;i th the

1 old

land claims• by way of

compromise, instead of leaving it to the courts to determine "hether or not
they "ere valid?

E, Wolff, who had been Judgr and District Conunissioner in German New
Guinea (although for a rather short and unsuccessful periotl),published in
1906 an ebullient paper which gives some insig~t into the probable reasons
for this decision,

Wolff began by describing how a court should have decided these
claims,
Nearly all of the •old land claims• were based on
agreements with natives, Such an agreement was
legally valid if the native owner had transferred
the ownership and the (indirect) possession of the
land, The firstp:-erequisite for recognition was
that the native seller owned the land. However,
with the exception of house sites, land was,
according to the traditional law, not private
property, Unused land could form part of the
sphere of political power of one tribe or another,
but it was not this tribe's private property, The
contracts of purchase and sale were thus legally
irrelevant, Most land in New Guinea was ownerless
1

10.ug to Hahl, 2,3,1913 (No, 672), ibid,
2
Ibid,
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nnd could only be acquired by being actually taken
into posi;<>ssi.on and that had rarely been done. In
other words, practically all of the 'old land claims•
involving larger areas had no legal basis whatsoever
and the land had remained ownerless. 1
Wolff then turned to the administrative aspect.
The decision that most of' the 'old land claims'
were legally invalid did not mean that the claimants
should not b~ given any of the land they claimed.
Th<: claims only ceased to be a matter of private law.
Since most of tl1e claimed land was ownerless, although
possibly subject to non-exclusive native gardening
rights, the Administration could freely dispose of the
land as it thought fit for the common good. From this
point of vie..· it ,,.ould have been foolish not to give
some of' the abundance of unused land to those ;;ho had
the capital, the labour force and the intention to
cultivate it.2
Having completed his theoretical argwnent, Wolff described what
actually happeneJ.
If the conditions in German New Guinea had been the
same as in western Europe, the courts would have
investigated the land claims from the legal point of
view and rejected most of them. Afterwards the
Administration would have allotted areas of ownerless
land to the local firms according to their requirements.
The Administration would have, as it were, rebuilt what
the courts had destroyed. However, the conditions in
German New Guinea were different. Firstly, judicial
and administrative functions were both exercised by
the same person. Secondly, it was virtually impossible
to determine the validity of the old land claims
according to strictly legal criteria. The legal
distinctions made in the regulations, in particular
the distinction between 'owned' and •ownerless• land,
could not ~c ~ade in practice, and facts could frequently
not be J roved :·•i th reasonable certainty, due to the time
which ,,.;.d t:~tJ.i''-ed, to the language barrier, to the

-

1

..

f

,,-~,~ :i;·

y of
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l;•!llio., ~ ~-'Y

n

-.!f.L'ls argwnent on 493-494.

'Jt w·vlf1 • s argument on 494-495.
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proverbial falseness of the na·Lives, to the
difficulties in locating them, as \:cl l as the
Europeans involved.. There \·:as only one way out
of these factual and legal difficul tics: the
determination of land claims by a court had to
be avoided as far as possible and an amicable
a:;rccment had to be sought instead. This was
indeed the idea 1;hich guided the Administration,
on the i:hole to the satisfaction of all parties
involved, This flexible approach left room for
practical considerations and special wishes of
European claimants. On the other hand it allowed
the Administration to protect the public interests
and those of the native population much more
effectively. These amicable settlements prevented
numerous embittered la¥suits and serious unrests
"·hich would have otherwise disrupted the development
of the young colony.1
Finally, as a kind of appendix, Wolff indicated what happened "nen
an amicable settlement could not be reached.
Especially 'Where land was only claimpd by one of
the firms,2 this firm often refused to negotiate
with the Administration, believing that it could
achieve a full recognition of its claims in court.
This does not seem.very likely since Wolff stated earlier that nearly all
claims were legally invalid.

The explanation, which makes it at the same

t.ime understandable 'Why the Government was so anxious to keep the claims
out of court, is that the judges apparently did not share the view Wolff
held in 1906,
Attempts were made to force the impracticable
distinction between •ownerless' land and land
1
owned' by natives upon the conditions in New
Guinea, by deducing from the previously existing
rights of sovereignty that the district of a
tribe was its - free and alienable - private
1

Summary of Wolff's argument on 495-497.
2

This was, according to Wolff, an exception (ibid., 491) - but this is one
of his exaggerations.

:::!51

property. On this basis it \>as he 1i eved that
a.11 the monstrous aereements regarding the
trnnsfer of land could and should be recognized,
provided they named the most important members
of ~1e tribe and put the correct words in their
mouths, In this way enormous areas were frequently
awarded to Europeans as their exclusive property,
No regard was sl1own for possible gardening rights
of the native population, After all, the land had
been sold?
Although it is almost certainly a gross exaggeration to say that
Europeans were frequently awarded land on these grounds by the cqlonial
courts, Wolff 1 s account shows that among tJ1 e early colonial lawyers tl1e
same kind of division of opinion regarding native land rights existed as
among other early observers,

One group shared Hernshei1:1's vie ..· that the

natives did not know the ownership of lam, another group shared Miklucho
Maclay•s view that all land subject to native rights of any kind was
legally owned,

1

But both gr.oups agreed that the traditional rights hardly

fitted into the existing framework of colonie:l land law and that it ..·as
for this reason better to keep the 'old land claims' out of cou1·t,

As

lawyers they preferred to deal with the 'old land claims' on a non-legal
basis because both views on native land rights led to unsatisfactory
results,
1

See above, 180 ff,

CHAPTER 18

Nativn Reserves
I

General
Although Benningsen saw that native reserves had to be set aside,

the protection of native rights or interests was not the main reason for
his negotiations with European claimants.

His aim was to settle the

existing European land claims as a basis for the Government's land policy

.

in the future; but when Hahl become Acting Governor in May 1901, the
question of native reserves became the centre of attention.

On 17.11.1901,

the month he "·as appointed Governor, Hahl sent a detailed report on the
matter to the Foreign Office. 1
At that time twelve native reserves existed, eight in Blanche Bay for
more than 21 000 natives, and four around Talili Bay on the north coast of
the Gazelle Peninsula for a few hundred native:S.

All these reserves were

still formally owned by Lhe European claimants who had not been compensated
in any way.

Hahl had also acquired Queen Enuna's property Mataka.bang on the

north coast, which was fully used by its 210 native inhabitants, in exchange
for 750 acres of uninhabited land at Weberhafen, and 100 acres on an
exchange basis from the N.G.K. for the 150 people of Ratangor (?), a.gain
on the north coast.

This land was formally owned by the Government.

This, Hahl stated, was only a beginning.

In the Duke of Yorks, Utuan

Island was to be. fully reserved for the natives and in the south of the main
island, Inolo Peninsula set aside~

Moreover, reserves for about 2,000

people were to be created at Weberhafen.

Hahl also suggested acquiring

the claims of the Sacred Heart Mission and Mouton to Va.tom Island (off the
2
north coast) on an exchange basis,
Finally, he referred to the agreement
1

Z.A,, 2276.
2

See below, 272 ff,
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regarding Queen Emma's land claims in the Solomons and the Admiralty
Islands and pointed out that the Administration had still to face the
enormous task of protecting the natives in relation to the old land claims
in New Ireland and tl1e land acquisitions the N,G,K, had made in. Kaiser
Wilhelmsland prior to 1,4,1899,
Having set out what had been achieved a.nd what remained to be done,
Hahl developed t.he reasons for enacting regulations to confiscate land in
the interests of the native population - although it had so fa~· not been
too difficult to come to an amicable arrangement with the European claimants
or owners,
At their present stage of development the natives
,,.ill not feel any economic restrictions, if the
01,11crs keep the promises they have made, However,
conflicting interests and competition between
Europeans have already created the first difficulties,
The problems which arise when the missions become
active in the native reserves are shown in the special
report on the disputes between Mrs Kolbe and the
Sacred Heart Mission, 1 The establishing of trading
stations in the interior of the Gazelle Peninsula
led to the unsuccessful application to \ermit or to
direct by way of an ordinance that the European]
land owners could appropriate all [coco nuts the
natives did not require [for their livelihood],
The danger is imminent that the natives may become
bondsmen [of the European land owners], which is not
at all desirable for the development of the colony,
Strong legislation has to be enacted to prevent
this ,,,,. If we want to preserve a healthy and
growing [native] population, fit to work, we have
to secure by way of legislation ••• that they have
sufficient free land on which they can live and
propagate according to their own customs,
1

Queen Emma had refused permission to establish Catholic mission stations
on her lo.nd, After native reserves had been set aside, Couppe tried to
establish mission stations in the reserves. Queen Emma was furious and
offered G. Brown in a lettEr of 23,2,1897 the lease of land for Methodist
mission stations in all villages on her land, 'This ••• arrogant Catholic
Mission is haying too much their·own way on my property •••• If I can
counteract this I shall be glad,'
.'

Hahl s propo~als for such strong legislation were very similar to
those he had mi.de to the N.G,K, in 1898, 1 He again stressed that the
1

procedures must be very simple, since:
the native cannot understand the meaning of
inspections and hearings; he only sees the
planter coming closer and closer to his village
and the Administration apparently doing nothing
to help him.
Hahl also drew attention to a legal difficulty in connection with the
registration of native land or land set aside as a native reserve,,
The natives follow a matrilineal system, When
the children are gro1.11 up, they leave their
father 1 s hamlet and enter into their inheritance
in the area of their mother 1 s tribe, In order to
ascertain how much land is required, it is thus
necessary to find out the matrilineal groups and
the number of female descendants. However, only
the male heads of these groups can be registered
as right holders, excluding their own descendants,
If native land were created on a statutory basis,
this difficulty would not exist.2 One would not
have to supervise the line of descent closely, in
order to be able to disqualify persons without title. 3
1

See above, 226 ff,
2
Hahl apparently compared: (a) the case that a certain group of natives
is protected by an encumbrance entered into the Ground Book as the result
of an individual agreement, and (b) the case that, as a result of general
legislation, certain lands become crown land reserved for the natives• use,

3

-

Only in a few cases were natives registered in the Ground Book; for
instance the natives Topiell, Taura11olle, Taora and the heirs of Tomaita
and Topik as owners of 25 acres near Raluana in 1899, or the chief Totonn.
and his tribe, natives of the Katangor District, as owners of 125 acres on
the north coast of the Gazelle Peninsula, The first entry (Fol, 100) was
the result of an exchange of land between some natives and Parkinson by
which the natives received part of the land which had already been registered
for Parkinson and according to the Imperial Ordinance of 1887 had to remain
registered, The land registered on Fol, 124 was a native reserve excluded
from a registered property of the N,G,K,
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No advantage would be seen in the native
population dying out but rather in increasing
the population as. much us possible.
This last, somewhat cryptic remark refers to the demand of European
claimants t.o st]pulate ihn.t a reserve become again the full property of
the European claimant in case Lhe natives left or died • ::,,
A similar - though slightly weo.ker - clause formed pa.rt of the
agreement between the Government and the N.G,K. of 26,11.1907, by which
about 3,000 acres of land on the French {Vitu) Islands (nearly one third
of the total area)

1

was transferred to the Government as native reserves,

probably the largest transaction of its kind,

The N.G.K. agreed to

transfer as much land to the Government as was, according to the
Governor's discretion, required for the livelihood of the natives,

The

Government bound itself to assign the land exclusively to the use of the
natives living on it.
In case the natives 1 right of usufruct is
terminated by their dying out, migrating or
any other reason, the Government can only
transfer the ownership or other real rights
to the land to third parties if the Colonial
Office, after consulting the Neu Guinea Kompagnie,
gives its approval,2
Clauses of this kind were even included in agreements by which land
newly acquired for the Government was transferred to private persons,
This applied in particular to the small islands around Manus where the
population was decreasing rapidly,
Section 16 of a draft agreement between the Government and the Pak
Syndicate regarding the transfer of land on Pak in 1913 reads for instance:
1

Ground Book Finschhafen, Fol, 15.
2
.
C.A., AA 63/83, G. Herbertshoehe, P.G. 38/07.

In the event of t:1e m:.ti!0s of Pn.k dying out
or miarnting the Vendor lGovcrnmcnt] is bound
to nlso sell to the Purchasers [Syndicate]
the so vacated land ••• 1
II

Individual Agreements and Systematic Planning
Until about 1910 native reserves were individually set aside l:henevcr

necessary,

Mainly due to the shortage of staff it 1:as impossible to

systematically survey large areas in order to ascertain 11hat land was
already owned by Europeans, what was needed as native land, and what
remained as

1

crown land' at the Government's disposal - which had .been

1

Hahl s aim since 1898.

Around 1910 the Government began to develop more

ar.ibi tious programmes for the division of land bet1•een natives and Europeans.
Xevertheless, the setting aside of naiive reserves in individual cases
continued, frequently in connection with the (final) registration of lMd,
In 1910 the N.G.K, applied for the registration of Wallis (Lambon)
Island at the southern tip of New Ireland.

Th~ registration was delayed

because the contract of purchase and sale was 'lost by a Government official.
The Company's local manager informed the Board of Directors in Berlin,
probably at the same time passinr, on a Government proposal to drop or reduce
the claim to the land.

The Board of Directors answered in January 1911,

that the Government was responsible for the loss of the deed and that the
Company had-'of course' - to insist on its claim to the whole island.

In

April 1912 the Government informed the local manager that it had no objection
to the registration, and asked for proposals for the native reserves which
had still to be fixed.

The local manager reported to Berlin.

In September

1912 the Board of Directors replied that it was very important that only
one area was set aside as reserve.

-

If the natives now live scattered over the
island, they will have to move together into
the reserve allotted to them.
1

Custodia.n, File T42 Pak.

..

•)r-7
~

Before receiving this letter the local manager had informed the Government
that the Company•s land should include a good landing place and the
reserve a proportionate share of the hilly interior,

In pursuance of

this earlier letter the local manager asked in October to concentrate
the native reserves in one area,

In November the District Ol'ficer

reported to the Government on a local inspection he had carried out,
Thi' island Lamborn was previously oi.ncd by the
Kukurai Toklan \·:ho sold years ago [ 1897] land
to Europeans ,,,, Toklan claims that he did
not sell the whole island but only part of it,
No precise infonnation l:as given , , • • Since
the Neu Guinea Kompagnie did not take the island
into use, the Xatives apparently did not believe
any longer that it could be one day demanded from
them, When the people 1>ere informed that the Neu
Guinea Kompagnie 1:ould probably build a house
there, the Luluai Maranganu exclaimed: 1What
name, Company like steal him Kokonut belong me?•
Since ,,, landing places ••• are available along
most of the east coast , •• it should hardly be
difficult to settle the matter, It seems necessary
to me that the natives keep first of all the large
palm grove between the [two] villages Lambon and
Lilina, Besides it would be desirable to set aside
another area,,, [as marked on the sketch] as a
reserve, so ihat the natives would remain in
possession of about one quarter of the island,
For the Neu Guinea Kompagnie ••• [a] palm grove
further north would be available as a trading
station and landing place, and also the rest of
the island, But the mountains are steep and stony,
so that the island will have hardly any value as a
plantation, 1
This was not an uncommon result:

after native reserves had been set

aside, the property lost any economic value, because it was an uneconomic
proposition to cultivate the remaining areas,

Custodian, File 213, Walis (Lombum} Island,
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The history of the Duke of Yorks provides a good illustration of
the development of Government policy, the change in European attitudes
towards the question of native reserves, and the im~ortance of non-economic
factors in tl1is field,
In the 1880 1 s three series of comparatively large lo.nd acquisitions
had been made in the Duke of Yorks,

Kleinsclunidt had bought many of the

smaller islands in the south of the group, Queen Emma and Farrell had
bought the southern section of the main island, ::.nd the Methodist Mission
had - besides numerous small blocks for mission stations - acquired two
larger areas in the north.

During the late 1890' s Parkinson, who·

administered Kleinsclunidt 1 s estate, sold most of Kleinsch.midt•s islands Ulu, the largest of t!1em and uninhabited, "·ent to the Methodist Mission whereas Queen Emma and Farrell had transferred their land on Duke of York
to the D,H,P,G,
Hahl reported in 1898 that native reserves had to be created for the
natives living on the small islands in the soµ.th and suggesteu (in another
report to the Foreign Office) that the Reich should acquire the southern
section of the main island for this purpose, 1 But Couppe was faster, so
that the two mission societies were the main claimants when Hahl returned
as (Acting) Governor in 1901,
In his report in November 1901 Hahl emphasized that Utuan (which the
D,H,P,G. had acquired from Kleinschmidt 1 s heirs) was to be fully r"served,
and Inolo Peninsula set aside in the south of the main island,

Hahl

succeeded in acquiring Inolo from Couppe, which was urgent since the Mission
had started to make plantations on the land - whereas the D.H.P,G, did not
use Utuan and the na~ives living there made their gardens in any case on
the main island,

But Inolo soon proved too small, and in 1903 the natives

of Utuan and Mioko asked Hahl to get them more land from the Catholic
Mission,

Hahl suggested the Mission cede an area of about 100 acres in

exchange for other land to the Government, but Couppe showed little
1

Report of 4,10,1898, Z.A., 2943,
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inclination to do so. In 1904 agreement was reached that the 1-'ission would
grant the natives the right of way through its property so that they could
make their gardens in the interior. 1
The matter seems to have rested until 1909 when District Commissioner
Klug suggested to Hahl thnt Kcrawara Island be acquired from the N.G.K,
(which had not used the islMd since the early 1890 1 s), pointing out that
the isla.nd would be economically useless once a reserve for the 124 native
inhabitants had been set aside.

Klug proposed to divide the island between

the inhabitants of Kerawara and their neighbours who all suffered from a
severe shortage of land, 2
3
This was apparently done in 1910, but was still not sufficient to
overcome the land shortage in the south of the group.

Noreover, land

· shortage became visible in the north, ,,·here W, Eichinger and 0, Stehr had
in the meantime established two small plantations and were trying to acquire
more land,
Eichinger acquired 150 acres without firs~ obtaining the Government's
permission,

•

The Government subsequently refused to approve the purchase; 4

it also suggested that all the land in excess of 60 acres Stehr had acquired
should be used as a reserve for the natives of Urukuk,

In contrast to

Eichinger, Stehr was on good terms with his native neighbours who apparently
. d, 5
stated they did not desire the return of the land which Stehr had acquire
On the other hand, the natives complained that Eichinger had moved the
1

By chance I obtained a copy of Hahl 1 s letter of 12,7,1903, with Father
Dick's notes of 12,1,1905, from the Catholic Mission in Kavieng,
2

Klug to Hahl, 31,10,1909, Z.A., 2400,
3

undated note at the margin of Klug's report (probably by hi1,1self) reads:
Kerawara has been in the meantime acquired by the Government , , • and has
been totally allotted as a reserve to the natives of Kerawara and Kaba.kon.'
An

1

4

Gov, Journal 1911, No. 7459 and 1912, No. 3835,
5
Ibid,, 1911, No. 8485 and 1912, Nos. 1908, 1912, 3248.
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boundary marks of his property on their land and as a. result Eichinger
was sentenced in 1912 (on appeal of the prosecution) to one day's
imprisonment.
The natives knew him [EichingPr] and 1:ere constantly
afraid that he would clear the bush beyond his
boundaries. One of them, Mannat, therefore frequently
patrolled the boundaries, He said in his evidence
that the bound.:1.ry mark D had been in its right place,
as long as the accused had cut bush within his correct
boundaries. When Eichinger had cut do1o.11 trees beyond
this boundary, he [Mannat] had one day noticed .the
boundary mark in its new position , , , , In the Duke of '
Yorks there exists a general shortage of land for the
natives. The Administration therefore always carefully
considers •·hether land , , , can be transferred [to
Europeans]. Eichinger had , , , permanently pressed for
more land, He did not hesitate to use unlawful means.
He told the District Office, for instance, a Chief To
Bua was prepared to sell land to him, but 'l.'hen an
inspection was made on the spot, it was found that the
native did not really want to sell his land, On the
contrary, he complained that Eichinlter had constantly
pestered him because of the land, and that Eichinger
had refused to accept money when he had bought a pair
of trousers from him and had suggested giving him the
land instead. 1
In the end Eichinger and Stehr gave up and applied for land elsewhere,
Eichinger for 11 250 acres in Weberhafen and Stehr for 500 acres on Manus. 2
However, the Government aimed further than controlling the transfer of land·
to Europeans,

It decided in 1911 that the problem of land shortage in the

Duke of Yorks had to be considered and solved as a whole. 3
In 1910 the District Synod of the Methodist Mission in New Britain
resolved that part of Ulu island, where the natives of the surrounding
islands had been allowed to make their gardens for a number of years, should
1

2

C.A., AA 63/83, O.G. Herbertshoehe, Gen. O.G. No.3.

Gov. Journal 1913, Nos. 5332 and 7101.
3
Ibid., 1911, Nos. 688 and 7738; 1912, No. 3919.
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be formally leased to them.
14.1.1911:

The Board of the Mission resolved on

before any part of our land at Ulu is leased
to the natives for plantation purposes, the
conditions of the lease should be first of all
submitted to ihe Boo.rd for its approval, The
lease shall be strictly a legal one.1
But shortly afterwards the District Synod changed its mind:
As matters stand at present we do not wish to
carry our resolution into effect seeing that
there is the danger that the Government would
then step in and make it a crown reserve and
thus take it out of our hands altogether ••••
As soon as one of the officials heard of our
decision he spoke to me •• , and wrote even
afterwards to say that he wished to have this
piece of Ulu as a. Government reserve. I am
glad to say that I was able to ward this off
, • , • They [the Government] are going to secure
planting ground on the mainland of the group
and meanwhile we can let the natives plant on
Ulu for a small rental as we have done so far quietly.2
Not satisfied with warding off the Government's attempts to set aside
pa.rt of Ulu as a native reserve, Fellmann proposed buying two additional
islands from Kleinschmidt•s heirs.
Both places are close to the popi [Catholic
Mission] plantation and on Mualim there are
about 25 natives who are in danger of falling
away on account of offers made by the 'popi' in
regard to planting ground • • • • Ruruan can be
used with advantage as a. pig run, while one half
may be planted with coconuts. On Mualim we would
not do much in the planting line seeing there are
1

Methodist Mission, Board Minutes, 14.1.1911.

2

Fellma.nn to Danks, J.J.1911.
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natives living on it, whom, although they have
scarcely a legal right (claim) to the place,
we could not drive away.1
On the other hand, the Government was djssatisfied wi tl1 having created a
native reserve of between 600 and 700 acres in the interior of the main
island. Early in 1912 Hahl wrote to the Methodist Mission: 2
You are aware of the fact that the pieces of land
at Urukuk ••• am }·olot are inhabited and planted
by natives and that they could not be deprived of
them wi tit out at the same ti me taking away from
them their means of existence , •• , I therefore
take it for granted tha. t , , , the Mission is willing
to transfer tile land ,,, for native reserves,
In exchange Hahl offered the Mission areas of land of the same size in
other parts of New Guinea,
The lam at Urukuk and Molot had been acquired by Rooney in 1884-85
3
to be held in trust for the natives,
What was the Mission's attitude
thirty years later?
I never had any doubt as to the necessity of
giving back .:;ome land to the natives, , , , in
fact I believe a good deal of it was only
purchased with a view of keeping undesirable
settlers out,,,, Out of about 410 acres we
would have only 20 acres entered in the Ground
Book as freehold ,,, [which is not sufficient),
I do not believe that there is a [good) reason
for such a 'grasping' more on the part of the
Government, much as we appreciate their taking
care of the native population and securing for
them all the land they can, I do not think all
that lam is made use of by the natives at present
and is not likely to be in the future. Further
1

2

Fellmann to Danks, 25,6.1911.

Hahl's letter was apparently not dated, a translation was enclosed in
Fellmann's letter of 8.6, 1912 to Danks.
3
See above, 173,
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there is good planting ground at not too r;reat
a distance from them towards the middle of the
island ,,,, In transferring practically the
whole of our land, as proposed, , , • there is the
danger,,, of having soon the R,C, Priests among
the people - a prospect which certainly is not
pleasing, Otherwise, I think ,,, the proposal
is acceptable,1
The Board resolved on 2,8,1912 that Hahl 1 s proposal should be accepted,
and also directed:
that a clause be inserted, if possible,in the
transfer securing the land surrendered by the
Mission to the Natives for their use only and
prohibiting the settlement thereon of either
a R,C, Mission or a Tradin'.; Station,2
1

Fellmann to Danks, 8,6,1912,
2
Methodist Mission, Board Minutes, 2,8,1912,
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CHAPTER 19
New Land Acquisitions
I

The Neu Guinea. Kompagnie's 125,000 .Acres

According to the ..i.greement between the N.G.K. a.nd the Reich of
1
7.10.1898 (as a.mended after the debates in Parlio.ment} the Company was
granted

~le

right to acquire - without payment to the Government - 125,000

acres in Kaiser Wilhelmsland.

The la.nci """to be selected before 1.4.1902

and the Company was to notify the authorities in each case within' a year
that it had either occupied the selected land as o"'Tlerless or acquired it
by agreement with the natives, in accordance with the existing regulations.
On 24,4.1900, when the first year had passed a.fter the agreement ha.d
become effective, Benningsen reported to the Foreign Office:
I have so far not been notified that the Neu
Guinea Kompagnie has acquired any land in Kaiser
Wilhelmsland on the basis of the agreement of
7 0 10,1898, The Company has also not applied for
the acquisition of la:rxl. in the Bismarck A!chipelago,
It ha.d acquired extensive holdings [there] prior to
1,4,1899. I intend to grant to the Company from
now on only small blocks needed for its business,2
This intention, which the Foreign Office did not approve, 3 ga.ve rise
to the discussion a.bout ~1e Governor's authority in land matters, 4 However,
it appears that the N.G,K. did not in fact acquire substantial areas in
excess of the concession of 125,000 acres.
1

D.K.BL,, 1900 1 280 (the text published in D.K.G. vol. V,27-28 ignores
these a.mendmen ts}.
2
Z.A., 2944.
3
Ibid., Foreign Office to Benningsen, 16.6.1900.
4
See above, 238,
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The Company began to acquire land in 1900 but several difficulties
arose, ca.using the Board of Directors to approach the Foreign Office in
January 1902.
(a.)

The Board raised three main points:

It was doubtful whether the 125,000 acres could be acquired before
1.4.1902 and within a year of selection.

The Parliament had

disregn.rded the peculio.r and difficult conditions in New Guinea,
in po.rticulo.r that the natives could not be forced to cede any land •
(b)

.

Because of the view taken by the Registration OfficP. in Friedrich
Wilhelmsha.fen and the long delays in registration, the Company could
not be certain which of the land acquisitions made prior to 1,4,1899
would be accepted, so that it was not sure whether it had already
secured desirable areas c1·

(c)

~;heth::r

it still had to acquire them.

District Commissioner Stuckhardt and Hahl had insisted that at least
five acres of land in the areas selected by the Company had to be set
a.side for ea.ch adult male native inhabitant, so that the Company which doubted that such a condition was in
. accordance with the
·agreement of 7.10.1898 - did not know how much land it had acquired
until the native reserves had been excluded.

On this basis the Board made two requests:
(a)

that all agreements and occupations which were approved after 1.4,1899,
but related to land situated in areas which had been previously acquirec
should not count towards the 125,000 acres, and

(b)

that the Company be permitted to select land in excess of 125 1 000 acres
to be used if lands the Company selected could not be acquired or were
afterwards reduced to less than this acreage by the setting aside of
.

nat ive reserves.

1

It appears that all requests were granted.

The Company was in

particular given permission to select an additional 20,000 acres which it
1

N.G.K. to Foreign Office, 4.1.1902 (Z.A., 2279).
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could acquire - if necessary - until 31.3.1906.

On 8 0 20 1902 Hahl was

instructed accordingly by the Foreign Office. 1
As a result this matter became nearly as confusing as deaJ.ing
with the

1 old

land clnims 1 •

Still, Hahl felt in May 1903 that the main

difficulties had been sorted out, al tho1igh they had by no means been
completely solved.

Hahl reported to the Foreign Office:

Please find enclosed a copy of the direction to
the District Office in Frjcdrich Wilhelmshafen
and a certificate issued by me showing which lands
the Neu Guinea Kompagnie has selected in exercise
of the right granted to it by Section 7 of the
Agreement of 7.10,1898 and the Decree No. 75 of
8.2.1902.
The conditions which have been included in the
certificate are partly to prevent future complaints
from the Neu Guinea Kompagnie and partly to secure
the rights of the natives.
Hahl continued by explaining the legal justification of the conditions
protecting native rights.

The certificate he· had issued was based on

Section 5, Subsection 2 of the Imperial Ordinance of 20.7.1887.
interpreted this Subsection as followsi
Section 13 of the Ordinance of 20.7.1887 reserves
the right to enact regulations which restrict •••
[the ownership of land] to protect the natives.
Such regulations have not been enacted. They were
not required as far as new acquisitions of land
were concerned, since the Administration had in
Section 5, Subsection 2 the means to protect the
natives ••••
The Directions [for the acquisition of land] of
10.8.1887 offer a guarantee of a kind that a fair
price is paid to the [native] owner and that the
meaning of a contract of purchase and sale is
explained to him, but they do not protect the
general interest of the natives in keeping enough
·
land f'or their livelihood. This interest,
1

Ibid., 2280, Hahl to B.A. Friedrich Wilhelmshafen, 15.5.1903.
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which corresponds vi th that of the Administration,
could and had to be protected by the Administrator
in fulfilment of his duties, either by giving
special instructions ••• before the purchase or
by limiting the certificate he issued after the
purchase had taken place in such a way that
sufficient lairl was secured for the natives.1
The certificate Hahl issued in 1903 showed that the N.G.K. had
become the owner of 23 blocks of lan~ (described in a list accompanying
the certificate} - subject to certain conditions which had to be registered
in the Ground Book.

The clause designed to protect the natives ~ead:

Jh.·elling places and gardens of tl1e natives
existing at the time of the surYey [again .:10t at
the ti;;;c of the acquisition] remain their free
property. The natives have to remain in possession
of at least two and a half acres of land per head
of population irrespective of age or sex, Further
all fishing rights are retained by the natives.
The boundaries of the native land and the fishing
rights are determined in each case py the District
Commissioner in Friedrich Wilhelmshafen as the
survey progresses.2
Ha.hl's directions to the District Commissioner show that the N.G.K. had
n~t yet acquired the full 125,000 acres 3 - although all acquisitions were
4
approved in anticipation.
Moreover, a list, shoving the results of
1

Ha.hl to Foreign Office, 15,5.1903 (Z.A., 2280).
2

Ibid.
3

According to a list, compiled at that time, only about half the area had
been acquired. (This list forms part of Z.A.,2280. It does not appear to
be identical with the one attached to Hahl's certificate - which was not
available. It is undated and does not show by whom it was compiled.}
4

Hahl ma.de one qualification. If the Company did not supply plans or
detailed descriptions of the lairl it had selected, the Government reserved
the right to transfer lam in the area to other persons, provided enough
land was left to satisfy the Compaizy- 1 s claims.

..
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Stuckhardt 1 s investigations of the Company's land acquisitions, 1 reveals
that some of the acquisitions included in Hahl 1 s certificate of 15,5,1903
had been completed at that time, but not yet investigated,
This illustrates .a basic change of attitude since Boether•s
investigations in 1900/01,

Boether had investigated the claims in order

to determine 1r1hether the alleged acquisitions 1r1ere legally valid,

He had

refused to recognize any claim if the agreement 1r1as not valid in la1r1,

For

Hahl the question of the legal validity of a land acquisition was irrelevant,
or at least of secondary importance, as long as sufficient land remained
for the natives,

He 1r1as not so much interested in how the land ••is acquired,

but in ho,; the land "as di\·ided bet.,.·een Europeans and natives,

Did District

Commissioner Stuckhard t share Hahl 1 s vie.,.·.s ·;·
The list of Stuckhardt•s investigations sho1r1s that he approved all the
N,G,K, 1 s land acquisitions he investigated, but frequently subject to
certain conditions,

Al though the Company had been waru.

:iy P,ol)ther 1 s

investigations and although the land acquisit~ons carried out by van der
Laan in 1900/02 were far superior to those Luecker had made between 1897
and 1899, it would have been easy to show in almost all cases that the
acquisitions were legally invalid because they did not meet all the material
and formal requirements laid down in the colonial land law in force at that
time,

But would this have been a sensible approach? Mr Justice Phillips

who investigated one of van der Laan 1 s largest acquisitions about thirty
years after Stuckhardt, reached a very similar result,
I consider that it would be in accordance with
the principles of right and good conscience
referred to in Section 27C [of the Land Registration
Ordinance] (and, for that matter with the general
intention of [van der Laan•s] Purchase Agreements
and with the native evidence as a whole) to find
that the Native vendors and their descendants have
1 '

List compiled by Stuckhardt on 25,6,1903 (iuid,).
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[only] the right to sufficient land for their
livelihood and sustenance; a.nd I do find
accordingly. 1
The lams at issue were 15,000 acres near Hatzfeldhafen which van
der La.an had acquired for the N.G.K. in two purchase agreements, for which
he had negotia.tcd between 20.10 and 1.11.1901 and between 22,am 28,8.1902;
i.e. for nearly ihree weeks.

The land was included in the list covered by

1

Hahl s certificate of 15.5. 1903, although Stuckhardt investigated the
acquisition a month later (between 12,and 13.6.1903).
the result of his investigation as follows:

Stuckhardt summarized

The nat.ives of the villages on the shore of Eitel
Fricdrichhafen have expres::.iy declared that they.
did not transfer their village sites but only the
land behind them, For these villages as well as
for those situated on the hills on the east side
of the said harbour, the lands which are to remain
native property are still to be demarcated. The
lands rc.;crved for the other villages situated
within the area sold are already marked on the
sketch.2 The interpreter called 'chatterer• in
the agreement is unreliable. He tried to induce
the people to say •yes• to everything.
Stuckhardt decided that the land could be registered as soon as the
approval of the Foreign Office had been received. 3 The Foreign Office
informed Hahl in June 1904 that it approved the land acquisitions in
principle - although the rules laid down by the colonial land law had not
been strictly complied with - stipulating certain requirements with regards
to the demarcation of boundaries.

Stuckhardt informed the N.G.K. on

30.10.1904 that the land could be registered as soon as it had been surveyed,
However, no survey was carried out during German times.

On the other hand

1
Phillips, J,, Reasons for Judgement in re Malala lands, 22.9.1932, 31,

2

List dated 25,6,1903
3

Ibid.

(Z.A., 2280),
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District Coounissioner Berghausen and che Company's local manager inspected
the land in June 1911 and agreed that the position of the native reserves
envisaged in 1903 should be slightly changed and that their size should be
calculated on a basis of 7.5 acres per head of population - three times the
figure stipulated by Hahl in 1903 as a minimum and twice as much as stated
in the purchase agreeroonts.

This was the last local activity, not only

during German times, but until Mr Justice Philli~~ investigated the matter
in 1932.
II

·Land Acquisitions by the Missions

All mission societies active in German New Guinea decided sooner or
1
later - "i. th or "'i thout internal opposition - to supplement their income
by establishing plantations. The Catholic Divine Word Hission under Father
Limbrock was the most determined in this respect.
When Father Limbrock landed in Kaiser Wilhelmsland in 1896, he faced
considerable difficulties.

Not being welcome ~n Friedrich Wilhemshafen

and the Astrolabe Bay, where the Protestant Rhenish Mission had been active
for ten years, Limbrock accepted an invitation from Kaernbach and established
his first mission station near Kaernbach•s trading station in Berlinhafen
(Aitape).

Kaernbach died about six months later, and Luecker took charge

for the N.G.K.

Besides acquiring land on the largest possible scale himself,

he informed Limbrock in 1898, that the 200 acres the Mission had acquired
without the Company's previous pennission in 1897 could not be granted to
the Mission but that the Company:
takes possession of the same for itself by
making restitution to you of the cost price.
Instead Luecker offered to lease Limbrock up to 80 acres of the land for
three to five years. 2
1

See below, 274· ff.
2

R, Wiltgen, 1969, 333,
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Although the Company changed its decision - probably as a result of
an intervention by the Foreign Office which Limbrock had approached - aru
sold the Mission the full 200 acres,

1

Limbrock anxiously awaited the

arrival of the first Imperial Governor,Benningsen.

When Benningsen

passed through '"BCrlinhafen on his way to Herbertshoehe, he told Limbrock:
We arc not in favour ~f the Mission acquiring
much landed property.~
Limbrock turned to Germany for help.

However, nothing seemed to

eventuate, so that he went to Herbertshoehe in August 1900 to per~uade
Benningsen tc grant him more lan~.
The Governor at first authorized 12; acres
and then let himself be persuaded to
authorize 1,250 acres.3
Encouraged by this success, Limbrock approached Hahl, from whom he expected
In January 1902 he asked that the Mission be granted
4
25,000 acres for plantations.
Hahl pointed out that usually areas of up

·more understanding.

to 25 acres were sufficient for mission stations, but that he would
recommend to the Foreign Office that the Mission should be granted one
larger area for .plantation purposes, and asked for more specific proposals. 5
Limbrock repeated his request for 25,000 acres, left it to the Government
to decide whether it should be selected in one, two or three blocks, but
.1

Ibid.,.333-334.
2

Ibid., 334.
3

Limbrock to Janssen, quoted ibid., 341. (Wiltgen suggests that Benningsen•s
change of mind might have been a result of pressures put on the Foreign
Office in Germany, ibid.,344.)
4

Hahl to Limbrock, 6.2.1902 (Z.A.,2576).
5
Ibid.
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at the same time expressed doubts that there was sufficient suitable land
in the vicinity o.f Dogia, where the Mission had sel<'1.Led the 1,250 acres
granted by Denningscn.
On 9.5.190J liu.111 reported to the Foreign Office:
I regard 1.he request to grant the Divine Word
Mission 25,000 acres as extravagant. On the
other hand I consider it appropriate to grant
the Mission as much land as it requires to
finance its activities, or as much land as it
can cultivate with the means at its disposal
during a definable period, for ;nstance fifty
years. It would be desirablf ,.1 : 1me to an
agreement similar to that conLlU~cd wit~ tl1e
Sacred Heart }lission on 30, ~ ·.1202 re~arding
land acquisiti0ns at the To:1u LRiverJ. I
therefore beg tc inform -1.~e Mission that it is
first of al 1 nee£:: :;,•1>.ry t'.' specify the locality
where it applies for land, and that the Government
is then authorized to meet its wishes as far as
possible, using the agreement with the Sacred
Heart Mission as a precedent.1
.
The Toriu agreement was intended as a model for the Government's land
policy towards all missions.
of this agreement?

What is the history and what are the contents

It was closely connected with the claims of Mouton and the Sacred
Heart Mission (as Dupre's successor) to Watom Island.

On 23.4.1901 Couppe

wrote to Benningsen who had asked him to make proposals for a settlement
of these claims:
Although ••• we would be in the right to claim.
ownership of the Whole island except perhaps
the little plateau on the summit ••• we propose.
( ••• to avoid ••• a law suit against the
Government which opposes the registering of
these properties) as a compromise that you
recognize our owne1·ship of half of the island
1

Ibid.

..
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••• taken principally round the following ten
places • • • • Mr Mouton is in agreement with , • ,
this proposition.
On 24, 6. 1901 an agreemrn~

's

signed according to which the Sacr1'd Heart

Mission was to have 1,000 cllld Mouton 250 acres o·n Watom, about one third
of the total area,

But in September 1901, Couppc suggested that the

Mission be given a further 1,000 acres on the Toriu River on the west
coast of the Gazelle Peninsula in exchange for the claim to Watom, 1 In
an agreement oi 6.7,1901 the Mission had already been granted 500 acres
on the Toriu in exchange for its land claims on Ponape in German Micronesia,
Hahl reco::.':li?nded the acceptanrE> of this proposal to the Foreign Office,
al though the acquisition of the claim to Watom i.·ould not prove very
valuable.
However, to avoid difficulties in determining
the boundaries of the native land and in order
to secure enough land for the natives and possibly
~aining land for the settling of colqured migrants
LChinese], I beg to approve Couppe's application.2
Approval was given, and on 30.12, 1902 an agreement was signed. 3 This
agreement went much furt:w r than granting the Mission 1, 500 acres of land.
Firstly, the Government bound itself to sell a further 1,250 acres on
condition .that cultivation started within five years. 4 Secondly, the
Government bound itself to sell to the Mission within fifty years five
additional blocks of· about 1,250 acres further inland, each as soon as the
previous block had been cultivated, 5 This was Hahl 1 s plan: to grant the
missions up to 25 acres for each mission station and to reserve
1

Couppe to Hahl, 10,9,1901 (ibid,),
2

Hahl to Foreign Office, 22, 9, 1901 (ibid,)·,
3
4

C,A., AA 63/83, G, Herbertshoehe, Freiwillige Gerichtsbarkeit, 1899-1905,

Section 5 of the Agreement,
5
Ibid., Section 7,
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for each mission one large area where it could acquire. up to about 10 000
1

acres of lnnrl durinr, the next fifty years according to the sp0cd with
whic),1 it developed its holdinr,s.

The plan did not succeed.

The missions

soon acquired land for plantations in very much the suz:-,,. ...y ancl ,'or the
so.me price as(other)plantation companies.

This applied even to the

Protestant Neucndettclsau Mission w:1ose Senior, Flierl, hacJ. to fu.ce
strong internal opposition to his plans for establishing plantations. 1
Early in 1903 he made confidential enquiries regarding the conditions
under which the Government was prepared to grant the Mission 1,250 acres
for a plantation.

He sent a copy of this letter to the ~!ission's'

headquarters in Gerr.iany, w!iich approved his plans, provided the land "·as
not too expensive.

Flierl did not have any worries on this score because

Hahl decided to grant tJ1e land without payr.ient to the Government. Flierl
had thus less difficul tics than he expected when he confronted the other
missionaries with the facts at the yearly conference. 2 Nevertheless, he
felt it necessary to present the case as if -sl!ch financial considerations
as the wish to pay for mission activities with money earned from the
plantation, were unimportant.
If the Lord blesses ••• our plans and the Mission
can sell copra in the future, then this is a gift
of the Lord himself.3
Instead Flierl stressed in particular the educational function of a mission
plantation,
[We should do all we can to prevent] our natives
becoming economically dependent upon the Mission
or large plantation companies•••• [Instead we
have to educate them in such a way] that they will
1

Sec the comprehensive report on the economic activities of the Mission
until 1921 . i>y s. Lehner and the comments by Flierl {L.M.A.).
2
. J. Flierl, 1931 {a), 45ff.
3
Ibid., 56.
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become more and more self supporting ••• farmers
••• [who produce goods which they can exchange J
for 1he growing requirements of a modest future
Christian community, This is the only way to
save them from ruin and final extinction.1
Less than twenty years later
the Mission had acquired:

s.

Lehner wrote concerning the plantations

Many idealistic motives can be named, but looking
closer, not one of them holds good • • • • [After
careful consideration all missionaries must agree]
that it is a state of emcr~ency if the Mission is
burdened -~th plantations,
Lehner, at that tine, only regarded t-he purchase of the X.G.K, 1 s plantation
in Finschhufen in 1908 as justified, because it had been necessary to
protect the Mission 1 s activities from disturbances. 3 (There had been
rumours that the Divine Word Mission intended to buy the plantations,)
In 1912 he also supported Zwanzger 1 s motion to acquire plantation land near
Lae as a matter of urgency.

We ••• know that there exists a large area of lanq
suitable for the cultivation of [coconut] palms a
few hours west of Cape Arcona. The people can
afford to lose the land, they have enough land for
themselves. The time for the opening up of New
Guinea has begun. Only a few places are suitable
for larger plantations. This is one of the best
and when a planter sees it, he will take it. We
have to. act before all the suitable land has been
taken up. We have. not enol<cih land for plantation
purposes. The Government will - possibly after some
hesitation - give us the land. We should secure
not less than 1,250 acres and preferably considerably
more. If we have not 1,;,.,nted it all within 15 or 20
yea.rs, it does not matter. The Government will listen
1

Ibid., 57.
2
Re~ort

3
Ibid.

1921 (L.M.A.).
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~

to reason LalthouGh the improvement conditions
ar" not fulfillcdj, if it secs that we did not
buy for speculative purposes, but seriously
intended to develop the acquired area1 •••• The
matter is urgent, since it is possible that during
the following favourable season Europeans will
again .., come • • • [to look for land J in the Huon
G.11lf. ~
The missions also acquired substantial areas for other purposes.

On

28.12.1905 Hahl gave the Neuendettelsau Mission, for instance, ai..Lhority
to acquire the following blocks of land:
(a)

One block of 250 acres near Lae,

(b)

t1.·o blocks of 250 acres on the Kunai Coast,

(c)

t...-o blocks of 125 acres on li:nboi,

(d)

two blocks of 250 acres in West New Britain,

(e)
(f)

three blocks of 25 acres and a small island near Finschhafen,
four blocks of 25 acres around Bukaua,

(g)

three blocks of 25 acres around Salamaua,

{h)
(i)

eleven blocks of 25 acres in the mountains behind Finschhafen, and
two blocks of 7.5 acres on the Siassi Islands. 3

This adds up to thirty blocks and a total acreage of about 1,750. The
Neuendettelsau Mission was no exception. One of Couppe, 1 s land buying
trips is described as follows:
Bishop Couppe did not like half-measures.
Making use of tl1e positive feelings of the
natives [along the north coast of New Britain],
he applied to the Government for permission to
acquire land and on a further trip in 1913 he
acquired suitable blocks to establish mission
1

It is interesting that Zwanzger also assumed that the Government would
make a political compromise instead of enforcing the law.
2
A. Zwanzger: Reasons for the Motion regarding the Acquisition of Land
in Huon Gulf, 8.5.1912 (L.M.A.).

)

L.M.A.
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stations wherever he thought appropriate, In
the area of the Malamela Nakanai he acquired
land in Tovak, Pupulu, Ulamon, Galamo, Kapai and
Vilelo, further in the area of the Muku NakanJ.i
.. , [eight named pieces of land], and finally in
the area of the Bola Nakanai , , , [six named pieces
of land], Satisfiedi BishoIJ Couppe returned from
his successful trip,
Again the la.nd buying was strongly influenced by the rivalry between the
missions,
Hr Reddin and myself [Fellmann] are appointed to
go to the Admiralties to collect the necessary
inforr:mtion for ti1e forr.iin~ of r. [~leti1odist Mission]
station there, This trip ,.;ill tal~e us three months
Yery likely and I do not see that we can do much
practical good except we buy land for future stations,
Otherwise the Roman Catholics will follow us up as
they have done in other places and purchase the land
where we have made friends with the people, Now the
prrsent Governor will not give us permission to buy
la .• J except we promise to start work. there in about
three years time, Can we make such a promise? Or
shal 1 we risk losing the land ?2
Couppe was willing to take the risk,
To secure the mission field for the future, Bishop
Couppe ~dertook several round trips in New Ireland
in 1909, during which he acquired along the whole
coast and on adjacent islands a large number of blocks
of land, which were to bl used for the establishing of
,,, stations at the appropriate time,3
These trips caused Fellmann to comment:
It is a pity that we cannot strike out [in New Ireland]
with a force of a dozen of good teachers at once, all
the more so as the Catholic Mission is going to start
1

J. Hueskes, 1932 1 74,

2

Fellmann to Danks, 16,12 0 1910 0
3

J. Hueskes, 1932, 62.
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in the near future. Lately the Bishop has heen
up here too anl bought i1ieces of land all along
the coast. He tried even to get s.omc a.t Pinigidu
from the people who forn our congregation there.
They would not let him have any however. I have
however heard of another little scheme of his to
get in somehow. 1
As a result of the mission societies acquiring land for plantations and
trying to secure themselves the 'mission field' in various parts of New
Guinea, they claim1•d in 1914 together a total of about 80,000 acres ranging from· approximately 3,000 acres for the Rhenish Missi~n to
coiisidcrnbly more than 30,000 acres for the Sacred Heart }!ission - ten
times· as much as in 1899, How does this compare i.i th the land claims of
other groups of Euro~cans?
III

The Extent of European Land Claims in 1914
Judicial decisions and the bargaining of Benningsen and Hahl had by

1914 considerably reduced the land claims matle by Europeans in 1899,
especially those of the three large companies.
(a)

Despite tl1e additional 125,000 acres granted to it in 1898, the
claims of the N.G.K. had decreased from about 500,000 in 1899 to
about 350,000.

(b)

The claims of Queen Emma, or - in 1914 - the H,S.A.G. as her successor,
had been reduced from about 330,000 to little over 60,000.

(c)

Hernsheim who had claimed about 80,000 in 1899 now only had little
over 8,000 acres left.

Ignoring all new land acquisitions (<Jave those which were the result of
1

land exchangesl} the claims had probably been reduced by well over

.

600,000 acres, that is about two-thirds of the 978,000 acres claimed in
1899.
1

Fellmann to Danks, 25.2.1910.
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Most of this land did not 'revert• to native or ownerle&s land but
was at least nominally transferred to the Government.

On the other hand

it appears that th.e Government did not treat this land differently from
the untouched mixture of native and ownerless land, and it is certain
that it was n0 i. regarded as Government land in the same sense as land
acquired for Government stations or plantations and the like.

It thus

seems justified not to count it as land claimed by Europeans.

The same

applies to land formally set aside for native reserves. Still, by 1914
1
there existed about 30,000 acres of (other) Government land, and this
figure "·as likely to increase rapidly since the Government tended' more
and more to lease land instead of selling it to settlers.

This applied

in particular to smaller islands, so that the area of Government land in
the Admiralty Group (more than 7,000 acres) 2 was already comparatively
high.
The s1:.aller settlers accoWlted for most of the land sold to Europeans
between 1899 and 1914.

Their claims increased during this period from
3
.
60,000 to about. 180,000 acres, and very little of the 180,000 acres was
made up · f land included in the 60,000 acres claimed ir, 1899, since many
claims were dropped or reduced, and other lands were sold to missions or
The largest of the smaller claimants in 1914 was R. Wahlen
4
who claimed about 14,000 acres.
More than one third of the claims were
5
made by non-Germans, among which the Anglo-Australian holdings in the
.
6
Northern Solomons, amOWlting to over 20,000 acres, were the most important.
companies.

1

List of Government Lands, prepared by the Survey Office on 5.9.1919 for
the Royal Commission on German New Guinea (C.A., No. CP 561/15, ItemFolder 4).
2

Ibid.
3

Ibid., list prepared on 26.9.1919.
4

Royal Commission, Report, 43.
5
Summary of Non-German Plantation Holders (c.A., No. CP 661/15, ItemFolder 4).
6

Gov. Hauptkasse, Kautionskontrolle 1912-1914. (C.A., AA 63/83).
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About cine third of the 180, 000 acres cla11.,t:u. '•:; srnaller

se·~ tler 2

were

transferred by the Government between 1912 and 1914, \lhcreas 1'i1e missions
acquired during this time only about 7,000 acres and the old companies
probably not much more than 1,000 acres of new land. 1
Another interesting feature is the geographical distribution of the
land acquisitions between 1912 and 1914. Out of the approximately 20 000
2
acres acquired in New Britain only about 6,000 were acquired in the 1
Gazelle Peninsula, nearly all on the south side of Weberhafen.

In New

Ireland about 15,000 acres were acquired, mostly blocks between 250 and
1,250 acres scattered along the coast. 3 In the Admiralty group the large
land acquisitions had been nearly completed - Wahlen acquired about 750
acres in 1913 - but the first smaller plantations were being establishetl, 4
In the Huon Gulf land acquisitions had only just begun: the Neuendettelsau
Mission acquired 1,250 acres near Lae in 1914 and Andexer and :-!erseburger
had acquired 21 000.acres further northwest in 1913. 5 Similarly in the

The Divine Word Mission bought t~o larger blocks (a total
of about 2,600 acres) along the Sepik, 6 and the first plantations were
Sepik area.

established on the coast.

The new plantation centres were Bougainville,
. the
where about 25,000 acres of land were transferred to planters, 7 and
1

Ibid.
2
3 This includes 10,000 acres acquired by the N.G.K. on an •exchange• basis.

Ibid.
4

Ibid.

5
Ibid.
6

Ibid.
7

Gov. Hauptkasse, Kautionskontrolle, 1912-1914 (C.A., AA6J/83).
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Friedrich Wilhelmshafen area, where the Government implemented a new kind
of systematic land policy. 1
The European land claims in 1914 can be sumrnarizetl as follows:
1• Government Land
N.G.K.
3. Queen Emma (H.J.A.G.)
4. Hcrnsheim
5. Smaller claimants
6. Missions
'I.

~.

30,000 acres
350,000 II
60,000 II
8,000. II
180,000 II
801000 II
708,000

II

In other "·ords, the area claimed by Europeans in 1914 (708, 000 acres) "·as
slightly
smaller than that claimed at the time of the annexation (721,000
'I

acres)' and conside1"110::.;r ~maller than that claimed when the Reich took
over from the N.C.K. (978,.c:io acres). 3
1
See bel',~•, 312 l J.'.
2
,
See a,1C1ve,
I RJ,
3
Se•! :i.bo.·c 219.

'
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CIU.PTER 20
The Rule of Law or the Rule of Hahl:
The Expansion of Administrative Discretion
I

General
When the Reich took over the administration on 1.4.1899, it inherited

the land laws of the N.G.K. period, based on the Imperial Ordinance of
20. 7.1887.

However, in 1900, when the Civil Code and other major

codifications of the Reich law came into force in Germany, a beginning
"·as also made to enact a largely uniform body of laws for all German
colonies.

On 20,7.1900 tl1e 'Statute regarding the Law in the German

Protectorates' was amended.

1

The amended text of the Statute, now called

'Protectorates Act•, was published on 10.9.1900, and on 9.11.1900 an
Imperial Ordinance to execute the Act was issued. 2 These laws dealt
mainly wi.th questions of jurisdiction and pro.cedure.

The basis for a new

set of. land laws for the German colonies was the 'Imperial Ordinance
regarding the Rights to Land in the German Protectorates• of 21,11.1902. 3
It came into force on 1.4.1903 and as from this date repealed (in principle)
the laws existing in the various colonies, among them the Imperial
Ordinance of 20.7.1887 for German New Guinea, 4 On 30.11.1902 the
Chancellor of the Reich issued a Decree in execution of the Ordinance of
5
21,11,1902, and on 22,7,1904 Hahl issued further specific Regulations
1
D.K.G., vol. V, 132 ff.
2
Ibid,, 158 ff.
3
Ibid,, vol. VI, 4 ff.
4
Section 28, Subsection 1.
5
Ibid. , 10 ff.

•

28)
. 1

for German New Guinea.

After this time the technical land law was only
")

amended in minor ways, .. although an Imperial Mining Ordinance for the
3
German colonies in 1906 and Hahl 1 s Ordinance regarding the maintenance
of roads in German New Guinea. of 1911 4 had important implications • .More
important, however, was the 'Imperial Ordinance regarding the Expropriation
5
of Real Pro11erty 1 of 14.2.1903, which finally gave Hahl in Section 32 a
legal basis for the excision of native reserves.
II

The Acquisition of Native and Ownerless Land after 1,4.1899

On 1.4. 1899 the N,G.K. 1 s exclusive right to acquire native or o-...11erless
land became vested in 'he Government of German Ke1.· Guinea, but the
Directions regarding the acquisition of land the Company had issued on
10,8.1887 remained in force,
When the number of a1•;•lications for land in the north of New Ireland
increased, it was found necessary to amend these Directions

in order to
prevent unfair advantage being taken of the n11.tivesl inexperience 1 , 6 On
1

24,1,1902 Hahl issued the following regulations for the administrative
district of the Imperial Station in Nusa (Kavieng}:
I.

Regarding Ch;nerlciss Land (Section 4 CJf the
Directions [of 10,8,1887]):
Possession ••• can only be taken by the official
in charge of the Imperial Station or an official
authorized by him,
1

Ibid., vol, VIII, 157 ff.
2

For instance Hahl's Instructions of 16.5.1907 (ibid,, vol. XI, 238 ff,).

3

Ibid., vol, X, 36 ff.
4

Amtsblatt, 1911, 185.
5
D.K.G., vol. VII, 39 ff.
6

Annual Report 1901/1902, 2.
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II. Indirect ~cquisition of Native Land:
Only the official in charge of the Imperial Station
or a person especially authorized by him is
entitled to conclude a contract of purchase and
1>ale for the Imperial Government. Other persons
who have been granted permission to acquire land
in the possession of natives have therefore to
contact the official in charge of the Imperial
Station so that the purchase can be effected.1
On 28.7.1903, nearly three months after the Imperial Ordinance of
21,11.1902 had become effective, similar regulations were enacted for
2
Kaiser Wilhelmsland,
This already indicates that the Imperial Ordinance
did no": repeal all the previous land la'l.·s,

Ho"· many remained in force,

and ho" different "·ere the attitudes underlying the ne" colonial land la"·
from those which had formed the first set of laws in 1887?
The Imperial Ordinance of 21, 11.1902 was, like that of 20.7,1887,
based on the view that land owned by Europeans should be governed Ly
German law, that native land should continue to be governed by the
traditional laws and that special regulations.for the acquisition of native
and ownerless land by Europeans should be enacted,

However, instead of

being more precise, the rules laid down in the Ordinance of 1902 were more
flexible than those of 1887, They even included transitory provisions
which the Ordinance of 1887 did not regard as necessary,
Accordi.ng to the 1887 Ordinance Europeans could, after the annexation,
only transfer larrl which had already been registered in the Ground Book,
1

D,K,G,, vol. VII, 171,
2

Ibid,, 171 ff. Only the right of the N,G,K, to acquire land within its
'reserver (20,000.acres in four broadly defined areas) was exempted, This
'reserve' was connected with the 125,000 acres• concession granted to the
Company in the agreement of 17, 10, 1898, Pink and Hirschberg concluded from
t:1is exemption that the Company had, at that time, already acquired the
other 105,000 acres (1912 1 253), This shows how easy it is to draw wrong
inferences, when only the facade of colonial law is considered, In rea.li ty
the situation was far too complex to allow such confident calculations (see
above, 264 f;t) ,
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The transfer of possession as a prerequisite for the transfer of ownership
had been replaced by the registration of the transfer of ownership in the
Ground Book,

Only for land dealings betwet)n Europeans prior to the

annexation was the transfer of possession in Section 8 of th,,
recognized as sufficient,

lir1i:

0

nance

w11ereas it was thought in 1887, the law could

insist on prior registration without seriously hampering land dealings
bet.ween Europeans, the draftsmen of the 1902 Ordinance - fifteen years
later - considered it necessary to make provisions for the transfer of
European owned lnnd which had not yet been registered,
1,

2,

The regulations referred to in Section 1,
Subsection 1 , • • [that is the German la.,,·
requiring a change of registration] are not
applicable to land which has not yet been
registered in the Ground Book,
For transfer of ownership of such land an
agreement between the transferor and transferee
is required and sufficient1,,,.

This was less than the 1887 Ordinance had required for valid land dealings
between Europeans prior to the annexation, since not even a transfer of
possession was necessary,
Just as the 1887 Ordinance had left it to the N,G.K, to draft the
rules which were to govern the acquisition of ownerless or native land,
the 1902 Ordinance left this task to the Chancellor of the Reich or, with
his approval,. to the Governor of the Colony,

Moreover, it directed that

the regulations which had been issued in this respect-should remain in
force beyond the 1,4,1903 1 until they were specifically repealed.
Section 5: The Chancellor of the Reich, and
with his. approval the Governor, shall determine
the prerequisites for the acquisition of rights
to ownerless land and crown land, Relevant
regulations existing in individual protectorates
shall remain in force until they are repealed in
accordance with the preceding provisions ••••
1

Section 18,

•
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Section 6: With regard to land owned by natives
or olher coloured persons the following rules apply:
1. If and in so far as it appears necessary in the
public interest, the Chancellor of the Reich and
with his approval t:ie Governor, are authorized to
forbid the acquisition or the use of such land by
third parties or making it dependent on special
conditions or a permit from the authorities • , ,
[the existing relevant regulations remain in force
until repealed according to Section 5].
The Directions issued by the N,G.K, on 10.8, 1887 thus rcmo.inl'<l in force
until they were formally repealed l>y the Regulation issued by Hahl. on
1
· 22.7.1904, which became effective as from 1.7.1905.
On 27.11.1903 Hahl
sent a draft of the regulations he intended to issue (together 'l•li th his
")

conunents) to the Foreign Office for approval.~
Detailed regulations for the protection of natives
arc not required, Land w!1ich is inhabi tcd, cultivated
and required by natives shall be cxc l 1rrled from future
acquisition •• , , The decision regarding the demarcation
of such land ••• has been reserved fnr the local
administ.rative authorities •• , • The draft refers to
the two forms [regarding the acquisition of land] which
have already been submitted with the report of 4.7.1903,
They try to reconcile established practice with the new
regulations. They set out clearly enough how and under
what conditions land co.n be acquired from natives and
transferred to settlers. I do not regard it appropriate
to enact further binding regulations regarding the
acquisition of land.
The relevant section of Hahl•s draft (rephrased but without major changes)
was incorporated in the Regulations issued on

2~.7.1904.

The Government [Landesfiskus] has the exclusive
right to take ownerless land into possession ••• and
to make contracts with natives regarding the acquisition
of land, real rights to land or the use of land • , ••
Land required by the natives for their sustenance, in
1.

1

Section 7.
2
Z.A., 4982,
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particular dwelling places, garden land and palm
groves, is excluded from an~ acquisition.
2. [The deed of occupationj ••• must contain a
1irecise definition of the boundaries and a
1>tatement of how ••• [the boundaries] have been
r.mrkcd.
According to his discretion the Governor can
determine the further contents of the contracts
with nativ;:?s ••• either generally by issuing
contract forms or from case to case.
3 ••••
4. Th(' Directions regarding the acquisition of
land by the Neu Guinea Kompagnie of 10.8.1887 , ••
arc repealed.
Whereas the ~.G,K. had tried to enact detailed and binding regulations
for ti1e acquisition of nati vc or ow11erless land 1 now nearly everything
was left to the Governor,

The Regulations of 22.7.1904 did not replace

one set of rules with another, but replaced law with administrative
discretion.

The N.G,K. had - at least in theory - treated the acquisition

of land as a matter of law (regulated in the .Directions of 10.8.1887) and
only the transfer of land to settlers as a matter of policy (laid down in
the

1

General Conditions for the Transfer of Land to Settlers' of 15,2.1888),

Hahl included the acquisition of land in the 'General Principles for the
Transfer of Land' which did not have normative character but were designed
to implement the Government's land policy.
Yet even the wide area of administrative discretion left by the
Regulations of 22.7,1904 proved too restrictive.

The only binding legal

rule - that the dwelling places, the garden land and the palm groves of
natives could not be acquired - was not complied with, if the natives agreed
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to Sl•ll such land and the Government felt their needs for land were
satisfied. 1
The two forms mentioned in Hahl 1 s report of 27.11.1903 were not the
first forms used by the Imperial Government.

There existed an earlier

form for the purchase of land from natives (based on the form issued by tlic
N.G.K. in 1887).
According to this earlier form the native vendors sold land including
all the trees, gardens and buildings, declaring that they were the sole
and exclusive owners, and that they also had the exclusive right of disposal
as well as the exclusive right to recei\·e the purchase price.

The European

buyer certified that it had been explained to and understood by the nati\·e
vendors that they and their families, by transferring the land and accepting
the purchase price, forfeited all claims to the land, so that they could
neither re-occupy nor dispose of it, but that the buyer was exclusively
entitled to do so.
The main difference between this earlier. form and the fonn issued in
1904 was that the latter prescribed certain investigations which had to be
carried out before the land could be acquired.
1. · Who is, according to the natives involved,
entitled to decide whether the land is to be
permanently alienated?
2.
Which forms arc customary for such an alienation
and have to be fulfilled in order to make it
valid?
3.
To whom must the vendor pay the purchase price
in order to discharge his stipulated obligation?
1
1

The purchase agreement of 2.11.1912 has been investigated by the District
Office and was found in order. The village Koainpun with 37 inhabitants
lies within the property. The people are willing to emigrate after
operations on the land have been commenced and to move to the other side
of the river Sikel [?]. The cutting out of reserves is apparently not
necessary, but is being expressly reserved in case it should be deemed
necessary •. Furthermore, the fishing rights in the river Sokul [?] must
be preserved for the natives' (Hahl to N.G.K.,16.1.1914 - Custodian, File
T212).
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These three questions referred to major points regulated in the Direction ..
of 1887. The next three questions, however, were new and dealt with tho
protection of na.tivo interests.
4.

5.
6.

Do tho nr.tivos living in tho vicinity of the
sold la11d remain in possession of sufficient
land to guarantee their livelihood?
(Total area of the land belonging to the natives
involved) (Size of the land s~ld) (Number of men, women and children) What roads and market places exist?
What fishing rights exist?

The form further prescribed that the bowidaries of the sold land had to
be demarcated in the presence of all natives with interests in the land
and that a map had to be made,
The contract of purchase and sale itself was phrased very similarly
to that in the earlier form, only the deiinition of what was sold differed.
Whereas the natives, according to the earlier.form, sold the land including
all the trees, gardens

and

buildings, the acquisition of such land was

illegal acrording to the Regulations of 22.7,1904.

The new form further

excluded all existing roads, market places and fishing rights from
acquisition.

On the other hand, it directed that the native vendors had

to widerstand that the buyer was in future exclusively entitled to use and
to dispose of coconut palms and other fruit trees growing on the land (which
was hardly consistent with the Regulations of 22.2.1904, according to which
native palm groves were expressly excluded from any acquisition).
In the draft for the more detailed Principles prepared about 1909
native palm groves were no longer mentioned as being excluded from any
acquisition.
(a)
(b}

Only the following land was excluded:

Land which is inhabited by natives or has been
taken into agricultural use and
Land which is required by the natives for the
fabrication and storage of their boats and
fishing gear.
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In the latter case, the land excluded had to be calculated in st~.:h a way

~!1at the natives were able to use [Western type] fishing boats, whereas
nc corresponding provisions were made to exclude additional agricultural

la~{. required by the natives for [W0stcm type] cash cropping in the future,
These draft provisions were incorporated in the 'Principles for t:w
Transfer of Land 1 .of 24,1, 1912 (which further excluded 'small uninhabited
islands the natives use as resting places when fishing t),
used in the Principles of 1, 1, 1911,

They were again

Changes were made with regard to the possible role of private persons
in the acquisition of la.1d,

According to the amendment of the 1887

Directions for Xorth New Ir:l~c". of 24, 1, 1902 only Imperial Officials
could take possession of ownerless ~.and,

Private persons could only be

authorized to acquire land for the Government by agreement with the na. tives,
According to the 1903 amendment for Kaiser Wilhelmsland private persons
could also be authorized to take ownerless land into possession,

This was

the view adopted in the form for the authorizB;tion of private persons
issued in 1904, which also stipulated:
You are not entitled to acquire land which the
natives use for gaining their livelihood and
such land will under no circumstances be resold
to you,
The 1909 draft for the Principles distinguished between the acquisition of
land within or outside organized areas (that is areas already or not yet
under government. control),

Land within organized areas could only be

acquired by Imperial Officials, but private persons could be authorized to
acquire land outside these areas,

In this case the acquisition had to be

investigated by an Imperial Official before the land was formally transferred
to the private person,
·The Principles of 24,4, 1912 were not as strict,

They stipulated that

private persons could also be authorized to acquire land within organized
areas in case 'the acquisition by an Imperial Official is impracticable
under the circumstances',

Moreover, instead of malting the transfer of land

acquired by private persons subject to an investigation by an Imperial
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Official, they directed that 1 the co:r.petent Imperial Official had to be
given an opportunity to comment on the selection of the la"ld' before it
was acquired,
The Principles of 1,1,1914 corresponded to the 1909 draft in that
they made no provision for the acquisition of land uy private ;;erscns
within organized areas.

On the other hand, they ma.de the transfer of land

which had been acquired by private persons outside these areas, neither
subject to previous comments on the selection nor to a subsequent
investigation of the acquisition,

However, the first condition "·as

included in the form for authorizing a private person, "·hich - in contra;-;t
to tnat issueci in 190.J. - no longer expressly stated that land used by the
natives could not be acquired,

Instead the form issued in 1914 emphasized

that the granting of an authority did not give the authorized person an
enforceable claim to the land he acquired for the Government,

It .further

stated that in case the land was for one reason or another not transferred
to the private person, the Government did not have to reimburse this
person for the expenses of the acquisition,

He could not even demand that

the natives repay the purchase price; only the Government could make such
a claim, Although the rights of the Government became stronger and stronge~,
the rules binding the Government were more and more reduced,
III Native Reserves
The first set of colonial land laws made no provision for the creation
of native reserves,

The draftsmen regarded the protection of native

interests as a function of the Administration, with which legislation
should not interfere, The Imperial Ordinance of 21,11,1902 also referred
only indirectly to native reserves:

a)

The Chancellor of the Reich and with his
approval the Governor can direct in favour
of natives or other coloured persons
that it be admissible to place other
encumbrances than those named in the T!1ird
Book of the Civil Code ••• on a. title to land,

-"'9"'

. b)

th:it certain usufructuary rights be registered
on· a separn.t0 folio in the Ground Book, even if
they arc uninheri table and unalienable, and that
these usufructuary rights be governed by the
provisions applicable to na.tivc land.

The purpose of these provisions wa.s to ma.kc it possible:
(a)

that all rights regarded as appropriate to protect native interests

could be registered in the Ground Book, although the Civil Code only
permitted the registration of a limited numl>cr of defined rights, lmt
(b)

that land to "'.hich natives had registered usufructuary rights

could continue to be governed by native law, although registered land even if held

by

natives - was principally governed by German law.

The

provisions gave the Administration a free hand to create native·reserves
in the form which it regarded as most suitable - unhampered by legal
rules; but they djd not direct that native reserves had to be created.
In his comments of 27.11.1903 Hahl expressed the view that extensive
regulations to protect the natives were not required, and the Regulations
of 22. 7.1904 therefore said nothing specific about native reserves.

They

only stated generally that land required by the natives for their
sustenance, in particular dwelling places, garden land and palm groves,
could not be acquired.

From Hahl's comments it appears that the local

administrative authority was to decide in each case how much land was
required.

Neyertheless, attempts were made to define the size of native

reserves in a ·more general way.

In the certificate Hahl issued in May

1903 (acknowledging the acquisitions the N.G.K. ha.d made on account of
its 1898 concession) an area of 2.5 acres per head of population,
irrespective of age or sex, was stipulated as a minimum.
draft

or

In the 1909

:·,. i nciples the area was increased by stipulating that the

2.5 acres had to be suitable for planting taro or coconut palms.
was no longer regarded as a minimum but as a rule:
reserves was to be calculated accordingly.

This

the size of native
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Before the Principles were issued on 24.4.1912, Hahl asked for
comn;cnts on the size of native reserves.
for the Neuendcttelsau Mission.

Zwanzger wrote on 11. 5. 1911

In <lct,ermining the size of native reserves, two
qucstionl' have to be considered:
1. Docs the population increase, decrease or
remain the same?
2. Is it to be expected that the natives' way
of life will become in time culturally more
advanced?
Re 1: Twenty five years of' experience have shown
that the native population in this area does not
decrease. It js true that some groups ;1ave
difficulties in maintuining their strength, but
others increase, and it is hoped that this
development ~ill continue in future •••• For this
reason the reserves should not be too small ••••
If it turns out afterwards that they were too large,
it is always possible ••• to transfer parts for
plantation purposes, whereas it would be difficult
to excise parts of a fully cultivated plantation
adding them to the reserves if the population docs
increase,
Re 2: The second question can be answered with some
certainty in the affirmative, In some parts it is
already possible to notice progress, The people
will strive even more to be better clothed, to have
better food and to build better houses, This,
however, is only possible, if the people can produce
agricultural goods whicn they can exchange for
civilized articles, For this reason too the reserves
should not be too small since the cultivation of
coconut palms, which would be most suitable for
the coastal population, requires large areas,
Besides, a reserve should include a piece of bush,
since the natives need timber for boats and in any
case for houses. Should the natives in time be
supplied with small cattle, which would be highly
desirable, they need pasture. Finally the fertility
of the soil is not inexhaustible. Continued planting
will reduce the yield, even if fertilizers are used,
so that fallow periods are required.

•

For these ren.sons·zwanzgcr suggested that 12.5 acres per hea.d of popula.tion
. d•1
were require
Hahl must have received very dif;· ; en·~ :::onunents.

The resu' t "as in

any case that no area was defined .1.n J.,he Principles of 24,4, 1912,
it was stated:

:n0teatl

The size of a. native reserve depends on the
local conditions in each individual case.
The Principles of 1.1 . 1 914 fell back on the 1909 proposal, but added a
clause which made the size of the reserves entirely a. matter for
negotiation:
When native rescr\·cs are excised, 2, 5 acres
of land suitable for garden crops and coconut
palms per head of population is to be set
aside, if at all possible.

IV

The Expropriation of Land for Native Reserves
IfoJ1l was not in favour of having the e.::quisi tion of land regulated

by binding rules, but he had pressed since 1896 for a statutory basis for
the excision of native reserves from European owned land,

The inclusion

of 'Special Provisions for the Protection of the Rights of Natives to
Ownership and Possession of Land' in the( general)Expropriation Ordinance
of 14.2.1903 was largely due to these pressures,
Section 32. The Chancellor of the Reich is
entitled ,,. to permit the expropriation of
land which has passed from the dominion or
possession of natives to non-natives for the
purpose ofreinstating natives into possession
in so far a.s is necessary, according to the
discretion of the authorities, in order to ensure
the natives' economic existence and in particular
their right to a home.
The compensation ••• to the present owners or
possessors of such lands is to be pa.id by the
1

Zwanzger to B.A. Friedrich Wilhelmshafeh, 11.5.1911 (L.M.A.),

Government •••• The compensation can he limited
to the reimbursement of the costs "i1en the land
was first acquired from the natives. The
expropriat< .. l 1ands hP.come as cro"n land the
property ol' Lhe Government •• , which leaves
their use to the natives.
The details of the procedure are to be decided
in each case by the Chancellor of the Reich after
a report from the Governor, The Governor is
entitled to take provisional measures regarding
the possession of such land until this decision
has been made or he can delegate this right to
other authorities.
When the Expropriation Ordinance was published, it caused a stor~ of
protests which were mainly directed against Section 32,

On 30,10,1903,

the German Colonial Society, probably the most influential organization
acting for tl.e German colonies, sent a detailed petition to the Chancellor
1
of the Reich.
Regarding Section 32, the Society argued:
Although the Society fully appreciates the
humanistic tendency of 'this section·, the s0ction
is so phrased 'that it becomes possible to attack
vested rights to land in a way which has nothing
in common with the basic idea of expropriation.
Moreover, the Government is given Wllimited
discretion in determining the amoWlt of compensation
which it itself has to pay. This can not only lead
to unjust results in individual cases hut necessarily
lowers the value of most land in the colonies, This
danger is particularly great, because the Government
has complete freedom in determining the expropriation
procedure. It can even make the admin-istrative
decisions injusticiable which is irreconcilable
with the idea of a constitutional state.
The Society suggested that the rules which had been laid down for the
expropriation of land for other reasons in Sections 1 to 31 of the
Ordinance should also apply in this case, especially Section 2, according
to which the full value of the land was to be paid in compensation.
1

D,K.z.,

1903, 451 ff.

The
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Society did not gain a. total victory, but the Decree the Chancellor of
1
the Reich issued on 12.11.1903 in execution of Section 32, certainly
did not realize the intentions of this Section but made it a comparatively
harmless weapon.
A non-native claiming ownership of land could apply at any time for
n. certificate from the GovClrnme~t that a certain property would not be

!'Xpropriated ~ccording to Section 32.
such a certificate:
(a)

The Governor was required to issue

:.f he knew that no natives had justifiable legal or equitable claims
to the land,

(b)

if an amicable settlement of the claims of the applicant and of the
natives had taken place before the authorities,

(c)

if the land had been registered after a public summons since the
Imperial Ordinance of 21.11.1902 had become effective,

(d)

if the land had not been inhabited or cultivated by nati.ves during
the last five years

(e)

befo~e

the Decree

be~ame

effective (1.1.1901),

if a non-native had acquired the land bona fide and had lived on it
or cultivated it for three years without objection from the
authorities.

In case the Governor decided he could not issue such a certificate, he had
to report to the Chancellor of t.he Reich, who then deci<lc!d whether the
certificate should be issued or whether the land should be expropriated.
Regarding the expropriation procedure, the Decree directed that the
2
Crown Land Ordinance for the German Cameroons of 15.6.1896 was
correspondingly applicable.

This meant that a Land Commission had to be

established whose decisions were subject to appeal. 3 The Crown Land
Ordinance did not define the size of a native·reserve, but only directed
1

D.K.G., vol. VII, 236 ff.
2

Ibid., vol. II, 232 ff.
3

Section 4.
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generally that an area was to be set aside, the cultivation or the u:;c of
wh.ich guaranteed the natives 1 1ive1 i hood, taking a future populat .ion
1
increa:se into account.
The compc: .•..,iJ.tion was to be determined by the Chancellor of the fleicl1
who had to hear the parties involv1:d anl to apply the principles of cqui ty.
His decision, it appears, was not subject to appeal.
On 20.11.1903 the head of the Colonial Section of the Foreign Office,
Stuebel, drew the Governors' attention to the Decree of 12.11.1903.
comments leave no doubt that Section 32 was

a result

His

of Hahl 1 s pressure

and give at t:1e same time an idea of the official German attitude to1.;ards
'">

the early European land acquisitions in Xe¥ Guinea.Stuebel distinguished three kind:; of land acquisitions which hncl
injured the natives:
(a)

the cases in which the K.G.K. had taken possession of large areas of
land as ownerless, ~lthough numerous native settlements were on the
land,

(b)

the cases in which Europeans had bought large inhabited areas of land,
leaving tJ1e land for the time being in the possession of its native
inhabitants, and

(c)

the cases in which land had been acquired from natives who had no
right to dispose of it.

With regard to the first kind of land acquisition Stucbel wrote:
Several times the N'eu Guinea Kompagnie decJ;.:·•!d
1 · :··:c areas of land as ownerless without closer
.inspection, and had the land re:;istered in its
name. The certificate of the Administrator,
forming the basis of the registration described
the boundaries of the land - without any survey in very general terms. The fact that the land
was ownerless was described in equally vague terms,
for instance: 'The land is wiinhabited. The native
1

Section 3.

2

Z.A., 4964.
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settlements arc situated in the follo ...·ing small
areas (short description) on the coast, The
land is noi cultivated and covered with bush, I
Later it became apparent that numerous native
settlements had been overlooked, In a few cases
tho natives took court action to have these
obviously erroneous registrations cancelled,
!101.-cvcr, in the or,ini0r of tiH! Foreign Office,
•;llicl1 i.s shared Ly the Ministry of Justice, this
sho u l<l not have been done, because the A<lminis tra tor 1 s
certificate is injusticiable, The certificate had
thus, if based on wrong facts, t:1e effect of an
expropriation of the natives, Hov:ever, the r.iost
ele::1entary principles of justice demanded t:•at
tho natives be reinstated. For this purpose the
land had to be taken fro::-. t:·.e forr.:al o...-ner a.'1d :::ade
into cro ...-n l ancl in favour of its native irulabi tan ts. 1
With regard to L;1C second kind of lar.<l acq ui.s i ti on Stuebe 1 wrote:
In particular, prior to the hoisting of the German
flag Europeans had acquired lu.rge areas of land for
a fe"· pieces of material, tobacco, fire arms, liquor
and the like - in one case an island·inhabited Ly
several hwidred people for one axe, In these cases
the natives were u.;ually left for oh" time being in
possession of i,he land used by th0m, whereas the
European only acrp1ired the nuda .rropricta.s 1 the naked,
formal legal ownership. This .situation was frequently
not recorded in the purchase clocur.wnts. Since it was
difficult to est<j.blish at a later t:ate vhat the
intentio~s of the parties, in particular the native
vendors, had been when the contract was concluded,
the nuda proprietas could easily gr 1i.· into full
ownership, especially if the misleading purcilase
documents were taken as a Jasis for the registration. 2
The third kind of land acquisition Stuebe! mentioned only in passing,
pointing out that in these cases the certificate of the Administrator also
had the effect of expropriation.
1
Summary of argument.

2
Summary of argument.

Stuebel then briefly described what the Administration in German Kew
Guinea ha<l achieved by negotiating with the European claimants, er.iphasizing
that the rights of the natives could only be ensured in the form of an
encumbrance

on the title of the European claimant.

This meant that the

natives were aurupLly placed in a situation where they were governe<l by
a complex European system of law which was incomprehensible to their way
of thinking.

According to Prussian law which applied to registered land

during the time when these negotiations took place, the natives merely
acquired the right to gain the bare necessities of life.

This supported

the view ta.ken by the European settlers, that they could appropriate all
coconuts gro,;ing on such lanu which the natives did not necessarily require,
On the other hand, Stuebel strongly stressed that an expropriation on
the

basi~

necessary.

of Section 32

~hould

only be carried out if this was absolutely

The Foreign Office shared Ha.hl's view that it was not the

purpose .of colonial laws to be applied, imt to be used as a threat improving
the bargaining position of the Government.

-

CONCLUSION

The Acquisition of Land as a
Historical Process
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CHAI'TER

~1

The I.and nround Friedrich Wi lhelmshafen
('.-ln<lnnr;)

One day when the Maim worked in th0ir gardens
the Bas imuk sneaked into their vi l 1.age. They
looked through the woven walls into the houses
and made little holes above the men ts br::cls which
they marked with white leaves. During the
night they car.ic back and shot the sleeping men
through the holes.
The surviving }!aim recognized the arro"·s as
u0longing to the Basir.iuk. .Since they could not
afford to lose more of their mei1, they decided
against a fight with the Basimuk. Instead they
approached their friends the Ohuru who in turn
approached the Garan who were renowned for dealing
with trouble. The Garan poisoned the drinking
water of the Basimuk, and only Buduk survived
because he had bee~ warned by his wife's brother,
an Ohuru man.
Buduk and his wife moved to the Ohuru village,
Ero. \11ile they were living there an epidemic
broke out and many people died. Few gardens had
been made during the epidemic so that it was
followed by famine. The people ate leaves and
snakes, and even cannibalism was practised [which
was unusua~ for this particular area]. Buduk, as
an outsider, was discussed as a possible victim by
the Ohuru. Again he was warned by his wife's
brother and fled in time to his friend,Bunag,in
Yaga.um village.
Buna.g .:ccidcd that Buduk should live near the
land, Be, the place of a powerful god who could
give him some ass.istance. Furthermore, to be sure
that Budu.k wa::; safe, Bunag decided that Budu.k
should not use the name, Basimu.k,any longer. Instead
his group should be called Be'tabu, after the land
on which they now lived and after the god who
protected them.
Tl:e land of the Basimuk was not taken over by
their victorious en~mies, the Maim, but by the

•

'

'i
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· Aguru/Aragua who 1 i vcd \.-i t.h the Maim ( t:1e Yiai::1
man,Gol,!icing married to an Aguru woman), after
having fled from their o'lo.n land because of a
fight, 1

\

Ile fore th is Jand J3ai ar.cl Patuk \,'(LS not 0"11Cd by
anyone. Thrm 1.:tc B.i nng<•S came from P;qma ancl
sett.led on Bai, Later they went to the island,
Riwo, hut they continued to make gardens on Bai,
Kext came the Tilu which together with the
Hilimakamo and Sosia descended from Lamiu,
Lami u di vidcd land bet\·:ecn the three groups,
He gave the land, }!ad, to Tilu, The anc,~;;tor
of tlic Tilu "-as Boil. Boil \>"aS the 01.11er of
tlie land, }!acl, He did not see anyone from the
ht1.::l· or the beac:i on the land., only the ancestor
of Binagas and those two talked together,
Then came the Gitigiti, Their ancestor came
down from the bush after a tribal fight, The
Gitigiti first settled at Daleb, a small hill
in Nagada Plantation, and then moved to the
beach to a place called Bobdamon, Here they
were attacked by the Sasagas of Nobi;.nob, and
the Git.i;.(iti man,Nuan,was killed, Beg of Binagas
came in his canoe and collected the Gitigiti
people and put them on the island, Nagada, They
told Beg, they were afraid and asked him to put
them on his island,
'W1.1en th<' fight is finished we will go back to
our place 1 , The Gitigiti did not have any canoes,
they came from the bush, Tl~ey were still living
on the island when the Germans came, They sold
the land,Bobdamon,to the Germans, Then, afterwards,
the German official told them to plant coconuts, but
they did not have any land, they had given it all to
the Mission, They wanted to plant a coconut grove
but they did not have any land, Beg gave them a
small point on the mainland where they are living
now, They then cleared the land and planted
coconuts on it, ;1.tt not just them, the Binagas
people did too,
The Didipa or Baitabag were the last to arrive,
Their ancestor,Kau,was a man from the bush, He

1

Compiled from evidence given duri1•;; t.he following hear!.ngs: N,L,C,,
Hadang Claims Nos, 1, 3, 19; L,T,C,, Claims Nos, N,L,C, 445, 447, 448,

";_·om u'Inn.n 'i>CCll.l.iSC 0 r

r·l f;41.
·t •

Tile Giti<>i ti
took tliis Hai 'a hag into tlw i r cure but they cl" id not
give the Di<lipa any lancl, The Didipa went on ~lad
which was bu:;h ancl claimed hy Tilu, When tlw Didi;xi
people Wei1 L on Ha<l there wa.s some talk, Ti1c Ti 1u
and their rcla~.ives, t~w Sosi.a and }lilimalwrr.o, said
it wris tlleir land but t!ie Didi ,1:1 could stop n.nd
make their garclcns, This was because one Sosia and
one Tilu woman had married Didipa men, To mark the
land for Tilu, my granclfather Kilitem [of Hilimuka:;io]
had a [;arden on Mad, He told me it was not Milimakamo
but Tilu land, but i:e made the garden Leen.use there
was no Tilu Daul men big enough to malrn garde~s. 1
a

Originally :::y ri0ople liYeu on Pana Island, Pana
Island was <livicied between four groups, They huJ.
their gnrclens on the island and did not go to the
mainlanci, At the time when Malaak ,;as the head of
the four groups there was a fight with Siar [one of
the neighbouring islands], Ny people were defeated
and went to the mainland opposite the island,Mitabog,
The people on Mita.bog came, collected my people and
took them to their island,
After my people had started to live- on Mitabog, the
Mis fougl1t with the Sisiak, During the fight many of
the Mis were killed, The Mis turned to the people of
Mitabog for help, We [the original Mita.bog and Malbak•s
group], came, collected them and brought them to Mi tabog,
But the Mis could not live on the island because they
were bush people, We moved them to Pana Island which
is very close to the mainland, The Mis had no canoes
and crossed to the mainland on big logs to make their
gardens [on their land], During this time the Mis man,
Savi, was shot by the Siar and Nobanob in the mangroves,
Again we people on Mitabog helped them and ;,illed four
Nobanob, After this the :Mis left Pana Island and
settled ar,rrin on the mainland, They recompensed us
for our assistance with pigs, dogs 1 teeth and some
women, We remained friends with the Mis, When we
neecled bush mrrterials, we went to our Mis friends and
they collected it and gave it to us, Only my ancestor,
Malbak,used to go himself on their land. He travelled·
on the land Dumed, i.-hich the :-!is did not work al though
it belonged to them,
1

Compiled from evidence given duri: .· t,he following Hearings:
Madang Claim;; Xos, 13, 1.1 and 16,

N,L,C,,
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At that time t,;1" Germans came, Ti1ey established
themselves on ollc maia.iand opposite Mitabog, A~ a
rc;;ul t we people on }li-i,a:iog bcclJ.me short of land,
Nalbak t:icn took t:ic four groups he led to the land
Dumed, The other groups on Mitabog gave a pig to
}!albak and }fr'..1 bak gave tiwm permission to "·ork on
the 1 and as we 11, The Mis w!10 owned the la.nd Dumcd
had no quarrel with Malbak, They were grateful for
our previous assistance, The Mis therefore agreed
that Malbak co•;ld have the land, Durned, and it became
Malliak 1 s,1
These three cases show the history of the land around Friedrich
Wilhelmshafen from t:w native point of view,

They deal lar:;ely wit11

events prior to the arrival of Europeans, but

the~r

do not suggest tba 1:

the character of land dealings between natives changed after that time,
How different were the land dealings between Europeans and natives seen
from a European poin-t of view?
The first lacquisition 1 of land in the area was Finsch 1 s deed of
occupation, signed by ten natives, headed by Malbeg (Malbak?) on

.

~

21,11,1884,w However, this 'acquisition' - like the others made by Finsch
in Kaiser Wilhelmsland - was ma.de for reasons of foreign policy, to establish
a German claim to the area as against other Western staves,

In fact the

N,G,K. later held that Finsch•s lacquisitions• did not give the Company
private rights to the land, 3
The next lacquisitions 1 were those of Kubary in 1887/88,

Kubary

'bought! the la:id between ·the Gogol and Gum Rivers from the Bilibili, and
the lam between the Gum River and Friedrich Wilhelmshafen from the Jabob
4
The land'acquired' was only vaguely defined and Kubary believed
(Jomba),
1

Compiled from evidence given
Claims Nos, 9-11,
2

Sec above, 173 (176) ff,
3
Ibid, , 217 •

4

Ibid,, 207 ff,

du~ing

the following Hearings:

N,L,C.,Madang

-
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the agreements gave the X,G,K. merely nominal possession and that suL.scqut•nt
o.rrangements '\Oere necessary when the land was taken into use. 1 The purpo.s~
of the.se lacquisitions 1 was again po.iitical, though this time largely a
matter of internal i1olicy.

KuLary wanted to pave the way for friendly

relations wi t!l tiic native population,
When the Company estal>lished a station in Friedrich Wilhelmshafcn in
1891, the Europeans made presents to Kudam of Beliao, ...,;,u regarded it as

lpayrnent• for his permission to settle on a small area of Beliao L'Jl.d,
which was probably included in the agreement between Kubary and the Jabob,
The Europeans cleared more land and Kudam complained, unsuccessfully, to
Rev. BPr;:r.mnn of the Rhenisii }lission, "hereas other affected groups rcr.iained
passive. '

-

In 1896 the next legal steps in the acquisition of the land were taken.
The .Acting Administrator, Ruediger, issued a certificate that the X,G,K.
had - as a result of Kubary 1 s 'acquisitionsr - become the owner of the land,
and the Imperial Judge, Krieger, registered the land - which was still
unsurveyed - for the Company in the Ground Book,
During his investigations· in 1900/01 the Imperial Judge, Boether,
raisr<: doubts as to the validity of the Company 1 s registration.

In

September 1901 the matt•-r was discussed at a meeting attended by Boether,
Stuckhardt (as the Governorts representative), and the Companyts local
manager, Loag, and its surveyor, van der Laan.

I·L was agreed that a

boundary should be fixed, native claims settled, and native reserves set
aside. Existing native village sites and gardens were to remain native
property. 3
1

Ibid., 211 ff.
2

Phillips. J., re. Jomba, 72.
3
Ibid., 38-39.

l

A week later Loag applied for (what Mr Justice Phillips c<J.llcd) the
1

re-rriistration 1 CJf the land. 1 But lloether ¥as not sa tisfi etl,

Ho

regarded the boundary description as insufficient and demanded a survi'y,
He also pointed out that l " was not enough to sot aside 5 acres for c n;ry
adult male nativ£' 1 but that 5 acres for every male (irrespective o.f ace)
2
..
was ti.10 m1n1mum.
In December 1901 Loag agreed to the larger re;;crves
and applied again for 1 re-registration 1 ,submitting at the same time the
·~

protocol of a survey van der Laan :1ad carried out in the meantime,
Stuckhardt, who had succeeded Boether, was still not satisfied.
Rev, Bergmann to investigate Kubary 1 s 1888 agree1:1ent,

Ile asked

After Bergt.ian.• had

suhmi tted his report, Stuckhard t, accompanied by Loag, carried out a secrjn,]
investigation,

Although he only inspected the coastal section of the land.,

he found tLnt considerable pa.rts of t:1e lancl Kubary had bought from the
Jomba were claimed by other groups,

As a result of this inspection, Loag

was to discuss the matter with the Company's Board of Directors and to
submit proposals as to how far the right of ownership of the N,G.K. was
to be acknowledged. 3
Meanwhile van der Laan continued his survey and completed it in May
1903,

It defined two native reserves in the northern section of the land

and envisaged the defining of reserves for villages further south at a
later date,

The Company claimed, Hahl had approved the plans during a

visit, and applied for the land registration to be altered accordingly,
Stuckhardt, ·who had been away during Hahl 1 s visit, described van der Laan•s
protocol as one-sided and demanded that a formal agreement be concluded
between the Company and the Government,

Before this was done, however,

most of the natives living in the vicinity of Friedrich Wilhelmshafen
1

It appears that the 1896 registration was in fact never cancelled,

2

Ibid.
3

Stuckhardt's report of 5.4,1902 (ibid., 41).

•

l
'

plotted to kill all the Europeans.

)06

1

A detailed plan vas made, l.iut in the .
2
last moment betrayecl. by Nalon fror.1 Bcliao.
The uprising collapsed before

it had started, although the houses of the Europeans had already bci:r.
surrounded,

The Govemrr.ent vas convinced that the land question was n:
least one important reason for the uprising, 3 It therefore pressed for

a completion of the negotiations with the N.G.K.

In September, two months

after the uprising, agreement was reached and on 17.11.1904 the documents
were signed by Hahl and Loag.
The agreement adopted the boundaries van der Laan had suggested in
1903 and incorporated the general clause for the protection of natives, Hahl
had used in the certificate of May 1903 (acknovledging the land acquisitions
the X.G,K, had made on account of its 1898 concession).

The natives retainet

their fishing rights, end a reserve of at least 2. 5 acres per head of
population, irrespective of age and sex, was to be set aside. 4 Only two
of these reserves were described in the agreement.

Regarding the •Gauta

Reserve 1 , mainly intended for the Beliao and situated on the northern
1

There is a great deal of E'Vidence dealing with the 1904 uprising, The
most comprehensive account with long quotations from contemporary sources
is that of A. Hoffmann, 1948-49, vol. I, 328 ff.
2

The position of the Beliao in this affair is particularly int0resting, As
far as land is concerned, they had the best of reasons to take part in the
conspiracy. However, they either hesitated or were excluded from taking
part. According to one European account they were approached by i:he Bilihili
and Siar but decided against taking part because they did not believe that
the plan could succeed (A. Hoffmann, 1948-49 1 vol. I, 330). According to
another European account Nalon betrayed the plan because of a dispute over
a woman with people from Siar (A. Hanke, 1908, 53 ff.). (The same story
is told in connection with the alleged uprising in 1912.) According to
one native version (Lua-Aloi) the Siar even planned to kill the Beliao ~ith
the Europeans because Kudarn (above, 304) had allowed them to settle in the
area end was thus responsible for all the unpleasant things they did (D.O.
Madang, 34-2-45).
·
.
3 .
Annual Report, 1904/05, 2.
4

See above, 267and Phillips J.,re Jomba, 45.
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boundary of the land, van der Laan•s proposal was accepted but the reserve
was formally excluded from the Company's land instead of being registered
as an encumbrance on the Company's title.

The Jabob (Jomba) Reserve was

to be situated on the coast between the Gum River and a point marked on
van der La.an 1 s map as 'landing place'.

The agreement did not accept van

der La.ants 1903 survey as final but requested a survey by a. Government
1
surveyor.
A census "'as taken late in 1906 and in 1907, the Government survey
still not having been made, Stuckhardt and the Company's manager, }:ucller,
defined the boundary of th~ Jabob Reserve.

At the same time they· ~hifted

the reserve - in departure from the 1904 agreement - from the coast. to the

.,

inland side of the road from Friedrich Wilhclmshafen to the Gogol River.·
Al though the reserves had been defined, the Jomba and the Beliao did
not live and garden in their reserves but continued to live a.nd garden as
they had clone previously.

This began to disturb Mueller.

Al though he

asked Stuckhardt to hold over the registration of Jabob Reserve for a 'll"hile,
•

he reported to the Board of Directors tha~ he would, if possible, insist
that the natives started to garden within the reserves or that they at
least obtained the Company's permission before starting to plant elsewhere,
In 1910 the natives still planted outside the reserves,

The Belio.o

were even encouraged by the new District Commissioner, Berghausen, to plant
coconuts as cash crops.

The Company's manager, Geisler (who had been

transferred from Herbertshoehe), complained to Berghausen about this
•trespassing' on the Company's
.
3
views,

1

property 1 ,

Berghausen held different

On 20,6.1910 Geisler reported to the Board of Directors, Berghausen
had told him the Company's registration.as well as the 1904 agreement
1

Ibid.
2

Ibid,, 46-47.
3

Ibid,, 47-49,

lOll

could be challenged.

Berghausen had insisted on a speedy survey and a

simultaneous PXCision of native reserves, although Geisler had pointed
out that ther<' were no plans to plant the land in the near future.
Geisler warned:
There is no doubt that considerable difficulties
will be encountered during the survey. No
complementary purchases were made to complete
Kubary•s land purchases ••• at the time 'When the
natives would have been willing to agree to the
same.1
This applied, Geisler concluded, in particular to the 'Heiro Plain',
mostly Beliao land between the Jomba and Gauta (Neiro) Rivers, since there
was no document relating to the acquisition of that land nor was there any
")

mention of it, or of any Beliao vendors, in Kubary•s agreement.-

A week later Berghausen sent a report on the matter to the Governor
and the N.G.K.

He first of all attacked Kubary•s agreements of 1887 and

1888 because they did not comply with the Dir~ctions of 10.8. 1887, 3 For
the same reasons, he argued, the certificate of 1896 shoulJ not have been
issued and the Company should not have been registered. 4 Next Berghausen
attacked the va.lidi ty of the 1904 agreement, mainly b.ecause the Government
did not have the legal power to bind the natives:

the fa.ct that the

Government· recognized the boundaries of the Company's land could not

Quoted ibid., 49.
2

Ibid.
3

Besides he pointed out that in view of the smallness of the consideration
paid (less than .C3 for more than 12,000 acres) the transaction needed a
judicial investigation.
4

According to Bergha.usen's view the legal position of the Deliao and Jomba
was different. The Beliao had never sold their land at all whereas the
Jomba admitted having sold their ground on the mainland but stated that
their fathers 'did not have any idea about the significance of the purchase
agreement' (ibid., 50).

"
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replace an acquisition from the natives and did not, by itself, vest
ownership in the Company.
Derghausen made the following proposals:
(a)
(b)

{c)

that the Jomba Plain property be surveyed as quickly
as possible, the Jabob Reserve to be set aside [again]
on the coast where the Jabob "Plantations" were ••• ,
that the Company be left to negotiate with the Biliau
[Beliao] natives for the purchase of the land betwce;1
the Jomba and Gauta Rivers - subject to the setting
aside of native reserves - and that until then the
Biliau natives be free to plant, etc., in this area.
that during the survey, reserves be set aside for
the specified villages si tuatrd ••• beh,cen the Gum
and Gogol Rivers, and that as far as it appeared
"herefrom" {presumably from the survey) that pieces
of land had not been purchased by the Company from
the natives, it be left to the Company to do so
subscquently.1

Berghausen himself doubted that the Beliao would be willing to sell the
land between the Jomba and Gauta Rivers to the Company and believed the

.

.

survey of the other areas would show that most of the land had not ueen
validly acquired since the Jomba and Bilibili •could not at all dispose
of the land of the other villages•.
I do not fail to re~ognize that by the proposed
settlement a considerable loss will accrue to the
Company, but these are the consequences of such
olden time land-acquisitions where thousands of
hectares, the boundary of which nobody had seen,
were bought for a trifle.2
Forwarding this report to the Board of Directors, Geisler pointed out
that if Berghausen's proposals were adopted, the natives would be against
any acquisition of land by the N.G.K. and land would only be procurable at
a high price.

In August 1910 1 he even expressed the view that the

agreement of 17.11.1904 was indeed invalid because the Goverruncnt hac1 no
1

Ibid., 52.
2

Ibid.

110

J.
'

I

. I

rights over native land and that it would therefore be futile to take
legal proceedings against the Government. 1
The Acting Governor (llnhl was in Germany) admitted that the N.G,K,•s
legal position was doubtful, but pointed out that it was a serious matter
to attack entries in the Ground Book after such a long time.

He suggested

the matter should be settled by negotiations since the outcome of legal
proceedings was always uncertain and that the natives should not be given
the impression they were still regarded as the undispt•ted owners of the
land.

He regretted being unable to send.a surveyor for four to six months,

.

but proposed settling the question of ownership before the survey,
Berghausen did not think this could be done:
The natives, suspicious by nature, first of all
want to know••• what land will remain to them,,,
and desire this to be settled in an understandable
way: they have had bitter experience in this
direction arrl would otherwise not willingly enter
into a sale. I have arranged to be able to carry
out the matter in the proposed mannC"l' [to which
Geisler had agreed] after the arrival of the land
surveyor.2
The Board of Directors did not share Gei.sler• s pessimism,

In August it was

agreed that the survey required by the 1904 agreement should be done as soon
as a surveyor was available.

Since the natives had been well and truly

provided for in this agreement, they definitely objected to investigating
~

whether or not the lands described in Kubary•s agreements had been validly
bought.

They considered such a demand as unfair and inadmissible since

the authorities had acknowledged the Company's ownership.

It was also an

impracticable proposal because the migratory movements of the natives made
it impossible to say which groups had claimed 'What land at the time of
3
Kubary 1 s purchases.
On 13.10.1910 the Board of Directors wrote triumphantly
1

Ibid., 53-54.
2
Ibid., 54.

3

Ibid., 55-56.

I
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•
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that the matter had been discussed with Hahl and that it would .'he settled
in accordance with our wishes'. 1
Two weeks later Hahl advised Berghausen, that the validity of the
Company's title had been questioned before, but that, with his consent,
it had been agreed not to go into the legal aspect of the matter, provided
the land necessary for the sustenance of the natives was set aside,

The

question, as to whet.her the agreements between the Government and the Company
affected the legal rights of the natives, could also be left in abeyance,
He, Hahl, had acted on the basis that the Government had a mundium over the
natives, but this was also a matter of judicial decision.

If the question

as to whether the land had been legally acquired from the natives was raised,
it \VOuld lead to endless litigation and seriously affect the progress of
the colony.

A possible judicial decision in favour of the Beliao would

result in ~he flaring up of similar law suits all along the coast of Kaiser
Wilhelmsland.

Hahl informed Berghausen that the Company had offered to

excise the land necessary for the natives' liv.elihood, and that he was
confident, a short discussion on the spot, in the presence of the native
chiefs, would suffice to fully satisfy the natives• demands for good
agricultural land, 2
On 1,3,1911 Berghausen agreed with the Company's manager, the land
should be surveyed as soon as a Government surveyor was available and during
the survey reserves should be set aside in accordance with the 1904 agreement
They also agreed, subject to the approval of their superiors, that the
Company should cede about 1 1 200 acres between the Jomba and Gauta Rivers
to the Government in exchange for a ten years• extension of the Company's
trading monopoly in the French (Vitu) Islands. 3
1

Ibid., 56.
2

Ibid., 56-57.
3
Ibid., 57-58.

l
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The interest shown by the Government in acquiring lan~ in addition

I

II

to native reserves in 'Meiro Plain• was connected with its plani-; for the
development of the area north o.f Friedrich Wilhelmshafcn,
In 1907 the North German Lloyd had approached the Government for land
for a tobacco plantation,

At first it was to be located in Bougainville,

but in 1908 it was decided that the area between Friedrich Wilhclmshafen
1
and Alexishafen was more suitable, By 1910 the negotiations had been
completed and 5,000 acres of land were to be acquired, 2 Since there were
several other applications for land, it was planned to systematically
subdivide the coastal area between Europeans and natives,

On 18,10,1911

the District Office submitted its proposals for the subdivision to the
Government,

3

WhE!l the Government Surveyor, Lauer, arrived, he therefore

had to survey all the coastal area between the Gogol River and Alexishafen,
Four different areas must, however, be distinguished:
(a)

the land between the Gogol and Gum Rivers, (Southern Jomba Plain),

(b)

the land between the Gum and Jomba River~ - excluding the Schering
Peninsula, on which Friedrich Wilhelmshafen was situated - (Northern
Jomba Plain),
(c)

the land between the Jomba and Gauta Rivers (Meiro Plain) and

(d)

the area between the Gauta River and Alexishafen,

The main problem in the Southern and Northern Jomba Plain was the excision
of native reserves
to the N,G,K,

from land which was otherwise recognized as belonging

The situation in the Meiro Plain was more complex:

firstly,

land had to be set aside as native reserves; secondly, it was doubtful
whether the remaining land should be recognized as belonging to the K,G,K.;
and thirdly, the Government wanted to acquire the remaining land for other
1

Gov, Journal 1908, Nos, 2160, 3065, 3066, 3582, 3873, 3874,

2

Ibid,, 1910, No, 4747.
3
Ibid,, 1911, No, 8467.

•

purposes.
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The fourth area posed comparatively few problems - however, the

land had first of all to be acquired from the natives.
Lauer apparently began wii.li the survey of the Northern Jomba Plain.
In August 1911 the first difficulties arose:

the natives of Furan and

Sisink complained that their sago swamps (which they said they had never
sold) had been included in the Company's land.

The Company's manager

immediately agreed that they should be marked off as a reserve, and a
minute was signed by Lauer and Berghausen to that effect on 17.8.1911.
After this the survey seems to have continued smoothly but slowly, because
Lauer concentrated on the acquisition of land between the Gauta River and
Alexishafcn, whereas Berghausen continued his negotiations with the N.G.K.
regarding the Meiro Plain.

The Board of Directors had rejected the

proposal to cede land in exchange for an extension of its trading monopoly
in the French (Vi tu) Islands, but apparently a new offer was ma.de to exchange
1
it for land in the Gazelle Peninsula.
The whole matter had become so
complicated that Berghausen was sent to Berlin to take part in the
negotiations between the N.G.K. and the Colon:al Office. 2 During his
absence Scholz was transferred as District Commissioner to Friedrich
.Wilhelmshafen.
On 15.5.1912 Lauer reported to the Government on his land acquisitions
for the North German Lloyd.

He had acquired a block of about 2,800 acres

and had agreed with the natives on a price of 4d. per acre and 2/- for
every young coconut palm and 5/- for every mature one.

The land had been

acquired from six villages, but more than 1,000 acres came from the Siar
people alone.

They had sold so much of their land that - as part of the

subdivision plan - about 180 acres acquired from the Sasagas and Guntabak
people were added to their reserve providing them with 10 acres per head
1

Ibid., 1912, Nos. 3910, 5312, 5940.
2

When 'Lauer asked for the plans for the division of the Meiro Plain in
1912, the Government infonned him that Berghausen had taken them with him
to Berlin (ibid., No. 4398).

of population,

As the purchase JH"•• · t,i hi' paid to the Siar a: .. 1,mtcd to

more thnn £750, I.auer suggested mosL of the money should !H' invested since
they were incapable of handling such a large sum.

Lauer continued:

.:outh of !.111' lnnd •hic11 ha:'> h('l'n acquired hy E.
P1•nn a furth~ r 1, 250 t.o 1, ')00 acrf's can lrn acquired,
excluding a roserve for ~lalrr.111 Villagl', In the
proposals for tho subdivi:.;1 ou of 18, 10, 1911 this
area •as intendod as a supplcmC'ntnry block for the
Xorth German Llo~·d, Ho ..·ever, duri11~ his visit th<'
Govrrnor directed that th<' ., , Lloy1i shoiiid only
be grantrrl one block i;hich "·as t.o bC' con;:idPrably
smaller than orir,inal·ly pror.ii setl, ·According t.o
this direction t.he lam i;ould be free and could be
used to satisfy the land claim ... of E. Mueller. I
beg that a decision be reached as quickly as possible
about this proposal, since Penn, Mueller•s brother-in-law,
told me that Mueller would only come after n final
decision had been made,1

I

I

Lauer•s second report of 10,(1.1912 gives a better insight into the actual
acquisition of the land.
In the first proposal for t.he i;1Jl1division of the
land between Frir.drich 111 I i1elmshafen and Alexishafen
of 18.10.1911, the land south of the Hansemann Road
was intended for the ,,, Lloyd, that is the present
Siar Reserve, whereas the land north of the Hansemann
Road was partly intended as a reserve for the Siar
people. I had made ,,, this proposal, because the
block for the ••• Lloyd would have had ••• a better
shape, and also because many of the coconut palms
which have been planted [by the natives] on
instructions from the District Office are situatr.d
north of the Hansemann Road •••• The Siar people
had at that time not yet decided which la11d they
should sell, so that Lthe District Commissioner J Dr
Scholz put the matter to a· vote, Of the 52 men, 27
voted in favour of selling the land north of the
Hansemann Road••• although I had frequently explained
1

This and the following report from Lauer have survived by accident, They
slipped into a file in which they did not belong and which was - in contrast .
to the land files - sent to Australia in the 1930•1.

•
I
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to them why such a decision was unfavourable. 1
Now t.hc Siar people are long used to selling the
land north of the Hansemann R1>ad •••• As the
position of the villages sho"WS, it was only possible
to buy a larger area of lond near Siar. To l~ave
the Siar people the greater part of their palms is
impracticable since they are scattered over the
whole coastal area, To secure part of the palms
by qreating a reserve within the land of the Lloyd
would be possible, but ••• hardly in its interest ••••

I'
'

Lauer then turned to the central point of his report,
Due to the long drawn out negotiations wiih the
Siar ~eople, which started in September last year
[1911J, a certain unrest has developed a.mong the
native population. The pe<>ple have calmed down
and sold the land but cannot understand why the
compensation money is not forthcoming •••• The
Administration would appear in a strange light
if the natives were again put off until a later
time. I therefore suggest that an advance payment
be demanded from the ••• Lloyd if it do•s not
waive its claims to the lai:rl,2
.
At the same time I would like to mention that a
further,,. [£31,10] are required, The Beliao
people had to be given a compensation of ••• [£15]
for the Meiro Plain, The purchase of the Meiro
Plain (mainly land of the Beliao people) by the
Neu Guinea Kompagnie is contested by the natives,
The District Office holds the same view, so that
it is only just and fair to pay a compensation to
the natives which is not too high if £15 are paid
for 750 acres.
Furthermore, £16.10 must be paid to the Panutibum
for the purchase of Pana Island for the Beliao
people ••••
1

When the palms were counted, the number on the lai:rl south of the road
proved, as Lauer had expected, to be considerably larger (5,850 compared
with 4 1 080).

2

The Lloyd apparently renounced its claims and the land was parcelled out,
although it is possible that the Bremer Suedsee - Gesellschaft which was
active in Friedrich Wilhelmshafen in 1914 was a daughter company of the
Lloyd.
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In general I would like to point out, that the
acquisition of land for the Lloyd was very
Wlrewarding, because of the constant delays.
The District Office and the undersigned tried
very hard to complete the acquisition as quickly
as possible, in orcl<'r not to disturb the
population longer than necessary, which, faced
with a quick decision, soon accepts the facts ••••
[Lauer then suggested that in future an advance in
proportion to the area of land be demanded] otherwise
the work will be hampered and the native population
will be unnecessarily disturbed.

I

This report indicates that the District Office went ahead ~ith it~ plans

I

regarding the Meiro Plain - without waiting for the negotiations with the
N.G.K. to be completed - ~nd that it compensated 1 and provided for the

'

Beliao as best it could.

Nevertheless it is not surprising that the

Europeans unanimously believed reports that the natives, led by the Beliao,
had again planned a general uprising in August 1912 2 (which ia just as
unanimously denied by the present native population).

The subsequent

banishment of the natives of Jomba, Kranket, Beliao, Panutibun and Siar
drastically changed the situation between the Gum River in the south and
the Hansemann Road in the north, since Hahl decided in September that the
land of the 'guilty villages' was to be confiscated, 3
It is not clear to what extent the land acquisitions from the Beliao,
Panutibun and Siar had been finalized before punitive measures were taken.
On the one hand Mr Ju:.·

~ Phillips states that the deed of occupation of

13.7.1914 (the formal basis of the confiscation) named 'certain specified
1

From the entry on Fol. 25 of ·t.he Ground Book for Friedrich Wilhelmshafen
it appears that Meiro Plantation (with an area of about 525 acres) was
bought from the natives on 9.2.1912.

2

'The reason for the planned uprising ••• [was] the dissatisfaction of
the natives with the imminent settling of the area near the harbour (Meiro
Plain and Siar Block) [by Europeans]• (D.K.BL.~912, 994}.
)

Re Jomba, 60.
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lo.nds (which for the most part were islands}•. 1 On the other hand, the
entry on Fol. 29 of the GroWld Book on which the Rhenish Mission was
reg 1 :; Le red as the owner of about 500 acres on the mainland, shows the
deed of occupation of 13. 7.1914 as the basis of the Mission's ownership.
The entry also refers to a contract of purchase and sale (with natives?)
of 6.11.1912 and a transfer from the Government dated 4.3.1914 - i,e, four
months before the deed of occupation.

To confuse the matter further the

entry on Fol. 25 relating to land in Meiro Plain does not refer to the
deed of occupation of 13.7.1914 at all, but instead to a contract of
purchase and sale with natives of 9.2.1912 and a transfer from the
Government of 22.10,1913,
One possible explanation is that - apart from islands - only land
which had been bought before the alleged uprising, but for which the
natives had not. yet been paid was included in the deed of occupation,
(This would mean that the Beliao were already paid in 1912 for the land
registered on Fol. 25, whereas the Siar were ~ot yet paid for the land
registered on Fol. 29.)

Contrary to this explanation the District Office

suggested in 1913 how part of the proceeds from the sale of native land
should be spent in favour of the 'banished island villages•. 2
Another possible explanation would be that the land registered on
Fol. 29 was part of what was - prior to the banishment - intended as a
native reserve, whereas the land registered on Fol. 25 was not.

However,

the land registered on Fol. 29 is north of the Hansema.nn Road, whereas the
Siar Reserve, according to Lauer's report of 10,6.1912, was to be south of
the road,

On the other hand, the land Hernsheim bought in March 1914

(Matupi Plantation} apparently fonned part of the land bought for the
Lloyd, although it was situated south of the Hansema.nn Road 3 where the
1

Ibid,
2

Gov, Journal, 1913, No, 187-6,
3
Custodian, File T 292,

,
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Siar Rpscr•·e was supposed to be.

Moreover, the site of Matupi Plantation

as well as that of the h.nd registered on Fol. 29 corresponds with a plan
1"11ich - according to the Australian copy available - was signed by Lauer
1
on 21.1.1911 - i.e. when Lauer expected the Siar Reserve to be situated
south of Hansemann Road.

This suggcst11 that the Government returned after

the banishment to Lauer's earlier proposal to use this land for the Lloyd.
A further puzzling point is that the entry on Fol. 29 refers to a
contract of purchase and sale concluded on 6.11.1912 - whereas the
banishment of the natives, according to Scholz's report, took place about
nine weeks earlier, between 27. and 29.8.1912. 2 This seems to indicate that
the contract referred to was not a contract with the natives but between
the Government and the Mission.

On the other haDi, native evidence given

during the restoration of the title to the land registered on Fol, 29
indicates that the natives had sold the land before the banishment. 3
Moreover, the contract of purchase and sale between the Government and
Hernsheirn regarding Matupi Plantation took pla~e in 1914, yet also refers
to a purchase agreement of 1. and 2,11,1912,

These agreements therefore

cannot have been contracts of purchase and sale between the Government aDi
Hernsheim,

It is thus likely that the contract of purchase and sale of

6.11.1912 referred to in Fol, 29 was also not an agreement between Government
1

It is likely that this date is wrong and it is certain that the person
copying the original map added to it (for instance an application for an
agricultural lease of the Mission).

2

See above, 316 (n,2),
3

D.O. Madang,

34-2~130.
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and Mission but an agreement with natives, though probably not with the
(banished) natives of :liar. 1
It appears to be a hopeless task to reconstruct the land dealings
regarding the land of the Bcliao and Siar from the scanty evidence
available.

The situation regarding the Northern and Southern Jomba Plain

is more favourable because Mr Justice Phillips recorded the history of
this area in his decision.
After the banishment of the

1

island villages• Lauer turned to the

survey of the Southern Jomba Plain which was inhabited by natives not
involved in the alleged uprising.

In an interim report of 29.4.1913 he

stated that 38 native settlements with 494 inhabitants were situated on
the land. Because of the large number of settlements, he said, it was
2
impracticable to set aside an individual reserve for each
of them.
Instead
1

[Shortly after the Rhenish Mission had bought the land forming the older
part of Nagada Plantation (registered on Fol. ·20), the Mission J •asked
Kao and Mui again for some more land [later registered on Fol, 29], and
they sold the rest of Gitigiti ground. The Mission then started clearing
Basimur Ground, and the Basimur sold because they were afraid not to because
this was the time of the expulsion of the Siar to the Rai Coast • , , , '£he
Mission then started clearing and planting and when they had finished they
tried to go inside the boundaries of Gadudamon land. Luark, the leader of
Gadudamon was very strong and brave and he refused to sell any land and
threatened that if any of the mission boys went onto this land, he would
kill them. The mission then by-passed Gadudamon and entered Siasigas and
Lilum ground' (ibid.). [This could refer to the Ruo [Riwo] Reserve within
the land registered on Fol. 29, If this ism, the reserve was already
marked on Lauer 1 s plan of 21.1.1911.]
2

It is not clear whether this was in accordance with the 1904 agreement,
The relevant passage is.ambiguous. It reads: 'The dwelling places and
plantations of the natives existing at the time of the survey remain their
free property, that is to say, at least ••• [2.5 acres] per head of populati1
no matter what age or sex, must be reserved to them'. (Re Jomba, 45.) Does
this mean the reserve had to include existing dwelling places or gardens?
Or was it only required that 2.5 acres per head of population were to be
reserved? Yas only the size or also the geographical situation of the
reserve prescribed?

•
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he suggested three large native reserves (each for a number of villages)
and twelve smnllcr reserves for individual villages.
The total area of ihe pro~crty of Jomba Plnin South
is about ••• [8,750 acresJ: out of this will come
reserves of about • • • [ 3, 750 acres] ·- [that is nearly
three times as much as the 2.5 acres per head of
population stipulated as a minimum in 1904] - also
the sago areas which must remain to the natives and
the size of which is unknown •••• The result is
that the property of Jomba Plain South is of little
value to the New Guinea. Company [because the part
free from native reserves is hilly land with very
steep slopes.] 1
On 2.5.1913, shortly after Lauer 1 s interim report on the Southern
Jomba Plain, Berghausen (returned from Berlin) reached a provisional
agreement with the local.manager of the N,G.K. by which the Government was,
in exchange for the Southern Jomba Plain, to transfer the Jabob Reserve in
the Northern Jomba Plain and the Jabob Islands to the Company.

Berghausen

assumed that the Jabob Reserve as well as the .Jabob Islands had become the
property of the Government after the banishment of the Jabob people.
Berghausen asked Hahl to approve the agreement and informed him the Company•f
local manager "WOuld also recommend an approval to the Board of Directors.
Instead the manager reported that the proposed agreement was not acceptable,
since the Company would only get 350 acres for the 4,000 acres and more it
lost, but that it could be u~ed as a lever for a more favourable exchange, 2
1

Berghausen s proposal was officially rejected at a conference between
Hahl and the Company's Director, Preuss, on 15.1.1914 in Rabaul, and on
23.3.1914 the Company applied for a re-transfer of Jabob Reserve on the
basis that it had never been transferred to the Government, whereas the
reason for setting it aside had disappeared after the Jabob had been
banished.

Gebhard, Berghausen•s successor, thought the Company had the

1

2

Quoted in re Jomba, 61 0
Ibid,, 65-66.
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better case, and suggested that Jomba ncserve should be re-transferred in

I

exchange for land for a new reserve near Salamaua in the Huon Gulf, 1
Before the next round of this game of bargaining was completed, the

'

First World War broke out, the banished island ~illages returned, and a
new game, now according to Australian rules, began,

I'

On my [a native witness•] return from the Rai Coast
Luluai, Walcock, Malang and several other 'big' men
,,;cnt to Missionary Blum [of the Rhenish Mission] and
complained that we had no ground left and asked him
if he would give us some back, He got a money bag
full of money and asked if we had such a bag full of
monry to give him, in return for what he paid the
Government for this land, Of course we did not have.
Later he gave us Jack two pieces of ground ••• [on
the land registered on Pol, 29] and we were allowed
to make gardens there. We had to pay him a quantity
of yams after each harvest, Today we are still
gardening the two pieces of land but we no longer pay. 2

~

"

The acquisition of land was still not the result of a legal transaction
.
out a complex historical process - although the social, political and
economic motives had changed essentially since pre-contact days.

Despite

layer upon layer of deeds, agreements, tentative arrangements, gifts and
payments, surveys and exchanges of land, if tl1e situation became critical
none of them was regarded as legally binding.

Colonial law was not used

for solving problems caused by the clash between primitive and Western
law.

If at all, it was used as a threat in an attempt to prevent this

clash by replacing legal decisions with political compromises.

Only now

that the colonial Government has begun to back the facade of colonial
law - if necessary with force - has this clash become un~voidable,

It

will reach its decisive stage after New Guinea has become independent.
1

2

Ibid,, 68 and B.A. Friedrich Wilhelmshafen, Journal 1914, No, 1719.

D.o. Madang, 34-2-130,
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What is crucial for the future role of primitive law in New Guinea, is
not I.he

.i

Lt.i tudo of pa~{. and present colonial administrations, but tho

attitude of the first generations of responsible native politicians.

:t

'Ii
'
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